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Chaptei I

Conceptual Fr,a,e4ork

The use of psyAological and educational tet. Sias increased rapidly

over the past tew decades, This prolitcuation is in part dL:umented by

the growth of the Buros' Mental Measurement Yearbook from 400 pages in

1938 to over 2,800 pages in 1978 (Haney, 1981). Many reasons can and hare

teen offer -d tbir, growt4, Tt has been suggested that the growth of

psychological testing may reflect an aspect of our mass society, specifically,

a need for our institutions to deal with large numbers of individuals. With

regard to the use of tests in education, Garcia (1981) concludes that pro-

ponents of mental measurement believe that Tmleasuring human abilities

by standardized tests would presumably increase educational productivity
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and sort the various grades of humar.s for their roles in the industrial

society" (p. 1172). IA has also been suggested that the reason may, in

part, be explained by the love affair that America has always had with

technology and psychological testing is but one expression of that special

devotion (Boorstein, 1974, cited in Haney, 1981). As Haney (1981) con- °

eludes, however, all the reasons offered foi why psychological and educa-

tional testing has grown so rapidly, none attribute it to the increased

ability of psychological science to better zeasure mental processes. Given

the imnortance of social utility as an explanation for the growth of psycho-

lw,ical testing rather than increased quality of the devices themSelves,

it is no wonder why psychology often finds itself defensively engaged in
$

research, after the fact, to demonstrate the utility of its tests in the

face of public concern. One such concern that has been heard most vocif-
.:

(rously in recent years is the perceildd biased nature of these test when

different t
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from those raHe! il;ain-:troam Anr,lo or docinant culture.

in Norting thi, voluminous literature to identify the reasons

for this concern, two is.mes stand out most n-ominently. Fir: it is

;11;.;gested that. 011U S ,ciery 1!; highly sensitized to any institutionaliz,-(1

practices that result in a reduction of freedom of choice (Ha, y, 1981).

When tests are employed to make decisions that may hold back individuals

or groop trorl ,;11;irint, what i'; Often referred to a "tho

American dream", potential biases in that process that may reset in an -

unwarranted denial of freedom are closely scrutinized. Cole (1981) points

out thaC the concerns the public have towards psychological testing ultimately

fo'Cts on the social policy decisions that are made with the aid of these tests.

The use of psycholical testing in the schools for the classification and

placement of children in classes fv: the mentally handicapped serves as a

case in point. Classes for the mentally handicapped have come'
c')

be known as

classes having little academic emphasis, poor facilitAps, and inadequately

trained teachers (McMillan, 1977). Given such a perspective, the use of

psychological testing for placemeno: in tjhese.often called "dead-end" educa-

tional tracks has received much scrutiny. This sensitivity combined witL

the Riverside epidemiological studies in the early seventies (Mercer, 1970,

4973) highlighting the disproportional representation of culturally different

children in these classes resulted in demonstrative outcries with the debate

carrying over into the courts.

A second reason for the public's concern for bias in testing lies in

the implications that are inherent in the measured differencesbetween

culturally different children and those from the dominant Anglo culture

(Reschly, 1981). Psychological tests are primarily designed to measure
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construct . Consegii-nt 1 y, one imp I c lt 11111 I nho I 4'10 in t he de', ign Ott test!

purported to be valieid is that voliotion in performance connote', 'lit it

in the measured construct. Such an implication would lead on'' to the in-

evitable conclusion th;:t culturally dPierent children, A /1""P; Arc

capable than Anglo childrOn. Whin dealing with a constrict such as iutelli-

gence that has long been viewed as a characc..i .tic heavily influenced by

genetic endowment, one can appreciate the re.um for the concerns of the

public irding the potential bias in tefttin The stigma atti.ched to

labeling a dispcoporti Aate number of culturally different inc:, .C,tals retarded

and the perceived insulting nature of a premature conclusion that .-oup of

people is less intelligent than another is not only cause for concern but to

some, reprehensible,

in response to concerns for potential bias in testing, there ire those

who conclude that mean differences, across groups is enough to sub,.ntiiAte

charges of bias (Alley & Foster, 1978; Chinn, 197c: 1979; Jackson,

1

1975; Mercer, 1976, Williams, 1974). For example, Alley and roster (1978)

concluck that for tests to be nonbiased, they need to yield equivalent

distributions of scores across groups. Otkers have studied the quest)Jo

of bias by examining both tests and the assessment process in an effort to

determine if measured group differences are "real" differences. Some have

focused on bias in the technical validityjsense, some have looked at bias
;

as a function of situational factorinherent in testing settings, while

others have focused on potential bas in the assessment process within,

which testing is Often an integral part.

Still others'tslme addressed concerns for bias by devoting their efforts

Askroposing and examining alcernative meth,xls to traditional testing

f.
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plarticiY; th;it putpi,t( to ho oilhor inhrontly nol,hiat:ed clitotiott-

reterenced tostin0 or implovomont:t to pro!tout pt.otice (o.g., renorming)

In addit ion to re.,earch ctlort,., . ny-product of the public's concer. has

been the evolutiiat o! a literature related to the judicial tnd legislative

impact of possible bias in psychological assessment. Official positions

have also been adopted by several organizations whose members are involved

in ycho I ,..11 Ind odnL A .11 !:,;o!.!:mon t

As des,'ribed above, the response to charges of biased assessment has

been a frenzy of study of the issues in a variety of Disparate areas. Given

the inherent unwieldy nacure of the literaturic,' periodic reviews primarily

designed to allow for ref 1e, -_ion and planning for the future becom:! increas-

ingly importoilt. It is the major parpose of the report to do just that.

/ Specifically, he pu:-doses 4 the present review are fourfold. First, it

is the purpose of this.review to be compreAcnsive in scope. To that end,

all the various and disuarate ways that the issue of nonbiased assessment

has been address-2d are included. Second, an attempt is made to providg a
41-

conceptual framework for organizing the mass of information presertly avail-

able alt the tonic. Thirt, a critique is offered of the writings and research

in each of the areas within the framework presented. Finally, an evaluation

of each of the areas within the framework will be offered to provide an

opinion as to the future contribution that each has yet to make when examined

against the evolving trends in the overall area of nonbiased assessment.

Conceptual Framework

When conducting a review of any body of literature, a primary goal is

to develop a framework for conceptually organizing the mass of information

potentially available for inclusion. It was an assumption of the present
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In an effort to he as comprehensive as possible, the authors allowed

hoi1 nit IA 1 h t.. r.ow,,. to Any I i t Atm' lilt po, port od t 1 ho re kit od

:o the topic of nunhiased assessment. Searches were conducted in various

lisciplines including education, law, sociology, psychology, and medicine with

:he only restriction being that the focus of the literature had to be on

ieasures of mental and/or psychological processeS and/or related behavior

is they apply to decisions of selection and/or intervention.

The product of this effort is a conceptual framework that includes

light major areas, each reviewed in the remaining chapters of this report.

lese major. areas include: (1) historical perspectives, (2) conceptual

bodels, (3) technical test bias, (4) situational bias, (5) outcome bias,

6) proposed alternatives to traditional practice, '0) judicial and legis

.ative influences, and (8) professional association influences. Discussed

below is each of the eight major areas including a brief discription of the

.iterature covered and the rationale for its inclusion.

listorical Perspectives
(

The first of these major areas, historical perspect ues, reviews the

Nolution of psychological and educational assessment and reports on histor

cal references to biases throughout its developing history. In order to

Ain a full appreciation of the issues involved in present day concerns, it

s necessary to acquire an understanding of the development of psychological
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The second major arca moking up the framework for the present review

'involves a discussion of the conceptual models that are presently praposed

for understanding, human functioning. The medical, intrapsychic disease,

psychoeducational process, behavioral, sociological deviance, ecological and

pluralistic mod('Is ;Ire reviewed. Diff. ent mode L; for conceptualizing human

functionitw, each have their own assumptIons regarding the "why" of bOavior.

Each model dictates different assessment approaFhes,/each with different

implications for bias. Consequently each of these models are described and

their implications for bias in their respective assessment practices are
'44

discussed.

Empirical Studies in Bias

One of the more difficult aspects of our task was to come to grips with

the various ways in which bias has s been defined and consequently studied in

the empirical literature. Most issues dealing with nonbiased assessment are

emotionally charged and full objectivity is like the proverbial end of the

rainbow never reached. Yet, the application of scientific method to the

study of bias in assessment has been both plentiful and fruitful. This

gives testimony to the power of science in mediating dispUtes and sorting

through biases even when tho..c. biases ire held by those charged with

10
es'
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attempt to address the issue ot whether or not test.:; are measuring the same

construct across groups.

Plc fifth 411-.'a AHO rcpurft4 Al An ouipiti(dlly-brd litctaturi. that

locnses on potentIAI in the ontconn". 1 Ill.' entlie .1/410"4.41W111 1)14444-4

that either may or may not include the use of tests. Thef; studies (An be

viewed ,r; employing an expanded v rsion of validation theory that includes

the study of whether or not tests are equally valid acre n used

to predict desired outcomes. These three areas of the review art' identified

as technical test bias, situational bias, and outcome bias. A brief

description of each follows.

Technical Test Bias. By far the most organized search for bias in assessment

has come out of the lifrature on technical test bias and this makes up one

of the Majer areas of this review. Technical test bias is defined as bias

in a purely statistical sense. When speaking of testing, bias refers to

"systematic errors in the predictive validity and construct validity cf test

scores of individuals that are associated with the individual's group member-

ship" (Jensen, 1980, p. 375). Thus, those who choose to examine bias from
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ditterential periormance anion;; groups, then one can test the hypothesis

to see if th, t!,t predikts some it iterion differently for ditterent

It the tests prrdictes ditferently, the test can be considered

externally biased.

Internal Construct Bias. V:hile external construct bias focuses

exclusively on an external criteria to determine bias, internal construct

bias focuses on the internal structure of the test to determine if the

test is measuring the same thing for all regardless of group mean

differences. The :act that a test predicts equally well for all provides

only partial verification that the construct-the test purports to measure

is doing so in an unbiased manner. In internal construct bias, methods

usually used to_support the construct and content validity of tests are
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employed to determine if such evidence is different for different groups.

Fact(,r strt tur his dis 1(-or bias rangy_{ item bras have all been studied

an be said to be internally biased.

.2.1_uat'or.al Bias. Another area that has received a substantial amount of

attenticn over the years is often referred to as situational bias.

.. ituational bias, also referred to as atmosphere bias, involves the study

of those influences in the test situation that may interact with group

differences to produce systematic bias in performance across groups.

Jensen (1980) identifies six sources_of potential situational bias that

have beer :.'tidied and are included in this fourth major area of the

review. These include (1) the effects of prior practice or coaching;

(2) interpersonal factors involving the attitude, expectancy and dialect

of the examiner and the manner in which the examinee is motivated to

perform; (3) individual versus group administration and how general

classroom morale and discipline may influence performance; (4) timed

likversus untimed tests; (5) the interactions with race and sex of examine

and examinee; and (6) the potential biasing influence of the halo effect

and its influence on scoring test performance.

This area, like technical test bias, can be viewed as a study of the

validity of tests for use with culturally different populations.

Although independent of the test itself, situational factors have the

potential of impacting on test scores and consequently influencing the

validity of the construct. This literature makes the critical distinction

between performance and capability and asks the question whether or not

the performance on tests of individuals from differing cultures are

) 13
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a(..urate reflections of thei: capabilities (Henderson & Valencia, in

press). From a social learning perspective, only when motivational

Porldition t:' D;.-rformr,r,y crIp11:1;]it-7 4

performance of individuals from Lifferent cultures can be manipulated

by situational factors then the measure may be said to be biased In

essence, this is a test of the construct validity of the test. 'L,...it is,

is the test measuring. the same construct equally well for all individuals?

Such information is different from that gained from examining internal

construct bias since those methods can only provide evidence from which

one can infer if the same construct is being measured - not how will it

is being measured. Eyidence of whether or not one group's performance
\

is influenced by situational variables would, likewise, not be necessarily

evidenced in an examination of external construct bias. If a situational

factor (e.g.,achievement motivation) influences a criterion measure (e.g.,

academic achievement) to the same degree that it influences a construct

measure (e.g, intelligence), and if the situational factor differs among

groups, then one would expect the construct measure to predict the

criterion measure equally for all groups even though the construct nly

not be measured equally well for all groups.

Outcome Bias. As implied in our previous discussion, when the issue of

nonbi'ased assessment has been addressed in the past, attention has usually

turned to the study of tests and their validity as defined within the

scope of content, construct and criterion-related validity. Yet, as

defined, a technically valid test provides us limited information on its

usefulness. Indeed, validity in a traditional sense tells us only how well

a construct'is being measured, not how useful the measure is in making decisions

14
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To this point both Cronback (1980) and Messick (1975) have empha-

sized that the different types of validity generally offered to sub-

,;Lablish

variables is to provide further information regarding whether or not C.e

measure is "acting" the way it is hypothesized. It is not intended to

provide specific information regarding the value of its use for making a

particular type of decision. This point is exemplified by the rather

general nature of the criterion measures usually chosen to establish pre-

dictive validity.' For example, in providing evidence for the criterion-

relatedness of a measure of intelligence, a general measure of academic

achievement is often used. Such a measure only implies the construct's

csefulness in educational decision making. Whether or not the construct

measure is useful in any one particular circumstance has to be determined

by the success of the outcome predicted by its use. The validity regarding

the usefulness of a test, then, involves additional information than that

provided in predictive validity studies. In addition to the traditional

psychometric properties of the measure, one would need to know how well

the measure predicts the criterion of concern in the setting and -for the

individual for whom you are making the decision. If intervention planning

is the purpose of the use of the measure, then one also needs to know the

extent to which one tan predict success of an intervention designed from

the use of the test.

In discussing this point, Cole (1981) suggests that the inability of

technical test validity to provide information regarding all types 'of

interpretations that can be drawn from a test provides evidence of the

limitations of validation theory. Cronback (1971) writes:

15
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narrowly considered, validation is the process of

examining the accuracy of a specific prediction or

' r

vd illation eaulines thr_. soundness o X11 the inter-

pretations of a test (p. 443, cited in Cole, 1981).

When we broaden our focus of attention in a search for bias to include

the Siudyeof outcomes, it becomes readily apparent that the search needs to

encompass more than the study of test bias even when conceived in its

broadest sense. The information provided by tests is only one gspect bearing

on the validity of decisionmaking and its subseqUent outcomes. Additional

data brought to bear on the decisionmaking piocess may include other data

on psychological functioning that has no established reliability and

validity (e.g. subjective judgments of a teacher regarding the intellect, 1

functioning of the child) as well as philosophic, legal., social, and econo,

factors. All have their impact on intended outcomes, and all have the

potential of being biased.

With respect to the latter, there are those who point out (e.g.,

Messick, 1975) that while there are numerous data in the decision making

process for which technical validity can be offered, there are other data"..2

related to the values of the decision makers and those responsible for

the decisions made that cannot be validated in a psychometric 8ense. The

influence brought to bear on the decision by these factors can only be

judged by the potential consequences its use will have in terms of social

value. Cole (1981) points out that while an intelligence test may be

valid for helping in the diagnosis of the mentally retarded, ."validity

theory doesinot say whether t e use of the test, or the whole system in

which the test use is embed ed, will produce a social good or a se-ial evil"

(p. 1068).

16.
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To further illustrate the complex of factors that may impact' on an

intended outcome, let us examine a typical process used to decide on the

rj '4Y i 1 i; h;ld

generated. Formal test data will typically include information on the

child's learning potential, adaptive behavior, and academic functioning.

Other test data regarding the child's perceptual and/or social-emotional

functioning may also be collected. Yet, when the ultimate decision is

made regarding the classification and placement of the child, the test

data becomes only one source of data used to make decisions. Nontest

data may include the child's history of school performance, attendance

history, attempts to remediate the problems in the mainstream class, type

and quality of alternative placements available, subjective impressions

of the team members regarding the child's intellectual functioning, the

parent's support for diagnosis and placement, whether or not the'placement

involves changing schools, available transportation, number of children

previously placed in such a class, whether or not such a diagnosis and

placement will disrupt the proportional representation of minorities in

special education, among others.

In addition to these (and many more) data that are typically

included in a decision-making process are the inferences that one makes

.abo th- data themselves. Because an IQ test has been validated by

demonstra ing its technical validity including its relationship to

academic chievement, does not necessarily make it applicable for helping

any one ell d 7.1n eny one setting.. In this respect, validity uestions

include wheSte.r_or not the external criteri
)

a used to validate the test
\,....,

17
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really.speak specifically lo the decision made about that child in that

situation. And what about the outcomes of that placement? roes the

use of the osses;sment dat:: both tot and nontest, lead to z decir.on

is to improve the ledrning o that chid '-en one can effectivL,ly argue

that the utility of the data in bringing apout this outcome should be an

important aspect of the validity of the data As a consequence of the

above concerns, there are those who advocate that our definition of

validity be expanded to inclilde the validity in predicting desired

outcomes From this perspective our study of bias needs to_encompass

all aspects of the process lending information for making the decision.

Those who advocate such a position have expanded our arena of

empirical efforts in'two ways. First, they have required that we clearly

distinguish between what we actually krow about the measures we're using

(i.e., psychometric properties) and what we are infezzring in any given

d2cisionmaking circumstance. Second, they have broadened our study of

vario';s types of data, including nontest data, that are used in the

decisionmaking process. This has focused our attention on how all

sources of data, and the interactions among the data, influence decisions

and subsequent outcomes.

Those who share this perspective usually hold to a more decision

theoretic model of assessment as opposed to a classical testbased model

(Cronback, 1971). In the latter approach to assessment, emphasis is

placed on the accuracy of measurement. It endorses the use of the best

instrument available for measuring a construct regardless of the decision

one needs to make with the data. From this point of view, if one were
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interested in the measurement of intelligence, for example,, it wouldn't

matter the purpose, the measurement of choice would be that instrument

that performs the task most reliably and validly; that is, the instrument

LiSS1ti t.LOrt LILO ',ilbsequeni placement in

education class proved to he unsuccessful for a child, the problem would

not necessarily focus on the test data. A test can be valid regardless

of iaeffectual outcomes. Those who hold this position usually advocate

resti.icting our definition of bias to technical test bias. The effective-

ness o intended outcome as it includes philosophic, legal and other

such considerations or the inappropriate use of test data or other data

is an issue of "fairness" and "misuse", respective not bas.

As stated above,'Miose who argue for a more encompassing definition

of bias, tend to hold moe of decision-theoretic model of assessment.

From this perspective, the focus of any assessment, by its nature, is on

the outcomes of the eiitire process. Information derived from both test

and nantest data, as well as social value considerations, are all an

integral part of the assessment process that Onnot be divorced from the

utility of the outcomes. There is no such thing as the perfect test for

measuring anything. The only way one can decide on the appropriaten ss

of a test is to view it as part of a comprehensive strategy for assessing

individuals for making specific decisions. The validity of a measure

must, therefore; be judged on the effectiveness of the outcomes of any

decision that employ the measure in this process. Consequently, the

same test or other pieces of data may be valid for making some decisions

while invalid for making others.
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Two different types of outcomes and consequently two'different types

of validities can be described. The first related to the selection of

individuals, the second, intervention with individuals. Likewise, two

Bias in Selection_ T11, -lajor difference hetw_en bias in selection

and bias in intervention lies in the purposes of the assessments. When

using tests for selection, Jie purpose is to identify a test or tests

that will allow one to chose among those who take the test(s). So, for

example, when using a Lesi- for selection in hiring or admissions, ones.

purpose is to choose among prospective applicants those one wants to

hireor admit and those one doesn't. Since the purpose. of the testing

is Lo hire or admit those who will succeed and not hire or deny admittance

to those who will not su:ceed, the focus is on the utility of the test

in increasing the probability of r :king the correct choice. Bias in

-selection, then, relates to whether or noL the decision-making is

biased in selecting among all who apply, regardless of group membership.

Bias in Intervention. Tests used far decisions involving intervention,

on the other hand, have an entirely different purpose from those used in

selection. The ultimate purpose of this type assessment is to provide

help to the individual taking the tests. More often than not, formal

help is given through diagnosis and placement. For example, when children

are assessed to determine special education eligibility, any subsequent

diagnosis and placement decisions are ultimately made with the desired

outcome of helping the.children. While this may appear on the surface

co be a decisi-n involving selection (i.e., you select those who are eligible

and deny those who are not), it is not. The difference is that in the
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int±rventi.on process, after the assessment is condUctai, something active

occurs (1.e., some form of treatment) t-iat is a direct_ consequence of the

assessment process In selection, as!,essmert process stops with fry

wcIl the t preCi_cted the success of an intervention that is planned

with the use of the test. As can be seen, testing for intervention involves

a whole new set of inferences taat must be drawn from assessment data.

Bias in intervention therefore, relates to whether or not the decision-

imaking is fair in helping all those who are assessed, regardless. of group

membership.

Proposed Alternatives to Traditional Practice

In response to alleged bias in tglirts and/or in the assessment process,

a variety of procedures have been proposed as alternatives to traditional

practice. These alternatives include procedural approaches that are

usually represented by bot'l test and nontest-based methods. Some are

designed specifically to address the issues raised in d assessment bias

literature. Others provide alternatives that have not gained popularity
7

in traditional test practice but have been identified as yielding results

Aat are less biased than those procedures more commonly employed in

psychoeducational or psychological testing. Some are,well founded procedures

boosting good psychometric properties while others, at best, can be con-

siuered experimental. Ia addition, the various alternatives that have been

proposed differ radically in the type of data they provide and, therefore,

the purposes for which they can be used. The alternatives reviewed herein,

run the gamut from procedures that look and act much like those typically

employed in traditional practices to those that are radical departures.
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These include: (1) culture-reduced testing, (2) renorming, (3) adaptive

behavior measures, (4) Piagetian strategies, (5) learning potential

assessment, (6) d;agnostic clinical teaching, (7) child development

1;1,

asst.ssIncilL. includeci in Lhn d]scussich viunal assessp

criterion-referenced testing.

Culture-Reduced Tests. These tests are sometimes purported to contain

content that is either free of culture or fair to individuals regardless

of the culture in which they are a member. The aim of culture-reduced

tests is to include content influenced only by environmental circumstances

that are common across cultures. Cattell's Culture-Fair Intelligence

Test is an example of those included in this type. Also included under

the heading of culture-reduced tests are nonverbal tests. Nonverbal tests

are those tests that purport to.be languag -reduced. Some eliminate

requirements for verbal responding %Mile others eliminate both- rbal

ISinstructions and verbal responding as prerequisities to performa e. These

tests are reported to be less biased with multilingual and some physically

handicapped individuals. Several of these tests are nolo appearing on the

market in response to charges of language bias in testing while others

have been available for years for use primarily with handicapped 'populations.

The Nonverbal Test of Cognitive Skills is an example of a type nonverbal

test included in this category.

Renorming. Renorming involves taking an already established test and

providing new norms that are more chracteristic of the population of

individuals being tested than the national representative samples that

are most often used to originally norm the test. This alternative is

most prominently embodied in the SOMPA.
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Adaptive Behavior Measures. With a reconceTtualiiation of the meaning

of adaptive behavior as, evidenced in the 1977 revision of its definition by

the American Asscciation of Mental Deficiency, measures of adaptive behavior

have ,,ained ri rgetwe of popularity in recent years. Within this new

;11.,1 (it

adaptation to the coimuunity well as the school OZeschly, 1982). This

reconceptualization was in pat\L..if. not entirely, the result of potential

bias in the diagnosis of mental retardation when assessment was conducted,

as previously had been done, by an examination of adaption to the school

culture,only. The measurement of adaptive behavior, by law, is now a

necessary component of any diagnosis of mental retardation. An example

of a new measure of adaptive behavior designed specifically to address

the problem of bias in'the diagnosis. of mental retardation is the Adaptive

Behavior in Children (ABIC) scales which is part of the SOMPA.

Piagetian Tests. Many of the procedures used to measure constructs

employed in Piaget's theory of intellectual development are less than

more traditional tests of intense ual functioning. The unique feature

about Piagetian tests that make them candidates for alternative nonbiased

procedures is in the nature of the constructs they purport to measure.

Reported by those involved in this area of research, the constructs are

purported to be universal and invariant. Some evidence has been reported

regarding the similarity of cognitive development, as defined by these

measures, of children from diverse -cultural backgrounds (c.f. De Avila,

& Harassy, 1975).

23
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Learnin pontial Assessment. Learning potential assessment pro-

cedures involve a te st-teach-test model of assessment that differs

dramatically from traditional measures that sample behavior at one point

t- -T1 f

background or the child. Since this type assessment has been develope

most extensively by Fuersteio (1978) as a component of an intervention

program, its procedures are less standardized than normally found in

1'
traditional tests.

Diagnostic - Clinical Teaching. Diagnostic-clinical teaching is an

assessment Procedure that in '>olves the actual, teaching of curriculum-

related materials under conditions that maximize learning. These

conditions can include a variety of manipulations such as varying

reinforcement and feedback conditions. Kratochwill et al. (1980)

report its relevance to nonbiased assessment as a consequence of its

focus on (1) tasks Lhat nearly all children experience in the s:hool

curriculum and (2) its relationship to the interventions that are

planned from it.

Child Develo ment Observation (CDO). Most closely associated with

Ozer and his associates (Ozer, 1966, 1968,' 1978), CDO is designed to

simulate the process of learning on protocols that sample conditions

under which a given child's learning problem may be solved. It is a

nontraditional form ,of assessment and its non-normative approach makes

it an eligible candidate as a nonbiased alternative to traditional

practice.
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Clinical Neuropsychological Assessment. Clinical neuropsychological

assessment is concerneu with the assessment of brain-behavior relations.

As such, it can be conceptualized as a set of procedures best interpreted

.)1.117.i.tH(

rj Ori if 11 ' 1 A( r(1in2, t
r, ( (47 r) 1

pv, tol t,uch measures ;Iro minimall i

ituence, variations in culture. The procedures themselves depend on

standardid behavioral observations used in conjunction with normative

psycholoilical assessment devices.

Behavioral Assessment. Most commonly associated with behavior therapy

approaches, behavioral assessment has been identified with nonbiased

assessment since it involves a set of procedures that sample behaviors

that are most often referenced to an absolute standard of performance.

The sample is usually taken in the natural environment and the desired

standard of performanca'established with either a person responsible for

the individual's behavior or the individual himself/herself.

Criterion-Referenced Tests. While not originally designed specifically

as nonbiased measures, the assumptions underlying the development of

criterion-referenced tests make them candidates for such use. This class

of measures, unlike traditional norm-referenced tests, do not depend on

comparing children in the assessment of abilities and skill-level achievement.

Instead, criterion-referenced tests measure the extent to which a child has

mastered an absolute preestablished standard of performance. These tests

are sometimes referred to as domain - referenced tests.
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Judicial and Legislative Influences

On byproduct of the public's concerns over perceived bias in

psychological and educational assessment has been the involveMent cf

practice However since in the area o: judici.11 actions the influence of.

rulings in one of tne application of testing are telt in all areas,

the discussion will also extend to those court cases that have had an

indirect, yet significant, impact on assessment bias in education. This

is especially true of those rulings on tests in the area of employment.

The impact of legislative and judicial actions on psychological

testing in education should not be underestimated. Since the mid-1960's,

a wealth of litigation and legi7,1ation has evolved that have affected the

adminiftration, interpretation and use of psychological tests (Bersoff, 1981).

Legislative actions such as the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and P.L. 94-142

are two of the more prominent laws that are presently reviewed.

In the area of judicial action, the courts, who have traditionally

attempted to maintain a "handsoff" posture with respect to issues involving-

school policy, have recently jumped into the arena "with both feet". Hearing

cases on both statutory and constitutional grounds, the courts have steadily

increased their involvement in the fair use of psychological testing and will

apparently continue to do go (Bersoff, 1981). For the purposes of t?is

review, major attention has been focused on the Larry P. v. Riles (1979)

and PASE v. Hannon (1980) cases. These cases most directly impact on the

use of intelligence tests for the diagnosis and placement of children in

"educable mentally retarded" classes.

2G
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Professional Association Influences

The eighth and last major area within the conceptual framework that

will be reviewed, involves the influence of professional associations on

the biased assessment practices of its members. The impact of professional

associations is usually felt through training programs, public statements,

published guidelines and their impact on the certification and licensure

of those who qualify to administer tests or provide professional services.

In this area of the review some of the professional groups that have set

forth standards for assessment practices for its members will be examined.

Structure of the Report

Our review of assessment bias is composed of 10 chapters. Chapter 1,

the present chapter, was designed as an introduction to the report. Its

purpose was to detail the conceptual framework that evolved as a consequence

of our review and that has provided the basic structure for this report.

Chapters 2 through 9, inclusive, contain a discussion of the major areas

reviewed. Chapter Two reports on the historical perspectives to bias in

assessment while the conceptual models of human functioning are reviewed

in Chapter Three. Chapter Four, Five, and Six report on empirical stldies

in assessment bias in the areas of technical test bias, situational bias,

and outcome bias, respectively. The various alternatives to traditional

test practice are reviewed , Chapter Seven. Chapter Eight reviews the

legisla e and judicial influences on bias in testing and the influence

of professional organizations is reported in Chapter Nine. In Chapter Ten,

a synthesis of all the major areas is attempted to provide the reader various

perspectives on where we have come in our understanding of bias in assessment

and, more importantly, where we still have to develop new areas of research

and practice.
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Chapter 2

Historical Perspectives4lon

Assessment Bias

Since the beginning of assessment efforts,. individuals have been

concerned with how- fair the actual procedure or technique was for chose

participating in it. In this chapter we trace he development of

assessment over recorded history up to the present. Although our

overview is quite focused (see several sources for a more detailed

general review: DuBois, 1970; Doyle, 1974; Linden & Linden, 196R;

McReynolds, 1975), we provie a Perspective on comtemporary bias in the

assessment process.

An examination of the historical factors in assessment is

important for several reasons. First, it is important to understand

that many of the contemporary issues in assessment bias have their

origin in past assessment practi'ces. Second, it is important to

realize that many contemporary issues are related to social or even

political concerns that have their origin in the past. Third, the past

-has sometimes provided or even imposed a structure on assessment

practices. It is important to understand this structure in order to

identify contemporary models of assessment practice. Finally, it is

important to focus on historical factors to introduce a variety of

scholarly perspectives into the discussion of the issues surrounding

bias in assessment.
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Ancient InfluecPs

One of the most extensive and scholarl, discussions of the

historical antecedents of assessment in general ...nd personality

assessment specifically, has been presented by McReynolds (1974). Most

historical treatments of the assessment literature typica.11y begin with

a discussion of the work of 7alton in England and Catell in the United

States (i.e., many books on assessment begin with this period (e.g.,

Sundberg, 1977)] and historical tables reflect this perspective.

However, assessment has a much richer history, attesting to the

assumption that many f atures of contemporary assessment actually date

pack to the beginnings of recorded history. McReynolds (1974) traced

the historical antecedents of the current practices in assessment

beginning with antiquity and extending to the latter part of the last

century. Four phases are reviewed namely, antiquity, the medieval

periOd and the Renaissance, the Age of Reason., and the period froM

Thomesius to Galton.

Antiquity

An examination of early assessment practices shows that there was

a close interplay between the methods employed and the cultural views

held during that particular time. This is not unlike the contemporary

views in the United States that led to the development of PL-94-142

with its emphasis on fair assessment pratipes for handicapped children.

It is possible that the first personality assessment procedure was

based on astrology, and that the first psychological "test" was the

horoscope. Although astrology can be regarded as invalid on scientific

grounds ( and possibly a biased assessment procedure), it did

29
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contribute t. (A) the view that individual personalities repress., the

focus of assilent, (b) the psychological make-up of the indi ,r11 is

predetermine:, and (c) the development of tsxonomical categories.

Another t-irly assessment strategy involved physiognomy, t-7e

interpretatic' of an individu,41's character from body physique.

Physiognomic!--, also a very limited assessment procedure, assum&-.1 a

relatively onception of personality, but shares some

methodolocjic,. features with contemporary naturalistic observa!:::7, as

represented :-, behavior modification procedures (see discussic7

Chapter 7). (7Peynolds (1974) noted v-at the longest continue -:

assessment tt,";rmigue with some claim to rationality and one tha:

remains with .; today is physiognomy. Thus, recent work such as t-at

by Mahl (195() and Gleser, Gottschalk, and Springer (1961) on sl.-_,e r.r.:7n

patterns; by ;',111 (1959), Eibl-Eibesfeldt (1971) and Haas (1972

ethology of Tr,ements; of Izard (1971) and Ekman and associates 'Tc7nan

1973; Ekman, Priesen, & Ellsworth, 1972) on emotions and facial

expressions; nd Hess and associates (Hess & Polt, 1960; Hess, Seltzer,

& Schlien, 19(,';) on the relation of pupil size to affect, can be

related to earlier physiognomic conceptions (cf. McReynolds, 1.9-4

Develowonts.in assessment during early times were not always

limited to tht, area of "personality assesment". For example,

Service examlnotions were used in ancient China for selection o.Jrs,r,ses.

DuBois (1966) notes:

The earliestcdevelopment seems to have been a

rudimentary form of proficiency testing. About

the year 2200 B.C. the emperor of China is said

to hive examined his officials every third year...
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A thousand years later in 1115 B.C., at the beginning

of the Chan dynasty, formal examining procedures

were established. Here the record is clear. Job

sample tests were used requiring proficiency in

the five basic arts: music, archery, horsemanslAp,

writing, and arithmetic.... Knowledge of a sixth act was

also required - skill in the rites and ceremonies

of public and social life (pp. 3O-31).

Medieval Period and.the_Renaissance

McReynolds (1974) notes that during this period, the acceptance of

hum oral psychology and physiognomic strategies of evaluating people was

widespread. Generally, this period supported the recognition of the

individual and so we again see an example of cultural influences on

assessment practice.

Age of .Reason

The Age of Reason covers the .period from approximately the middle

of the sixteenth century to the latter part of the eighteenth. A major

theme of this period was the focus on individual differences as

reflected in some important works on assessment--Huarte's Tryal-of:

Wits, Wright's Passions.of.the_Minde,and Thomesius' New...Discovery.

During this period, the recognition of individual differenges prompted

measurement so that an individual's happiness could be more fully

realized.

Erom-Thomesius .to. altos

A significant contribution to assessment duringthis period,

particularly in the nineteenth century, was phrenology. Phrenology

bears similarity to physiognomy--While physiognomy-emphasized
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assessment -If external body features such as facial and other

characteristics, phrenology emphasized the assessment of the external

formations of the skull. However, phrenology assumed that mental

functions were based on specific processes localized in certain areas

of the brain and that the intensity or magnitude of these functions was

indicated in the contours and external topography of the skull

(McReynolds, 1974).

Four positive contributions of phrenology that have a resemblance

to contemporary assessment practices or activities can,be identified

(McReynolds, 1974). First, there was an emphasis on individual

differences. Second, the assessment paradigm emphasized the notions of

assessor and subject, the systematic collections of data during a

single session, and written reports which usually included qualitative

profiles. Third, the phrenological movement helped advance

"objectivity" through "blind assessment" and rating scales. Finally,

phrenology contributed to the development of a primitive taxonomical

system such as affective faculties (e.g., propensities, sentiments) and

intellectual faculties (e.g., perceptive, reflective).

Lmplications

This brief historical overview of ancient influences points out

that many contemporary assessment practices have their roots deep in

our past. Noteworthy is the fact that the work of the phrenologists,

(and later Quetelet's work on psychological statistics) set the stage

for the emergence of Galton's contributions and the more modern era in-

assessment. It is interesting to speculate how some of the ancient

procedures might have been perceived as biased or discriminatory.

McReynolds (1974) raises <» interesting point:

32
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We kr.,A4 that such techniques as chiromancy, metaposcopy,

and phrenology are in principle all totally dinvalid,

yet I suggest that in the hands of insightful and

discernilxf practitioners they may, at least on occasion,

have been more valid than we suppose, even if for different

reasons than their users, much less their clients,

imagined (op. 524-525).

Nineteenth_Century

During the nineteenth century significant developments,. were taking

place in Western Europe and the United States that would shape the

future of psychological and educational assessment (cf. Carroll, 1978;

Laosa, 1977; Dubois, 1970). Specifically, events were occurring in

France, Germany, England, and the United States that were to have a

profound influence on assessment practices in psychology and education.

France

Attention to two movements occurred in France that made a

significant impact on the history of testing and assessment (Maloney &

Ward, 1976). One movement, pioneered by Bernheim, Liebault, Charcot,

and Freud, was focused cn a new view of deviant behavior. he

influence of this movement was to take abnormal behavior out of the

legal or moral realm with which it had been previouSly associated and

cast it as a psychological or ppychosocial problem. This prompted

psychological assessment rather than moral or legal sanction, as had.

been common prior to this period.
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Also noteworthy was tile movement called "The Sience of

Education." Jacques Itard, a French physician, taught Victor, the "Wild

Boy of Avegron" various skills. Many of the procedures used in Itard's

work were similar to more contemporary behavior modification procedutes

which emphasize environmental stimulus and response changes during

instruction. ltard's contributions also proviAed a background for

Binet's work on measurement of intelligence.

Esquivol's J1722-184A) work, represented in his book Des .Maladies

Mentales was influen;:ial in that he distinguished between "emotional

disorders" and "subaverage intellect." According to his views,

subaverage intelligence consisted of levels of individual performance:

(a) those making cries only, (b) those using monosyllables, and (c)

those using short phrases, but not elaborate speech. Thus, here we see

the basis for an early classification scheme that could organize human

behavior.

Germany

While some of the work in France emphasized individual differences

in pathology'and cognitive ability, German scientists perceived

individual differences as a source of measurement error. A significant

contribution to the individual differences theme is found in t40

"Maskelyne-Kinnebrook affair." The difference between Maskelyne (the

astronomer) and Kinnebrook (the assistant) in their measurement 'of the

timing of stellar transits was later analyzed by Bessel. Bessel

concluded that different persons had different transit tracking'times,

and that when all astronomers were checked against one standard,

individual error could be calculated--a sort of "personal equation" was

developed (cf. Boring, 1950).
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Another significant influence on assessment came from Wundt who

set up a psycholoqical laboratory in Leipzi to study such processes as

reaction t;me, sensation, psychophysics, and association. This work,

as well a. the general work occurring on measurement was helpful to

popularize the notion of measu.soment of differences between

individuals, Some Americans who studied with Wundt were G. Stanley

Hall and James McKeen Cattell. Both of these individuals were to have

a large impact on futirre psychological assessment.

Englanc

T1 e work of Charles Darwin was most influential in psychological

and educati,-aal assessment particularly in his theory of evolution

presented in 1859 in Origin_of_the_Species. Darwin's work emphasized

that there are measurable and meaningful differences among members of

each species. Galton, Darwin's half-cousin, was most influential in

applyicg evolutionary theory to humans. In his book, Hereditary-Genius

(1869), he a-L.;tied that "genius" had a tendency to run in families.

Gal!.on was reatl influenced by the Belgian statistician Ouetelet

fl-,70-1.864) who was the first to apply the normal Probability curve of

Lap.,ac. And Gauss to human data. This translated into the notion of

"l'hommc mayen" or the notion of an "average man" (Boring, 1951). In

this view, nature's mistakes were represented as deviations from the

average.

Several implications of this work are noteworthy. First, Galton's

system of classification represented a fundamental step toward the

concept of standardized scores (Weisman, 1967). Second, in the

application of Quetelet's statistics, Calton demonstrated that many

human variables, both physical and psychologica'.,were distributed
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normally. This is a dire t precursor to the concept of a norm and

application of standardization (Laosa, 1977) . Third, a major influence

of this work was to establish that certain var.: ibles should he

subjected to quantitative measurement. Galton's work was significant

in that it encouraged other efforts in the area of measurement of

individual differences in mental abilities that was considerably more

sophisticated than previous efforts (Cooley & Lohnes, 1976). Finally,

through the application of the normal curve, individual performance or

standing could be classified as deviant or even as a mistake of nature.

We know that although Calton was influenced by the phrenologists, he

rejected this form of assessment. He noted in 1906, "Why capable

observers should have come to such strange conclusions (can) he

accounted for...most easily on the supposition of unconscious bias in

collecting data" (quoted in Pearson, 1930, Vol IIIb, p. 577).

United_States

Early work in the United States contributed to what was called the

"Mental Testing" movement. Cattell (1860-1944) was the first to use

the term "mental test" and he is generally referred to as the father of

mental testing (DuBois, 1970; Hunt, 1961) . Cattell also introduced

experimental psychology into the United States. A significant

contribution to assessment was that he advocated testing in schools; he

was also generally responsible for instigating mental testing in

America (Boring, 1950).

In 1895 Cattell chaired the first American Psychological

Association Committee on Mental and Physical Tests. Although Cattell

made major changes in the nature of testing, his work was not accepted

unconditionally. For example, Sharp (1899) published an article
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questioning the reliability of mental tests. Wissler (1901) compared

the reliability of some of ('attell's psychological measures with

various measuring approaches irom the physical sciences and concluded

that tests used in Cattell's lab sh,,wed little correlation among

themselves, did not relate to academic grades, and were unreliable (cf.

Maloney tr V1,1;.1, P)1C). 1:tren Wundt was 11.)t f,upportive of fattoW7

focus on mental measurements (Boring, 1959). Nevertheless, Cattell's

work, as well as other work in France, promoted the development of a

movement called differential psychology.

Differential. Psychology

Applications in_Education

Around the turn of the century, assessment was again given a new

impetus through the development of differential psychology (Binet &

Henri, 1895; Stern, 1900, 1914). Stern (1914) suggested that mental

age be divided by chronological age to produce a "mental quotient," a

procedure, with refinements, that has evolved into the IQ of today

(Lasoa, 1977)

The work of Binet and his associates was quite influential,

although not necessarily in the direction that Binet had envisioned or

desired (cf. Sarason, 1976; Wolf, 1973). Binet initially focused his

efforts on the diagnosis of men_ally retarded chidren around the late

1880's. At this time he was assisted by Theodore Simon, who he later

worked with in the development of the first formal measure of
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Intellectual w;!-;ef;!;Innt for children (Wolf, l9/1). Rased on .1 study

conducted for the Ministry of Public In he focused efforts on

predicting which child would h* gaahle to ;ticcoi.d in school (he snick,

1982) . Hinet noted that performance on his scale had implications for

classification and education. Resnick (1982) notes:

A sc ,14, of thirty i wri (14 v el (wl t'aCh

of increasing difficulty. Idiots were those who

could not go beyond the sixth item, and imbeciles

were stymied after the twelfth. Morons were found

able to deal with the first twenty-three questions.

They were able to do the memory tests and arrange lines

and weights in a series, but no more...the test.. was

designed as an examination to remove from the mainstream

of schooling, and place in newly developed special classes

for the retarded, those who would be unable to follow the

normal prescribed curriculum. As such, it was a test for

selection, removing from normal instruction those with the

lowest level of ability. Binet argued, however, that the

treatment the children would receive in the special classes

would be more suited to their learning needs. The testing,

therefore, was to promote more effective and appropriate

instruction (p. 176) .

Around the turn of the century, interest in testing the abilities

of children was at a high level. This was prompted, in,,part, by the

growing re:,..ulation of children in schools due to natural population,

growth an0 Amm.:gration (Trow, 1966), and the fact that students began

to stay in school longer (Chapman, 1979) . With the growing number of

38
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chit lrt.0 , 1t iwcame cl. ar that Hot a 11 ) hl ld r en could profit

ft rA in,ArhctIon. A ';ortato vommttto roportod 1h Ig(ff that

Aw)roxpritoly 12 of All foreign horn phhlto !ihool s1 udont!-; bi flew

Yorl. land in many other cities it was close to ';O0, (Tyack, 19/4)1 could

profit from special instructions.

!loveral Nnot 1 itt fr,ychol4)(11.;t-; or(mloto,1 Ii111.'ti work. For

exampl, Henry Goddard published the first revision of the Hinet scale

and Terman developed the StanfordLninet. Thereafter the Hinet scale

was use to identify children who were regarded as "backwards" or

"feebleminded". Wallin (1914) reported that in 1911 the Hinet was

being used in 71 of R4 cities that administered tests to identify

"feebleminded" children. However, the Hinet scale was also being used

experimentally to screen out and turn back retarded imm.grants (Knox,

1914, cited in Wigdor & Carner, 19R2).

The Stanford version of the Binet-Simon Scale was originally

published in by Terman and this scale was revised by Terman and

Merrill in 1937 and 1960 and renormed in 1972. This translation and

revision of Binet's earlier work firmly established intelligence

testing in schools and clinics throughout the United States (DuBois,

1970). It is possible that work building on these develoments led

directly to many of the issues surrounding bias in assessment practices

in psychology and education today. Sarason (1976) notes:

School. psychology was horn in the prison of a test and

although the cell has been enlarged somewhat, it is still

a prison. Alfred Binet would have been aghast, I think, to

find that he gave impetus to a role which became technical and

narrow, a role in which one came up with analyses, numbers,
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and classifications 4hich had little or no bearing on what

happened to children in the classroom. of course, it makes

A (lifter-once it, on the basis of testing, A child is put in

a special class of some kind---and we certainly have a variety

of typeshut even here BiricA would probably have asked what

hearinct !ii th hild's performance on thr ;pocific

educational plan which !'I( required (p. '87).

Development of Group Testing

The assessment movement was given a major thrust through the

development of group tests during World War I (WWI) . Many assessment

efforts during this time reflected a pattern of procedures similar to

that used by binet (Newland, 1977). Ebbinghaus demonstrated the

feasibility of group tests and some American psychologists (e.g.,

Whipple, 1910; Otis, 1918) recognized that the Binet-Simon Scale could

be adarted for group testing. However, there were important

differences. Whereas the Binet-type items typically required a

definite answer provided by the child, group tests usually called for

recognition of a correct answer among several alternatives (Carrol,

1978) .

A committee of the American Psychological Association, chaired by

Robert M. Yerkes, developed the Army Alpha and Army Beta group tests.

The Army Beta ( a nonverbal group test) was designed so as not to

discriminate against illiterates and individuals speaking foreign

languages. While the impact of this development was to create a new

interest and role in testing, a review of tests used (cf. Yerkes, 1921)

reveals the source of many tests were increasingly used for

non-military purposes (Newland, 1977).
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Following the war, many psychole -ts who were involved in wartime

1 V G d Cr: U 0 I.

Aiding this movement was Philander P. Clarxton, r3.S. Commissioner

of education, who circularized school superi endents throughout

the country about the reserve of trained people that could be

tapped for the needs of the schools. He wrote enthusiastically

about the "unusual opportunity for city schools to obtain the

services of competent men..." Among the services they could

render was "discovering defective children and children of

superior intelligence..." (p. 183).

This movement, in part, facilitated the use of group intelligence tests

in the public schools. Many of these tests were administered to

identify children who could not profit from regular instruction.

Although some schools had made provisions for special children (Wallin,

1914), the intelligence tests served a role to f(rmalize the decision

making process for these special services. Also, between 1919 and

1923, Terman introduced the National Intelligence Test for grades three

to eight, and the Terman Group Test, for grades seven to twelve and

found that the schools were most receptive (Resnick , 1982). Resnick

(1982) reports that the most important use of the tests was for

placement of children in homogeneous groups:

Sixty-four percent of the reporting cities used group intelli-

gence tests for this purpose in elementary schools, 56 percent in

junior high schools, and 41 percent in high schools. Enthusiasm

for the use of testing systemwide for this purpose was at a high

level. In 1923, Terman's group test for grades seven to thirteen

41
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sold more -..han a half-million copies (pp. 184-185).

h r ;rij ri OITTI

developed an -::_orate theory of the organil.ation of human abilities in

which he cohr;. that all intellectual abilities have a common

factor, q, number of specific factors, s, which relate uniquely

to each prey .r ability. Spearman's two-factor theory was the basis

upon ,which tc!1;',15 examining specific abilities (Edwards, 1971) rather

than global s-.::es were developed (Laosa, 1977) .

Thorndi;,- -i:ewed intelligence as comprised of a multitude of

separate ele-=,-.-;s, each of which repres-ted a specific ability.

Intelligence -4-;f5 also perceived as havl-i both hereditary and

environmental -7-,77Ponents. Thurstone concluded that there were seven

primary menta: (in contrast to Spreaman's s, factors) and

developed thc_: ;-ri7lary Mental Abilities Test to measure each specific

ability.

Intelliw,nce tests gradually evolved into major diagnostic

instruments thro=.:,ahout the world. Such instruments became a major

diagnostic tor)1 for identifying the retarded for psycho-educational

research and i(:r.vice (cf. UNESCO, 1960). However, not all countries

accepted theic use: In the Soviet Union such tests ..sere banned in 1936

by the Communist Party because they were considered methods which

discriminated against the peasants and the working class in favor of

the culturally advantaged (Sundberg, 1977; Wortis, 1960). As an

. alternative, diagnosis was based primarily on neuro-physiological

evidence. The neurologist and psycho-physiologist, rather than

clinical psychologist, were primarily engbqed in diagnosing the
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mentally retarded (cf. Dunn & Kirk, 1963) .

!Ierk in these are as as opt rihutior-; niior to and

tellIqPnce

and its assessment. A major contribution to the testing movement was

the development of the Wechsler Scales. Wechsler developed the

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WATS) by including a group of .

sub-tests from WWI vintage which were found valuable in his work with

adults. His criterion of "general adaptability" (cf. Wechsler, 1975)

was extended downward in the development of the Wechsler Intelligence

Scale for Children (WISC and WISC-R) and the Wechsler Pre-School and

Primary Scale of Intelligence (WPPSI). The work of Wechsler contrasted

with that of Binet. Whereas Wechsler's Scales emerged from work with

adults and were later developed for use with children, Binet's emerged

from work with young children and later was developed for use with

older children (Newland, 1977). This has led to an important

differentiation that has implications for assessment:

The perception of tested intelligence in adults today

has hampered and diluted the perception of tested

learning aptitude in children. And yet, in spite of

the fact that so many different measures are objectively

obtained on children, such results are used in research

along with those obtained otherwise on adults as though'

they were interchangeable (Newland, 1977, p. 6).

Newland (1977) suggests that "learning aptitude" (in the sense of

school learning aptitude) is a much better criterion for "child

intelligence" than the adult connotation of multi-faceted

susceptibility of adaptation. or potential of adults.
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Political,Nspects_of the Assessment _Movement

The testing movement has not been confined to issues bearinc on

the psychometric features of tests themselves. Test results and data

from testing research have been used for political or even racial

positions.' Many European. and American scientists (anthropologists,

biologists, and psychologists) have held racial positions (Chase,

1977), and this has been documented specifically with testing the IC) of

individuals (Block & Dworkin, 1976; Eckberq, 1979; Gould, 1978; Kamin,

1974).

Many psychologists interpreted the intelligence test data from WWI

as evidence for genetic differences among races and within the

Caucasian race, among different nationality groupings (e.g., Brigham,

1930). However, some of the interpretations were later retracted

(e.g., Brigham, 1930). Indeed, the notion that intelligence or

scholastic aptitude reflected largely the effects of native endowment

in interaction wit), schooling was generally slow in development (cf.

Carroll, 1978, e.g., Peterson, 1925).

Nevertheless, a variety of oppressive positions by "respected"

individuals were presented during the history of testing, as these

statements indicate:

(W)e are incorporating the negro into our racial stock, while

all of Europe is comparatively free from this taint...the steps

that should be taken...must be of course be dictated by science

and not by political expediency...the really important steps are

those looking toward the preventions of the continued propagation
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of defective strains in the present population (Brigham, 1923)

P r )-ildreH's dullness seems to be

or at least inherent in the family stocks from which they cc

The fact that one meets this type with such extraordinary

frequency among Indians, Mexicans and negroes suggests quite

forcibly that the whole question of racial differences in mental

traits will have to be taken up anew...there will be discovered

enormously significant racial differences which cannot be wiped

out by any scheme of mental culture.

Children of this group should be segregated in special

classes...they cannot master abstractions, but they can often

be made efficient workers...There is no possibility at present of

convincing society that they should not be allowed to

reproduce...they constitute a grave problem because of their

unusually prolific breeding (Terman, 1916, p. 6).

tow the fact is, that-workman may have a ten year intelligence

while you have a twenty. To demand for him a home as you enjoy is

as absurd as it would be to insist that every laborer should

receive a graduate fellowship. -How can there be such a thing as

°social equality with'this wide range of mental capacity?

...The man of intelligence has spent his money wisely, has saved

until he has enough to provide for his needs in case of sickness,

while the min of low intelligence, no matter how much money he

would have earned, would have spent much of it foolishly....During

the past year, the coal miners in certain parts of the country

45
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have earned more money than the operators and yet today when the

mines shut dowll for a time, those people are the first to suffer.

t u ht

them that mining is an irregular thing ao_ that...they should

save.... (Goddard, 1920, p. 8)

Never should such a diagnosis [of feeblemindedness] be made on the

IQ alone....We Must inquire further into the subject's economic

history. Wtat is his occupation; his pay....We must learn what we

can about his immediate family. What is the economic status or

occupation of the parents?...When...this information has been

collected...the psychologist may be of great value in getting the

subject into the most suitable place in society...(Yerkes, 1923,

p 8)

Goddard reported that, based upon his examination of the "great

mass of average immigrants," 83% of Jews, 80% of Hungarians, 79%

of Ita'lians, and 87% of Russians were "feebleminded" (Goddard,

1913) (in Kamin, 1975, p. 319)

That part of the law which has to do with the nonquota immigrants

should be modified.... All mental testing upon children.of

Spanish-American descent has-shown that the average intelligence

of this group is'even lower than the average intelligence of the

Portuguese and Negro children...in this study. Yet Mexicans are

flowing into th country...

From Canada are getting...the less intelligent of the

46.
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working-class people....The increase in the number of French

Canadians is alarming. Whole New England villages and towns are

thE French Can7idian

group in ;',Ar data approaches the level ot the average Negro

intelligence.

I have seen gatherings of the foreicin-born in which narrow and

sloping foreheads were the rule....In every face there was

something wrong - lips thick, mouth coarse...chin poorly

formed...sugar-loaf heads...goose-bill noses...a set of skew-molds

discarded by the Creator.;..Immigration officials...report vast

troubles in extracting the truth from certain brunette

nationalities (Hirsch, 1926, p. 28).

Such positions clearly have degraded scientific attempts to deal

with the nature-nurture issue. Increased controversy has surrounded

such notions as intelligence being fixed and predetermined (Hunt,

1961) , or being influenced by environmental or social forces. The

"nature - nurture controversy" was given increased momentum in 1969 in

Arthur Jensen's Harvard-Eduoational_Review article "How Much Can We

Boost IQ 'and Scholastic Achievement" in which he discussed the relative

contribution of genetic and environmental factors on IQ. Jensen (1969)

indicated that (a) compehsatory .education for disadvantaged groups had

"apparently" been a failure, (b) there was eviclence to "make it a not

unreasonable hypothesis that genetic faciors are strongly implicated in

the average Negro-White intelligence difference" (p. 82) , and (c) the

race differences wene evident in conceptual ability (Level II) , but

not in associative ability (Level I). Despite continued attacks,

Jensen has defended his position (cf. Jensen, 1973a, 1973b). 4
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Unfortunately, statements continued to support racial perspectives.

Shockley (1971) noted that "Nature has color coded -groups of

indiv ,117.,15 Sn tht: rol prf,dic:ti(m of t!ij!

adapfabjlity isewarding and effective lives can t-asily

be made and profitable be used by the pragmatic man in the street (p.

375). Thus, although research will continue to have a bearing on

issues related to test bias, the legacy from the past and present will

likely influence any scientific analysis of the issues. Indeed,

science occurs in a social context and it is that context that must

continually be questioned (Sewell, 1981). Thus, as noted by Reynolds

(1982), a greater degree of scientific skepticism may be needed for

examination of the issues surrounding test bias if the errors of the

past are to be avoided.

Personality_Assessment_Movewent

Development.of-Traditional_TestS

While tests of cognitive ability were rapidly evolving during the

early part of the century, tests of "personality" were in their

infancy. Although such devices as the Woodworth Personal Data Sheet

were used in the military during WWI, the personality assessment

movement received increased attention through the development of

projective techniques such as the RorsChach and Thematic Apperception

Test (TAT).

World War II (WWII) , like the first war, did much to set the stage

for rapid proliferation of testing practices. Indeed, psychological'

testing combined with the military need for assessment was one of the

primary factors leading to the development of clinical psychology as an
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independent specialty (cf. Maloney & Ward, 1976).

During the period following wW II, testing practices developed

I(' 1 `A(; F f ! i. )1),- (1 7-1! I riod e tied to an

intrapsych c isease model or state-trait conoep'c.ualization of behavior

(cf. Mischel, 1968). Psychoanalytic theory generally accelerated

assessment procedures that would riweal unconscious processes.

Assessment practices emphasized an "indirect-sign" paradigm.

Assessment was indirect in that measurement of certain facets of

behavior were disguised or hidden irom the client (e.g., TAT).

Moreover, within the context of th:-.r intrapsychic model, testing

practices were said to predict certain states or traits. The

clinician's task was to administer a battery of tests to a client and

look for certain signs of traits or states. An example of this

approach was represented-in the work of Rappaport, Gill, and Shafer

(1945). In their classic book the authors demonstrated how a battery

of tests (e.g., TAT, Rorschach, WAYS) could be used to diagnose deviant,

behavior within the intrapsychic model (in this case the psychoanalytic

model) .

Similar to the sign approach was the "cookbook" method of

assessment that reached a zenith during the mid-1950's (cf. Meehl,

1956). An example of this approach was the Minnesota Multiphasic

Personality Inventory (MMPI) (Hathaway &. McKinley, 1943) . As these

authors note, one of the presumed advantages of the cookbook approach

was that "it would stress representativeneso of behavioral ,sampling,

accuracy in recording and cataloguing data from research studies, and

optional weighting of relevant variables and it would permit

professional time and talent to be used economically" (p. 243).
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Emegence_of_Behavior_Modification.and_Assessment

Behavior modification or behavior therapy and assessment

affiliated with his model have made tremendous imn-rt on n'

and education I- cent year n nn f-; bcc-

overlooked :r historical accounts of bias in assessment (see, however,

Kratochwill et al. 1980).

As recent historical reviews illustrate (Hersen, 1976; Kazdin,

1978) behavior therapy represents a departure from traditional models

of assessment and treatment of abnormal behavior, both psychological

and educational. Although the hiStory of behavior therapy cannot be

traced along a single line, contemporary practice is characterized by

diversity of viewpoints, a broad range of heterogeneous procedures with

vastly different rationales, open debates over conceptual bases,

methodological requirements, and evidence of efficacy (Kazdin &

Wilson, 1978). Some reports of behavioral treatment followed Watson

and Rayner's (192(3) work in conditioning of fear in a child, but a

significant impetus to behavioral treatment is commonly traced to the

publication of Wolpe's (1958) Psychotherapy_by_Reciprocal-Inbibitiou.

Independent of Watson and Wolpe's work was research in the

psychology of learning, both in Russia and the United States.

Particularly important in learning research was operant condito-,ng

which Skinner brought into focus in the late 1930s. The evolution of

operant work into experimental and applied behavior analysis has had an

important influence in the development of behavior therapy and

assessment practices in general.

Although behavior therapy and assessment has evolved considerably

over the past few years some general characteristics represents unities
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within the heterogeneity of contemporary practice:

1. Focus upOn current rather than historical determinfnts of

behavior;

which treatment should be evaluated;

3. Specification of treatment in Objective terms so as to make

replication possible;

4. Reliance upon basic research in psychology as a source df

hypotheses about treatment and specific therapy techniques;

and

5. Specificity in defining, treating, and measureing the target

problem in therapy (Kazdin, 1978, p. 375) .

A detailed account of the history of behavior modification can be

found in Kazdin (1978).

With the advent of behavior modification and its proliferation, a

new assessment role also developed, particularly for clinical

psychologists. Behavioral assessment emphasized repeated-measurement

of some target problem prior (baseline) , during, and after (follow-up)

the intervention. Hersen et al. (1976) note that the psychologist's

expertise in theory and application of behavioral therapy techniques

(e.g., classical and operant conditioning) also enabled both an

assessment and treatment role to emerge in psychiatric settings. Thus,

the psychologist in various settings (e.g., clinics, hospitals,

schools) became invol(d in direct service, rather than engaged in

testing and diagnosis. Behavior modification provided the impetus for

these new roles.

Developments in behavioral assessment have also influenced the
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field of personality testing in general. In many respects assessment

has acted as a barometer for the r_urrenf thinking of personality

Fheoristr;. For oyample, l ha-r-10'er of wir,ws abo

CI

specifically devoted tc sessment in professional psychology

(Goldfried, 1976). "le journal, initially founded in 1936, was

entitled Rorschacn_Research_Exchange. Gradually other projective

techniqueS came into existence in the assessment proCess and by 1947

the title was changed to the Rorschach_Research_Exchange_and_Journal_of

Projective Techniques. Because the Rorschach became less dominant in

assessment, the name was again changed in 1950 to the Journal_of

Projective Techniaues. Gnadually, the more objective personality

assessment techniques (e.g., the MMPI) were' being used and in 1963 the

title way to the-Journal.of-Rroiective.Techniques.and

Personality.Assessment. Projective techniques continued to show

disappointing research results and in 1971 this may have prompted the

journal's change to its percent title, Journal_of_Personality

Assessment. While it is unclear as to what the next change in title

will be, it is projected to be something like the "Journal-of-Behavior

and.Personality.Assessment".

Nevertheless, there has remained some doubt as to whether the

future direction of assessment will take a distinct behavioral

orientation. Even in 1963 when the journal, Behavior_Research_and

Therapy made its appearance the issue was raised as to whether there

would be a laige enough readership to justify its existence (Brady,

1976). However, as Hersen and Bellack (1977) have documented, the

future looks very positive as reflected in major journals inaugurated
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in the United States between t-le years 1968 and 1970 (Journal_of

Applied Behavior .Analysis, Behavior Therapy, Journal.of_Bebavior

Therapy and _Experimental Psychiatry). ',10reover, several recent

and.Research, 'aPfeedback_and,Seit-control and there are now some

specific journals devoted primarily to behavioral assn- --;ment (e.g.,

Behavioral_Assessment, aournal_of_Behavioral_Assessment).

Evolution.of Nondiscriminatory.and_on,biased Assessment

Testing as_the.Context

With the rapid proliferation of tests during the latter part of

this century a number of criticisms of tests and testing practices

emerged. Much of the controversy has been over tests of so-called

"mental ability" or "intelligence" (e.g., Black, 1963; Garcia, 1972;

Gross, 1962; Holman & Docter, 1972; Holtzman, 1971; Laosa, 197313,

1977a, 1977b; Laosa & Oakland, 1974; Martinez, 1972; Mercer, 1972,

1973; Williams, 1971), particularly with minority group children (e.g.,

Kratochwill et. al., 1980; Reschly, 1979). Indeed, the major

controversy in discriminatory or biased testing has been that because

minority group individuals typically score lower (or respond

differently to questions) on various conventional tests, discriminatory

or biased practices will result when vocational and/or educational

experiences are denied to these individuals. (cf. Laosa, 1977). The

argument is advanced that many standardized tests are biased toward

people of backgrounds other than that of middle-class, white, and

English speaking. While the arguments against traditional testing are

not limited to educational settings, it is in educational settings

where tests, especially ability measures, have been used to classify
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individuals for various special education classes.

Bi,,;ed fissessment.Practices.in Schools

been aoilied in A variety of settings. With the development of group

tests it became Possible to test large numbers of school children

(Pintner , 1931) . In elementary school:

The chief practical uses of tests UP to the Present time have

centered around their value for the purpose of classifying

children into more or less homogeneous intelligence groups, and

also for predicting their future success in school work. These

two ourposs are intimately bound up with each other.

Classification in homogeneous groups is justifiable because

intelligence correlates highly with school success,-and therefore,

the more homogeneous the group the more likely are the children in

the group to advance together at about the same rate,_be that rate

relatively fast, normal, or slow (Pintner, 1931, p. 23).

While homogeneous grouping was widely practiced by 1930 (McClure,

1930), critical reactions to this practice (e.g., Keliher, 931) as

?ll as negative reviews (e.g. Rankin, 1931) did little to influence

the practice that continued well into the future (cf. Carroll, 1978).

Indeed, Carroll (1978) notice that research on the efficacy and

usefulness of ability grouping had up to 1935 yielded no clear

conclusions and a continued negative tone has pervaded the more

contemporary period (cf. Svenson, 1962; Findley & Bergan, 1971).. Of

course, part of the oroblem has been the inability of research to

elucidate solutions to the problem.

54
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Schools have continued to he the focal point for analysis of the

use of tests. Unfortunately, testing practices in schools adhered to a

eery restrictive m iel, particularly in abiltiy testing:

Throughout the school system, from elementary school to the

university, the use of intelligence test!- ,ee ; to have been

predicated on the assumption that their scores reflected mainly

innate or at least relatively unalterable characteristics of

students having to do cith their capacity to do school work.

Although it was noted that average scores were correlated with

demographic variables such as socioeconomic class, race,

urban/rural enviornment, etc., there does not seem to have been

any serious cc sideration of whether children's home background,

or even their schooling, would have any important influence on

their performances in mental tests ... the question of whether

test scores were biased by cultural factors, for example, was

hardly ever raised during the developmental period of the mental

testing movement (Carroll, 197R, D. 36).

Over time, issues of bias or dis rimination were increasingly

raised. Berdie (1965) noted that various tests may lead to

discriminatory practices. Mercer (1971, 1973, 1975) supported this

observation after studying the relations between membership in ethnic

minority groups and placement in classes for the mentally retarded in

public schools in California. Mercer (1975) noted:

We classified every person on the case register into ten groups

according to the median value of the housing on the block on which

he lived. We found that persons in the lowest socioeconomic

categories were greatly over- represented on the register and those
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from higher statuses re underrepresented. When we studied

ethnic group, we found 300 perCent more Mexican-Americans and 50

percent more blacks than their counterparts in Lhe general

population but only 6C percent as many Anglo-Americans (Caucasians

whose primary language is English) as would be expected. Because

most Hexican-Americans and blacks in Riverside come from lower

socio-economic backgrounds, ethnic group and socioeconomic status

are correlated. When we held socioeconomic status constant,

Anglos were still underrepresented and Mexican-Ame.ficans were

still overrepresented in the case register but blacks appeared in

their proper proportion (p. 133).

Mercer and her associates al- 1 J that this overrepresentation

of Mexican-American and black cni10-r,n it -1,E.sses for the educable

mentally retarded was a states -in pnd not just a local finding.

The implication of this was trat cr from certain low

socioeconomic groups or from et- to Tmn ,ity croups are more vulnerable

to being classified as mentally retarded and that certain assessment

devices (mainly intelligence tests) are culturally biased.

Of course, these problems are not related to only tests of

intelligence aril the mental retardation classification. Although TO

tests may not be the primary reason for over and underrepresentation of

minorities in special classes (Meyers, Sundstrom, & Yoshida, 1974) ,

legal issues have primarily focused on test bias as thL? reason for

disproportionate representation of minorities in special classes

(Reschly, 1979). Thus, it appears that abuses of intelligence testing

have received pu4Tic scrutiny due to social and political consequences,

but many of the problems with the intelligence testing have been true
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of other kinds of norm-referenced assessment (cf. Salvia F, Ysseldyke,

1978). Criticisms of standardized assessment have been focused on many

dimensions (Laosa, 1973b, 1977; Ne.land, 197; Oakland, 1973, 1977;

Salvia & Ysseldyke, 197R; Thorndike & Hagan, 1969). Laosa (1977)

summarized these criticisms:

1. Standar,iizel tests are biased and unfair to persons from cultural

and socioeconomic minorities since most tests reflect largely

white, middle-class values and attitudes, and they do not reflect

the experiences and the linguistic, cognitive, and other cultural

styles and values of minority group persons.

2. Standardized measurement procedures have fostered undemocratic

attitudes by their use to form homogeneous classroom groups which

severely limit educational, vocational, economic, and other

societal opportunities.

3. Sometimes assessments are conducted incompetently by persons who

do not understand the culture and language of minority group

children and who thus are unable to elicit a level of performance

which accurately reflects the child's underlying competence.

4. Testing practices foster expectations that may be damaging by

contributing to the self-fulling prophecy with low level

achievement for persons who sco e low on tests.

5. Standardized measurements rigi ly shape school curricula and

restrict educational change.

6. Norm-referenced measures are not useful for instructional

purposes.

7. The limited scope of many standardized tests aooraises only a part

of the changes in children that schools should be interested in
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producing.

8. Standardized testing practices foster a view of hnman beings as

having only innate and fixed abilities and characteristics. (p.

10-11) .

These, among other issues, are the primary focus of the remainder of

the roport.

Summary .and Conclusions

In this chapter we have provided an historicgl perspective on the

development of assessment practices in psychology and education. We

noted that assessment practices actually have their roots in antiquity.

Many Essessment Practices used today in psychological and educational

settings can actually be traced back to activities that occurred

hundreds of years ago. Thereafter, developments in France, Germany,

England, and the United States formed the basis for developments that

would occur in more formal and standardized testing.

A major movement called "differential psychology" formed the basis

for the rapid proli' ?ration of ability testing in the United States.

Many tests of intelligence were developed to assess children's ability

to succeed in school. Many of the tests that were devloped were

actually used to place children into special classes or for homogeneous

grouping procedures. The early Binet scale and its revisions as well

as group tests of intelligence were used for this purpose.

Some of the individuals who were active in development of early

tests held. views that can be labeled as "racial". Questions were often

raised as to the motivations for test development and their subsequent
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use as a result of those views held. It is clear from an historical

perspective that some of these positions could not and would not hold

up to empirical analysis. At the heart of many of these early

positions was the notion that observed differences in,measured

intelligence among different racial or ethnic groups was due to genetic

diffnrnnr.s, This issue has remained a central source of controvery in

present day research and writing on test bias.

Major developments also occured in testing Personality and

behavior. Following WWII, many traditional tests of personality (e.g.,

Rorschach) were used to assess children and adults. As a movement

behavior modification was part reactionary to traditional methods of

testing. Developments in this area of psychology and education have

had a tremendous impact on both assessment and the nature of special

education services provided to school children.

Finally, in the chapter we traced some of the more recent

developments in the area of assessment bias in educational settings.

Again, it was emphasized that standardized tests of ability have been

the primary focus of criticism in research and writing. Unfortunately,

many of the issues raised by test supporters and critics alike have not

been subjected to empirical research.
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Chan ter 3

Conceptual Models of Human Functioning:

Implications for Assessment Bias

An extraordinary amount of theory and research has been generated

that has a bearing on bias in psycholgical and educational assessment.

ks a result, a tremendous amount of data have accumulated concerning

the origins, development, influences, and variations in human behavior.

gevertheless, the wealth of information has clearly not resulted in any

integrated view of human performance. Indeed, the current state of

knowledge generated from the various conceptual models has not only

resulted in the lack of an integrated view of human functioning, but

las yielded various conceptual positions that are diametrically

Ppposed.

Because our understanding of !',1mcin behavior is influenced by basic

assumptions concerning the "why" of behavior, assessment practices

Pften become inextricably interwoven with the particular conceptual

nodel of human functioning held by the asceessor. .)iffere: modeln,

with their different perspectives of behavior, yield vast'' different

3ssessment approaches data which are used ifi making decisions

relative to classification r:KI intervention. Different conceptual

nodels must )-,c ..:onsiderA in designing nondiscriminatory or. Ion-biased

3ssessment programs Mercer & Ysseldyke, 1977). Pr-uth-,bly, different

nodels will yield -Afferent diagnostic decisions 'ld interventions.

the conceptual and psychometric validity andc::edibility of each

particular model must be evaluated and bias examined in light of

GO
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conceptual and methodological quality within various models.

Ir this chaptc,_ we review seven models of human behavior that

infitwnce conemporary assessment practices. The models reviewed

include the medical or biogenetic model, intrapsychic disease model,

pschoedJcational process of test-based model, behavioral model,

sociological deviance model, ecological model and pluralistic model.

These arious models have been discussed by others in the professional

literature. For our purposes, these models will also be examined in

light of the implications they hold for potential bias in assessment.

The models differ in their conceptualization of deviant behavior,

ssessment procedures and devices (sometimes), as well as the nature of

the intervention employed. Because the behavior therapy model has not

received as much attention in the nonbiased assessment literature, and

because many behavioral procedures such as task analysis, are being

advocated in non-biased assessment, we discuss this model in

relatively greater detail. Each model is disCussed within the context

of various components and consideration's in its use.

Medical_Model

Components

The medical model is one of the oldest approaches guiding

assessment and treatment. The medical model can be applied in either a

literal or metaphorical context (Phillips, Draguns, & Bartlett, 1975).

In this section we view the medical model in its literal sense. That

is, abnormal biological systems can be traced to some underlying

61
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biological pathology which is then treated. For example, defective

hearing (symptom) may be traced to some type of infection (the cause)

which may be treated with antibiotics. The prevalance of medical

problems in the schools is actually quite high (Schroeder, Teplin, &

Schroeder, 1982). For example, May Lau, Lowenstein, Sinnette, Rogers,

and Novick (1976) screened 190 second-grade students from two schools

in Harlem. They found that 109 (57%) had a t.ota1 of 170 health

problems. A variety of health problems may be found in the school,

including those who are chronically ill, those with nutritional

disorders (undernutrition, obesity), hearing and visual disorders,

dental problems, disorders of bones and joints, infectious disorders,

respiratory disorders, allergic disorders, urinary disorders, blood

disorders, neurological problems, cardiovascular disorders, as well as

drug related problems (Schroeder et al., 1982). It seems clear that a

medical model is clearly appropriate to deal with the diversity of

medical problems in the schools.

The medical model is a disease-based model. The pathology is

assumed to be within the individual. Some theorists consider

biological deviations to be the necessary and sufficient factors in the

development of the pathology, while others claim that chemical or

neurological anomalies are the necessary but not sufficient condition

for pathogenesis. Here, environmental conditions may or may not

catalyze a constitutional predisposition to pathology.

Considerations

Medical model assessment procedures are clearly justifiable when

..ere is no basis for assuming physiological change in the organism as

result of the socio-cultutal environment. Appropriate use of the
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medical model "should not yield radically or culturally discrimil!Atory

results except to the extent thiv_ poverty and socioeconomic deprivation

are associated with particular gtcoirs and elevate the prevalence of

poverty-related organic pathologies in these groups" (Mercer &

Ysseldyke, 1977, p. 72). Discriminatory practices may very well

characterize medical model assessment when they are used to interpret

measures of learned hehavior (e.g., various forms of disruptive

behavior in children, academic skill deficits, etc.) . Seventy or ,,;ore

years of biological, biomedical, and genetic research have isolated

very few clear physical bases for recognized, psychopathology (cf.

Phil'. 's, et al., 1975). While genetic, developmental, neurological

and biochemical factors all undoubtedly influence behavior, in reality

these factors are not discrete entities. They are interwoven with one

another as well as with environmental factors. This may have led

Ausubel (1969), in defending the concept of disease to describe

abnormal behavior, to contend that it is valid to consider a particular

symptom as both a manifestation of disease and a faulty interaction

with the environment.

Applications of the medical model may bias assessment in various

ways. Organic factors may not always be the cause of an observed

medical/physical problem. There is growing recognition that

psychological factors may affect a physical condition and that physical

symptoms may have no known organic or physiological basis (e.g.,

DSM-III). In the past, various concepts such as "psychosomatic" or

."psychophysiological" have been used to describe the psychological

basis for physical or somatic disorders. However, such perspectives

may also be of limited usefulness because it implies a simplistic
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relation between psychological factors and a distinct group of physical

disorders when in fact, there may be a complex interaction of

biological, environmental, psychological, and social factors

contributing to various physical disorders (Siegel, 198'). Lipowski

(1977) noted:

The concept of psychogenis of organic disease...is no longer

tenable and has given way to the multiplicity of all disease...the

relative contribution of these factors [social and psychological)

varies from disease to disease, from person to person, and from

one episode of the same disease in the same person to another

episode...If the foregoing arguments are accepted then it becomes

clear that to distinguish a class of disorders as "psychosomatic

disorders" and to propound generalizations about psychosomatic

patients is misleading and redundant. Concepts of single causes

and cirilinear causal sequences for example from psyche to soma

and vise versa are simplistic and obsolete (p. 234).

The point here is that even in the treatment of physical disease,

psychological factors may be invo.ved (Melamed & Siegel, 198O).

Exclusive reliance on medical assessments may bias treatment in the

sense that psychological (or other ) aspects of functioning may be

involved.

The medical model is being used with increasing frequency in

psychology and education. For example, visual and hearing screening

are mandated is PL 94142. A large number of different screening tests

are available foi: assessing phy:.cal factors (e.g., Meier, 1975

Conner, Hoover, Pnrton, 5.7.71nds, & Wolinsky, 1975 Schroeder et

al., 1982). Thus, measures sensitive to organic conditions will be
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app-opriato within the medical model as long as onsideration given

to environmental, psychological, and social f,( tors.

As indicated above, problet:s most often arise when behavioral

measures that can he influenced by a variety of environmental

circums,ances are employed to assess the potential organic origins of a

perceived symptom. The more the individual differences observed or, a

behavioral measure sire' inf uonced by Pnvironmt.ntal factor!=, the more

the measure has the potential of being biased. Such a circumstance may

arise when the environmental factors that influence the measure differ

across groups. An example of one such measure is the Bender Visual

Motor Gestalt Test when it is employed within the medical model to

identify potential organic pathology. Although Mercer (1979) employs

the Bender in the SOMPA as a measure appropriate for interpretation

from within the medical model, she also reports significant correlation

between the Bender and'various sociocultural measures and between the

Bender and ethnic groups. With respect to the latter, when using the

Koppitz (1963) scoring system, black children at each age level between

5 and 11, make approximately two errors more than white children.

Hispanic children at each of the same age level make approximately one

error more than white children. In discussing the influence of social

and cultural factors on the Render, Koppitz (1975) concluded that

children from different ethnic groups may develop visual-motor

perception skills such as those measured in the test at different

rates, and that these differences, in part, may be attributable to

factors such as cultural variations in child-rearing practiceF, an:1 the

value that varying culture places on these type skills.
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Th "psychodynamic model" implies that maladaptive behaviors at,.

symptoms resulting from underlying processes analogous to disease in

the literal senbe. This model is sometimes labeled the medical model

i p';ychological and psychoeducational practice. Because

conceptualization and treatment of abnormal behavior initially resided

largely within the domain of medicine, the medical model was extended

to treatment of abnormal behavior, both medical and psychological.

While the historical developments of the model are not reviewed in

detail here, the reader is referred to several sources which discuss

this approach (e.g., Alexander & Selesnick, 1968, Kraepelin, 1962).

The psychodynamic approach is characterized by the following: "(a)

uses a number of procedures, (b) Intended to tap various areas of

psychological functioning, (c) both at a conscious and unconscious

level, (d) using projective techniques as well as more objective and

standardized tests, (e) in both cases, interpretation may on

symbolic signs as well as scorable responses, (f) with the goal of

describing individuals in personalogical rather than normative terms"

(Korchin & Schuldberg, 1981, p. 1147). As is evident in the above

characterization, the psychodynamic approach is aimed at providing a

multifacited description of the client. The psychodynamic approach has

also been characterized as involving a great deal of subjective

description and inference. This process is said to promote a unique

and individual apF oath to child assessment.

The psychoanalytic model represents one example of the
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d() many (Ittifv dygmt( modvl!. of human

functionioq. The dynamic approach to assessment of deviant behavior in

be!:t elucidated within the context of assumptions held about the

internal dyliami ot personality (Miscel, 1(d1). Traditionally,

dynamic approaches have inferred some underlying constructs that

account for consistency in heh.iv ior. Assessment is viewed an a means

of idcntifyinq some cign of the-e hypothetical conqtructs which are of

central importance in predicting behavior. This indirect sign paradiam

in assessment (cf. Mischel, 1972, p. 119) includes a large variety of

projective tests (e.g., Rorschach, TAT, Figure Drawings, Senten(

Completion Tests ) as well as "objective" personality inventories

(e.g., MMP1, California Psychological Inventory) .

A second feature of the traditional psychodynami aootoach is that

it assumes that behavior will remain quite stable regardless of the

specific environmental or situational context. in this regard test

content is of little concern and may even he disguised by making items

ambiguous, as is true in projective testing (Goldfried & Sprafkin,

1974). Indeed, a particular t rise from a projective test is rarely

examined in view of the overt ties of the situation in which it

occurred, but is rather interpreted within the cc' -text of a complex

theoretical structure.

Considerations

Cheney and Morse (1972) have criticized the dynamic approach to

assessment on three grounds. One problem is the preoccupation with

historical events often in the aosence of any verifying data. The

second criticism relates to the emphasis during assesrnent on the

individual's presumed unconscious beliefs, attitudes, motivations, and
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charge that thi!: technique is hound more in theory than in evidence.

h i d , hf'V I()) 1'. A .,111Th'd t () 1)0 A OnSetilienco. 0 f int r 1 1 it'd

t tw 1 wi f t tit 1.11 1 !; !itilt1 p t ion minor v i(ene showing that

many behavior!: r0 situational specific.

The use of various psychodynamic indirect measurement procedures

imp! t i, it ! i .1 -; ,A;;SOf;SMCnt . Tilf``;(' measures

continue to he used in clinical practice despite data indicating their

.

low predictive validity (cf. Hersen & Barlow, 1976) .
1

For example,

Golfried and Kent (1972) note that although the interpretation of

certain signs n the Bender-Gestalt test (Hutt & Briskin, 1960) has no

empirical oport (cf. Coldfried h Ingling, 1964; Hutt, 1968), the

reviscd vtd-sion of the Bender-Gestalt manual presumably discounted

these research findings and still recommended the use of questionable

interpretations. A rather extensive literature on the comparative

(predictive ) validity for indirect measurement techniques (Mischel,

1968, 1971) suggests that predictions made on the basis of self-reports

are equal to or superior to those made on the basis of indirect

measurement techniques that are interpreted and scored by "clincal

experts". These findings hold true for a wide variety of content areas

(cf. Mischel , 1972) .

While there are major problems in the predictive validity of

indirect measurement techniques, responses generated in the test

situation are also subject to a variety of situational and examiner

influences (cf. Hersen & Barlow, 1970. Masling (l960) doeuinented the

influence of situational and interpersonal variables and since then a

number of writers have further validated this prober.. (e.g., Hamilton S
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Robertson, 1966; Harris & Masling, 1970, Hersen, 1970; Hersen &

Greaves, 1971; Marwet & Marcia, 1967; Masling & Harris, 1969; Simkins,

Pe...A, .),C 1006

traditional dynamic assessment is its relation to treatment. A number

of authers have noted that there appears to be little relation between

traditional assessment and treatment (Bandura, 1969; Goldfried &

Pomeranz, 1968; Kanfer & Phillips, 1970; Peterson, 1968; Stuart, 1970).

Thus, while traditional dynamic assessment may lead to a diagnosis

--which may in turn lead to the recommendation of a particular treatment,

diagnoses resulting fJm traditional assessment methods cannot

accurately predict what particular treatment mode should be implemented

(Ciminero, Calhoun, & Adams, 1977; Stuart, 1970) .

Psychometric.Test-Based or,The_PsychoeducatiOnal-Process.Model

The psychoeducational process and psychometric test-based model

also bear similarity to the psychodynamic disease model in that

underlying processes, or specifically process deficits, are said to

account for learning and behavior problems. In many respects this

model can be considered a part of the dynamic model discussed above.

However, in contrast to this model, a psychometric approach is

characterized by the use of a variety of individual and group tests to

compare individuals along various trait-dimensions. Within

trait-theory approaches, varioun personality structures art aid to

account for an individual's 17.- ivior (Mischel, 1968, 1974). Trait

theorists disagree on what traits explain certain patterns of behavior,

but generally agree that certain behaviors are consistent across time
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and settings and that these patterns are expressions or signs of

underlying traits.

Tp P7,V hodvna,H.n
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scorings of tests. Attempts have usually been made to establish formal

reliability and validity of the various measures used. On empirical

grounds, this "statistical" approach has proved generally superior to

the more "clinical method" in predicting behavior (cf. Korchin &

Schuldberg, 1981), but questions have, however, been raised over the

manner in which the research reflects the reality of decision making in

actual clinical practice.

Closely related to the psychometric approach is the

psychoeducational process model. The model can be considered analogous

to the psychometric trait model in that assessment focuses on internal

deficits, except its context is psychoeducational rather than

personality or emotionally oriented. Mercer and Ysseldyke (1977) list

six characteristics of this model. These include: (a) the model is a

continuous model based upon the degree of deficit present within the

child, (b) the model assumes that adequate development of

psychoeducational processes are necessary to the adequate development

of academic skills, (c) the model is a deficit model, (d) the deficits

or disabilities are NAewed as exh ) g within the child, (e) deficits

can exist unnoticed, and (f)` the model is completely culture hound in

that processes are considered necessary to the acquisition of

socially defined goals (cf. Ysseidyke& Bagnato, 1976).

Within this model exceptionality can be due to one or a

combination of three philosophical positions (Quay, 1973). First is
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the position that exceptional children experience dysfunctions in

certain processes that are critical to learning. In this regard, the

tar ')1( .1 te W thin the child 1Y ,u it is assumed that

best, be compensated for " (Quay, 1973, p. 166). A second perspective

on exceptionality is the experiential_defect view in which various

dysfunctions (e.g., neurological organization) are due to defects in

experience, such as in crawling. A third view is that the child

experiences a deficit which a limited behavioral repertoire is the

basis for learning problems. Finally, these appproaches may operate in

combination wherever learning problems are due to process dysfunctions,

experience defeCts, and experience deficits (Yesseldyke & Mirken,

1982).

Since a variety of cognitive, perceptual, psycholinguisti:, and

psychomotor processes or abilities have been cited as causes of

children's academic failure, norm-referenced "cognitive" (e.g., WISC-R,

McCarthy, Stanford-Binet)," perceptual" (Bender Visual Motor Gestalt

Test, Developmental Test of Visual Perception, Developmental Test of

Visual -Motor Integration)," psycholinguistic "(e.g., Illinois Test of

Pscholinguistic-Abilities), and "psychomotor" (e.g., Purdue

Perceptual-Motor Survey) tests are used to assess these abilities.

Most of these assessment procedures follow a diagnostic7pre-

scriptive approach. Ysseldyke and Mirkin (1982) note:

All of th;._ diagnostic-prescriptive approaches based on a process

dysfunct:on viewpoint of the nature of exceptionality operate

similarly. When students experience academic difficulties it

is presumed that the difficulties are caused by inner process
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dysfunctions or disorders. Tests are administered in an effort

to identify the specific nature of the within-child disorder that

is creating or contributing to 'earning difficulties. Disorders

C 11= cf.- ()tin, de t

auditory -equential memory deficits, body image problems,

eye-hand coordination difficulties, visual association

dysfunctions, and rnannual expression disorders). Specific

interventions are developed tL., "cure" the underlying

causative problems (p. 398).

Considerations

There are several important implications that can be raised with

regard to the assessment tactics used within the process or

psychometric model. First, since norm-referenced devices are commonly

used within the model, the clinician must assume that clients tested

have comparabl- acculturation to those on whom the test was

standardized (cf. Newland, 1973; Oakland & Matuszek, 1977). Yet the

point has frequently been raised that standardized tests are biased and

unfair to individuals from cultural and socioeconomic minorities

because they reflect predomina_tly white, middle-class values and do

not reflect experiences and the linguistic, cognitive, and other

cultural values and styles of minority individuals (Laosa, 1977). For

example,-although the norms for some tests (e.g., some group

achievement and aptitude tests, the Stanford-Binet, 1972, & WISC-R) are

generally good, norming on other instruments ire quite inadequate

(e.g., ITPA, Leiter International Performance Scale, Slosson

Intelligence Test) .

A second issue is that research examining components of
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reliability and validity on various process measures has not been

c imistic (cf. Ysseldyke, 1973, 1975, 1977; Ysseldyke & Salvia, 1974;

Salvia & Ysseldyke, 1978). For example, several reviews of research on

1973; cedlack & Weener, 1973) have drawn attention to these

imitations. The magnitude of the problem of inadequate norming,

inadequate or incomplete reliability data, or questionable validity is

nicely represented in data presented by Salvia and Ysseldyke (1978).

Clearly,the potential biased assessment practices is high given the

poor psychometric properties of these ins'cruments.

Aside from the psychometric issues of these assessment approaches

(i.e., norming, reliability, and validity) an important issue is the

degree to which intervention programs based on these assessment models

have been effective. A considerable amount of research has been

conducted on ability- raining approaches (see Ysseldyke & Mirkin, 1982

for a review). These authors noted that there have been major

challenges presented to optometric vision training programs (e.g.,

Keogh, 1974), visual-perceptual traihing (e.g., Hammill, Goodman, &

Wiederholt, 1974), auditory-perceptual training (e.g., Goodman &

Hammill, 1973), and psycholinguistic training (e.g., Sedlak & Weener,

1973). Although the jury may still out on these various procedures,

there has been considerable compelling evidence that they have not been

effective. Therefore, the issue that must be raised is that these

procedures may bias the assessment-intervention process. We have

labeled this outcome bias (see Chapter 6).

Finally, the approaches based on the measurement of psychological

processes rather than by directly observable features raises questions
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of bias in mental testing (Reynolds, in press). Most of the tests

described in this section measure traits or constructs that ace not

directly observable and are obviously defined diferehtly by different

indi

criticisms that have been advanced against the trait appro-'ch ln

general(e.g., Kazdin, 1975) would apply to these procedures . For

example, one major criticism of trait testing approaches is that the

score one obtains on a test is usually thought to reflect the property

of the individual assumed to be measured by the test (e.g.,

intelligence from intelligence tests, visual sequential memory from the

'ITPA, and aggression from a projective test) . As Tyron (1979) has

noted, this sets up a test-trait fallacy that begins with the f7ulty

assumption that: (1) test scores are trait measures; (2) trait measures

are basic properties of the person; and (3) test scores reflect basic

properties of the person. "This sequence essentially converts a

dependent variable into an independent variable; hence a measurement is

reified into a causal force. It should also be emphasized that the

unsound logic of drawing inferences about ability on the basis of

observed performance is integral to the test-trait fallacy" (Tyron,

1979, p. 402). It is possible that adoption of this "test-trait

fallacy" can lead to bias in assessment.

It may not be useful to lump all tests together, and indicate that

they are biased simply because they measure processes (Reynolds, in

press). Clearly, some tests are better than others on the basis of

certain ,7.,sychometric criteria. However, tests and testors that embrace

the prt.L.ss model will continue to have the problem associated with

this model as elucidated above (see also Fiske, 1979) . Thus, it seems
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doubtful that addressing the question of bias on a test-by test basis

will solve the fundamental problem of the conceptual model embraced by

these approaches. 0'

Components

Technically, there is no one model of behavior therapy. Also,

contemporary behavior therapy, despite commonalities, it characterized

by a great deal of diversity. The different approaches in contemporary

behavior therapy include applied behavior analysis (e.g., Baer, Wolf, &

Risley, 1968; Bijou, 1970), mediational S-R model(e.g., Rachman,1963;

Wolpe, 1958) social learning theory (e.g., Bandura, 1969, 1977), and

cognitive behavior modification (e.g., Meichenbaum, 1974, 1977;

Mahoney, 1974a; Mahoney & Arnkoff, 1978). These approaches are only

briefly reviewed here. The reader is referred to Kazdin and Wilson

(1978) as well as original sources within each approach for a more

detailed presentation. The following section is adapted from

Kratochwill (1982).

Applied .Behavior Analysis. This form of behavior therapy developed from

the experimental analysis of behavior (cf. Pay, 1976; Feister &(

Skinner, 1957; Sidman, 1960; Skinner, 1945, 1953;,L957, 1969, 1974).

It emphasizes the analysis of the effects on independent events

(variables) on the probability of specific behaviors (responses).

Applied behavior analysis focuses on behavior3 that are clinically'or

socially relevant (e.g., various social behaviors, learning disorders,

mental retardation, social skills, etc.) and adheres to certain
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metholological criteria (e.g.., experimental analysis, observer

agreement on response measures, generalization of therapeutic effects).

Advocates of applier3 behavior analysis employ a more restrictive

behavior th rapy. Behavior refers to "the observable activity of the

organism as it moves about, stands still, seizes objects, pushes and

pulls, makes sounds, gestures, and so on" (Skinner, 1972a, pp.

260-261). Internal feelings and cognitions are typically not

considered a proper focus for the techniques of therapy, research and

practice. However, it must 'pe stressed that apilied behavior analysis

focuses on the behavior of an individual as a total functioning

organism, although there is not always an attempt to observe, measure,

and relate all of an organism's response taking place at one time

(Bijou, 1976; Bijou & Baer, 1978 ).

Many intervention procedures associated with applied behavior

analysis are derived froM basic laboratory operant research ((e.g.,

positive and negative reinforcement, punishment, time-out, response

cost, shaping, fading stimulus control, and many others- see Bijou,

1976; Gelfand & Hartmann, 1975; Kazdin, 1980; Sulzer-Azaroff & Mayer,

1977)]. Assessment emphasizes the individual application of these

procedures and a functional evaluation of their effectiveness (Bijou &

Grimm, 1975; Emery & Marholin, 1977). Behavior analysis refers to the

study of organism-environment interactions in terms of empiricp1

concepts and laws for understanding, predicting, and controlling

organism behavior and repeated measurement of a well defined and

clearly observable responses (Bijou 1976, Bijou,; Peterson, & Ault,

1966; Bijou, Peterson, Haris, Allen & Johnson, 1969).

76
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Neobehavioristic.Mediational S R_Model. The neobehavioristic

mediational S-R model is derived from the work of such learning

theorists as Pavlov, Guthrie, Hull, Mower, and Muller (e.g., Eysenck,

1960,

char:acterized by the application of the princi les of conditioning,

especially classical conditioning and counter-conditioning to the

treatment of abnormal behavior" (Kazdin & Wilson, 1978, p. 3) .

Although intervening variables and hypothetical constructs play a role

in assessment and intervention, covert activities are most comtonly

defined in terms of a chain of S-R reactions with cognitive

formulations de-emphasized.

A number of treatment procedures such as counter-conditioning and

systematic desensitization have been used to treat anxiety reactions,

phonic patterns, and other strc,ng emotional disorders in children

(Morris & Kratochwill, 1983). Systematic desensitization, based on the

principle of reciprocal inhibition (Wolpe, 1958), has been successfully

used to treat a wide range of child and adult problem behaviors (cf.

Bandura 1969; Paul, 1069 b, 1969c; Rachman, 1967; Paul & Bernstein,

1973). Assessment within the mediational S-R model relies on survey

schedules (e.g., fear survey schedules ) and self-report data, and

direct measures of client behavior (as in the use of behavioral

avoidance tests).

Cognitive Behavior_Therapv. Many of the procedures subsumed under the

rubric of cognitive behavior therapy evolved outside the mainstream of

behavior therapy (Kendall, 1981). A unifying characteristic of the

cognitive behavior therapy approach' is an emphasis on cognitive

processes and private e'ents as mediators of behavior change. The
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source of a client's problems are said to be related to their own

interpretations and attributions of their behavior, thoughts, images,

self-statements, aid related rroce:.ses (Kazdi a & Wilson, 1978).

ration...al emu
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.tve Lher-py, Hc.ck's cogniti tu and Meic 21-11:Jaum's

self-instructional training. Treatment strategies are quite diverse

(cf. Mahoney & Arnkoff, in press, Meichenbaum, 1974, 1977) and include

such techniques as problem solving, stress innoculation,

self-instructional training, coping skills training, language behavior

therapy, thought stopping, and attribution therapy. These techniques

represent procedures not generally addressed by other behavior therapy

approaches (e.g., applied behavior analysis) and in some cases

emphasize components of a given technique where the interpretation for

its efficacy is yet to be resolved (Kazdin & Wilson, 1978).

Assessment in cognitive behavior therapy has tended to be quite

broad based taking into account many different dimIsnsions of

"behavior". Yet, there is still an emphasis on defining the nature of

the target problem whether this be overt or covert. In some cases,

more traditional functional analysis of behavior which emphasizes a

careful examination of environmental antecedents and consequents, as

related to a certain - response repertoire are explored (e.g.,

Meichenba.um, 1977).

Some specific purposes for cognitive assessment have been outlined

by Kendall (1981):

1. To study the relationships among covert phertomena and their

relationship to patterns of behavior and expressions of

emotion.
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2. To study the role of covert processes in the development of

distinct psychopathologies and the behavioral -'atterns

associated with coping.

Ti) f i rrn thfr f(,rt!-z trotmr,,i

manipulated or implicated in the effects of the manipula-

tion (pp. 3-4).

Some specific aspects of cognitive behavioral assessment are discussed

in Chapter 7.

Social Learning Theory. Social learning theory is based on the work of

Bandura and his associates (e.g., Bandura, 1969, 1971, 1974, 1977;

Bandura & Walters, 1963) and has evolved considerably over the past few

years. Bandura (1974) initially noted that "contrary to the mechanistic

metaphors, outcomes (i.e., reinforcing events)' change human behavior

through the intervening influence of thought" (p. 859). More recently,

Bandura (1977b, 1981) has also noted that in addition to outcome

expectation, a person's sense of his/her ability to perform a certain

behavior mediate performance. Bandura (1977b,1981) refers to these

latter expectations as efficacy expectations or self-efficacy, and

therefore, suggests they have important implications for intervention.

Psychological treatment and methods are hypothesized to produce changes

in a person's expectations of self-efficacy, as in the treatment of

phobic behavior. Self-efficac, is said to determine the activation and

maintenance of behavior strutegies for coping with anxiety-eliciting

situations. Self-efficacy expectations are also said to be modified by

different sources of psychological influence, including

performance-based feedback (e.g., participant modeling), vicarious
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information (e.g., sympolic modeling), and physiological changes (e.g.,

traditional verbal psychotherapy) (cf. Kazdin & Wilson, 1978).

Intervention procedures su as symbolic modeling (e.g., Randura,

(Bandut,_ ,/, hcdulinL1 (P7:

Brody, 197"; Micklich & Freer, 1977) have been associated with the

social learning theory approach. For example, modeling has been used

to treat a variety of children's fears [Moris & Kratochwill,

1983; (e.g., animal fears, inanimate fears, dental and medical fears),

socially maladjusted children (e.g., social withdrawal, aggression),

distractibility, and severe deficiencies ((e.g., autism, mental

retardation) cf. Kirkland & Thelen, 1978)1, as well as a wide range of

academic behaviors (cf. Zimmerman, 1977).

Social learning theory stresses that human psychological

functioning involves a reciprocal interaction between the individual's

behavior and the environment in that a client is considered both the

age- as well as the target of environmental influence, with assessment

focusing on both dimensions of behavior.

Unifying Characteristics. Despite anparent diversity among the

different areas within behavior therapy, several dimensions set it

apart from traditional forms of psychological assessment and

intervention, particularly the test-based psychometric models and .

psychpdynamic models. Contemporary behavior consists of the following

characteristics:

(1) a strong commitment to empirical evaluation of treatment

and intervention techniques.

(2) a general belief that therapeutic experiences must provido
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opportunities to learn adaptive or prosocial behavior.

(3) specification of treatment in operational and, hence,

replicable terms.

!hit- r) trTif,r1t f t t )1 MO-) rn,11 ' rd r

,Kazdin & Hersen 1980, p. 287,

Behavior therapy has become very diverse and now includes a number

of therapeutic strategies that were once excluded from the field (e.g.,

rational emotive therapy). Although these characteristics are tied to

the therapeutic aspects of the ,ehavioral approach, each can also be

conceptually representative of the behavioral approach to assessment.

In the sections that follow the methodological and conceptual issues of

behavioral assessment are outlined.

Behavior Therapy Approaches to Assessment of_Learning.and .Behavior

Disorders.

Behavior assessment has evolved considerably in the past few

years. The foundation has been laid for behavioral assessment within

the area of social-behavior disorders (e.g., Ciminero et. al., 1977;

Ciminero & Drabman, 1978; Hersen & nellack, 1976) and there has been

attention directed toward assessment of learning disorders (e.g., Bijou

& Grimm,'1975; Kratochwill, 1982, 1982; Lovitt, 1975a, 1976b, Ross,

1976).

Applications.of.Behavioral Assessment. Behavioral assessment can be

used in treatment, selection, and research (Goldfried & Linehan, 1977).

Its application to determine f tures of the person and environment

that maintain deviant behavior is one of the most common uses (see
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Bellack & Hersen, 1978; Goldfried & Davison, 1976; Goldfried &

Pomeranz, 1968) .

Behavioral ,:ssessment is also u7ed for selection purposes wherein

r'nt'on

cdtu-slot3e!:, (2. t..

treatment. Behavioral assesF-ent has not been applied extensively in

this area (cf. Goldfried & Linehan, 1977; Wiggins, 1973), but there is

increasing work in developing measures which allow prediciton of

treatment program success.

Finally, behavioral assessment is used in research. Assessment

and design methodology have been an identifying feature of behavior

therapy a,id its scientific basis where empirically validated principles

and procedures are used for the systematic evaluatio, of clinical

interventions (Bellack & Hersen, 1978). Although this research base

has not been limited to one methodology, a large amount research

employing behavioral assessment strategies has been conducted through

single case experimental methodology, especially in applied Yehavior

analysis (cf. Hersen & Barlow, 1976; Kazdin, 1982; Kratochwill, 1978).

A major feature of assessment within behavior therapy single case

research is the repeated measurement of the target response (cf. Bijou,

et al., 1968; Bijou, et al., 1969), and on cognitive, motor and

physiological dimensions (discussed in more detail in Chapter 7). As

Elected in the features described by Kazdin and Hersen (1980), an

emphasis is placed on direct measurement techniques (actual measures of

the target responses through the three content areas), rather than

through indirect measurement (e.g., projective tests, perceptual motor

scales, personality inventories,f etc.).

82
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Some Distinctions Between Behavioral and_Traditional_Assessment. There

are numerc,,s conceptual and methodological differences between

behavic al and traditional assessment but the major differences eminate

from the underlying assumptions that each approach adheres to in

characterizing human performance. It is even possible that the same

assessment tec ligues (e.g., criteri"n- referenced assessment, direct

observation) could be used in both traditional and behavioral

assessment. The various ways writers in th,: behavioral assessment area

have contrasted behavioral and traditirmal [trait (psychometric) or

state (dynamic)] approaches to asseelment has been compiled

by Hartmann, Roper, and Bradford 1E)79) and is presented in Table 3.1.

Behavioral assessment is m,allv characterized by relatively fewer

inferential assumptions about personality, remaining instead closer to

observable behavior. As noted in the previous section, most

non-behavioral approaches to assessment and treatment concve of

behavior as relatively stable and enduring and relate learning and

behavior disorders to internal processes or claracteristics.

In behavioral assessment inferred causes of a disorder are

bypassed In favor of a careful environmental analysis of the problem

-nd bbser:vabl2 skill deficiencies. Aoreover, the 7itervention program

would typically focus on specific skill training rather than, on

underlying process remediatibb. These approaches lave Sometimes been

Identified as a skill training approach (Ysseldyke R Mirkin, P1,82).

Thus, within a be .;ioral assessment framework, it is useful to view an
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Table 3.l

Table 1. Pirfer..nces Pet een Behavirrat .
id Traditional Approaches to Assessment

Bell.' /feral

1. Assumptions
I. Conception of

personality

2. Causes of be-
havior

IL Implicatil
I. Role of oehavior

2. P. "e -'f history

3. Consistency of
chavior

Ili. Us: )° data

IV. Otsier r,haracteristics
1 Lts el of infiirences
2. Corripari.:imf

3. Methods of
assessment

Tirn:ng of
assessment

Scope of assess-
ment

Traditibnal

Pe, sonahty con:tructi. mainly
errplo)'ci to surnni.iri7.e specif-
ic be,11;.4'or patterrs, if at all

Maintain. :,;-; cynoitifins 1,.ivalit in
current

Personality as a reflection
of enduring underlying
states or traits

In trapsychic or within the
individual

Ininortact as a :amp! of 'leis, rl's Behavior assumes itnpor-

rrpe: tioci lance only insofar as it in-
dexes underlying causes

Reiatis e ept,
for exampic, pr.i;ide
re trospective *,

P.ehavior Le specific
to tile sL..cznirm

To descii`.)e behaviors and
conditions

To seb ut tic appropri-te treat-
ment

To ev.iciatc and :ease treatment

Crucial in that present con-
ditions seen as a product
of the past

Behavior expected to be
consistent across time
and settings

To describe personality
fpinctioning and etiology

To diagnose or classify

To make prognosis; to
predict

Low Medium to high

More emphasis on intraindividual More emphasis on interii-
or idiographic dividual or nomothetic

More emphasis on direct methods More emphasis on indirect
(e.g., observations of behavior methods (e.g., inter-
in natural environment) views and self-report)

More ongoing; prior, during, and Pre- and perhaps posttreat-
after treatment ment, or strictly to diag-

nose
Specific measures ar.d of more

variables (e.g., of target behav-
iors in various situation ,:, of
side effects, context, strengths
as well as deficiencies)

More globai measures (e.g.,
of cure, or improvement)
but crily of the individual

(Source: Hartmann, ., Roper, B.L., E Bradford, D.C. Some

relationships between behavioral and traditional assessment,

Journal of Behavioral Assessment, 197Y, I, Reproduced

by permission).

""
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individual's learning as one would view the acquisition of a spe,lic

set cf skills (and.cohversely, a learning problem as a set of sp(,(:C:ic

skill deficiencies) .

A distinction made by Goodenough (1949) between a "sign" and

"sample" approach o test interpretation has often been suggested as

another dimension on which to distinguish between traditional rind

behavioral assessment (Goldfried,.1976; Coldfried & Kent, 1972). When

test responses are viewed as a sample, it can be assumed that they

parallel the way in which a child is likely to behave in a nontest

situation. When test responses are viewed as signs, an inference

is made that the performance is an inoirect manifestation of some other

characteristic. This feature is demonstrated in the previous section

wherein we noted that within traditiena' assessment a child is said to

demonstrate low or poor performance on tne visual perceptual memory

subtest of the ITPA, wherein it is assumed that underlyirg visual

perceptual processes may be impaired. Such an emphasis on sign

approaches also promotes determining the ,,:lerlying causes of academic

and/or social problems. Behavioral assessment places less .emphasis on

historical conditions and so such factors as developmental history is

of secondary importance {Haynes, 1978). But when historical factors

are considered in behavior analysi they are examined terms of

interactional history where phsical and social conditions result in a

wide range of behavioral repertoiries (Bijou, 1976; Bijou & Baer,

1965).

Viewing acadeMic/learning problems within the traditional or

behavioral approaches has important implications for test development

("test" is used broadly to refer to a variety of assessment
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procedures). Goldfried and his associates (Coldfried, 1976; Coldfried

& Linehan, 1977; (;oldfried & Kent, 19 2) provided conceptual

framework for contrasting these opposing models. Within traditional

assessment, the nature of the situation in which them individual is

functioning suallv of less interest in sessmennt than are such

factors as the dynamic or structural components. Within a behavioral

orientation the skills conception of learning problems implies that

comprehensive and carefully sampled task requirements be reflected

within one's assessment. In this context, the conventional lotion of

content validity of the test becomes particularly crucial, since one

must obtain a representative - sample of those situations in which a

particular behavior of interest is likely to occur. Thus, in

assessment of a learning problem, this includes both the content of the

test per se, as well as the situation in which the test is administered

(Bijou, 1976) .

Models of Behavioral Assessment. Several models of behavior assessment

have evolved and are listed in Table 3.2. These models reflect the

diversity that exists in contemporary behavior therapy as well as the

mov ,nt °:owards inclusion of more cognitive factors in assessment

(Krathwtil, 1982). The basic S -F model ,s expanded by Lingsley

(1964) to include stimulus (S), response (R), contingency 00, and

consequence (C). [the "S" refers to the antecedent e-/ints or

discriminative stimuli, the "P" refers behaviorn, the "K" represents
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Models of Behavioi

_source

S -R-K-C
A - C

S - 0 -R-K-C

S 0 h C

T - PA P1 - PE

BASIC - ID

Ferste,J (1965)

Skinner (19 )

Lindsey (1964)

Stuart (1970)

Kanfer & Saslow (1969)

Kal,rer & rAllips (1970)

Goldfried & Sprafkin (1974)

Bergan (1977)

Lazarus (1973)

Source: Kratochwill, T.R. hdvances in behavioral assessment. In C.R.

ReynolCs nd T.B Cutkin (Eds.) Handbook of school psycholoqy, New

York: John Wiley & So , 1982.
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various contingenc' ,g., schedules of reinforecment) , and the "C"

denotes the consc,or of the behavior (e.g., presentation or removal

of positive or negative reinforcement)). An A-B-C

(antecedents-behaviors-consequences) model was proposed by Stuart

(1970). An even more expanded model was proposed by Kanfo ind Saslow

(1969) (see a Kanfer & Phillips, t970) who added an 0 to expand to

a S-O-R-K-C formulation. Similarly, Goldfried and Sprafkin (1974)

presented an expanded S-O-R-C model for a behavioral analysis.

i commonly used model of behavioral assessment is the Kanfer and

Saslow (1969) scheme which includes seven specific components:

1. An_initial_analysis.of the_problem.situation in which the

various behaviors that brou.3ht the client to treatment are

specified;

2. A clarificat.ior of.the problem situation in which various

environmental variables (e.g., stimuli and responses) are

specified;

3. A mot_ ational.analysis in wi-H'ch reinforcing and pv^ thir4

stimuli are identified;

4. A developmental.analysis in which biological, sociological, and

behavio,:al chFnges o: potential relevance to 't!c. treatment are

identified;

5. An analysis of.self-control in which the situations and

behaviors the clicit can control are identified;

6. An analysis of social situations in which the interpersonal

relationships of individu,'s in the client's envirolment and

their various aversive or reinforcing qualities are specified;

7. An_analysis_of.the.social-cultural_physical_envakonment in
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which normative standards oi e;, 11 or and the client's

opportunities for support are evaluated.

The Kanfer and Saslow (1969) model c,r1 assist the professional in

clarifying problem behaviors and elucidating environmental factors

related to the Larget problrrn. Several poi; ive features of this

system are appare Jt (Ciminero & Drabman, 1978) . Unlike many systems,

the S-0-R-X-C model includes many components ignored by other models

(e.g., biological, social-r-ultural, reinforecment history,

developmental factors); the model focuses on positive (assets) as well

as negative (deficit) Thviors; in the behavior analysis tradition,

the model L, 'ndividualized for each client, thereby increasing the

probability of an individ,el oatment for each client.

Despite these posij.:) e he Kanfer and Saslow (11f-c))

system should be used n ,-_,oxt of three considerations

(Kratc;c°1 J982) while the model purportedly provides the

assessor .
y:7,tematic framework for at'flerina data, the methods

for gal' , data m ,st be determined somewhat subjectively. Second,

the model does slut p, ,side a "scientific" approach to interpreting data

collected (cf. Dickson, 1975), or selecting an appropriate treatment

strategy (cf. 1977). Finally, the model does not provide a

model for evalt._ of the intervention plan (Ciminero & Drabman,

1978). Thus, the professional must develop a men urement system to

evaluate on intervention program.

To address these considerations, systematic research which

,onstrates that certain behavioral assessment procedures (e.g.,

interview, self-report, direct observaton, etc.) are reliable and valid
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is a high priority (Kratorhwill, 1982) . In the area of selecting a

treatment strategy, efforts are just beginning to select some correct

matches (cf. Ciminero, 1J77). One promising approac has been

presented by Kanfer and Grimm (1977) who proposed 0 differentiation of

controlling variables and behavior deficiencies into categories that

can be matched with available intervention strategies. These five

categories and some sub-components whie_ are used to organize cl,en;

ompla its presented during an interview assesrmer.t are presenti in

Table 3.3. lhile the accompanying change procedur s are quite general,

the "match" can lead the professional into areas where various

intervention programs have been quite sncci?sful in the past. With

regard to establitit 1 a partichThr intervention strategy, an

evaluation , )n he :J,nclucted through a functional analysis (e.g., Bijou

& Peterson, 1911; t _',ou 6 Grimm, 1975; Gardrer, 1971; Petersor, 1968).

These features would include (1) a systematic o'aservation of the

problem behavior obtain a hus?'.ine, (2) systematic observation of

the stimulus conditions followi, and,or preceding the behavior, with

special emphasis on antecedent r,liscriminative lies and conseaue't

reinforceLs, (3) experimental manipulatn i-/f a treatment which ::ppears

functionally related to the problem behavior, .and (4) ful.ther

observiin to record behavior changes (Peterson, 3968).

-')is functional analysis strategy bears similarity to rcser:rch

design procedures, but does not imply that applied research 's being

conducted. Credible research would require further ftlthodGlr,gical
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A '30havioial Analysis

I. 3ehav i.ora 1 Deficit

A. Inadequate Base of Knowledge for (.aiding Behavior

R. !,Irn to IT0 coprahh. Behaviors

Due to Skills Deficits

C. Inability to SupploT-cht or Counter Immediate Environmental Influenc, , and

Regulate One' Ben..:ior Through Self-Directing Responsr

D. Deficiencies in '..:elf-Reintorcement for Periormaooe

E. D(.1 icit'; in Nonitouin One'l; 0.qn. Behavior

Y. InabiliL, to .
iter Re:Ton:Je in Conflict Situations

G. Limited Behavior Repertoire Due to Restricted Range of Peiniorcers

H. Deficits in Coi;nitive and /,.rotor Behaviors Necessary to Nee the

1);,nds of Daily Living

II. 3ehavt- Excesses

A. Conditional Unappropriate Anxiety to Objects or Events

B. Excessive Self-Observational Activity

TU. Problems in Environmental Stimulus tontro.l

A. Affective 1.'_snse. to Stimulus Objects or Events Leading to S).1' lective

-.ss of Unacceptable Behavior

B. to )ffer tipport or Opportunities for Be..lavico Appropriate in a

P: ' Milieu

C. Falure to Meet Environmental D. ends or Responsibilities arising from

Inefficient Organiz'ation of time.

IV. Inappropriate Self-Generated Stimulus Control

A. Self-Descriptions Serving as Cues for Behaviors Leading to Negative

Outcomes
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C. Faulty Labeling of Int,.i-nal Cues

V. Inappropriate Contingency Arrangement

A I ii r. : !1 v 1 t I, 11

I. En, 1, ntal 1ainten-nuy of Und .irable

C. Exeesive use of Po Live Reinf,,cymYnt for Dysiral e BehavL)rs

D. Delivery of Reirforcyrient Independent of Responding

Source: Kanfer, F.H., & Grimm, L.C. Behavioral
4

in the intervie7. Behavior 'I

,s- Selecting target behaviors
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invalidity threats ([ tochwill & Piers((i, in pre.:s),

(onsiderati(at!;_

There has been a phenomenal amount of wilting in the An0A of

behavioral assessment generaiiy but relatively little of this work has

fo(used nry, e! ;ear t,t,y--tic in bias in (-hild hehavioral

assessment. Hooks providir- i -rission of 1,;stres relevant to th(

assessment of children (e.g., :iner°, Calhoun & Adams, 1977; Cone &

Hawkins, 1977; Herson & Bellack, 1976, 1981) and chapters that focus

on the assessment of children (e.g., Ciminero Drabman,

19 Evans & Nelson, 1977; Kratochwill, 1982) have virtua! ly no

mention 04 ba., or no tsciminatory assessment.

A number of issues can be raised in child behavioral ,!ssessment

that have a ciirerct bear'ng on assessment bias. A major issue in the

field is 0,,finin,, what behavioral assessment is. A reading of the

recent literature an beha,;;oral assessment will clearly show that it is

remarkably diverse and is becoming even more diverse. A major reason

for this is that behavioral assessment is part of the larger domain of

behavi:ir therapy which is known to be extraordinarily diverse in

th "orctical aprre ,.:hes, research methods, and therapy t..:!:71-- (ct.

tazdin, 1979). Behavioral assessment has always been closely linked

with the deve: pment of beh- 'Therapy, (Kratochwill, 1982; Mash &

Terclo' 1?:(1) (e.g., arplied behavior analysis, meadiational S-P

appre nes, !7r ial learning theory, and initive behavior modification

(Kazdin & Wilson, 1978) . Each of the ireas of behavior therapy has

tended to incude its own n:7cy,sment techniques procedures

rflective (.1 the theoretic31 position advanced is, fundamental
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difference,. in aeeftesment Itegree h,,f occurre,1 aee !lent et t

ae,,r 0., -hos wrthin the t 'old of behavior therapy. !:i rice heti.tv 1 or

t t1,11. lF l Own t ti t n. 1 !'h. i vet ,c!1,11 t

;ILtirly of bras in behavioral .c!....to, ,,,cotric-, 1 tnl.t t r t.tc ec1 t

which has yet to be properly expli,

A second and related issue concerns the actual techniques that are

eb ed part of behavioral f ..eemierit. Bearing in mine theseto be

variatie! . r l theer,,fcat approache: within behavior therapy, the

nemher of ni.ferent tech-iques and procedures substied under the i it is

of behavioral assessment is growing incredibly large. Defining what

behavioral aseemiee, is now and what it will b, ,n the attire will

likely be get 'rat rood by ti .st evolving theoretical eerspectives rather

than a cone 0 to] approach mapping a uniform ';t' of techniques and

proeedures. Indeed, attempts to define behavioral assessment have

typiceily focused on the theoretic d;fferences between traditional

and behavioral aeeroaches (e.g., Hartmann, et. a 1979; Neleon &

Hayes, 15 /9) wth hehavi ral perspective being identifiel hy

.certain conceptual efraeter'eice assessing many mod ities,

giving primary emohasi to behavior, considering assessment a

sampit of behavior, amJng others (Kazdin & Hersen, 198(4)). Yet, with

d if,rent theoretical pe spectives on what is to be included wit} the

domain of behavior therov, attemets to define the field of behavioral

assessment will bet ,m0 more difficAit when comparis Is are mace with

so-called traditional approaches.

tehavioral assessment has eiso been said cc embrace a conceptual

approach that involves a proolet7i soving strategy in the assessment

process rather than the use of e set of specific measurement strategies

4r
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child ho, ((r ,1I ass!.m nehavioral ';!:M1'111 h.1!: usually been

oliaracterized as consisting of some general domains of assessment,

including Interview, self-report, checklists and rating scales,

; , , t. ;

. Corw . it appears clear that expanding frameworks of

child behavior Ass(' ;m' 1t Within the context of a problem solving

approach al!ow virtually my technique or test to he considered as

child behavioral a_pssment. For example, traditional proje,-tive test

to at_: might He used Ii. they provide inf,r atidn on A ient's

cognition:: or reInf-,rcer preferences or cognitive sty . Also,

traditional tests could be conceptualized as a Lomat (0 provide

standardize' measures of sill 'rformance, such as in the area of IQ

testirr (e.g., Nelson, 19R0) or achievement and percent al motor tests

(e.g , Mash & dal, l981), ind neurologicTil assessmn+-c- (e.g.,

Goldstein, 1979). Su a diversity of techniques makes it pratic 'ly

imoc,sible to speak of bias in beh-vioral assessment in any meaningful

way. Rather rl would Seem more apr:roptiate to address bias in

behavioral assessment at a level specific to to typo assessment

insrLumnt or technigoe employed.

A issue that has bren the source of activity in e :ield

and he relved relates to t psy-*ometr is fatur of

beh. ,a1- 1 -ssment. Many child behavir :ssessment :Itrategies might

be regargec as Potentilly biased based on the lack of st, lardized

features in assessment. Possibly due to a ion of traditional

95
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11,-)tulithi1, 14.1 la!)11 t y, vii t ) hove hat bn

dgnotly Addfeed ( Hortmann, It al., I' M,h ti Terdal,

In the Area of norminq, for ex Imple, concel have been raised

egarding the rather ambiquow: meaning of many assessments fondly:led

w-th children wIthont concrete reference ,A etnlly defln,

pwalation of children or the environment rs tl,e, are beingwh.

as,,fssed. This has raised concerns regarding .Lopiiate use of

data from child behavioral assessments In (-1 atir and in

est ahl ishinll I)1. 'i t goIls for intervention In audit on,

tb,4re hal been relatively few investigatior tin reliability

of child behavioral assessment techniques. aioral assessors have

been primarily concerned with establishing inter-observer agreement on

various response measures, but have tended not to e!, lblish the

reliability of many assessment techniques using conventional

psychometric f !terra developed for this endeavor. Moreover, the

validity of Assessment, including such areas as construct,

criterion-related and content validation, has many times failed to

appear in the field. Although many behavioral assessors have focused

such art:,a, as co-tf.- validi the 1 oce-- thro h whlh even this

has beer accn Has mans' ti7,es been rntamal, inadequate, and

usu,-,Ily in ,iplete (cf. Hartmann, et a3.., 1079)

De pirq standardized measures h is become even more comii ated

due to cont,-rversy over traditional psychometric concepts. Cone

(1981), for example, argued that future work in the behavioral

assessment field must focus on a paradigm radically different then the
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traditional psychometric models for establishing reliability, validity,

and generalizability. He noted that behavioral assessment procedures

are based on a different conceptual model of individual variability

than traditional approaches. Thus, the traditional psychometric

approaches may be inappropriate for behavioral assessment. As an

alternative, he proposed that accuracy be the primary method for

establishing the credible psychometric dimensions of future assessment

strategies in the field. Based on these issues, it is not at all clear

what specific types of psychometric procedures will be established for

behavioral assessment techniques or even how the field will deal with

devices and procedures that already meet some conventional psychc.netric

criteria.

Regardless of what criteria for establishing the validity of

behavioral assessment strategies is finally decided upon, it would seem

appropriate that, consistent with the study of traditional test bias,

validity criteria be employed as a framework for studying bias. The

question posed in the study of.bias in behavioral assessment would

remain the same as that employed in the study of test bias: Is the

assessment procedure 'qually valid across groups?

A f,7urth issue that has been a source of some concern in the field

relates to the feedback pratitioners have been providing, regarding the .

actual practices of child behavioral assessment in applied settings

(e.g., Anderson, Cancelli, & Kratochwill, in press; Swan & MacDonald,

1978; Wade, Baker, & Hartmann, 1979) . One finding has been that

behavioral assessors have tended to use a great number of traditional

assessment devices. Wade et al. (1979) found that nearly half of their

respondants who were members of the Association for Advancement of
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Behavior Therapy (AABT) used traditional interviews and a large number

of projective and objective tests. Such factors as agency requirements

for prescribed test use, requirements for testing involving labeling

and classification, and a reported difficulty with implementing

behavioral assessment in applied settings were offered as possible

reasons for this. These results corresponded to other assessment

practices of school psychologists reported by Anderson, et al. (in

press) who found that select behaviorally-oriented members of the

American Psychological Association (APA), Divison 16 and the National

A
Association of School Psychologists (NASD) employed traditional testing

procedures and devices. As with the other issues cited above, this

issue further complicaL the study of bias in behavioral assessment.

The issues raised in the preceding paragraphs convey something of

the issues that have been raised in child behavioral assessment. These

issues reflect only some of the more general concerns that have emerged

but by no means do they represent a comprehensive overview.

Nevertheless, the concerns that are now being examined in the field

will likely continue to influence both-research and practice for some

time to come. Hopefully, the issue of bias will receive adequate

attentiim in this area.

Sociological and Ecological Models

Sociological_Deviance_Model.Components. Maladaptive behavior has often

been conceptualized within both a medical and social deviance

framework. From a medical perspective, maladaptive behavior can be

studied in the same way as other forms of illness, while the deviance
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perspective focuses on malAdaptive behavior :; the nreakinl of social

rules (Des Jarlais, 1972).

The term "deviance" ins a relatively recent one used to describe

maladaptive behavior, although the breaking of social rules has been a

topic of study for miirly years (MacMillan, 1977). Terms previoUsly used

in reference to this area have inciu('' ' crime, Cocial pathology, and

social problems. While there have beAt several theories of deviance

formulated over the years (cf. Des Jarlais, 1972), this section will

focus on labeling theory.

During the 1960's a theory of deviance referred to as labeling

theory gained popularity. The labeling process is of primary

importance within this theory. A major premise within this method is

that groups identify wiZ. and have different expectations for their

conformists and deviants. While conformists are not expected to break

social rules (Des Jarlais, 1972) , it is also assumed tnatAhe

expectations and evaluations of others can influence an individual's

behavior with regard to following or breaking social rules.

Viewing maladaptive behavior from within a sociological deviance

perspective raises at least three questions (Des Jarlais, 1972, 1978;

5zasz-,.1969).

(1) What behaviors are considered; maladaptive and by whom?

(2) What social factors are related to conformity or rule-

breaking?

(3) What'are the relationships between those who enforce social

rules and those 4ho break the rules?

Rule-breaking is generally viewed a:- iation from some norm.

With reference to social norms, it is not an easy task to articulate
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exactly what the norm m,y be for a number of rea!:ens. Ot) problem In

definino social norms is that the standards for accez,tabto behavior

often vAry oc ~toss time and ,geographic: location. Whethr or not two,

unmarried adults living together will be viewed as violating ,cpme norm,

for example, may depend on when the behavior occurs (in 1945 or 1975)

and where (J) small town or a largi.-?-0-Tban areal.

Another obstacle to clearly defining social norms is that given

the same behavior, there may be little agreement co exactly what, if

any, norm has been violated. Homosexuality, for example, may be

regarded as illegal, immoral, sick, or simply as an alternative sexual

preference, depending upon the observer.

Szasz (1969) contended that in attempting tc define social norms

--)
we can assume on'y that they consist of psychosocial, legal, and

ethical components. Behaviors which are considered to be maladapti,ie,

then;, might beAhought-of as those behlilors which violate some

psychosocial, legal, and/or ethical standard.

Labeling theorists have attempted to unravel the relationship

between rule-breaking and deviance. Merely breaking rules does not

automatically lead to becoming a deviant. Rather, a person must be

labeled deviant before the expectancies which activate the deviant role

come into play (Des Jarlais, 1972). Examples of this process might

include commitment to a penal institution and placement in a

self-contained special education classroom.

Lemert (1962) made a distinction between primary and secondary

deViance.. Primary deviance refers to the initial breaking of social

rules, while rnle-breaking that occurs after one has been perceived as

a rule breaker is termed secondary deviance (not finding employment

100
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because of A history of placmeW In programs tor refafded perwm,; is

one example of secondary deviance). '>t her labe,ing theorists (o,o ,

19ki) limited the llse of the term devLnce to 5-,ituatiow-:,

which social exft.ctations for rule -- breaking existed.

A deviant label (e.n., mental retardation ) does not always follow

rule breaking (e.g., Mercer, 1971). Tn fact, in the majority of cases

the role-breaker is probably not labeled. Rule-breaking is common to

,everyone; yet, not all rule- breakers are labeled as deviant.

Undoubtedly, there are many individuals who break social rules, but who

are not labeled, because their rule-breaking is undetected (e.g., child

abusers) . In other cases, however, individuals who are known to be

rule-breakers may escape the labeling process entirely (Becker, 1963;

Scheff, 1966). It is also possible to become labeled without having

broken any social rules, through association with or being related to a

labeled person, for example (Sever, 1970).

Labeling theory emphasizes the role of those who have the,

responsibility for enforcing Socialiruies (e.g., the court system,

psychologists, teachers, parents). These individuals and groups

initiate the labeling process. They have responsibility for deciding

who will play deviant roles, that is, who will be Punished, treated, or

rehabilitated (Des Jarlais, 1972).

Many factors are involved in whether or not those who enforce

social rules will or will not confer a deviant label on the rule

breaker. Included are the need of the society to have deviant roles

filled (e.g., Farber, 196g), the frequency and visability of the rule

breaking, the tolerance level of the society for rule breaking (e.g.,

Szasz, 1969), the social distance between the rule breaker and those
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who exert socHl control, the relative power or the rule -hr, aker in

the systeil, the amount of conflict between the rule-breakers and agents

of social control, and whether or noi- anyone has special interest in

enforcing penalties against the rule breaker (De Jarlais, 1972, p. 3( ,

1978). There ace also instances in which an indi idual must be labeled

in order to receive services, as occurs under the guidelines of Public

Law 94-142.

Deviance in Childhood. Deviance in children has not received as much
r

empirical scrutiny as deviance in aauits. Des Jarlais (1978) has

pointed out that there are important differences in the study of.

deviance in children and deviance in adolescents and adults. One major

difference is that while adolescents an.,1 adults are generally expected

to know the social rules and to comply with them, .children are not
%

always expected tR have developed knowledge of social rules. The study

of deviance in childhood, then, focuses upon how ghildren learn the

skills and attitudes to follow social rules, or how children become

socialized (Gold & Douvan,.1969).

Children in hirirican society are exposed to many diffeTent

socialization' agents. Lippitt (1978) has identified 10 types of

socialization agents, all of which attempt to influence the development

and values of children:

(1) the schools;

(2) organized. religion;

(3) leisure blime agencies with recreational, cultural, and

character education programs;

(4). the police and courts;
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t he tiler aoett t special cot rec t ion, and r(...o, idi i z,it ion

services (e.g., social workers, counselors, programs for the

handicapped);

(6) employment offices and work supervisors of the young;

(7) political leaders who may have an investment in involving the

young in political acti' -ts;

(t3) pAront

(9) pt:ors;

(10)' the mass media

At times, there may be different and contradictory doi_..itions or

standards of acceptable behavior among, and within these groups. Thus,

ambivalent expectations for behavior may :no impos on the child,

causing stress and often deviant beha-iors such as Dwered academiC

performance, hostility, truancy, and witodrawal.

Criticisms of Labeling Theory. Several weaknesses have been detected

in the initial work in labeling theory. Some sociologists (e.g.,

Matza, 1969; Cove, 1970) have noted the relative lack of ,m1mlasis given

to the role Of the rule-breaker in the pTocess of becoming deviant, as

compared to the contributions of the r..ts of social control. Before

the dynamics of the labelingproce.ss an be fully understA, the
L

.actions of both rule - breakers 'and rule enforcers need to be delineated

further.
4

A second criticism of labeling theory relates to the outccmes of

becoming labeled. At issue here is whether or riot being labeled

necessarily results in negative: )erceptions and exvotancies or in

deviant behavior, as is often mantained (e.g.,' Dunn, 1968).. Some
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authors (see the volume edited by r;ove, 19/',h) have maintained that the

labeling process itself can actually pi event dovont acts by e.ther

leading to effective intervention for the labeled person or thr,,ugh o

deterrence effect. The roponse of propone ts of the theory

Becker, 1963; Kitsuse, 1975; Schur, 1975) has been that labeling ;_hQory

is not an attempt to describe the etiology of deviant acts, but is

rather a framework Hem which to view the actions or all persons

involved in situations in whi( certain behaviors and persons are

perceived as norm violators. Conclusions on the outcomes of labeling

on the labeled person are mixed because studies in this area are often

plagued with methoc:r logical problems (Gardner, 1966; Jones, 1973).

A third issue in labeling theory is related to the irreversibility

of the labeling process. Once labeled, does a person remain in a

deviant tole? Robins (1966) presepted evir'ence that most children

labeled as deviant become conformists as adults. Gove (1970) also

argued against irreversibility, citing the number of mental patients

who are released. MacMillan (1977) contended that because different

demands and expectations are made in different settings (e.g., school,

home), the notion of irreversibility will not always hold. A person

viewed as behaviorally disordered in one setting, for example, may not

\be considered deviant in other settings.

These criticisms have clearly reveVed that labeling. theory is

incomplete, but possibly not invalid (MacMillan, 1977). Future

research may very well focus on factors involved in moth the direct and

indirect effects of becoming labeled, and on racial sand cultural biases.

involved in determining who becomes labeled. The labeling issue is

currently receiving attention as part of the debate over present
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children that were being labelled mentally retarded in the Riverside,

California puhlir schools thus raising concern over potential bias in

the lahelinq process.

Labeling and categorization, it has often been argued, is a useful

way of grouping people who need similar treatment. Yet, categorization

or labeling of some people (e.g., handicapped persons) often does not

result in academic improvement and can, in fact, lead to negative

consequences such as segregation from non-handicappped peers. Clearly,

the ,current labels and categories within the fields of psychology and

education need to be further examined (cf. Reynolds & Balow, 1974). In

addition, much more work is needed on the direct and indirect outcomes

of labeling and mislabeling and on whether or not the outcomes of being

labeled in one setting generalize to other settings (MacMillan, 1977).

With respect to bias,,such research also needs to focus on the possible

differential effects labeling may have'across groups.

Ecological Model Components. Ecology is the study of the interactions

between living organisms and their environment. A more precise

definition was provided by Odum (1953), who referred to ecology as the

study of the structure and function of nature. Structure includes a

.description of the living population, including' life history, number

and distribution of all species in the system, the composition of

non-living things, and the conditions under which the population lives.
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Function refer., to the enrqy or interaction of orqunm und

environment (Feagan, 1972).

Eoloqical theorists hv4. uttompted to y,:tmatically categorize

hthvior of !;pfcifs within t' .r environmcnts. In addition, patt rns

of hehaviot which account for adaptation or mldaptation to the

environment have also been examined (Feagans, 1972).

According to Holman (1977) thP field of human ecology is founded

in three areas: 1) plant and animal ecology, 2) geography, and 71)

Audies of the spatial distribution of social phenomena. Holman noLed

the lack of agreement of basic tenents and principles of the ecological

approach among ecologists, primarily because this area is pursued by

individuals from many 'differen disciplines and perspectives.

Rogers-Warren and Warren (1977) observed that "the meanin of ecology

is still evolving" (p. 4) because psychologists, educators, and

sociologists who share the term ecology have focused on different

aspects of relationships between behavior and environments.

Researchers in the area of human ecology have tried to follow the

systematic and precise classification procedures of biology and have

evolved methodological procedures to collect and analyze data. This

type of risearch is especially difficult, however,
because of the

number of variables.which must. be unraveled in order to examine human

environments. Nevertheless, this type of approach can add to our

understanding of behavior within a variety of settings.

Ecological psychology is not a new concept. Kurt Lewin used the

term "ecological psychOlogy" in a paper published in 1951. He referred

to ecology as the it action between psycholoqical and

nonpsychological factors. Later, Roger Baker '(1968) used this same

-106 .
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;(nu.. (0 human ecosystem would Include t party,

classroom sett.ing, or a meeting. Itarker's work showed that those

ecosystems can influence behavior in two ways: 'Through the physica

included in A particular ecosystem, and through the

occupnnts, or humar influences present in the behavior setting (:smith,

Neisworth, & Greer, 1978).

Proshansky, ittelson, and Pivling (1970), working in mental

hospitals, developed principles about behavior in settings or

ecosystems based on Barfer's approach. They fnund that environmental

elements such as space, administrative guidelines, furniture, and

number of people had a greE,t deal of influence on the behavior of

patients. Examples of some of their conclusicas are:

Human behavior in relation to a physical setting is enduring

and consistent over time and situation; therefore, character-

istic patterns of behavior in a setting can be documented and

justified; changes in these characterisitc behavior patterns of a

physical setting can be induced by changing the physical, social,

or administrative structures which define that setting (Feacians,

pp., 1972).

Proshansky et al. (1970) used this approach to modify the behavior

of institutionalized patients by changing physical objects in their

ecosystem (ward). Gump, Schoggep, and Redl (1963) found that the

behavior of a disturbed child differed markedly across physical
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Assumptions of the Ecological Model. Prieto, Harth, and Swan (in

press) pointed out that an ecological perspective of human behavior is

based on at least five assumptions about the interaction between an

individual and the environment.

(1) Maladaptive or problem b'ehavior does not exist solely within

a person but in combination with the ecosystem(s) which the

person is an integral part.

According to this assumption, behavior is not the "exclusive

propw2rty of the child" (Rhodes, 1970, D. 449!. Rather, behavior is a

result of an interaction or interface beIween the individual and the

environment_ Conditions may be present in the environment which can

actually elicit disturinq behaviors. In addition, indivual(s) in the
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setting must perceive behaviors as inaporporiate. Phodes (197(1) has

ar(wod th.J, mala,ThntIve,

and me. cal models hick locate disturbance within the individual.

a stressful environment may contribute to the problem behavior,

environment or event is significantly stressful in and of itself

urtess it is interpreted or responded to as such by the person

himself/herself.

Several different patterns of faulty interaction between an

individual and the environment can be identified. A relatively rare

pattern is one in which a person emits inaoprooriate behaviors in all

settings (e.g., self-abusive or self -stimulating behaviors). More
7

commonly, disturbing behaviors occur primarily in only one setting (for

example, a child who stutters in a classroom or highly verbal

children) . A third r.ttern is that in which problems occur because

behaviors which may be adaptive in one setting (an institution) are

perceived as maladaotive in another setting ( the community) .

(2) Ecological interventions must focus on the setting(s) in

which the maladaptive behavior occurs.

"The objective is not merely to change or improve the child but to

4/4

make the total]. system Work" (Hobbs, 1975,.p. 114). This assumption

requires assessment of the characteristics of the individual, the

setting characteristics, and the dissonance between them. Due to the

multiple factors involved in, such a task, assessment and modification

of human behavior'in natural settings remains at a orimative level of

development (Willems, 1_969).

n4
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( )
narticinati- in interventions

Ecolq)cal assessment 7, intervention renuire an

interdisciplinary approach or, "someone who can move freely among and

communicate with diverse disciplines in the performer of a liason

function" (Hobbs, 1975, p.-120). Teachers, parents, medical personnel,

and psychologists often have roles in developing programs within school

settings. Effective intervention within community settings, for

example, would require the participation of lawyers, economists,

employers, and media experts as well.

(4) Ecological interventions must simultaneously focus on many

elements of the system.

Willems (1971, 1977) noted the interdependence of ecological

networks. Specifically, intervention measures designed to imrfact

change on one element in the system can effect other elements in the

system, as well. Modifying a child's behavior in school, for example,

can have unintended and sometimes undetsirable effects in the home

` setting.

oor

To quote Prieto, et al. (in press) , "We can never do merely

one thing."

(5) No two individuals and no two settings are the same. This

common sense assumption reflectsboth the strengths and limitations of

the ecological model. It is precisely what renders ecological

approaches to assessment and intervention so appealing in theory and so

difficult to implement in practice.

Ecological Assessment. Ecological approaches to assessment are

intended to identify the problems with.the interface between a person
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so many variables are at nlay. Baer (lq77) has stated the p.oblem

well: "Assessment of phenomenal reality is an infinite task, like

defending against "enemies. We can spend any amount of our resources

on it, we will never finish, we will never solve the PrJblem, and if we

fail eventually, we will not care much afterward anyway" (Po. 116).

.Kratochwill and his associates (Petrie, Brown, Piersel, Frinfrock,

Schelbe,'Le lane, & Kratochwill, 1981) presented an ecological

framework for school psychologistd ins,olved in the implementation of

applied behavioral psychology in education settings. Based on Wilem's

(1974) discussion of unintended effeCts in intervention work, these

authors presented a conceptual rramework for the classification of some

types of unintended effects that may occur in behaviors that are not

directly manipulated by an individual. providing intervention services

in educational settings. Some possible types of unintended effects/II

behaviors are Presentee in Figure 3.1 Tn this respect, prediction of

162 (i.e., 3x2x3x3x3) possible kinds of side effects are possible.

As an option in evaluating such side effects (or second-order

consequences) Locatis and Cooler (1975) presented guidelines that

111
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I. Desirable
2. Neutral
J. Undesirable

Figure 3.1 Classification of some kinds of unintended effects
that may occur in behaviors that are not manipulated
by the professional. (Source: Petrie, P., Brown, K.,
Piersel, W.C., Prinfrock, S.R., Schelble, M.,
LeBlanc, C.P., & Kratochwill, T.R. The school
psychologist as behavioral ecologist. Journal of
School Psychology, 1980, 18, 222-233 Reproduced
by permission).
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Fourteen ,:i,ideilnes ar,2 presented as a format to evaluate second order

consequences (see Table 3.4).

There is no single assessment tool appropriate for evaluating each

relevant variable in a given ecosystem. However, there seems to be

increasing realization that setting variables must be considered in

order to clarify and remediate behavioral and learning problems. A

brief discussion of some of these variables and recently developed

assessment devices follows.

Assessment of .Behavior in Single.Settings. Smith, Neisworth, and Greer

(1978) and Rogers-Warren (1977) outlined strategies for assessing

specific target behaviors and relevant setting characteristics. These

include the following:

1. Identify.the target behavior: The behavior of concern by name,

topography, and function for the subject in the target setting is

identified.

2. Assess.the.physical setting in.which.the.target..behavior.occursi

Here factors such as instructional spaCe, architectural design,

furniture, and physical cues for the target behavior are

identified.

3. Assess.instructional arrangements: The task here is to evaluate

the curriculum content, teaching methods materials, and media.

4. Assess.the.social situation.within.the.setting: /Teacher-teacher,

teacher-child, and child-child interactions, reinforcement

113
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Table 3.4 available in Sattler, J.M. Assessment of children's

intelligence and special abilities (2nd ed.) Boston: Allyn & Bacon,

1982.
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contingencies, and stafftime and competence are relevant hAe.

5 . Assess the sett i na . i n rel at-i on to a ny.. ex st no .or ..ant pa ted

Too noot,on of whthor or not thu ohy!;ical and

sot 1!,u wi 1 1 fa or hinder a oarticular intorvention in

that setting must be considered.

Ir: their text, Smith, et al. (1978) have provided examples of

asse5,sment dicklists which may be used to assess these types of

variables in /educational settings.

Moos (1972), working in pschiatric ward settings, developed the

Ward Atmosphere Scale (WAS) . This device can -be used to measure

sociocultural aspects of ward environments relative to posthospital

outcome. Included on the WAS are measures of patients' involvement in

their program, aJtonomy of patients, order and organization of the ward

program, and deg-Lee of staff control.

Assessing Behavior Across .Settings. Of primary importance here is to

determine the effect of different settings on behavior:. Assessment

devices available for use in single behavior settings are much more

common than assessment techniques designed for assessment across

settings (Prieto, et al, in press).

Behavior differences across behavioral settings save been observe

and described by several researchers Gump, Schoggen, .& Redl,

1963; Tars & Appleby, 1973). Thomas and Chess (1977) developed

interview schedules and behavior checklists which allowed them to
s.

compare the Perceptions of adults concerning the characteristics of a

child's behavior across settings. Their work showed that behaviors

which were viewed as problem behaviors in One setting (school) were
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sometimes not perceived as problems in another (home) . They concluded

that perceptions of behavior as being appropriate or inaopropriate were

dependent on the expectations and value systems held by the observer.

mInHt L) to ' ancle :;ttlnq to T), _,7;an in

differer.t setting rithce than attemntino chancre the person (

If this is so. attempts to assess behavior accross settings are

important and merit more attention and development than have been

expended to date.

Assessina Community Factors. It seems logical to assume that thee

a strong relationship be:ween the values held by a community and

types of services and programs the community ,:rovides. Assessing tle

effects of community and/or culture on behavior patterns and settngs,

therefore, becomes relevant within the ecological model. Pere,

assessment must focus on in- school and out-of-school support services,

clusters of settings, and delivery systems through which services are

made accessible (Smith, et al, 1979) .

In order to assess the role of the community in contributing to

maladaptive interactions, it is necessary to study which persons become

labeled, how identification occurs, what service delivery systems are

available, how they affect the patterns of treatment, and the

effectiveness of treatment accodina to multiple criteria (Prieto, et

al, in press). Lewis (1973) pointed out 'that before we can intervene

at the community level, we must establish methods to assess

bureaucratic regulations and guidelines which are related to the

funding of proarams. In addition, methods by wh ch service delivefl.
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systems can avoid discord between the individual and his settings need

to be examined.

Assessment of community s,ryices is, nerhans, the most difficult

devoluno her have he,?n, howc=vr, ,D1th\ , ]I)

area. Apter (1977) offered a model for community education based on

ecological theory which Provides a starting point for assessment the

effectiveness of a community's educational system. Some assumptio,,s of

Apter's'model are that learning should continue throughout life,

facilities should be used efficiently, community participation in

educational decision-making should 5e facilitated, programs which meet

the unique needs of children and adults should be provided°, personnel

should realize that education is not the sole property of any one

agency, and research and program development should address the

totality Cf a person's education (p. 368).

7,illespie-Silver (1970) developed a checklist for assessment of

local community services. Included were industries, ethnic grout's,

agencies, funded programs, nonprofit agencies, parent groups, medical,

legal, and psychological services and their interactions. A second

checklist evaluates services provided by the state and region.

Information is also provided about services at the national level. In

addition, guidelines arepresented fordeveloping integrated service

programs for children. Checklists are provided for use in developing

an educational plan for a child utilizing community resources and for

*developing strategies for implementing the plan which consider the

resources and support systems available.

Smith, et al. (1978) presented an example of an inventory which
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can be useful in assessing community componentS related to students,

services, and professionals. These authors also provide guidelines for

comparing student needs with existing as well as unavailable community

one of the most commonly used means to assess the ap)ropriateness of

community services for individuals with problem behaviors.. The.

legislation passed during the last few years (e.g., PL 94-142 and

Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973) would tend to support

this revealing observation.

Consierations .in the Use .of_Sociological_and_Ecoloqical_Models_for

Non-Biased Assessment The differentiating labels "Sociological" and

"ecological" were used in describing the previous two conceptual mcdels

of human functioning. Such an apparent distinction may not be viable,

however, in practical applications derived from these models because

interventionists take both environmental and individual variables into

account, although to differing degrees.

The sociological and ecological perspectives on maladaptive

behavior both evolved partly in reaction to the restrictions Of other

models of human behavior. For example, because traditional

interventions (e.g., psychotheK,apy) were typically conducted outside an

individual's natural environment, two, problems emerged. Any positive

changes developed in 4-herapy were not necessarily generalized to other

settings. If changes in behavior'were generalized, they were not

always relevant to other settings. Criticisms of the behavioral model

also centered on the generalizability of gains and the narrow focus of

118.'
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intervention. Modifying target behaviors might not be sufficient to

alter negative patterns( of behavior.

There was also concern abfl!It the fairness of viewing the person as

r within snn

significant responsibility for the problem. The s 7iological and

ecological perspectives gained support during the 196Vs when,the

Vietnam War challenged beliefs of what,was normal, what was deviant,

which behaviors and persons were good and which evil (Prieto, 't al,

(in press). The arguments generated by the events of those years led

many to the conclusion that deviance is relative, that is, deviance

depends on the values of the persons making the judgements and the

context within which behaviors are viewed. This atmosphere undoubtedly

led many professionals to the conclusion that disturbance was created

by and assessed in situational contexts, and that effective and ethical

treatment required altering those contexts as well as the behavior of

the individual. /-

At the present time there are relatively few formalized systems of

assessment based solely on sociological and/or ecological theroy.

Present assessment approaches influenced by these models of human

functioning are eclectic in nature. This is simultaneously a strength

and a weakness. The strength lies irethe multiple views brought by the

expertise of many disciplines. The mere categorization of people of

products acquired, which all too often character\izes typical

educational and psychological assessment reports, can be avoided.. The

weakness lies in the lack of any systematic formulation and applicatibn

of intervention strategies based,on sociological/ecological assessment
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data. It takes, Perhaps, less time and energy to focus chage efforts

on the individual that on the environment in which she/he funct011t.

More attempts are needed to integrate the insights provi. H

( 1 ( ) (:) 1 r o i r, ( Wel 1 othflr

particldr, t:loro is a need for (1) instruments and :Iethoc-': for

assess:I-lent of relevant variables in .context and; (2)a technoioav for

assessing the interaction of the selected variables.

The outcome of such efforts could be a mor.4 complete and more

usable description of behaviors ill the context in which they occur that

could then be translated into viable intervention strategies. Such an

approach to assessment would seem to be consistent with criteria for

non-biased assessment.

In addition to the potential contribution of the sociological and

ecological models to the development of alternative strategies for

colleting non- biased data useful for educational decision making, these

models also raise iss1;es that challenge the validity of traditional

norm-referenced tests. By highlighting the environmental impact on the

way children learn and perform, these models draw our attention to the

situation-soecificity of many behaviors that we often casually treat

as immutable. Given the cultural differences between minority and

nonminority cnildren, and consequent potential differences in learning

and performance styles, conclusions drawn regarding the non-biased

nature of these tests from technical information available to date may

be prceived as premature. Continued research from within the scope of

these models should yield a better understanding of the

generalizability of test data across settings and the potential

120.
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undesirable by-products of interventions designed from their use,

especially as both Apply to culturally different children.

Finally, research investigating the assessment issues raised by

mot,-,(0,; II h,.ln in thr, of altrrniAtivc, mothr)-lr: for

ost,]no

through

. A 11 trtmE--hts Allow 1(_ ,1,f(= et ective

l ill Jf tho construct validity of the test presently employed

1,1, generation of convergent evidence (Campbell & Fiske, 1959) :.

Pluralistic .lodel

Components In recent years a pluralistic model has been identified in

the literature (Mercer, 197Q; Mercer & Ysseldyke, 1977). Technically,

this model is more approprpiately a conceptual approach that assists in

organizing various assessment strategies that are more resoonsive to a

culturally plurzilstic society than any single conceptually derived

assessment strategy. Nested within this conceptual approach is an

attempt to address the cultural components of the assessment process.

Mercer and Ysseldyke (1977) outlines some assumptions of this a, roach:
.

The pluralistic model assumes that the potential for learning is

similarly distributed in all racial-ethnic and cultural groups.

It assumes that all tests assess ,:hat the child has learned about

a Particular cultural heritage and that all tests are culturally

biased. Persons socialized in a cultural heritage similar to

those in thy, test's standardization sample tend to perform better

on the test than those not reared in that cultural traditon

because of differences in their socialization. P variety of

procedUres have been designed to estimate the level of performance

121
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wh:ch the child would have achieved if the cultural biases in the

testing instrument and procedures were controlled (o. 83).

A number of different measures have been developed that fall within the

r)f fr

I t ,tt

of in::trtI7c71tL> t:111 1:1tc th LIc .:,Itec7c:Ic:--; can be found in

Jenson (1980) and Sattler (1982) and are reviewed in more detail in

Chanter 7 in this volume. For example, the Flack Intelligence Test for

Children (BITCH) by Williams (1974), the Enchilada Test (Ordiz F Ball,

1972) which has 31 multiple- choice items that deal with experiences

common to Mexican-American barrio children, and the test-train-test

strategy Presented by Budoff (1972) represent some of the more common

techniques. Other examples of so-called culture fair tests include the

Leiter International Performance Scale, Cattell's Culture-Fair

Intelligence Tests, and Raven's Progressive Matrices (see Samuda, 1975

for other exaTples).

Another set of proredures within this model use multiple normative

frame Works for various groups. Although these normative frameworks

can be based on local norm-based tests, the most systematic and

identifiable strategy in this area is the SOMPA developed by Mercer and

Lewis (1978). The SOMPA is actually a system of tuts developed to
, I

assess children from cultur.plly different backgrods. The SOMPA does
(

not just represent a pluralistic model, but' rather incorporates aspects.

of a medical model, social system model, and what is being called here

a pluralistic model (Mercer, 1979). Sociocultural Scales have been
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developed within the context of this Pluralistic Model. These scales

have the follog purpose:

The Sociocultural Scales determine how much an individual's world

differs from the Anglo core culture. Four scales locate an

individual ina three dimensional intercept of socioeconomic

status, degree of Anglo cultural assimilation, and degree of

integration in Anglo social systems. Once an individual's

sociocultural group is gauged by the Sociocultural Scales, a

normal distribution of WISC-P scores is predicted for that

sociocultural group by means of a multiple regression ptocedure

(Figueroa, 1979),- p.33) .

There has been a considerable amount of material published on the SOMPA

and much of this is reviewed in Chapter 7.

Considerations Culture-fair or culture specific tests used within the

context of the pluralistic paradigm have been designed to meet the

spirit of being non-biased or nondiscriminatory. Genera ly, such tests

have been developed to minimize language, reading skill, speed and

other factors that may be culture specific and to minimize cultural

differences affecting test content and test taking behaviors (Oakland &

Matusz , 1977) . There -re, however, several problems with such

strategies. To begin with, language is only one dimension on which

variout tests could laiVdiscriminatory. Such factors as social skills,

'test taking behaviors may even be, more important issues. Even if

language is a primary concern, nonverbal tests may not be culture-fair

because they'depend on cognitive behaviors that are related to language

12.q
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systems (Cohen, 1969) . Reviews of this lite6ature also suggest that

ethnic minorities do not perform any bettor on so-called culture-fair

tests than on more traditional procedures (Arvey, 1972). nonverbal

tests may even be more difficult/than verbal tests for certain groups,

such as blacks (Battler, 1982).
3

Second, there is some concensus that no test can really be

regarded as culture-fair (Anastasi, 1961; Vernon, 1965}. Moreover, as

Sattler (1974) noted, "...no test can be culture-fair if the culture is

not fair" (p. 34). Tests can also be ordered on a continuum from

highly culture loaded to 11,0hly culture reduced (Jensen, 198C4). Sdch'

tests would differ in the dimensions presented in Table 3.5. As Jensen

(1980) notes, changing a test on any one or a combination of these

dimensions will not necessarily make the various tests less culturally

biased for a certain cultural group. In prediction on a crterion,

each test must be empirically examined for bias. However, most tests

that can be characterized as culture-reduced have not been subjected to

empirical work equivalent to the more common measures used in

educational settings (e.g., WISC-R). After reviewing a number of

culture-reduced tests, Jensen (19R0) concluded:

None of these attempts to create highly culture-reduced tests,

when psychometrically sound, has succeeded in eliminating, or even

appreciably reducing, the'mean differences between certain

subpopulations (races and social classes) in the. United States

that have been noted to differ markedly on the more-conventional

124
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Table 3.5

Dimensions of Cultural Loading on Various Tests

Culture Loaded CultOre Reduced

Paper-and pencil tests Performance tests

Printed instructions... Oral instructions

Oral instructions Pantomime instructions

No preliminary practice Preliminary practice items

Reading required Purely pictorial

Pictorial(objects) Abstract figural

Written response Oral response

Separate answer sheet Answers written on test

itself

Language Nonlanguage

Speed tests Power tests

Verbal content Nonverbal content

Specific factual knowledge Abstract reasoning

Scholastic Skills Nonscholastic skills

Recall of past-learned information Solving novel problems

Content graded from familiar to rare All item content highly

familiar

Difficulty based on rarity of content Difficulty based on

complexity of relation education

Source: Adapted from Jensen, A.R. Bias in.Mental testing. New York: The

Free Press, 1980, p. 637. Reproduced by Permission.

L)
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cultural-loaded tests. On the other hand, some cul cure - reduced

tests show negligible differences between certain widely diverge

linguistic, national and cultural grows, which suggests that

these tests are indeed capable of measuring general ability across

quite wide cultural distances. The fact that such culture-reduced

tests do not show smaller mean differences between blacks and
1

whites (in the United States) than do conventional culture loaded

IQ tests suggest that the racial difference in test scores is not

due to cultural factors Per sr (p. 713).

Finally, within the SOMPA there is still little evidence that it's use

will lead to educational decisions that are not racially or culturally

discriminatory (Oakland, 1979) . Various criticisms of the SOMPA have

been presented in the 1979 School T.sychology .Diaest (Reschly, 1979) and

reviewed by Sattler (1982). Because we discuss this assessment

procedure in more detail in Chapter 7 , issues are not discussed here.

However, it should be emphasized that there is little empirical data to

support its use.
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Summary-amd_Comclusions

In this chapter we provided an overview of conceptual models of

human functioning and their implications for assessment bias.

Specifically, in the chapter we reviewed the medical model,

'ntrapsychic disease model, psychoeducatidnal process or test-based

model, behavioral model, sociological deviance model, ecological model,

and pluralistic model. Each of these models was discussed within the

context of its components, assumptions, and features that make it

unique and identify it as a separate conceptual framework for workn

the assessment field, In addition to this, each model was critiqued

within the context of methodological and conceptual issues.

$everal major issues need to be taken into account when

considering conceptual models of human functioning and their

implications for assessment bias. First of all, each model provides

somewhat differenct sets of data to be identified in the assessment

process. This is important within the. context of what aspects of data

might be ignored or deemphasized in the assessment process. For

example, in many models assessment occurs prior to actual intervention

.services and therefore does not always address specifically the kinds

of outcomes produced once services are identified. Second, a major

problem across all conceptual models relates to the lack of research

base f r many of the theoretical or philosophical features identified.

This i a major problem inasmuch as adherence to a' certain model might

based more on subjective or philosophical bias than on emp.,,rical
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analysis. Finally, we believe there is some benefit in the future to

considering a broader conccptual base for assessment, taking into

account each of the different modelb. Specifically, each of the

different models has certain features to assist in the assessment

process that another one may not. Thus, individuals assessing children

should consider that various models take into account a broader range

of conceptual'and methodological features to further reduce assessment

bias.
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Chapter 4

Technical Test Bias
1

Many individuals have assumed that differences in the mean

performance of various groups on tests of cognitive functioning,

especially tests of intelligence, automatically connotes bias (e.g.,

Alley & Foster, 3978; Chinn, 1979; Mercer, 1976; Williams, 1974). This

concept of bias assumes that all human populations are essentially

equal with respect to their cognitive functioning and that tests, to be

nonbiased, should reflect this similarity. As concluded by Alley-and
4

Foster (1978), for example, ". . . a test should result in

distributions that are statistically equivalent across the groups

tested in order for it to be considered nondiscriminatory for those

groups" (p. 2).

This concept of test bias has been challenged by many (e.g.,

Jensen, 1980; Reynolds, 1982). Reynolds (1982) argues that such a

position "conveys an inadequate understanding of the psychometric

construct [of validity) and issues of bias" (p. 187, parentheses

added). Jensen (1980), referring to this concept of test bias as the

egalitarian fallacy, calls this position scientifically unwarranted.

When such a position is adopted, one removes from the,realm of science

all chance of empirically determining whether group differences

actually exist or are a function of test bias. Group differences could

never be studied since any differences found would be by definition,

the result of biased measures. Reynolds and Gutkin (1980) point out

that ethnic group differences in mental test scores have been a

constant and well documented psychological phenomenon. Those holding.
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the above concept of bias would deny .'ne existence of this phenomenon

and by necessity Conclud( that these reported differences are a

function of biased measures.

In opposition to those who hold as biaried all tests on which

performance is associated with group membehip, are those who argue

that these differences must be examined empirically to determine if

findings are a function of bias or real group differences in the

measured construct. It should ,be noted that the empirical study of the

validity of tests to determine if group mean differences are real or a

function of bias in no way implies racial bias on the part of the

researcher. To the contrary, by studying differences among groups,

bias is avoided by examining any a priori assumptions regarding

possible measured differences. Whether one holds a priori belief that

the differences are real or not and the implications one can draw from

the findings, are a function of the theory one adopts. This is the

nature of science. Researchers in this area are a diverse group of

people, some out to validate testing in its present form, others out to

reform current practice (Cole, 1981). Regardless of their motives,

most are willing to accept science as the arbitor of their

disagreements.

Much of the research that has been generated in the study of test

bias has employed validation theory to help provide meaning to measured

group mean differences. Validity is an estimate of the degree of

accuracy with which a test measures what it proports to measure. The

more valid a test is, then, the more accurately we can determine if

real group differences exist. Given such direction for the study of

bias, Alley and Fosters' (1978) conclusion that all groups should have
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equivalent distributions regardless of the test's validity is a non

sequltur. It is valid te::sts that will tell us if all groups have

equivalent distributions.

The .0 -Icept_of_validity

While there are many '710 have adopted the study of validity to

provide structure to the:ir empirical search for bias in tests, efforts

have gone in different directions as a consequence of how the concept

of validity has been defined and which aspects of validity are

emphasied. Traditional operat4onalizations of the concept of validity

hae resulted in validation being segmented into three types: Namely

(1) conf,:nt validity; (2) construct validity; and (3) criterion-related

validity

Content validity is that type of validity that provides

informatioH on how well test items sample the content of the domain of

behaviors that are expressions of the contruct measured. How

accuratell, scores on a test represent the construct it purports to

measure is an issue of construct validity. The third type of validity,

criterionrelated validity, is established for the purpose of

tifying the accuracy in predicting performance in a criterion to

whi':h the construct purports to be related.

There are those who suggest that this conceptualization of

validity is problematic (e.g., Cronbach, 1980; Messick, 1975). One of

the potential dangers of using this tripartite definition is the risk

of fragmenting the larger notion of validity to the extent that we lose

sight of the more comprehensive picture (Reynolds, in press). The

notion of validity cannot be embodied in any single type of validity ,

regardless of w1-at the use fOr the test is ,lurporked to be. If so
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embodied, the' potential by-product may be the exclusive, or near

exclusive, dependence of any one typo to establish the validity of a

test.

In response to this problem, both Messick (1975) and Cronbach

(19R0) have encouraged that we bring together all types of validity and

recognize them as aspects of one validity, construct validity. These

authors suggest that the validity of a test can only be established

when one studies variou types of information relevant to the accuracy

of the test score. Such a conceptualization, encourages diversity in

the way we think about, and consequently study, validity. For example,

Messick (198(1) identifies 17 different types of validity that may be

valuable in studying the accuracy of tests. Within such a

conceptualization bias in a test is determined by an examination of a

variety of evidence all bearing on the construct validity of the test.

Evidence of bias in any one area would classify the test as biased, at

least on this dimension.

The study of bias through traditional methods, that is, by

employing those methods common to the study of content, construct, and

criterion-related validity, can be referred to as the study of

technical test bias. A large body of literature has emerged in recent

years that has studied bias in a technical sense. Researchers in this

area differ in how they classify the different efforts. Consistent

with the three types of validity traditionally defining thelPconcept,

some identify bias in this area as either content bias, construct bias,

or criterion-related/predictive bias (Reynolds, 1982). Others choose

to classify the three types of validity within two classes of bias

(Cole, 1981; Jensen, 1980). The first includes those studies of bias

132
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that relate to the of the test (i.e., related to criteria external

to fh test). This, encompas t hose criteria employed in the study of

predictive validity. The :;ecohd entails the study of hias that is

internal to the structure of th, test. Criteria used in the study of

both content and construct validity employed refers to construct bias

as It is presently being called.

F'or the purposes of this report, the latter two-class scheme will

be employed. Since the use of the criteria in both classes are

employed for the purpose of helping to verify if a test has construct

validity we have chosen to call what has more commonly been referred to

as "predictive test hias", external construct bias. For the same

reason, we refer to the literature that examines the internal structure

of a test as internal construct bias.

External-Construcr_aias

When using predictive validity of criteria in the study of bias,

the question of external construct bias relates to how useful the test

is in its prediction to some criterion for individuals with differing

group membership. Thus, one is not interested in whether or not groups

have the same mean score, but if the test predicts the criterion

similarly for all individuals, regardless of group membership. Models

used to study prediction bias are statistical models mot

comprehensively based on the linear regression of the criterion

variable on the test score. Three major features of the regression

system, slopes, iimtercepts and errors of estimates are often studied.

One of the most compreflensive definitions for this tope of bias is

offered by Jensen (1980) who writes,

A test with perfect reliab!.lity is a biased

133
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predictor if there is a statistically signif-

icant difference between the major and minor

groups in the slope by x, or in the intercepts

or in the standard error of estimates SE

of the regression lines of the two groups.

Conversely, an unbiased test with perfect

reliability is one for which the major and

minor groups do not differ significantly in

y

b, y, x, k, or SE (p. 379).

A circumstance of no external construct bias, therefore, exist when

the regression equations for all groups are equivalent. Thus, any

prediction to a criterion from a test score would be as accurate for

all members of all groups regardless of the score they receive on the

measure of the predictor variable. This contrition, referred to as

homogeneity of regression across groups, simulatenous regression, or

fairness in prediction (Reynods, 1982) is depicted in Figure 1, 1.

Note that in this condition, two. individuals from differing groups

scoring similarly on the test would receive similar predictions (tv

12, or 13) regardless of whether or not the pair scored at al, x2, or

2E3.

Slope-Bias

The slope of a regression line (i.e., the regression :oefficient

in t.} -,e regression equation) is the rate of change in the 4:::iterion

variable a consequence of a change in the predictor variable. Slope

134
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Figure 4.1 - An example of no prediction bias.
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bias occurs when the regression coefficients are different for the

different groups under investigation; in other words, when the slopes

of the regression lines differ. Figure 4.2 graphically depicts, an

example of slope bras.

As can be seen in the figure, two different regression lines are

evident for the different groups. If the regression line for group A

were used to predict performance on the criterion variable for

individuals in both groups A and U, systematic error (i.e., bias) would

occur. For example, if cwo individuals, one from group A and one from

group B, were to obtain a score of xl on the predictor, as can be seen*

in the figure, if the regression line for group A were usA, a

prediction of a score of Y
1
would not contain systematic error for the

member in group A and would be an overprediction for the member in

group B. The more accurate prediction for the group B member (i.e.,

the one without systematic error) would be Yi. If the same pair of

individuals were to score either x2 or x3 on the predictor, the

prediction of their scoring Yl or Y2, respectively, on the criterion

would be similarly biased for the member of group B and unbiased for

the group A members if the group A regression line were used to

predict. The more accurate prediction for members in group B who score

x
2

or x
3'
would be Y

2
or Y

3'
respectively. Note that in the example

depicted, the accuracy of the prediction decreases as a function of

increased sco;.e.
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Figure 4.2 - An example of slope bias.
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If a single regression line made un of a combination of the

regression lines were employed to predict the criterion, the prediction

for all members of both groups would be biased. This would be true

regardless of the number of individuals in each group. Such is the

case if slope bias is evidenced on tests nonmed on a sample of\

individuals from groups A and B proportionally selected to repfltesenr

the makeup, in number, of the total populatiT.

Iptercept_Bias

Simply stated, the intercep- that point at whichthe regression

line crosses the Y axis. It is the constant in a regression equation

and is represented by k differs for different groups. This situation

is depicted in Figure 4.3. As can be seen, when such are the

circu-nstances (and there are no differences in slope), the regression

lines for the two groups are parallel. If the regression line of one

group is used to predict the performance of members from the other

group, a constant under- or overprediction will occur. This systematic

error, by definition, is test bias. For example, if the group A

regressi n lines were used to predict the performance of our two
-N\

individuals from the last example (i.e., one from group A and one from

group B) and if the pair scored either xi, 1,2 or x3 on the predictor, a

prediction of Y1, Y2, or Y3, respectively, would be made. These

predictions would contain no systematic error and be more accurate for

the group A member then for the group B member for whom it would be

biased. Predictions made for the group B member using the group B
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Figure 4.3 - An example of intercept bias
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regression line would be Y'1, Y'2, or Y'3, respectively. If a common

regression line made up of scores from group A and group B were used to

predict, then all predictions made for members of both groups would

contain systematic error.

Bias_in.the_Standard_Error_of_Estimate

The third feature of regression that is used as an indicator of

external construct bias is the standard error of estimate SE y The

SEy is an index of the amount of error there is in the prediction.

Thus, for example, if c-ne plots the scores that are observed on the

criterion for a group of individuals all of whom scored x on the

predictor and in accordance with the regression line were predicted to

have scored Y, a normal distribution of scores around the predicted

score Y would be the result. The standard deviation of that

distribution is the SEy . The-SEy^ therefore, helps determine the range,

of Aotential scores within which one can predict with certain degrees

of confidence. r the SE is different for different groups, the test

is considered biased. In Figure 4.4 the distribution of estimates for

two groups with the same regression lines but different SE 's is

depicted.

If the observed scores on Y for all the members of group A were

plotted, a distribution of errors in estimation would result that would

be different than the distribution of errors in estimation plotted for
A

group B. Therefore using the SE for group A to estimate thescores
Y

of members of group B would result in a reduced range of estimates and
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Figure 4.4 - An examp of bias in the standard error of estimate.
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would be biased. A SE derived from a combination of scores from both

groups A and B would be biased for both groups if, in fact, the SEy ss

are different for each.

Note that in the definition of external bias, systematic error.in

the predictions for one or more groups on any one of the three factors'

(i.e. slope, intercept, or SE
Y

) of regression connotes bias. Of

course, bias would also occur if systematic error in prediction.

resulted from group differences on any combination of the three'

features. As an example, Figure 4.5 depicts different regression lines

for groups A and B that differ in both slope and intercept. In this

circumstance if two individuals, one from group A and

one from group B, were to obtain a score of xi on tile predictor, a

prediction of Y
l
on the criterion would contain no systematic error for

members of group A and would be an underestimation for members if group

B if the group A regression line were used to predict the scores. The

prediction for the group B member without systematic error would be

Y'l. If two individuals were to score x2 on the prep4ctor than

regardless of what equation one predicted from, the prediction y2 would

be- as accurate. If both scored xi and the regression line for group A

were used to predict Y3, the prediction would contain no systematic

error for the member of group A but would be an overprediction for the

group B member. The prediction containing no systematic error for the

i

member of group B u der er such conditions would be Y'3. As can be seen,

using either regresion equation or a combination of both, would result
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in systematic error and consequently would be biased.

The various ways one trats a test found to be biased are many.

(.4 LCS

that has validity, even though it contains systematic error, may not be

the best alternative, especially if you are left with using subjective

data to help in decision making. Given the five elemental statistics

that can vary between subgroups (i.e., the validity coefficient, the

standard deviations of both the predictor and criterion variable, and

the reliability coefficients cf the predictor and criterion variables),

Jensen (1980) argues that each may be examined to determine where bias

lies. If not serious, statistical adjustments might be made. Other

alternatives would include renorming, or using different tests. These

issues, however, are part of the questions regarding fair or unbiased

use in the decision-making process and are dealt with in Chapter 6.

Unreliable_Tests

One of the unique characteristics of Jensen's"definition is its

reference to tests with perfect reliability. Linn and Werts (1971)

cogently point out that tests without perfect reliability may predict

equally well for various groups but would not predict equally well (and

thus be biased) if their accuracy was increased by increasing their

reliability. Therefore, some conclude that before external construct

bias can be established, corrections need to be made in the test scores

to account for the unreliability of both the predictor and criterion

measures (e.g. Hunter & Schmidt, 1976; Jensen, 1980).

Such a conclusion is important for both theoretical and

statistical reasons. From a theoretical point of view, the whole

notion of predictive validity is important in that it provides evidence
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regarding how well the test measures what it purports to measure. As

pointed out previc'llsly, all types of validity can be viewed as aspects

o t c: t. r t.H.- n a d

simply because it does not have the reliability necessary to show it to

be a biased measure of the construct, would seem to violate the major

reason why one would want to measure its relation to a criterion

variable in the first place (Jcnsen, 1980). This argument holds

despite the fact that the test's utility in predicting to the criterion

variable would remain equally practical across groups.

From a st ttistical point of view, each of the parameters of

interest in the study of external construct bias is sensitive to test

reliability. Consequently, just as a biased test may appear to be

unbiased due to error in measurement, so too may an unbiased test

appear to be biased. "Whatever statistical discriminability a test

has, it is only accentuated by improving it's reliability" (Jensen,

1980, p. 385). Jensen (1980) describes the potential effects on the
A

interpretation of slope, intercept, and SEy bias when either the

predictor or criterion variable has less than.perft validity.

When the reliability of the measure of the predictor variable is

less than perfect, bias will occur in circumstances where the means of

the two groups differ. This will be the case even if the less than

perfect reliabilities are equal for the two groups. This latter case

will evidence itself in intercept bias. When the reliability of the
A

criterion measure is less than perfect, the SEy increases. If the

reliabilities across groups differ appreciably on the criterion

measure, the outcome will be bias.

As pointed out above, it is recommended that one should first
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correct for attenuation before concluding that external construct bias

exists.

1,:c1

Dnpirical literature in the area of external construct bias has

been accumulating rapidly in recent years. While initial efforts

focused mai:Ily in the areas of employment selection and college

admissions, several studies have recently appeared in the literature

relevant to the prediction of school performance.

Studies in the area of external construct bias are potentially

fraught with problems. Included among the more serious are: 1) the

unreliabilities of the predictor and criterion measures, 2) differing

selection criteria for members from the various groups under

investigation, 3) inadequate floor or ceilings of tests used for one or

all groups studied, 4) inapproriate statistical analysis, and 5)

criteria that may reflect differential performance due to experiential

factors (e.g., coaching or special training). Complications of these

sorts need to be closely kept in mind when evaluating research findings

in this area.

Two methods of analysis of group difference have most commonly

been used in this literature to lend evidence regarding the potential

bias of a test. The first method compares predicitve val; ity

coefficients for different groups while the second examines possitkle

differences in the regression equations derived for the various groups.

With respect to the former, only partial information is made available

in answering questions of external construct bias when bias is viewed

according to the comprehensive definition recommended herein. While it

is true that if validity coefficients are different across groups then
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regression systems must differ, it is also true that if the validity

coefficients are the same, it doesn't rule out differences in

dot_ t LL 1 tl telnai const_u,:t

When validity coefficients are used, the way they could be of most

value is when a comparison is made between the coefficents to determine

the significance of any difference between them. Those investigations

that examine separately the validity coefficients for each group to

determine if they significantly differ from zero are often erroneous

(Humphreys , 1973) . In addition to the usual problem of differences in

sample size often evidenced in these studies, such a procedure fails to

provide empirical evidence regarding the key question as to whether or

not the validities among the groups differ from each other.

Investigations of this sort have come to be known as single-group

validity for one group and not others.

The second method of analysis commonly employed in this area, as

mentioned above, involves an analysis of the regression equations of

the various groups under investigation. Such an analysis, to encompass

the comprehensiveness of Jensen's definition of external construct

bias, would have to examine the slope, intercept and SE of the

regression systems. Researchers that analyze regressions across

groups, as are those that compare validity coefficients, are in search

of differential validity. Differential validity refers to a test that

has some, yet differing validity for all groups.

Employment.Testing. A substantial amount of research has been

conducted in the area of employment testing. One of the first major

reviews of this literature was published by Boehm (1972). This review
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examined 13 studies, all involving comparisons between samples of

blacks and whites and all in olved toe study of validity coefficients.

Ch ro r i t of 0 f tho orrun,-Itinn for

Vt'T 0'.11 1(1.1!(._

maintenance workel- aaministrative personnel. Of the 160

comparisons of v3lidity coefficients that were made from a total of 57

predictor tests and 38 criterion measures, 4% reported differential

validity, a less than chance occurrence (p < .05). Of the 38 criterion

measures, however, most were subjective ratings of job performance. To

examine the possibility that there was a difference between the results

of those studies amploying subjective criterion versus those that

employed more objectkve tests, Schmidt, Bisner, and Hunter (1973)

examined 12 of the 13 studies included in the Boehm (1972) review plus

sevt, tional ones. Schmidt et al. (1973) found no difference in

the outcomes of the studies when examined according to the subjectivity

involved in the criterion measures.

In the Boehm (1972) review, a significant number of studies

evidenced single-group validity with tests demonstrating validity for

whites and invalidity for blacks. However, since the minority sample

sizes were usually smaller than the white sample sizes, these early

findings were suspect. Since then, four studies (Boehm ,1977; Katzell

& Dyer, 1977; O'Connor, Wexley & Alexander, 1975; Schmidt, Berner &

Hunter, 1973), correcting for this errdr have demonstrated no evidence

of single-group validity (Schmidt & Hunter, 1981) .

Similarly, some of the earlier studies that found differential

validity in higher than chance numbers (e.g., Boehm, 1977; Katzell &

Dyer, 1977) have been shown to be methodologically flawed (Hunter &
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Schmidt, 1978). Differences in validity coefficients have been

demonstrated to be a function of Type I bias resulting from the data

pp 4 1?Pl) ,

d tciLt, };(b .(, BSc) et i1)(1 ) ht 31-1,7zeci 1_(3

pairs of lidity coefficients for groups of blatks and whites and

Hunter, Schmidt, and Hunter (1979) examined 712 pairs of validity

coefficients for similar group, and both found a less than chance

occurrence of significant differences in the comparisons.

In a review of the homogeneity of regression between racial groups

in studies done in the employment area, Ruch (1972) examined 20 studies

that allowed for the completion of such 3 reanalysis of the data. The

results of the reanalysis had prompted the author to conclude that

differential validity occurred at only a chance level of frequency'.

Citing flaws in the analysis, Jensen (1980) reanalyzed the data

reported by Ruch (1972) and concluded that there were no evidence of

slope or SE bias. However, his reanalysis identified a highly

significant trend of intercept bias. The results consistently

suggested higher white than black Intercepts with overpredictions for

blacks occurring when either a whiteor common white and black

regression equation was used to predict the criterion.

While the studies reported Above in the area of employment testing

have all focused on black versus white in their comparisons of validity

coefficients and regressiop systems, one study comparing whites and

Hispanics has recently been reported in the literature. This study

conducted by Schmidt, Pearlman, and Hunter (1980) indicates similar

results, that is, no differential validity between groUbs.

College_Adminissions. In the area of college admissions, most studies
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have looked at potential bias in the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) as

it predicts college grade point average. The SAT is a timed

multirAo-rhoirr, trst that contain,-; two main parts; the

In the SAT has been suggested because of the mean difference in the

performance of white and various minority groups with the white group

scoring higher. The importance of this potential bias comes from the

fact that most selective colleges in the United States use the SAT as a

criterion for admissions. It should be noted, however, that recent

evidence provided by Hardagen (1981) suggests that a wide range of

criteria for college admissions is presently used in this country, much

more so than in western European countries who depend heavily on

' admission test results.

As in the employment testing literature, most of studies conducted

in this area examine differential validities in the.performance of

blacks and whites. Those stud: .s examining validity coefficients, on

the whole, report no differential validity. For example, in an early

study conducted by Stanley and Porter (1967) comparing the validity _of

the SAT in predicting freshman GPA in three black and 15''Oredominently

white state colleges in Georgia, no differences were found in the

validity of the SAT between races when used for this purpose. Yet

conclusions from this study must be drawn carefully. A floor effect in

the performance of black students on the SAT was found and as Stanley

and Porter (1967) indicate, the test was too difficult for

approximately one-third of the population of black students. In

addition, the study combined heterogeneous samples.. It is highly

inferential to conclude that the criterion test score (i.e., SPA) means
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the same thing across institutions. Stanley and Porter (1967)

cautiously concluded that the results of their study suggest that the

use of SAT scores in predicting freshman GPA was as valid for blacks

attending black colleges as whitesattending predominently white

colleges.

More recent studies comparing regression equations have supported

the contention that the use of the SAT in predicting GPA is not biased

against blacks when a white or common regression equation is used

(e.g., CL2ntra, Linn & Parry, 1970; Cleary, 1968; Davis & Kerner-Hoeg,

1971; Davis & Temp, 1971; Kallengal, 1971; Pfeifer & Sedlacek, 1971;

Temp, 1971; Wilson, 1970). To the contrary, a trend in many of these

studies indica 3 that bias, when evidenced, was in favor of blacks

(i.e., overpredicted performance on the GPA criterion when using a

white or common regression 'idation).

In a review of the homogeneity of regression of GPA on SAT scores,

Linn (1973) concluded that in 22 studies of racially integrated

colleges the actual GPA of blacks was overpredicted in 18 of them. In

no instance did the SAT underpreaict black GPA and in most cases the

overprediction was a function of intercept bias. These findings

resulted in a panel of the American Psychological Association to

conclude that in regular college programs within integrated colleges,

with GPA as the criterion, the use of standarized tests for all

practical purposes leads to comparable predictions for black and white

students (Cleary, Humphreys, Kendrick & Wessman, 1975) .

In a review of two studies (Goldman & Richards, 1974; Goldman &

Hewitt, 1975) comparing the homogeneity of regressions between white

and Mexican - American students using the SAT as the predictor measure
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and GPA as the criter )n measure, Jensen (1980) reports that in both

instance the AT had lower validity for Mexican-American students, and

in one study (i.e., Goldman & Richards, 1974) when using a

white-derived regression equation, there was a slight tendency to

overpredict Mexican - American CPA. This study also indicated that the

use of the SAT added little to a prediction made from high school. GPA

alone.

School_Testing. Early efforts to study external construct bias ignored

the area of school testing. However, in recent years more attention

has been drawn to the use of ability tests to predict academic

achievement. Several reasons for this attention have been offered (See

Chapter 1), but whatever th. Lea!, , everal recent research studies

have been the result.

Some of the early sInci v)licity studies reported by

Sattler (1974) of indivicuall i-ltered intelligence tests (i.c.,

the Stanford-Binet and the .ISC) supported their validity for samples

of black children as well as hit,- children. A more recent

single-group validity type study was conducted by Oakland (1979) who

reported the validity coefficients of a variety of readiness tests in

predictih -7ores on several achievement measures for groups of black,

white, rici M-:-xican-American preschool children from middle and lower

SES backgrounds. While no statistic was used tc examine differential

validity, the size of the coefficients suggested that potential bias

may be occurring in the use of readiness tests in predicting non-white

performance from white or common regression lines. As pointed out by

Reynolds (1982), the lower correlations for non-white groups together

with their lower mean criterion score, suggests bias favpring
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non-whites in predicting early school achievement. However, as

discussed previously, single-group validity studies, at most, only

allow for inferences across groups.

In a study of the differential validities of seven preschool tests

in predicting scores on the Metropolitan Achievement Test (MAT) for

samples of black and white preschool children, Reynolds (1978, reported

in Reynolds, 1982) conducted an extensive analysis to compare validity

coefficents and to examine homogeneity of regression. The MAT was

administered one year after the predictor measures. The results of a

total of 112 validity coefficients revealed a less than chance number

of significant differences. In a study of the 112 regression systems,

a significant bias was found across both sex and race with racial bias

being significantly more prevalent than sex bias. A further analysis

of the data indicated the bias most often occurred in two measures, the

Preschool Inventory and the Lee-Clark Reading Readiness Test. The

Metropolitan Readiness Test (MRT) showed no bias. When bias occurred

it always acted to overpredict black male performance and unde:oredict

white female performance when using a common regression equation.

Several recent studies have appeared in the literature examining

the use of the WISC and WISC-R as predictors of scholastic attainment.

Much of this research seems to have been spurred by public concern over

a disproportionate representation of minority children in classes for,

the mentally handicapped. Many of these studies have examined the

differential validity of these tests in/predicting academic achievement

as defined in standardized measures suct as the MAT. For example,

Reschly.and Sabers (1979) compared the validity of the WISC-R in

predicting performance on the reading and math subtests of the MAT for
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whites, blacks, Mexican - Americans and Native American Papagos.

Consistent with the Vend in those studies examin( i above, an analysis

\
of the regression-systems indicated bias resulting in an overprediction

of minority performance when a common regression equation was used.

The authors found the bit's, for the most part, to be a function of

differences in intercepts.

Reynolds and Hartlage (1979) predicted reading and arithmetic

achievement scores using both the WISC and WISC-R as predictors across

samples of blacks and whites. No significant differences were found in .

predicting achievement for the two groups using different regressions.

In a similar study comparing Mexican- American 'and white children,

Reynolds and Gutkin (198(3) found the WISC-R performance IQ to differ

across groups in its prediction of arithmetic achievement. The

difference resulted in an overprediction of arithmetic achievement for

Mexican-American children using a common regression equation. There

were no differences across groups in the regression equations derived

for the WISC-R verbal scale and full b_,le in the prediction of

mathematics, reading and spelling, and the performance scale of the

WISC-R in predicting reading and spelling.

In addition to studies examining external constructconstruct bias in the

W1SC and WISC-R, the Stanford-Binet was r76611 y studied (Bonard,

f--
Reynolds & Gutkin, 1980) to determine if bias exists in its prediction

of academic achievement for black and white children. The results of

this study itdicated that no systematic bias in prediction was found in

an analysis of both the validity coefficients and the regression

equations.

While the studies cited above have all been interested in bias in
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individually administered into Bence tests as it Predicts a

standardized measure of academic achievement, a few studies have

focuse on criterion measures that are more global in nature,

encompassing criteria reflecting the child's overall performance in

his/her role as student. To some, such criteria are viewed as a more

valuable standard since it is to this standard that intelligence tests

are often asked to predict. Individual tests of intelligence are often

used in the schools to help in making decisions regarding special

education placement. Clinicians employing the test for this purpose

usually infer from its usi not only a child's ability to perform on a

estricted type of academic task encompassed in a standardized

achievement test but also his/her ability to function effectively in

the future in his/her role as student. It has likewise been aqued that

both an IQ test and a standardized measure of academic achievement are

measuring the same thing, i.e., the learned ability to master academic

type skills and to perform them under standardized conditions (Garcia,

1981). Mercer (19 ) clessified such measures as tests of school

functioning and argues that if one wants to use this test as a

predictor of school functioning then it should be related to more

global criteria than standardized achievement tests. Mercer,

therefore, views measures such as the teacher's subjective judgments of

the child's ability to perform across the range of subjects as embodied

in a report card to be a more useful criterion to predict to when using

tests of school functioning.1i.e., WISC-12).

While much professiopal sentiment can be engendered for 1) the

hypothesized learned nature of the measured construct and 2) the

necessity for.examing the utility of the measure for the purpose it is
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intended (i.e., special education diagnosis and placement), we must

conclude that t' se studies are more appropriately a topic of bias or

unfairness in utility and will be considered in Chapter 6. Whether or

not one agrees with the nature of the construct or its implied origin,

the purpose of the studies reported in this chapter are to provide

information on the validity of the tests in measuring constructs. It

is hypothesized that these tests measure .a construct and that this

construct is purported to be related, by definition, to the acquisition

of academic skills. To help validate the construct, its relationships

to that criterion is an important step.

If the predictor and criterion measures are measuring the same

thing and the criterion (i.e., st,indardized academic tesr.$) measure

isn't what its' purported to be, then a better criterion measur should

be designed. If the construct is not what it purports to k:c, then,

again, that's a concei:u that need!- to be established empirically

through other forms of validity r9Jating to the iutegrity of the

construct. The relationship of the construct to thc outcomes o'Z.

decisions that ar, made with its use, while considered herein a part of

the definition of assessment bias, is not the purr' so of tae body of

literature reviewed in this chapter.

Consideratiov:.

As a review of the studies in this section shoes, the more recent

investjgationr in all three areas examined, are approaching the study

of external construct bias more compreherisi through a comparison of

regression equations across groups than. studies had done. This

more recent trend has encouraged a flurry of investigations Over the

past decade that have provided rather consistent conclusions. Bias
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:,ccurs iiegaeatly in prediction, and when it does, it usually results

in the overprudiction of minority performance when a majority or common

egress:or equation is used to predict the criterion. Several

explanations have been offered for this bias.

As we discussed previously, one of the effects of unreliable

pzeJictor measures is an i,)erease in the differn,:70 between interrepts

the mean performance of the groups differ. This would be the case

regardless of whether there .are differences in the reliabilities or

not. We also pointed out in our review that when bias in the

regression systems occurred, it was usually of function of intercept

bias. For unre iability to account, in part, for the reported bias,

the intercept of the minority group would have to be below the

intercept of the white group, with overprediction occurring when a

white or common regression line is used to predict minority

performance. Such is the case in the studies reviewed. Hunter and

Schmidt (1976) have suggested that as much as half of such bias

witnessed in the literature can b9. a function of unreliability in the

predictor measure. As pointed out above, such error can be

statistically' eliminated by using estimated true scores in the analysis

as opposed to test scores.

If up to half o the 1 'as can be accounted for by test

unreliability then what can account for the remaining half? Jensen

(1980) points out that this remaining half is the result of "the.

predictor variable not accounting for enough of the variance in the

criterion variable to account for the major-minor groups' mean

difference on the criterion" (p. 514). Jensen (1980) also concludes

that there are, at present, no explanations for the phenomenon but he
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postulates, along with others, that it may be a function of differences

in the criterion measure caused by such factors as achievement

motivation, interests, work and study habits, and personality traits

affecting persistence, emotional stability, and self-confidence. Any

one or combination of those may influence the criterion measure.

We wnuld like to further point oot that these same factors may

also account for differences in mean performance on the predictor

across groups as well. If such were the case and these factors were

uncorrelated to the predictor and influenced the criterion to a similar

degree, then no external construct-bias would be evident. If they

influenced the criterion measure more than the predictor, then bias in

the direction observed in the above studies would result if the

influence of such factors were negative.

It should also be noted that if factors such as those identified

above did influence the predictor measure, it would have serious

implications for the construct validity of the test. Additionally, if

these factors were irrelavent to the predictor, it would not

necessarily identified in the study of the internal structure of the

test during an examination of internal construct bias. The reasons for

this will become apparent in the next section when we take a look at

methods employed to study internal construct bias. In addition,

further 'light will be shed on this problem when we discuss alternative

approaches to the study of construct validity in Chapter 5.

Lnternal_Construct_Sias

When looking at the external evidence of construct bias as we did

in the last section, the test for which we were interested in judging

bias was examined as it predicted to some criteria to which it was
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purported to he related. When examining evidence of internal construct

bias, no such external criteria arc used. Rather, the response of

groups are examined to determine if differences across groups are

evidenced in the structure of the response patterns or in the specific

items that make up the test. Criteria of the sort traditionally

employed in evaluating content and construct validity are used in

making judgments regarding in J-.rrla I construct bias.

Sometimes the criteria traditionally used to judge construct

validity are external (e.g., another construct measure). Thus, there

is often quite a bit of similarity between criteria of this sort and

at criteria employed in examining external construct bias.

Conceptually, this is accounted for by the fact that predictive

validity is but one aspect of construct validity. Whether or not

investigations employing external criteria are included under the

traditional heading of predictive or construct validity is, to a

certain extent, arbitrary. An often made distinction is that the

criteria used to establish predictive validity are a set of behavior

more often acquired by one who possesses more of the construct than

less. In addition, the behaviors are usually identified as more

specific in nature and perceived to serve more of a practical purpose

in determining the usefulness of the test. The use of academic skills

as criteria to validate a measure of intelligence is one example.

The external criteria used in those investigations purported to

lend evidence to construct validity are usually more general and less

practical in nature. For example, the validity of one construct is

often pa'tly accomplished by relating it to another construct to which

it is hypothesized to be related.
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For the purposes of the present review, this distinction is not

made. The study of bias as evidenced by differences in group

performance on an external criteria are reviewed under the heading of

external construct bias. Traditional construct validation studies

employing factor analytic procedures are included as part of internal

construct bias.

The reason lot this distinction is in keeping with our perception

of this purpose of traditional validation procodures. From this

perspective, the value of traditional validation procedures is in

telling us how well a test measures a construct, not its usefulness in

decision making. The guestioa as to whether or not a test is useful in

decision making is very complex, much more so than can be answered with

predictive validity studies of a traditional variety. Therefore, the

study of technical test bias is presently perceived as answering

questions related to how well the test measures the construct across

groups, not how effective it is in predicting outcomes of complex

decisions.- Since the value of any construct rests ultimately in its

use and cannot be divorced from this purpose, we also include in our

perception of bias those practices that result in differential

treatment across groups. This discussion will be taken up under the

topic of outcome bias in Chapter 6.

In the remainder of the present chapter, a number of common

statistics generated from test responses are examined to determine the

presence of internal construct bias. Evidence of bias in any one of

the areas reviewed provides grounds for labeling a test suspect.

Examined in the following sections are internal consistency bias,

factor structure bias, and item bias. The last of these biases, item
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bias, is examined according to the four methods, most popularly emp1eyed

in its analyses; the group x items interactions method, the item

response theory method, the distractor analysis method, and the

judgmental method. In addition to these i.;sues of internal construct

hi s, a brief discussion of what is called "facial bias" in the

literature will he included.

One statistic of a test that can be examined across groups to

determine if there is evidence of internal construct bias is the

intercorrelations among the test's items. This statistic is a

reflection of the internal consistency of a test and in measurement.

terms is one indication of the test's reli bility. If the groupqiunder

investigation each evidence a high reliability coefficient then what is

being measured is being done so with high accuracy for the groups and

no bias is suggested. A discrepancy in the reliability coefficient

between two groups would suggest either (1) the items are more

difficult for the group with the lower estimate or ,(2) the item

intercorrelations are different or, (3) both item difficulty and item

intercorrelations explain the difference. If differences in the

internal consistency estimates exist, it would therefore be necessary

to find out if they can be accounted for by item difficulty since such

differences could be the result of items being truly more difficult for

one group than another. If such were the case, then the test would not

be biased. If item difficulty was not the reason for differences in

the estimates, then such differences can be attributed to the item

intercorrelations. In this case, the test would be considered biased

as it would suggest the possibility that the t.est is not measurrl the..
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same thing across group! An internal consistency reliability

coefficient of approximately .(10 is aa Arbitrary s'Andard often used to

connote a good test in this regard.

With respect to the WISC-I1, two recent large scale investplations

of internal connsfeney were conducted by Oakland and Feigenbaum ( 1979)

and Sandoval (1979) . In the Sandoval study, internal consistency

!It I

3
t hk var low; IN :;(' I? were computed for over PAO

whites, black,: and Mexi(.an-Americans. ,.,riations in estimates across

groups ranged upward only .04 except for the object assembly

subtest. On this subtest differences in the internal consistency

estimates were .16 between whites and blacks and .20 between

Mexican-Americans and blacks with blacks having higher estimates in

both comparisons.

Similar findings are reported in the Oakland and Feigenbaum (1979)

study using similar groups. Differences in internal 'consistency

reliability estimates ranged upward to .06 for all but the object

assembly subtest. In the Oakland and Feigenbaum study. internal

consistency reliability on the object assembly test ,1 whites was

higher than for Mexican-Americans and blacks. The estimates for

whites, blacks and Mexican-Americans were .74, .64, and .67,

respectively.

With respect to other tests, Jensen (1974) reports estimates of

internal consistency for the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) and

the Raven's Colored Progressive Matrices for similar groups. Estimates

.
for his samples on these tests were also similar. On the PPVT

estimates ranged from .95 to .97 across groups on the Raven, between

.86 and .91. For whites, blacks, and Mexican-Americans, Green (1972)
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iepo t similaily dud consistent results ranging from between .90

and .q2 for scores on the California Achievement Test.

In addition to the internal consistency estimates on the W1SC-R,

Oakland And h,igonhillim (1979) also report estimates for the

Mender-Gostalt Test for blacks, whites and Mexican-Americans. These

estimates suggested similar internal consistencies ranging from a low

of .7? for Mexican Arrific.In!'.; to a high of .R4 for whites.

In another study, Pearl (1977) reported on the internal consistency

of the WI!-;(7-R for Mexican-American children who had been tested by

white examiners. In comparing these estimates to those reported in the

predominantly white standardization sample of the WISC-R by Wechsler

(f974), f an found, albeit higher, similar and consistent estimates.

From the evidence reported to date, there appears to be no market:

group differences in the average degree of accuracy in measuring

whatever the test measures. As pointed out earlier, however, we can

only infer from this statistic that the same construct is being

measured across groups. To be precise, this measure tells us that the

tests are measuring the thing accurately; whether they are

measuring the same or d. nt constructs accurately is not determined

from this statistic. In addition, this indicator does not tell us if

an irrelevant factor or factors are differentially affecting

performance across groups even if it is measuring the same construct.

Facter_Structure.Bias

Evidence bearing on the first of these issues (i.e., whether or

not the same construct is being measured across groups) is provided by

the most common of construct validation techniques, factor analysis.

Sometimes referred to as factorial validity in validation studies, this
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t echnique ident t it (.1or.ter ); ()I i t 0111!; or !;t11)t t hat o r (.1.1t ()

111(1111 } WI 111 e,1( h It ,11 !,() ident- i f i()!; t lio(;( that (Ion' t fit in t he

el w.,t er 1411( )11 eciployed in t no !tt otly of internal construct bias, the

pct ter ie. of t 114)!..1) lot . ,it ic)w;hic)(; ( );t ti(1 loci :le ro!;5; group!) f or

congruence. It is reasoned that tests that have different factor

structure may be measuring different psychological occurrences in

rospon,;e to the test items. Toqfs that have similar factor structure

ate not considered biased with respect to there criteria.

A number of techniques have been proposed to compare factor

analytic findings across groups. Some are capable of testing for

statistically significant differences between groups (Jensen, 19R0;

Jorekoi, 1971) , while others look for similarities in the results

(Harman, 19/6; i.enr,n & Stenner, 1977).

In a reanalysis of Nichols' (1972) data that originally reported

the intercorrelations among 13 tests (seven of which were subtests of

the WISC) for large samples of white and black 7 year-old children,

Jensen (1980) found no significal_ differences across groups for the g

factor loadings (first princir e components of the factor analysis)

extracted from the intercorrelations.
4

In a reanalysis of data presented by Mercet and Smith (1972),

Jensen (1980) again found no significant differences among white,

black, and Mexican-American children of ages 7 and 10 years old on the

y factor from eleven WISC subtests. However, the two factor solution

using a varimax rotation of the principle components in each of the

three groups yielded unclear results The verbal and performance

factors that emerged provided mixed results that Jensen attributed to

sampling error (as few as 48 subjects were used for one of the groups) .
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However, other factor analytic studies of the.WISC provide much clearer

evidence of similarity of fact_er structure for the WISC across groups

Si r.iior ev ice ho %peen fouj whon °_-ne test cores on the WISC-R

of various groups were factor analyzed. In comparing the factor

structure of the WISC-R across whites, blacks, Mexican-Amer.-7ans and

Native American Papagos, Reschly (1978) found substantial congruence

when the two factor solutions were compared. When using the three

factor solutions (Lhe three factors comprise Wechsler's Verbal and

Performance scabs minus the Ceding, Arithmetic and Picture Completion

subtext which make up the third factor that is often referred to as the

freedom from distractability factor) , Reschly also found congruence

between the white and Mexican-American samples.

A further analysis of Reschly's (1978) data by Jensen (1980)

showed no significant differences among the four groups on the

principle component. Similar evidence continues to appear in the

literature regarding the similarity of the factor structure of the

WISC-R regardless of the factor analytic procedure used, the statistic

employed to study factor structures' similarities or differences, the

characteristics of the sample (i.e., normal or referred) and the

memberships of the groups that are studied (Blaka, Wallbrown & Engin,

1975; Dean, 1979; DeFries, Vandenberg, McClearn, Kuse, Welson, Ashton &

Johnson, 11;74; Gutkin & Reynolds, 1980; Oakland & Fei-enbaum, 19449;

Vance, Huelsrnan & Wherry, 1976; Vance & Wallbrown, 1978; Wallbrown,

Blaka, Wallbrown, Engit ,
1975; Wallbrown, Blaka & Wherry, 1973, 1974) .

Not only has this finding been consistent with regard to the WISC-R but

similarly with (1) the WPPSI across blacks and whites (Kaufmann &

15
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Hollenbeck, 1974; Wallbrown, Plaka & Wherry, 1973); (2) the MPT across

b)ack and whit,-,:7, (RPynolds, 1979); (3) the McCart-J! Scales of

1975); and the Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test across blacks,

whites, Mexican-Americans, and Native American Indians (Merz, 1970).

The sum of these findings leads to similar inferences regarding the

constructs the various tests purport to measure; that is, the

constructs are the same across groups.

While these findings provide strong confirmatory evidence that the.

constructs these tests are measuring are the same across groups, they

do not indicate that the constructs are being measured to the same

degree. Irrelevant factors that are not intended to be included in the

measure, yet are present for either one on all groups, are not

detectable through the use of factor analysis procedures.

Item ..Bias

While those studies that have been reported so tar under the

heading of internal construct bias have all examined the overall

pattern of responses to identify the integrity of a measures construct

validity across groups, none have dealt with the analysis of specific

items or series of items in a search for evidence of bias. The search

for item bias, the oldest p ;`.ice among all in trying to ferret out

bias in testing (see, for Eells, Davis, Havighurst, Herrick, &

Tyler, 1951), is primarily designed to ensure that the individual items

used in a test, contribute equally to the meaning of what is measured

across groups. The two most popular methods for identifying biased

items are the group x item interaction method and the item-response

theory method.
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Group_x_Ltem_LmteractiOn_Method. Approaches within the group x item

interaction method usually apply either analysis of variance of

bias Lnrou,;i: tne use = an an iysis valianc des the qro

item interaction term is of major interest (Cardali & Coffman, 1964;

Cleary & Hilton, 1968). Such an interaction is an indication that the

items are exacting in different ways for different groups. If such

were the case, it could be concluded that the items may not mean the

same thing for the various groups under examination. A similar effect

can be noticed by correlating item difficulties for different groups.

The correlation between the rank order of iten difficulties or

decrements across groups will be'low if the items are biased (Jensen,

1976). Once such biasing effects are found, it then becomes necessary

to pinpoint those items that are the most biased ones. T variety of

procedures have beenoffered to conduct such analyses (Angoff & Ford,

1973; Angoff & Sharon, 1974; Veale & Foreman, 1975).

The use of the ANOVA technique for identifying item bias has met

with the identification of only small percentages of performance

variance being accounted for by the group x item interaction. For

example, approximately 2% to 5% of the variance in WISC-R performance

is accounted for by this interaction when the responses to items of

black and white children are compared (Jense,,1976; Miele, 1979).

Correlational procedures likewise have produced evidence of little

item Por example, rank order of item difficulties across groups

has resulted in consistently high correlation. Rank order' correlations

of ite:ri difficulty among white, black and Mexican- American samples of

children for'the Ravens ProgressiVe Matrices, PPVT, and WISC-R have
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all been of the .95 to .99 magnitude (Jensen, 1974, 1976; Sandoval,

1q79). A similarly high rank order correlation is reported for item

f ()! nnt

Jensen (1976) also proposed a rank order correlation of the

Decrements instead of the item difficulties to identify bias in items.

A decrement i the difference in, the difficulty indices of two

adjacent items when the items have been ranked for difficulty within

groups. Such procedures have produced correlations in the upper .90's

for the Raven's across white, blacks, and Mexican-American comparisons,

,respectively, for the WISC-R (Sandoval, 1979). Lower rank order

correlations ofc'J decrements ranging from .65 to .79 were foulnd across

groups (black, white and Mexican-American) for the PPVT.'

If there has been any common finding in the item x group

interaction studies other than the fact that the bias found appears to

be very small (2% - 5% of the variance), it is that the more unreliable

the item (usually the more ambiguous items) the more chance the item

will turn up biased. One thing that has not been found in these

studies is a consistent theme in the content of biased items. As

Flaugher (1978) pointed out, it was the early hope of researchers ih

this area that such themes could be identified and systematically

eliminated from tests. However, such has not been the case when we

judge item bias using group x item inter-interaction approaches. The

only thing that is accomplished by expounding a test of its biased

items is to make the test more difficult for all groups since such

items tend to be the moderate to easy items in the test (Flaugher &

Schroder, 1978).

168
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Ltem-gesponse_Thepry_Method. Approaches for detecting item bias within

the item-response theory method are relatively new and statistically

Thr,! Cic:or-y fo,

r ui)S.

An item characteristic curve depicts the relationship of the ability

level of the test taken with the probability of a correct response. If

the same construct is being measured for all groups studied then one

would expect this relationship to show no differenceS. Various

item-response theory models can be applied for this purpose ranging

from a more complex three parameter logistic model (Lord, 1977, 1980)

to a simpler application of the Rasch model (Durovic, Note 1; Wright,

Mead & Draba, Note 2). Lord (1977) argues that the item-resoonse

theory method is more appropriate than the item x group interaction

method for detecting item bias.

While resew -h using item-response theory approaches have

typically yielded results similar to the group x Item research, biased

items with interperable themes have recently been identified (Cole,

1981). Scheuneman (1979), for example, reports that negatively worded

and unfamiliar format items appear biased against black youngsters.

Cole (1981) concludes that further research in this area is needed

given the only moderate agreement on which items in any given test are

biased across samples and which are biased in the same samples when

different methods are used.

Distractor.Analysis_Metbod. A third method for identifying bias in

items is through the analysis of distractors. Distractors are the

incorrect responses provided as possible alternative's in items

employing a multiple-choice format. For a test to be unbiased with
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respect to its distractors, the incorrect alternative should have thl.

same relative degree of attractiveness acros- groups. In a study of

r-v) r) 1,1 1 t. k I k
(-11( rn t 1 i v) VT nd t he

iC r PVT t c

be nonrandomly distributed on many items; but unexpectedly he also

found significant differences between blacks and whites in their

choices of responses on 26% of the items. On the Raven's, a

significant difference in the type er-::or in choice of distractors was

found between blacks and whites on 12% of the items.

Further analysis, however, revealed this difference to be

determined not as a function of item difficulty but rather to be

age-related. In an analysis of the groups'.responses to the Raven's,

all cases where potential bias was evidenced, showed that the black

children responded similar to white children approximately two years

younger. When white children in the third and fourth grades were

compared to fifth and sixth grade black children, the difference in

choice of distractor largely disappearqd. Jensen (1974) concluded,

therefore, that the systematic error is consistent with our

understanding of the underlying construct and consequently not evidence

of 4l1ias.

,Judgmental_Metbod. One final method for identifying bias in items will

be briefly mentioned. This method typically employs the use of expert

judges in detecting item bias. While this method has been adopted in

recent years by several test developers, its practice has never been

empirically justified. To the contrary, the procedure has been

dP onstrated in several investigations to be no better than detecting

test bias than through random selection (Jensen, 1976; Plake, 1979;
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Sandoval & Miille, 1979). In the Sandoval and Miille (1979) study, for

example, groups of black, white, and Mexican-American college students

were judge WTC P. fnms to determine how easy the itfms would

indicated that none of the groups of judges were able to identify which

items were those that had been empirically determined to be either more

difficult for blacks and Mexican - Americans or of equal difficulty for

all children.. Similar results were found by Jenseh (1976) when expert

judges were employed.

Eacial_alas

The use of judges to determine a type of bias referred to as

facial bias has been proposed in recent years (e.g., Anastasi, 1976;

Cole & Mitlzo, 1981) . This type bias should not be confused with those

efforts discussed above to help identify item bias. Judgmental methods

for detecting item bias, when employed, are done so to improve the

validity of a test and thus help reduce bias. The notion of facial

bias has nothing to do with the validity of a test. Rather it is a

form of bias in that it offends certain groups of people or creates a

perception of validity-based bias. Cole and Nitko (1981) note:

Facial bias would occur when particular words

or item formats appear to disfavor some group

whether or not they, in fact, have that effect.

Thus, an instrument using the male pronoun "he"

throughout or involving only male figures in the

items would be facially biased whether or not such

uses affected the scores of women.

The examination of A test by judges to remove items containing facial
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bias are usually employed for socio-political purposes or for purposes

of principle or values (Cole, 1981) .

Evidence from a review of the studies of internal construct bias

lead to the overall conclusion that little if any bias can be found in

the internal structure of many of the popular psychological tests

commonly employed in decision making. However, this conclusion may be

premature with respect to item bias. As noted, given the inconsistency

of the results across and within the various approaches for detecting

item bias, more research is ne2ded to determine if themes can be

identified that typically bias sets of items for one or more groups.

Although recent findings point to this possibility, e'he prospects for

findings of any practical significance does not look very promising.

Given our earlier review of external construct bias combined with our

present review of internal construct bias, one would have to conclude

that the search for what Cole (1981) calls a "bias bombshell" has just

not turned up anything; and prospects for its location in the future

while restricting our hunt to the parameters defined in the technical

test bias literature will likely provide us with more of the same

information.

One question regarding the validity of tests in measuring their

respective. constructs that is not answered by the technical test bias

literature is whether or not differential group mean performance is

influenced by factors that are irrelevant to the construct being

measured. As pointed out previously, if motivational or emotional
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factors, for example, influence performance differently across groups

then marked differences can result in group means and go undetected in

this literture, The criteria examined above has informed us that the

r

to be t)iasec:: against minority group member and may in fact be biased

in their favor. In addition, the literature has also told us that in

most cases the tests appear to be measuring the same constructs with a

high degree of accuracy. What the literature does not tell us is if

there are any situational factors such as self-confidence, abhievement

motivation and the like, that are differently influencing the measure

of that same construct across groups. This tppic is taken up in the

next chapter.
I.
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Chapter 5

Situational Bias in Psychological Assessment

Flahor inn of thi 'orIccnt of assclent bias must tal,..n

in me vioun chaptcrs. In this chapter, w review

some factors that have been conceptualized as potentially

contributing to assessment bias xesulting from factors in the

external.testing.situation. These factors are conceptualized

as separate from the items ner se, and include the following

areas: (1) test-wiseness (e.g., practice efforts, coaching),

(2) sex of examiner, (3) race of examiner, (4) language

factors, (5) expectancy effects, 6) motivational factors, (7)

situational considerations,'and (8) scoring considerations.

Each of these areas are discussed within the context of

methodological and conceptual issues raised in the area.

Also, some areas are specified for future emoirical work in

the assessment area. Finally, some -,ntatiip recommendations

are advanced for practice in the area, especially with regard

to psychological and educational assessment of children.

Test-Sophistication

Test-sophistication or, test-awareness refers to a

potential source of bias when different persons participating

in testing have different amounts of coaching or practice

prior to taking the test. A number of authors have discussed

issues in this area (e.g., Anastasi, 1981; Jensen, 1980;

Messick, 1981). Test sophistication is not at all a straight

forward ccncept. Indeed, issues in this area are
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characterized by considerable controversy. Research in the

general domain has focused on both practice and achina (or

trainir,l) effects. Jensen (198(1) has discussed both of these

r

Practice

Jensen (1980) defined practice as "taking the same or

similar tests two or more times at vari-)us intervals, without

any implication of special instructions or specific coaching

in test taking" (p. 59(1). Based upon other literature in

this area (e.g., Jarvis, 1953; Vernon, 1938, 1954a, 1954b,

196(1; Wiseman & Wrigley, 1953; Yates, 1953), he advanced 12

conclusions on the effects of practice (Jensen, 1980, pp.

590-591) :

1. Practice effects are natrually greatest for naive

subjects, that is, those who have not been tested

before.

2. Pete-sting of naive subjects on the identical test, after

a short interval, shows gains of about 2 to 8 IO points

for various tests, averaging about 5 TO points.

C _Nlardless of the tests used in the various studies

reviewed here, gains are converted to a scale with

15, which is the usual for 10.)

3. There is considerable variability in practice effects

among individuals. Bright subjects tend to gain more

from practice than dull subjects.

4. The curve ofpractice gains is very negatively
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accelerated with repeated practice; that is, there are

rapidly diminishing returns of repeated practice on the

same or similar tests, yet slight gains have been shown

I 1.: t. 1'1 1111; 0 V

any_' second test experience is usally as great or greater

than the total of all further gains from subsequent

p],-ictice trials.

5. For naive subjects, aae makes little difference in the

amount of practice effects. There are more examples of

large practice effects in young children, however,

simply because fewer of them than of older children or

adults have had prior experience with tests.

6. Practice effects differ, on the average, for various

types of tests, showing the smallest gains for

information, vocabulary, and verbal tests generally and

the largest gains for nonverbal and performance tests,

probably because the materials of the latter tests are

less familiar to most subjects than are verbal and

informational questions.

7. Practice effects are greater for tests comprised of

heterogeneous types of items than for homogeneous tests.

R. Practice effects are about 10 to 25 percent less for

untimed tests than for speeded tests.

9. For naive subjects, practice gains are greater on

group-administered paper-and-pencil tests than on

individually administered tests.
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10. Practice effect show surprisingly little "transfer of

training," with the gradient of practice gains falling

off steeply from identical tests to parallel forms, to

f t- V Hf h rrh(

St,inford-Pinet, for example, only 2 or 7 noints.

Parallel forms of groups tests show average practice

gains of 3 to 4 Points after one practice session and 5

to 6 points after several practice sessions. One

large-scale study ,wed a total gain of 6 TO points

over the course of eight parallel forms given to London

school children (Watts, Pidgeon, & Yates, 1952).

1]. Practice effects are not appreciably diminished by

improving the u 1,1 test instructions or by giving short

practice tests on easy items prior to the actual test.

There seems to be no substitute, for taking an actual

test under normal test conditions for a practice effect

to be manifested.

'12. The practice effect is quite lasting; about three

quarters of the gain found after one week is maintainend

up to six months, and half remains after one year.

The conclusion reached on the basis of work in this area has

been that practice conttihutes very little to bias in

individual or group differences in test performance.

However, whether or not is can be an accentable general

conclusion is debatable. Several issues in this regard are
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advanced at the end of this section.

Coaching

In c itrast to practice, coaching refers to an active

1

providimi instructions in how to tike the test, modeling

actual or similar items, Providing strategies to formulate a

response, and providing feedback on the tester's performance.

Actually, any tyne o' intervention could he implemented

within the coaching paradigm.

Again, Jensen (1980) has advanced several conclusions

m empirical work in this area:

1. Coaching is quite ineffective unless acc xpdnied by

practice at taking complete tests under requU- test

conditions. According to Vernon, the leading expert on

the topic, "coaching without practice is singularly

ineffectiv , regardless of how protracted it is" J1960,

P. 131) .

2. The typical gain from several hours coaching plus

.practice gain on a similar test is about 9 IQ points, or

a coaching gain of 4 or 5 points over and above the gain

due solely to the practice effect of taking a similar

test once or twice previously.

3. The coaching effect is greatest for naive subjects and

diminishes with Prior test-taking experience. Even with

equal prior testing experience, there are substantial

individual differences in gains from coaching; the

178
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modoratly bright t,'!H to gain mot.

4. Coaching gains are greater on nonverbal and

performance-type item:, than on verbal and information

items. Also, numerical reasoning and arithmetic

problems are more susceotible to coaching gains than are

items based on verbal knowledge and reasoning.

Age and sex show no consist, it interaction with coaching

eft .ts.

G. Tho ,_ffect-5:; of coaching h! highly srecific, with little

transfer to other typiT'S 01 rests, nrl at timn!-; thew is

even negative transfer to dissirvilar tests.

7. The maximum effects of coaching are achieved quickly;

farther gain does not suit from coaching nrolonged

beyc.nd the firs few hears. One study found three hours

to he optimal.

B. A study of educationally disadvantaged children in

Israel found that coaching on a nonverbal intelligence

test substantially improved the test's validity, that

is, correlation with teachers' mal'-s ang with the VerbEll

IO of the WISC (Ortar,

9. i'hc effects of coaching seem to fade considerably faster

than the effects of Pra ice per se. A study by Greene

(1928) shows the decline over time in the gains on

Stanford-Binet IO from coaching children on the very

same test items or on similar items; tit control

were tested at the same times as the

e'tper lenntal groups, but they were never coached, and
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so their galoF -;'eoreeni ( , )y practice effects.

(Jenseri, pp. 5q) -5q2).

Test niophistAc-,tion_and_rnteraction_with.Race_and_Social

Clasz.;

The effects of Practice snd' coaching have been

investigated on both racial and social class dimensions

(e.g., Raughman tK Dahlsdrom, 1('9; Dugin, Osborn, & Winick,

191,9; Dyer, 1q70; Costal ;o; Turnev, Hall , & Grimmett,

q7-1) Thes,::) stud )cs, 'Jensen (19P.), generally

show resu is intraction of practice and. _

coaching effects wich L(-) 1.74ce or social class. However,

some smaii effects thi)re ndt d in the Dyer (1970) study, but

this was conducted on a ccilege sample. Thus, from this

limited literature cne (7:. conclude that Minima'_ effects of

practice and coaching may aoPear.

Consideration..

Test sophistication represents an important variable in

any tenting and ultimately influences the validity of the

tests r ployod. Before any firm conclusions can be made in

this area it is important to consider several issues,

including the concentualization of test sophistication

the potential arm :3 that can be used for intervention in this

area. To begin with, test sophistication does not refer to a

set of homogeneouL -tors. The".naturdiof what test

sophistication is or what effects it has cannot be addressed

in the abstract, but rather depends on the specific features
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that make up this construct. Pelatea to these issues is 'hr.

tyree of actual interventions that are employed. As Anasta'

(1981) notes, different kinds of interventions will have

different effects, consecuences, and -iMplicatioRs on test

porfr,IIHnn,, Tt is generally assumed that most chi1dr-n in

Nmeric,in culture have had extensive exposure to standF,rdized

forms of testing. Indeed, it is often assumed that children

experiencing problems in school will have more experience

with tests than those not having problems. Jensen (1980)

note:;:

Since the 1950s, vil:tuall all children in the

public sc- r)ls have been increasingly exposed to

standardii.ed scholastic aot.tude and achievement

tests, from the primary gra.:_'.es through high school

and college, so that exceedingly few Pupils ty age

10 or so could be regarded as naive in respect to

tests. Recause of the conce Jf teachers' and

parents, the least able pupils or those with

special learning Problems are apt to be tested the

most, esnecially on individual tests given by a

school psycnologist lercfore, it seems mast

likely that in the oresent day very little of,thE:

variance in standardized aptitude or achievement

test scores can be attributed to individual or

group differences in test sophistication, with the

exception of recent immigrants and oersons who have

little or no formal schooling or who have gone to
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quite t +ichool !; (1). )

n v(' t I , to which chiluron have previous

experinces with individual intelligence tests may vary and

brief orientation sessions may he effective i equalizing

tent in tIn+,, 'I'n +-h.- (inn in,.

differences flan he reduced through test orientation, a more

measure should be obtained (Anastasi, lqR1). Also, as

Jensen (1();?") notes, coaching and Prac.:ice may help "eoualize

test sophistication among Persons with differing amounts of

mast-experience in tinri standardied tests or who differ in

the recency of tests" (p. 596) . Thus, validity may actually

be enhanced to the degree that test sophii,tication

differences are minimized or eliminated. However, this

should be done when evidence has been gathered th.at

indivicluals or groups have little or no test sophistication.

Methods for doing this are discus se_ later in the report.

Also, in cases of severe. problems with orientation to a test,

more soecific in.leryentions may be necessary (see later

di.tcussion).

Another isste related to inter ,(-tions on tests is that

r'foct of training may be s ecif to th::? skills us(

during tr-lining. In some resrects cue training conducted on

test items is very similar to many intervention programs in

be lavior therao or behavior modic.ation where

generalization has not always .occurred. Indeed, unless

specific attempts are made to facilitate generalization,

is likely that it will not occur7--(es & Baer, 1977;
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Wildman , Wildman, 197'0.

Af;Ie 1 reii the interventions focused on s)eclic test

items, the foci's of training efforts have also been on more

broad-based cognitive ski In his case virtually any

ntin thht could hi implmented with co(;nitiv'e skills

coutH he used. Thes,,e more broad-based cognitive skill

training programs are discussed later in the chanter (see

pp.V0 ) . Suffice it tp say that the focus of such programs

r s :ssues A why tests shou,d be used as a denenden,

wH t)ic Hroader curriculum if; the real (,an'.i

corrnt) f onus of improvcment.

'1-inal consideration in this area relates to the

methodclogical problem in studies that have been published to

datc. Studies <r, this area are far from methodolrvlically

rur,,, although there are some well designed investigations.

lutdre res-arch would need to consider several issues (cf.

Anastasi, 19Pi) Namely, inclusion of a control group, random

assi=lnr'ht of .iubieots to groups, the comparability of

pretest and posttest sessions with regard to maturation to

o-rformr) well, and the assessment of generalizability or

transfer. car '.caining to nontus_

Motivational .and .Situation.11_Factors

A variety of motivational and situational factors have

he discussed within the context of test bias. These

include motivational manipulations, text anxiety,

modifications in test procedures, anc:, various sit Itipnal and
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procedural isn,

Motivation,A J

Numerous studies have been nuhlished that fociis on

motivational factors that may increase test performance.

Considerable diversity of procedures, subjects, tes and

incenti characteriz.' these attempts (Kratochwill et al.,

1981). !ecrle studies have reported that when test resnonses

are reinforced, performance is higher than previously ,(and/o

the performance of control subjects under standard

conditions) (e.g., & Kelly, 1972;. Bergan, McManis,

Melchert, 1971; Nlund, 1972; Hurlocd,., 1925). However, the

results are not always in fal'or of reinforcement. For

example, some researchers (e.g., Benton, 1936; Mailer &

Zubin, 1932; Tib-: & Kennedy, 1964) found no significant

difference in performance between subjects tested under

standard collditions and those tested under reinforcement

cenditi Also, Clinqman Fowler (1976) studied he

effects of candy reinforcement on IQ test scores in first and

second Traders. No differences were foUind amonq these

conditions (candy giver contingent on correct ---?'=oonses,

candy g i' :er nnticontingently, or no candy ,:iven) on

test-retest administrations to the Stanford-Binet (Form L-M).

Snieets and Str ,fel (1975) compared deaf children's

scores on the Raven Progressive Matrices .(Raven, 1938) when

tested under (1) end-of-ses on reinforcement, (2)

noncontingent reinforcement, (3) delayed reinforcement, and

(A) immediate contingent reinforcement. The autho s found
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of subjects tested under

tore-ment condition was significantly

h iq her than that of any other groups, no significant

differences we re observed among the mean posttest scores of

the three other groups.

In the c'ingmin and Fowler (19/44) f-tody, the authors

also coal .red to effects of contingent candy reward,

noncontinoent candy reward, and no candy on the JO scores

(I'PV'I', Forms A an H) of children whose initial scores placed

tne:,i in three d;tferent TO levels. Results showed that candy

dminitrated inq nt upon each correct response incroased

IC's sc les for tne initially low-scbring sub:iocts, but had no

effect on th" c iddle and high-scoring subjects.

some minor studies have shown that

reinforcemnt or candy) did not affect black

rea's Stanford-Binet scorns ;fluay, 1971; Tiber

k.
'/ '91,1) and that feedback an-7. rewavi led to

WISC Verbal Scale scores of lower class

white rnildret., but not of lower class black or middle class

write children (Sweet, 1P69). Cohen (1.970) found no

siqnif F interaction of verbal praise and candy incentives

with wh'itcs and bla0-,s on the lI SC P1 ock Design performance

of second and fifth graders. Al co, Wenk, 13,7ynk-, Sarhin,

and Pobiscn (1 971) found tnat there were no significant

interactions of race with (a) maternal reward, (b) verbal

praise and encouragement, and (c) no incentive on white and

black cklinquent male youths on Performanc2 on four of the
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fl,) r5,11 per f ormath 6 tes the General Antitude Test

Icattety.

In ( tra!A to these findinis, Klugman (1974) found that

in 7 to 14 year-old children a money incentive =as compared

to nraisol for correct responses on the Stanford-9inet

nilproveJ the wae Iii of hlackLi by 4 points, rilc no ^`.

sionificant effects were found for white.

Considerations

The usual conclusion from this literature is that the

effects of incentives, on minority students, is negative

(with the excention of Kluqman, 1q74) 19P1I), or that

u .2 of incentives does not increase ceores

over and above the usual testing situation which may itself

be somewhat motivating (attler, 1982) . Actually, the issue

of whether not incenti,7es have iny effect on test

per',rmanc- , not easily discernable based on the existinn

litercitAre. -;everal issues need to be addressed in th s ara

(Kratochwili et al., 1980). To begin w;th, variations amen-!

studies make trends eifficult to identify. Forexpple,

some studies have focus on t e effects of certain fyPos of

reinforcers, such (r l °71; Ilur 1 oc

191'5; Roth McManis, Tibi 1q(4) and cc,a(ly

(Edlun,l, 1972; Tiber k Kennedy, l96ii) en test i%.rrmanc-o.

different condition7 have been develop to 7-upro,st

the "reinforcer."

There have also been variations in procedure.

example, it some studies children received reinforcement
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0 . , korn.in o

d I ., IT/I; Prith M, finis, 1072) , whil in

oth t (Id i t hoy reco i y d re i n .omont of t 1 J y nnhto!it

or 'Alen the lost was complotod wllon & Kelly, 1072;

Hurlock, 1925; Tibor & Kennedy, 1964). Yet in cther

r, r,,inforc. if

per form" better (Bonton, 1936; Miller & Zubi:i, 1932) . Thus,

',riati,)r-; among stn,lies make any clear tr('nd difficult to

dotormino.

1,nothr ma;or orn is that stu(.to5; hay, not indicator'

what roinfott procodun - contititnte_

m,,tivoti(, II ,nditien. As traditionally con,L:cived, poitive

reinforct.mont r fers to an increase in the frequency of a

re follonng the pr sentation of the event (Kazd a,

1911e1 Whether or not one can identify an eve;it Jr, a

reinforcer is determined empirically by (-xamininq

the rel-tionship between the event and behavior. The point

isi ti1J(t it is questionable whether or not the vast majority

of published stu ies in this area have adequately tested

reinforremenL -fects on test Performance.

-nrrent problems in this area are not likely to be

adcl wili tho exclusive reliance on Largo N

(-Jup methodology (Kratochwill & Severson, 1977).

Thus, there may be no best reinforcer for a random group of

children (Parton & Ross, 1965). Also, Schfultt, and Sherman

(1976) wet unable` to draw any firm c(aclusions regarding

reinforcement after., reviewing approximately 60 studies in the
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reinfoicement iterature. tlar to others Wh;(qt r.

, (")(, ) , they concluded It re infor cers shot!' d hr

individually (h ermined ratHer thin depending on a prior

assumption. Thus, each child may have a different reinforcer

and this v,.)tild need t be determined. Several procedures

c()111, ,rmin,, th; in,- ,t(itnr1 Inforimnni

hi.rar,H, approaches (Forness, 197 t) , various sel f- repot t

scheduL ( Sul ze r za ro f f & Mavor, 7) , anr' most

importantly, an emnirical determ'ination of reinforcing events

(e.q., Bijou fv (;rimm, 197r); Bijou & Pi terson, t; r,ovitt,

19T-0.

Anoth ,r issue that nr,eds to be addresse,' in this ar, )

relates to lethe' or not_ changes in TQ test scores is a

relevant focus of efforts. Connc,t, and Weiss (1974) ark, led

tnat it is unwarranted to assume that an increase in correct

resoonses is nc-_,cossarily nAralleled by an increase i.i

"cognitive ability." , if the effects of reinforcement

in test-taftina tuations Ile limited to a motiv,;'Ional

function, and if all populations from which samples are drawn

de-monstrate the s!7.. ncrease in motivation, then

Hdministration of reinforcement will shift the distribution

of scores unw,!rd resul_isli in each subject's relat iv

position r -71,dining the same. However, as Clinaman and Fowler

(1971) note, i f further research substantiates th-, notion

that only select populations it from reinforcement in

pretests, then the use of reiniorcement would not increase

4
the motivational level of all sublectr Ild selectively
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nh.rn,-e t per t r ne, of children f or wh e correct

1 111,1 in I maintained by 01 l) U than ex tart)A

c iHIc,r- ct,m.nt . If thi,, were the case, the validity of the

Lest would l improvW_fcl by reducing :TIO tivation specific

effects. If such change:; occur, it would likewise he

Il t , 1 . .
t in t ivation has on th,

predict iv, - utility of tes While i t can hi' argued th`-

the use of such reinforL,!1,ent resin ts in performance that

better reflects what the individual actually knows, it may

a1 ;n resul t in the test becoming less nredictive of ;ome

ex retn.11 criteria. This would be the case it such

reinfo,( lient it iuen es performance on the criterion to a

simi 1 degree. In essence, what one may have is a test that

better measures the construct i t ourports to measure but also

te:,t tha does not predict the criterion 35 well as the

to t that c.)1 1 not i'Hluce optimal Performance. If such were

the rase, the validity of the test would he different for

differ nt: groups and conseouentiv oiased. Needlss to say,

liore research in this area is necessary to sort through the

varinus

Finally, the issue of whethr or not children should be

reinfor: J deorid:, so t on the standardization procedures

he test invoved. Deviation from standard procedure

hangen he oi scores (CI. ach, 1961) , and may

actual 1 y inval idate test norms -( P-aue tv Masi ing , 1959;

Sattler, 1974; Strother, 1945). rests may cosiderably

in th way this issue is handled. For ex ,11 some test
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minn,11!, orwonrJqo ox,w,inots to oivo ,Iporo,1 I
r, iw-orr-(

woll ootrot t!;poro;o'; (` I f() r t " ) . Wh ilt this nay

tn, 10,1!:o tho total nuilhor of t)or1'u i t filly not ,1 t

numhor ol correct responses niman & Fowl

Situational_Eactors

a rathot largo oraturo on variow;

t a1 f actor s t l it.ad to t porformanco . Much

t hi t Ito it rev -' (see Anastasi, 1976, Ch.

Jens. , 192(1, Ch. 12; Settler, 1974, Ch. 6, 1 982; Sattler.

Theyo, 1967, Ch. 5). An important issue is whether or not

any of those :ituational factors int eraci ith an- cultural

11011 () Od (11C0 rz; on mont t f; :)(.1 I r'114

19R0). Here it is assumod Mat if the child does

not nerform as well as Possible durinn the testing situation,

an inaccurate reflection of lassroom performance may occur

(Po:;chl y, 1,)70).

Pe:, !As boon d i rectF t at expHcat nq

iftlation.11 'tors which may al :w testinn situation:. to

yield a Valid a' ;es. ,f the child's cognitive abilities.

;,me ros arch involving the use of familiar examiners

(Thom n H,rtzig, Pr yman, & Fernandez. 1071), Iva

Drt?test intk ract ion:; hetw n examiner anti chi Id (Jacobson,

R,Hron, Per' :,:erson, 1971), -rid tostin

Ioaation (Soitz, Abelson, Levine, & Ziqler, 1970) has

suclieted thin asitu,:iti lal/r-otivation!1 explanation for the

poor performance of econc7,ically disadvantaged minority

children is a definite n,-):..5ibilf.ty. Also, scme research has
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(l ern, )11-, t I it t it 11'iiv (It H (All kir VI it )(til

, 1.919)v, '9/0; IIII AHel!,n, liz, ."1,1 I ii

I w:1 411 Hnsf I ln;JIlth, V ,1 r(1..11,1!) k its
V

Nym 19/0; Johns, 19/4; Libov, 19/01. Poth direet

((An, 19'0; et al., 1971) And vicarious (Piersel,

Brady, 1, "Fratochwill, 1977) models exposf.d to An examinee

pr lor to t e:a 'pity !at lot) ti,iv(. I t ,tt ;it 1)t.f

n4 ,-11 ( 1 (pin fenn,1 t hat a or etest

V r I i twat ion in which minor i ty group ch i id r en wa tCh(.'d

a it',,tane of a white fX in. tent inq

t y I 1,1 under pUt'; i t t'Ond i t , prais,1

1 ii ter on' y 11. of t he 1;11 '01 1-:; i hel

th- ind r)2.4'., of the scores re i:;ta

below tn.- mean und(,r standard and feed h IL- cond

resat lively.

Some invehi jO at 0:I5 have shown that I OW qf.'S osch,,o1

children 'lank na] whi-n) obtain hinher score on 4.11e

St an !"ord-ri i net (i-n rm 1.-1) wa, a a test administration

procedu-,, allows a ma., imum r-mber (11 successes early in the

test i i once than und,'L standard administration

proct.,:liros (Zigler },Jt,- tert o1 d, P per to rm nc-, was

o:,timivod t),/ sudh :)rocedures as Present-lug eai-let it as
!

' anl easier items from an earlier ale lev

failed two sussno Sn i item' .71i a: 1

(1)71) round that randomi inn the diftl,ulty

of tiic iteTs on tri?. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Ter. (rPVT),

alonl with other procedura°1 changes, 7 ,H +-r) higher scores



..tatt, , I 1 I . . 1 , 1 I t 1

III I ,11.'n . t 1 111 . t 1.1 : t t t 1 d 1 t t

1 , 1 r 1 . t . 1 . 1 II I !I' t

At;!,;(' snmetit fti .1`;

!.I at. 1. ;tt e'tt Ht.

t I tH. id .1 f, t H.

I ((.,.,ihr ,

t It It 1 't F1 't t 11.1.11 .111 11 Y.'ed ,It 1' ly A,;

Jen ( I (1H!) riot , al, 'II d.a),Irt It f r t andard

1.11'1111.a I It i y sUow 1 ha t t It eh inwd

1)11 '.t,

ntuUy 111eh var ied th.) t(:;4 Ind atmo,oh

verso:; fotwal, evaluative)
t r t 708 whi t1, and 7 Olt hl

Il(t I .1

t it

( X111

I s. In

, relcixed

Inistrat ion of

and ,,n i or high

111 'It (!Thnniel , I "77) ...t H),Iitt of 'et-

10,T a,1 It ions nit

wit h of s' x of

net ! )11'.

at-ion of 's r

level wan found. Yet ronon, ti in thin arer) does point to the
1,1(.t that fit-and trd i -zed test pract ices do not in,1 nee opt imal

f that n to 1y ex[rninod for

hi tnin,a of t s

Tt'>" Anxi v

1' cons e hcay t1f 1 i ure develop(2,1 rn t he

of t ent tux i et y, but I- e tl lVely f ud i es have

t 0 W 1) ! v cc t roc I-

t ri re . dlt forinco-.!s in test
",-11,nr a t t -.1-1X1(NtV I itoraturo

aH) a red (t' .11 , 19)(1; No riS Fc Kr a t onh,.

98":: --tr anon , 1 97 7 ; . r , D i:lson,

ball , V:a , & I.Liebunh , 1')('i; Sa t t , 1974, 198?) and

ns (1980) has reviewed work in the area of test anxiety

19,E
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and

P seareh on t n;t anxiety and bias is generally

inconclusive and has examined a very narrow version of the

anxiety construct. Solkoff (1972) administered the Sarason

Test.Anxioty_Scalu to black and white children between the

ages of 8 and 11. Results showed no significant race

d ifference, no significant interaction with S's race X F

race, and no significant correlations with WISC Full Scale

IO. Jensen (198(3) reviews two studies in this area by he and

his associates. Tn the first (Jensen, 197.10, a

questionnaire measure of manifest anxiety (The M(neuroticism)

scale of the Junior Fysonk personality Inventory) was given,

to samples of white, black, and Mexican-American children in

g rades 4 to 9. He found a significant (but small) group

d ifference on this measure, with the whites obtaining higher

anxiety scores. Also, there were no significant correlations

with verbal and nonverbal To and scholastic achievement

tests. In a later study, Jensen and Figueroa (1975) examined

the interaction between race and immediate versus delayed

recall of aural digit series (digit soan is purported to be

sensitive to measurement of anxiety). However, in a large

sample of white and black school children in grades 2 to 8 no

significant interaction was found in digit span scores.

Similar to these results, Noble (1969) found no differences

in pulse'rates of black and wnite elementary school children

immediately before and after being individually tested.

Considerations
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The conclusion of reviewers of this literature is that

there aooears to be nO "-:ensistent" or "anoreciable"

differential effect of anxiety on tne test performance of

whites and blacks (e.g .,Jensen, 19,c9) . From the available

literature, this must be the conclusiOn. However, we should

point to several problematic issues in this area. To begin

with, there just isn't enough empirical 'work to draw any firm

conclusions because "anxiety" assessment has been confined to

a rather narrow range of measures. For example, Noble (1969)

measured pulse rate, but this is only one of several

physiological meaH .; that could be employed. Likewise in

the Ji.nsen (1973e) and Jensen and Figueroa (1975) studies

only a limited measure of the so-called anxiety construct was

employed. Thus, investigation in this area suffers from a

construct validity oroblem.in as much as it is not at all

clear whether or not anxiety was even assessed.

In order for a reasonable assessment of anxiety to

occur, measures should be taken on .cognitive, behavioral, and

physiological dimensions. Assessing these three response

modes orovides a more adequate test of whether or not anxiety

occurs on more than one measure (Morris & Kratochwill, 1983).

Also, it is important to assess each of these measures

through a device or procedure that measures some aspect of

the three construct dimensions. That is, for example,

4hysiological arousal can be measured through either

behaviors, self-report, or ohvsiologidal equipment(e.g..,GSR,

heart rate, blood pressure). Until investigations in this

194
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area take into account advinces in anxiety :sse, ;merit, little

light is likely to be shod on the role of test anxiety in

assessment bias.

Other Variable!:

Achivement.Motivation. Achievem, .t motivation (N-Ach) has

}wen 1(1ntit1od pof-if;lhle flu of ass, ssmen t

' because it is note, th,,t various cultural groups may differ

in their level of n-11Th (ChaOman & Hill, 1971) . The -Ach

construct is said to influence test Performance (a) by

determining the level of motivation (e.g., interest., effect,

etc.) during development and prior to taking various mental

tests, and (b) hy influencing motivation during the actual

test (Jensen, 19R1) .

Jensen (10P0) noted that conclusio6s on the role of

"achi'evement motivation as a factor in systematic group

biases in testing are virtually impossible in terms of the

empirical evidence" (p. 616). There are several reasons that

have been identified. First of pll, there is, as in the case

of anxiety, problems in how the/construct has been defined

and measured. Second, many of the measures that have, been

used to measure this construct (e.c., pl.rojert'ive tests)

suffer from reliability and validity problems. Third, many

investigations apparently do not shOw a strong correlation

between n-Ach Measures and intelligence tests (HeC.khausen,

1967) . This latter finding has led Jensen (19R@) to

speculate that nigh n-Ach is more a p.. ,Duct of high ability

than the reverse. Thus, no evidence tap, be advanced that
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! t h(' re I,' n-Ach in .1.;!;H!--.!;:11,'II t i) 1!;

. 11. e!;t ,.em is anot hor r t that Iii ,

c,)1) t 1 II) t t ''!: ;:yr,..q)t hi a:; (.10,asen, Hut

unfortunitely, no empirical work has examined this

possibility. Tf one particular racial or. minority groin

t.r, it level t hlf; ('( 1St rust than

(malority or white population, it case for assessment bias

could Possibly be built. Jenson (19R0) reviewel procedures

for testing this hypothesis and the reader should consult the

review for specific recommendations.

Reflection-Impulsivity. Considerable empirical work has

been conducted in this at (see Messer, 197E for a review) .

The assumptic in work in this area its that some individuals

are reflective in response style On certain tests.

CharaCteristicaUy they would ponder alternatives before
..,*

responding. In contrast, impulsive individual: are quick to

respond and may fail to weight all the alternatives. Kagan's

Matching Familiar Figures Test (MFFT) is a common measure of

':his construct. Unfortunately, this is again an area where

virtually nothing is known about its influence in assessment

bias (Jensen, 1980). Jensen (1980) does speculate that

reflectivity is highly related to q.

196
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kdcu ut LX,ACJilluL^ -^ -- -.__

The race of the examiner has often been nroposed as one

TH(11 ';()Mrt of hie; in the asessment process. Indeed, one

plimary ,)roedure that has been suggested. in the spirit of

meet ino nondiscriminatory assessment criteria is to use a
e .

minority uroun examiner to assess the minority child

(Kratochwill, rt al.,19P0). The tactic is not to just use a

minority examiner, but rather one that matches nr closely

approximates the minority status of the child being assessed.

The examiner's race has been hynothesized to be an

important factor in,affecting the minority child's test

nerformance through (1) the possibility that the child's

Perception of the testing situation leads to inappropriate

behaviOrs which are judged by the testor to reflect low

ability, and. (2) the possibility that final scores are biased

by the examiner's expectancies for performance of minority

children resulting from pretest referral irtformatton and

unfamilarity with the examiner's cultural background find

dialect (Meyers et al., 1974, p. 22). In practice, this

concern hasgbeen translated into some specific actions. For

example, Garcia (1972) noted: "Be skeptical about

utilization of standard-diagnostic instruments when used to

identify the learning behaviors and capabilities of

bilinguals. Instead, utilize bilingual clinicians to assist
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in t dnt 1 i rlt ton process" (n. Most r -oforlwridat lore,

of this. sort relate to ind iv idua 1 or ono- to-ono forms of

ter.tini ,0 At involvo !;0m( form of inIori

tol,itiotv;h o.

Ov or t. he ye ars n um e r ohs au t hor s have sLig o cod t t

racial differences may affect the ox i nor-exam in(,',o

Fel ilt tonyht p ( . , t ast , Witt; Ana st FO I ey, 19,19;

Garth, 1 9 7.'2; fielgar.d, 1 9 5 7; Kl inehero , 1 935, 1944; Pett1,11,,wr

1964; Pressy & Tet er, 1619; Riessman, 1962; Strong, 1913) .

Some authors have noted that ethnic differences can create an

"a tmesnhor o Mils;" this shoul d be considered a part of the

domain of t 1)1,1 (0 1.1 a tic; her 1978) . 1 1 a u(i he r (1978)

hot( d th,At t ho very art of testing itself may he unfair to

certain minority individuals because the situation itself
es

'inhibits usual or ,typical perforamnce. It j.s certainly

possible that any bias in assessment could be reduced if the

examiner posSessed a language, value system, cul tural

information, and a familiarity with learning strategies

Similar to those of the client.

The conclusion that the race of 'examiner is a potent

factor in test bias is not at al 1 clear. There are both

methodological and concentual factors that have a bearing on

any conclusions in thisarea. One of the most careful

examinations of empirical research in this area is nresented

. by Jensen (1980) . From research conducted between 1930 and

1977, Jensen classified studies into three main ciltegories of

experimental ,design: (1) inadequate designs, (2) adequate but
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I 11)'():'11 dete 11 ), .)o,1 ( i) ode(itio t .1t111 Ctinit,14't .

0

1 9'1(.1) 'I i ned at dtt!. itt ti, 1 I ot, 1),1

woy :

't'() o,i))(muot e , on expel U(ont on t ))I I ))) t )) I

the race of examiner (P11 (n test scores should meet the

following two minimum rem-rements: (1) at least two

(1,t hut ',1(.11 I ti lei (2) on)I0.1. f

!ts

.1ect ( ) to Fs. The se requirements; obvious .

It there'is only one E of each race, the ,ar -1,1e of

!one is wholly confounded with the other persona;

attributes of each P. Pandomizati,on is nec'ed to rule

out ttfl oossibil ity of on y ;i); ion hi it might

re.ult in a spurious (i.e., noncausal) cote -it ion

between Fs and the part being m.:-4,ured. Any study tUat

does not meet these minimal requirements of 'experimental

design is classified as inadequate. When it is not

clear whether the study meets these reguirement, I have

given it the benefit of the doubt and classifier t

adequate (pp. 596-597) .

Jensen (1980) also determined that an adequate design is

incomplete in the case where subje is are sampled from only
o (-

one racial gropp,and complete 'then Ss are sampled f am twi or

more racial groups. A good desi (nonrepeated measure..' is

presented in Table 5.1. In this design it is time interact'on
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of t ct of int rest .

fla!;06 on these organizational formats, Jensen (19R0) has

L - icd v 1:,t 110 , T.11,1 (' .2) In l mak,,, v.11 Iuu:;
1

con(Huions from ,investiciations within those areas. In the

area of inark.nuit( designs, virtua lly no conclusions can he

made, although about half sunport the hypothesis that black

Ss prform bettor when tested by a black F than when tested

by t white r.

An adequate, but incomplete, design format indicates no

significant effect of race of the E or S's test performance

and one s. ow a significant effect of race of F. In a more

recent study that fits into this concentualiation Terrell,

Terrell, and Taylor (1999) investigated the effects of race

of examiner and type of reinforcement (:):-1 the intelligence

test performance on lower-class 19141(Ck children. The authors

found that children given tangible rewards, regardless of

race of examiner, obtained significantly. higher scores than

did -7hi ldren given no reinforcement or children given

traditional social reinforcement. Moreover, the children

given culturally relevant social reinforcement by a black

examiner obtained significantly higher WISC-12 test scores

than did children given culturally relevant reinforcement by

201.
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Cori ion!;

Nised upon work in this area, Jensen (19:10) rmcliirlt.r1

t h,1t t II, ' 1(l t 1,)1- t ,1r;nrrint Intr h it t hf,

I 1 1 rl,r lip; 1 a

"'. 111 i I1 1 1i11(,) t ort rsitr111 ()1 ',1,11 1,111( ' '("1 v.'111

!Id h1,1< 1)11 Mt' 1 ; r, y (n,

sL.h a conclusion seems nosFible at this of knowlerlq,,,

several conventual issue'(; must he raised in this literature.

To begin with, there arc. Problems with attempts to compare

different studies using a "box s,.ore" approach (Va7din &

Wilson, 107R). it is not Possible to review all the

difficulties with the box score approch here and t1-1,-

interested reader should consult Kazdin and Wilson (1 97R) for

an excellent discussion of these problems in the

Psychotherapy literature. However, some points might he

raised. (Actually,many of the criticism:-, of the box score

anproac also annly to the meta analyses (cf. Smith & Class,

1977) alternatives that are hropood for literature reviews

as well.1 'First, a series'of studies that are

r,
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.1. I

. I I '1, I" fill " 1, i I I it 1 t 1:i

H11,1f,!1,

fyfrl,( f, , 1 r t 01/1") ("-t11 f r 0,r1 11Hr ";.,nt- A

11.1 t ().!(.n ()(i.; tH)i)iii At l(m), !,() 1t icornts tit f ict11 t t <) knrr, ,

whit r u ()1 chi 1dr !-;/),) d he !;) c A1,;f-1 f i((i

(Thtlet, 19/4). For example, Valentine (1q71) found 14

different Afro-/merican subgroups in om urban community and

each htd more or less distinct cul tures. .;,ittler (1974) al s ;)

toted that the label "minority group children" is tynically

used to designate individuals whose values, customs, patterns

of thought language, and interests ore different from the

dr_.,iaant culture in which 1.-hey live Middle, 1967). Included

within such a conceptualization would be grouos including

hlack.:, "-lexicons, Indians, Pucrto Picaas, ,md qarious

subculture white; (Appalachians, forc,ign horn, unskilled
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laborers, and so foKth). The point is that observed effects

c,t ti, r n (

Meyrs et al. (1974) noted that "race of examin.et" may

:ot in and of itself lead to deviant responses by a minority

chiid. Negative responses may be elicited when certain modes

of interaction are initiated (e,g., outright expression of

disappointment) . They note that personal examining style and

the milieu created by a white examiner may be more related to

testing behavior than examiner race per se (e.g., Bucky &

Banta, _172; Yando, Zigler, & Gatesr, 1971).

Finally, it is possible that a box score strategy;

obscures certain developmental patterns that may operate in

this area of research. For example, Epps (1974) noted that

data from various studies,,if this area indicate that the age

of the examinee may mediate the race of examiner effect.

Thus, it is possible that any negative report of examiners of

a different race on black and on white children is strongest

e in the early years. However, in later years the negative

input may decre!ase and the difference can have a facilitating

effect (cf. Katz, Atchison, Epps, & Roberts, 1972). In

testing situations where no whites are present, the belief

that they are competing with whites rather than with other

blacks may have an effec' on a black student's performance

(Epps, Katz, Perty, & Runyou, 1971) . It is possible that

with black examiners, the.implied comparison may enhance

performance. It is also possible that the nature of the
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effect of implied white c..)mparison is mediated by the

i on pr i i i ry t h wi 1 1

r:r:,..),Thility of su,::ss is relatively high, white

examiners have a facilitating effect; when the probility of

success is relatively low, black examiners may have

facilitating effect. While some studies may support this

(e.g., Savage & Bowers, 1972; Watson, 1972), Epps (1974)

notes that this area needs to be clarified. Also, the

relation between t1-1._ task itself and-the race of examiner and

race of comparison effects should be further clarified in

empirical rosr-arch.

Sex_of.Examigor

Issues

Several reviews have focused on the sex of the examiner

and its possible influence in intellectual assessment (e.g.,

Jensen, 1980; Rumenik, Capasso, & Hendrick, 1977; Sattler,

1974). The general concensus from this literature'is that

there are no consistent effects of the sex' of E. 'However,

Jensen (1980) concluded that some evidence suggests that

female Es tend to elicit higher performance than male Es-from

both males and females.

Enp3 (1974) has further noted that there is really

little known about how the sex of E affects the performance

of children or how the E's sex interacts with-the S's sex in

multiracial or'multisocial settings. Research may be limited
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because either investiciati as have involved only male

(1:11. i (,r 1,(t not IV' 71:11 N2/7,01 cr

f

Language

Issues

Language and related factors (e.g., dialect) have often

been examined as they relate to possible bias or

discrimil tinq effects in assessment (Jensen, 1980;

Kratochwill, et al., 198(1). Language was cor.sidered an

important assessment issue as early as 1910, when large

numbers of immigrants came into the United States. In 'order

to make assessment less,disc-iminatory or biased, tests or

test directions have been translated into the "primary" or

"dominant" language of the client. Several tests (e.g.,

WISC, Wechsler, 1949; Illinois Test of Psycholinguistic

Abilities, Kirk, McCarthy, & Kirk, 1971) have been translated

into another language (e.g., Spanish), but the number of such

translations as used in the U, S. is relatively small.

Nevertheless, the tactic of translating tests with the

presumed primary language of the client is one criterion for

nondiscriminatory assessment in PL 94-142.

Based on considerations of what effect the language of

the examiner or of the test itself may have on the

performance of children from a bilingual or non-English

background, Jensen (199P pp. 695-696 ) drew the following
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conclusions:

1. The language of end pxamincr makes a difference'

Japanese) generally obtain higher scores or nonverbal and

performance tests than an English verbal test, oral or

written.,

2. on English language tests of scholastic achievement,

students with foreign language backgrounds usually perform

better on arithmetic than on language items.

3. Generally, Mexican-American individuals score higher

on the Wechsler and Stanford-9inet IO tests when these are

administered in Spanish rather than in English.

4. Generally, the language spoken by the examiner

less difference on performance on nonlanguage tests than on

verbal tests (oral or written).

5. When Spanish, Mexican-Americans are equated with
o

Anglo whites and Orientals on socioeconomic stats, the lower,

performance of the former is greatly reduced.

6. Mexican-American children from bilingual homes where

both Spanishand English are spoken typically perform better

on various standardized tests than children from homes where

Spanish is spoken exclusively.

7. Overall, the language of the test or examiner makes

.
less of a differneCe on performance the longer the child has

attended English language schools. Also, the differ7ences

usually found between verbal and nonverbal tests tlec.ines
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with the increasin- number of years in school.

The asses!-;ment of bilingual children has special

in [nglish to bilingual children is a relatively good

short term predictor, such tests, should not be used for

predictions for special classes when more than one year

placement would be made.

In order to be sensitive to bilingual students, a common

strategy is to translate ,the test or administer it in more

than one language. However, there are several difficulties

that may emerge when this alternative is pursued (Kratochwill

et al., 1983). To begin with, the examiner must first

determine the primary or dominant language of the.child.

This is not straight- forward. The lack of adequate langgage

assessment instruments has often hindered assessment efforts

as well as the implementation of special language prekairams

and identification of eligible students. The major problems

include (1) determination of what language skills and

linguistic structures to describe and (2) the identification

of adequate tools or instruments to measure language

(Silveeman, PusSell, 1976). These authors published

the Orall.anguage.Tests_for_BAlingual_Students in an effort

to address,the policy advanced in thp Bilingual Education Act

of 1914. Silverman et al. (1976) evaluated various language

assessment devices on dimensions of validity, tech icaI

excellehce, and administrative useability. The evaluation



was conducted on commercially available tests, tests under

developnent or undergoing field testing, and tests used for

tests reviL,wod, only a vc-ry -w -)uid be us02-?d for languages

other than Spanish (e.g., MAT-SEA-CAL Oral Proficiency Tests,

1976) . Another problem was that the tests reviewed had a

restricted age/grade range.
/

The concept /of bi'lingualism also ?resents ether

difficulties in a practical area. Some children may use

English in school' and Spanish outside school (home and

'community). Such children may fail to develop a sufficient

mastery of either language (Sattler, 1974) . For example, in

some studies in this area, Spanish has been used either in

test directions only or in the comriete test to administer

standardized intelligence tests to Spanish- speaking children

(e.g., Chandler & Plak6s, 1969; Calvan, 1967; Holland, 1960;

Keston & Jimenez, 1954) . After reviewing these studies,

Sattler (1974) suggested that such procedures are not only

frought with hazards, but that "translations of a test makes

it a hybrid belonging to neither culture" (p. 39).

Furthermore, whether or not bilingualism will constitute a

problem for the child will depend upon the way the two

languages are acquited (Anastasi & Cordova, 1953).. Sattler

(1974) also argued that a child who learns two different

languages (i.e., one at home and another at school) may have

more Problems than the child who learns one language that is
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expressed across all situations.

While the issues surrounding bilingualism are less than

t-r cir,,at-r,r in

coTIola,::!te lanquag- <--isessment and could even he related to

observed speech difficulties (Sattler, 1974). Specifically,
\

it is possible that various patterns of speech developed in

the use of one language can interfere with correctly speaking

aiother (Bebevfall, 1958; Chavez, 1956; Perales, 1965) .

Children may never become proficient in S'peaking,either

language (Holland, 1960), and in the case of ianish-speaking

groups, children may borrow from a limited English vocabulary

to complete exoressions begun in S,panish. They may give

English word; Spanish pronunciations and meanings and they

may have difficulties in pronunciation and enunciation

(Perales, 1965).

In summary, translations of a test may provide a

prDmising alternative to reduce bias in the assessment

process. However, mere translation of the test into the

"primary" language of the child has several conceptual and

metho'iological problems that has not been adequately

addresSed in researc in this area.

c Some minority groups speak English, but there is a

clear dialect difference from standard English. For example,

many black children speak a form of black dialect English

that varies considerably from the standard English spoken by
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many ..white children. 0a-10.and aLl Matuszek (1977) noted that

language biases may be encountered in assessing black

childrfm who manifst e)cments of no :,;tandar-A, dialects.

differe,nt from those m7Inifestt.,d by blE11,1s (and

oth,:?r minorities) , in which language patterns also are

ordered and rule governed (Bartell, Grill, & Bergen, 1973;

Gay & Abrahams, 1973). Dialect differences are not limited

to racial groups. Many whites from certain parts of the

country or various SP.S levels speak with a dialect that

varies from that spoken in the majority white culture. Tin

issue, no matter what the dialect, is whether or not

differences on this dimension influence performance on

standardized tests in a way that will bias decisions.

A point has been made that even if Fnglish is the

primary language, there is considerable variations among

cultural groups in terms of :,7o-,iplex language idioms,

colloquialisms, words and phrases with multiple meanings, and

words and phrases of similar but not. identical meaning within

a language (Garcia, 976). It has also been verified that

even if. English is the primary language, testing procedures

may not equate for differing cultural or subcultural

information learning strategies, and value systems (Alley &

Foster, 1978).

Nevertheless, Jensen (1981) noted that a number of

studies have suggested that black children comprehend

standard English at least as well as their oml nonstandard.

222
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dialect and that their understanding of standard English

occurs at an early age (e.g., Eisenberg, ni!rlin, )ill, &

Sheldon, 19(1; Hall h Turner, 1°71, 1°74; Harmus, 1961; Kraus

t ;1,),

in this Tirea, the empirical literature lor)vides no support

for the effect of diale':t (Jensen, 1980). In an early

study, Crown (1970) studied the effect of language dialect

(black versus standard English) and race of examiner (two

black and two white examiners) on the Wechsler Preschool and

Primary Scale.forIntelligence (WPPSI) . The results showed

no effect of dialect and no interaction with race of examiner

or race of student. Similar result that do not support

dialect effect have been found in a series of studies by Ouay

(1971; 1972, 1974)" on the Stanford-Binet Form L-M. Thus,

results of empirical work in this area do not support the

notion that dialect influences test performance. However,

there is relatively little work in this area.

Bias_in-Test_Scoring

SCoring bias refers to any systematic error that occurs

in deriving the scores from the test (i.e., systematic errors

in scoring). Research in this area has usually found some

halo effect3 on such tests as the Stanford Binet and Wechsler

scales. For example, in the usual procedure in this area,

examiners are givtn expectancies that a child is bright .or
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dull with various ambiguities in various response items. In

some studies where expectations are manipulafed, examiners

tend to over-ate ambiguous responses for high expectancy

Hillex, & Neher, 1q7(; Simon, 19r,9).

There are at least three problems in work in this area

(Jensen, 193(1). First of all, research has generally

produCed effects that are of little or low magnitude.

Second, and perhaps more important, the research has usually

been conducted under more analogue conditions. The

expectancies are contrived and the study is conducted under

laboratory or non-field conditions. Thus, it is not at all

clear that the results would occur under conditions present

where IQ tests are usually administered (e.g., school

settings). Finally, studies demonstrating halo effects have

usually failed to determine test validity is compromised.

Jensen (19'81) notes:

The most telling experimental Paradigm, which has never

been applied, would be to substitute a small number of

ambiguous responses made in authentic test protocols

ranging widely in total score and note the degree of

discrepancy between ratings given to the substituted

ambiguous responses and the ratings given to the S's

actual responses on these items. Based on probability,

it is likely that the halo effect. on the average,

enhances the scoring validity of highly ambiguous
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responses (p. 610).,

Some research has ajso been conducted on the effect of

scoring his as a function (J. race (e.g., Jacobs & DeGraaf,

1

)

(-f-f(--t for ! ry- v

There no significant interaction with race of bject or

race of examiner,' and no interactions :mongthese factors.

There is also some evidence to suggest that examiners

give higher estimates of intelligence for blacks and

Mexican-American children than for White chi ldr,pn with the

same measured IQ (Nalven, Hofmann, & Rierberger, 1969;

Sattler & Kunck, 1976). Jensen (1980) noted that such

results may indicate that some psychologists either accept

the notion that tests underestimE,te the IQ of minorities or

that more eight is given to various ability factors.

Bias_in_Obsetvational_Assessment

Bias in assessment is not limited to standardized

ability measures as usually conceived. Such assessment

procedures as direct observations in naturalistic settings

have also been examined for bias. Indeed, a numbef of

authors have provided reviews of this literature discussing

such factors as interobserver hgfeement, training observers,:

code complexity, and communication among observers (e.g.,

Johnson & Bolstad, 1973; Kazdin, 1977; Kent & Fost6r, 1977;

Wasik & Loven, 1980; Foster & Cone, 1980; Wildman & Erickson,

1977; Haynes & Wilson, 1979).
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One strategy to investigate bias in observational

assessment is to create expectancy instructions regard: ),1

changes in the clients being observed. Tn an early study

t,,, (-1,i r,

elth r r ( r , ) u.pereast, ( roun

treatment. A third group was told that the researchers w, rt

unsure of the effe is of the treatment. The Authors forH

that all groups recorded a decrease in disrupti,lir- behavior

with the treatment, with the largest effect occurring in the

groups of observers who were provided the expectation that

the frequency of the disruptive behavior would decrease.

Although it is possible that this effect exists, this study

has b.-en criticized on methodological ground6 (e.g., JG ,t1SOL1

& Bolstad, 1973; Kent, O'Leary, Diamont &-Dietz, 1974) and

has not been replicated in two attempts (Kent et aj., 1974;

Skindrud, 1972 .

Bias in cbservational assessment has also been studied

by providing observers differential feedback concerning their

conformity to ratings provided by the experimenter (O'Leary,

Kent, & Kantowitz, 1975). In the study, obServers were told

that a decrease was expected in the frequency of occurrence

of two categories of behavior. They were also informed that
a

no change was expected in the frequency of the other

categories. The authors found significant decreases in the

frequency of the categories for which a decrease in frequency

was predicted. Also, no differences were found for the two
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other categories. Thus, differential feedback and prediction

of a decrease led to biased assessment. However, a control

grow) which received no feedback should have been included to

(Vi)dm;J-)

1.h .'onyt

trig Ot tActors that may bids observationcrll a.ssassment.

Sp,:-ific recommendations for obtaining more valid and

d4Ita through observational procedures are presented

in Chapter 7 (no. P09-090).

Eias.Due,to_Timed.vs Untimcd_Testinq

Whether or not a test timed or untimed (speed vs

power tests) has sometimes been postulated as a factor

contributing to bias in testing. 'However, empirical work in

this area has not supported this possible source of bias.

For exEimple, Dubin, Osborn, and Winich (1969) studied the

effect of time limits on the testing of blar.k and white high

school students of low and high SES groups . The authors

found that both whites and blacks obtained higher scores as a

function of practice and an extended time limit. Thus, the

findings indicate that black subjects (and low SES) were not

penalized when given no extra practice for speeded tests.

Although there is no evidence fo bias through time

factors in tests, there is very little work in the area.

Jensen (1980) noted that two types of, speed factors have been
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identified following Spearman's (1927) work in this area.

One, "speed of cognition" refe!n to the speed with which an

individual recalls relevant information for annwering a

(I t ! ii r r; f T-rt r.ri t 1

a ;-,icfer.'nce in ocrtorTing

certain task, a speed factor Jensen (19P(1) has labeled

"personal tc-mno". However, Jensen (19R0) noted that no

evidnce su7)Perts nation that a personal tempo factor (in

cnntrast to cognitive speed) contributes to any meaningful

difference between test scores of various racial and

socioeconomic groups.
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Summary_and_Conclusions

In this chapter we provided an overview of situational bias in

assessment. As noted in the introduction to this chapter, situational

bias and assessment refers to those features that are a part of the

assessment process but have not been specifically considered in terms

of the technical test bias features described in the latter part i the

report. In the chapter we provided an overview of test sophistication.

This area included practice, coaching, test sophistication, and

interaction with race and social class. We noted that generally there

is a paucity of information to suggest that these features bias tests

in any systematic way. Nevertheless, there is need for future research

in this area.

A host of motivational and situational factors in the assessment

process were reviewed in the chapter. These included such things as

motivational components, (e.g., reinforcement and incenti',es),

situational factors, test anxiety, and a number of othE variables

including achievement, motivation, self-esteem, reflectivity, and

impusivity. In this area we were impressed with the lack of empirical

.

information pointing L, any strong influence in mbt9ational and

situ, onal factors. Nevertheless, we must emphasize,that the fact

that studies are not supportive of one particular direction, does not

necessarily mean that these factors can be eliminated as potential

candidates for assessment bias. Indeed, in some areas such as the

reinforcement literature, adequate tests of the motivational components

have really never been tested due to problem's in the way studies have

been conceptualized. It appears that an individual analysis Of

219
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motivational factors could likely yield iMpo tant data regarding the

influence of these factors in test bias. Nevertheless, we must again

p,)int to thy' n,,,d for future research tp further rlucidate different

motivational and situational factors in the test bias literatuce.

In the next area race of examiner was discussed. We conclude, as

have other researchers in this area, that there is insufficient data at

this point to draw firm conclusions regarding a rice of examiner

effect. similar. conclusions can be drawn in terms of sex of examiner

issues.

Another area where situational bias has been examined is in

language considerations. Language has been explored in more detail

than some of the other areas, but again, there are very few studies

that indicate that language is a sole biasing feature when other

variabl ©s are considered. However, at the most straightforward level,

administering a test in English to a child whose language other than

English certainly could be considered bias, in assessment. Yet, when

some language factors are considered, the role of language factors in

assessment bias becomes even more :-omplex. We pointed to some areas of

future researh in this area hoping that some new areas of investigation

could be opened.

Finally, severe other areas of potential bias in assessment were

discussed, including bias in test scoring, observational assessment,

and potential bias due to timed vs. untimed testing. Work in each of

these areas is relatively primative at this time. However, at this

point there, is no cle;EMidence that these factors have resulted in

systematic situational bias in assessment.
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After reviewing the rather exten7,1ve literature in this area, we

have to conclude that it is not a matter of more research in each area,

but raLhcE the specific type of research that needs to he conducted in

the future. Various areas for future research were outlined.
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Chdoter

Outcome Pias

Tau concept of validity as traditionally conceived

focuses almost: exclusively on how well a test measures the

construct or latent trait it nk_ports to measure. The need

for such validation work is obvious. The goal in test

develornent, albeit never reached, is to create a test that

is perfectly correlated with the construct it measures.

Validation efforts, traditionally conceived, focus

exclusively on demonstrating the correlation between the two.

With resoert to bias, the research efforts discussed in

Chapters 4 and 5 have examined the validity of tests to

determine if they are measuring the same construct across

groups and if so, are they equally valid for all.

From an alternative persnective, that concept of

validity which focuses on demonstrating the correlation

between tale test and the construct it purports to measure can

be viewed as narocial. It 'can and has been argued that the

concept of validity should be broadened (Cole, lqRl;

Crgnbach, 199n; Messick, 1975). While studies conceived

within the narocial concept of validity orovides us

information to help explain why an individual performs the

way he/she does on a test (i.e. he/she possesses-the

construct to a certain degree), they tell us practically
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nothing about the valid use of the test. !''lien tests are used

for decision making that results in the selection of

the plannit 1 of treatment for individuals, or

both, it is vital that information be available that provides

the decision-maker(s) the most valid information on which to

base a decision, that is, information that predicts the

desired outcomes with the least amount of inference. When we

add the notion of test use to our concept of validity, by

>ity, we focus on whether or not the outcomes of the

process employing the test are desired. In order to collect

data on the validity of a test under this broadened concept

of validity, one would have to know precisely the desired

outcomes, that is, the nuropse for the test's use.

Consequently, under the broadened conceptualization, there is

no such thing as a valid test; only tests that are to some

degree valid for a purrlose. Likewise, a test can have both

validity and be invalid according td the decision one makes

with it and the desirability of the outcomes of those

decisions. Tn addition, under the broadened concert of

validity, when we want to study bias we are interested in

whether or not the outcomes are the desired .outcomes for all

groups.

When traditional validity approaches use external

criteriavgainst Which to validate tests, thei effort can he

viewed as .an attempt to demonstrate the test's relationship

to criteria in which the. construct is hypothesized to be

',
associated. Predictive validity studies that employ extern. i
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criteria do have a Practical side. to them since the external

criteria employed is often an important criteria to which one

Pre'ii in deision-making. Pnr examnle, validating an

ihtellicr_,rice test, in part, by demonstrating its relationship

to a standardized academic achievement test not only shows

the test is acting. the way it should, given the construct is

measuring, but it also provides information on the

relationship of the test to an important criteria (e.g.,

Baca lernic achivement) such information is useful when making

decisions about special educatirdi Placement. Information on

this relationshin helns us increase the probability of making

a correct decision.

Yet, when we take a closer look at a typical decision of

this sort and focus on the intended outcomes, we see the

large inferences in the interpretation of test data when we

rely solely on information provided by predictive validity
%

studies. Three majorAareas in which we lack information can

be identified.

Predicting_Specifi-c_Outcomes

The first area where there is a paucity of information

involves how much is known about the relationship between the

desired outcomes and the test. For inferences presently made

with tests to be re in size, one needs to clearly

identify all desire ourcomes.and have empirical information

on the relationship of the test to a criterion that best

defines the outcomes. In our example above, if one desired
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out i- to provide an effective interventiou through
41

educational placement, then one needs to gather information

on how well the test predicts the effectiVeness of the

placement (i.e., the desired outcome) with ottectivenes

embodied and defined in a criterion or set of criteria. Tt,

is evident that information from predictive validity studies,

traditionally conceived, provide minimal information on the

use of tests for this purpose. Predictive, validity

informatCon oef7 rrovido the advantage of making predictive

statements regardil. how well the child will perform in the

future on standardPed tests of academic achievement but

provides no information on the test as it relates to the

effectiveness of the Placement.

With respect to the latter, predictive validity

information tells us how well the child will perform without

placement, it does not tell us how well the child will

perform with.placement. If the desired outcome of a

placement decision is to help the child learn more

effectively, then being able to'predict this from a test is

of much importance to the decision maker and within the

purview of a concept of validity, broadly defirrecl..

In addition to the above Problem in predicting to one

criteria(e.q., standardized achievemeht tests) across

different conditions (i.e., with and ,without Placement) is

the Problem of the criteria to which one Predicts.

Certainly, when deciding, on special education placement,

-standardized achievement tests are only one measure of
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academic nerformrincy that can he used. 0th-is such as work

samples, actual learning, and teacher ratings may also be

important to use as A criterien measure. This is'a question

of thy validity ot the ctiteila used un(3 ,uch

only hy d,?terminyd after 'a thoughtful analysis of the purnose

of assessment. Once a criterion .or set of criteria are

decided upon, the validity of the .-Iredictor. measure (e.g.,

intelligence test) needs to be validated across placement and

nonnlaccp.,ent situations to judge the of of the

predictor. Note that in traditional predictive validity

studies the criterion is customarily chosen in keening with

the Purpose of the validation effort, that is, to show the

test Predicts the criteria it is hypothesized to Predict, not

necessarily in accordance with the Purpose of any decision to

he made.

When ones notion of validity includes outcomes, it may

broaden the definition and consequent search for bias in

assessment. The concern for bias under such c'ircum'stances

would entail whelher or not the test is valuable in

predicting enually well the effectiveness of placement across

groups. Once an appropriate criterion or set of criteria

have been identified, a test used to predict the

effectiveness of placement should be demonstrated to be

equally effective for both minority and nonminority children.

Tests_Within_theAssessment.grocess

The second area in which there is a lack information

involves the various forms of data that are considered in
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de,v1!;ioti mal:ing; that (Hider-standing of tho assossmeht

prockss. A; conventionally defined, an assessment process is

thal process of collecting data for decision making (Cancolli

F. Duley, in nross) . Dis,.assions of validity to this point

tiIv(.. focused on the validity of tests. However, tests are

hut ono element of the assessment process. A wealth of data

are 'ust)ally emnloYed to Predict outcomes and to make

decisions. In our example above, the decision to place a

child io a special education class involves, by law, the

of forth of a multidisciplinary team. Each member brings with

h im/he r( levant (and unfortunately irrelevant) data for

predir-ting outcome;. In addition, some of the data are often

subjective and highl.), situation specific. Data can include

fat? sub-iective i7.1pressions of the personality characteristics

o f the soecial education teacher, the student, and the

int6rc_ction of the two, the characteristics of the students

in the class with whom the child may be Placed, the

cc)peration of the parents, with the placement and so forth.

How all thse data it together within the dynamic

process of teaming in making a prediction about the success

o f placement is, oi course, a validity ouestion when one

includes in the concept of validity evidence of the

effectiveness of decisions as judged by dosired outcomes.

Other .Considerations_Within_the.Decision-Makino.Process

The third area in which we have litt , information

involves how considerations other than those drawn from
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psw.hologivAl and dUta art hrought to hags on the

decisions that are made. These considera.ions often are

independent of the Predictions of the effectiveness of

euteomes as dotermined through nsycholoqic.ul mcuurecl Sorry

of these issues evolve out of ethical, moral ,and legal

standards and the value of their use is judged in terms of

social value (Messick, lq75). The societal impact of placing

a disproportionate number of minority students in classes for

trio hand icapned is an example of one such

consideration.

Othor such considerations evolve out: of practical

features of assessment. Whether or not a more valid/less cost

efficient or less valid/more cost efficient assessment

battery. should be used is one example of a practical

consideration. Still other considerations stem from our

concern for the integrity of the decision making process.

These issues often.involve,the decision maker(s)s' concern

for the less thin perfect reliability and validity of the

predictors employed and their yet unidentified biased nature.

Such concerns also bear the potential of impacting On

decisions.

Decisions regarding whether or not to consider these

factors has to evolve out of a clear understanding of the

purpose and desired outcomes of assessment. Their use can

not be determined by scientific inquiry. They are value

judgments basr?d on such concepts as eouality and fairness.

As such, they are not validity questions in a traditional
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impact on whether or not celfain desired outcomes ('ome about

ploo.)rtional renrosentotion) and in that sense are

questions of validity. Thus, they are just as important, if

n0 t t11nurt int , t o undtrst and than are data collected

,from tels and other aspects of the assessment process

discusscd above. The importance of understanding such

considerations lies in the amoral nature of psychological

ansossmont lata. For oxamnle, a technically unbiased test

does net quorintee that its use will not result in socially

undirThIc consienuences. The Guest ion as to what is

socially desirable although based on values should be a

concern 'to all those involved in the assessment Process.

As one can readily see, these considerations could ho

employed to have an impact on the desired outcomes of

decisions as they relate to members of various minority

groups. As identified above, for example, decision makers

may wish to have as an outcome, proportional representation

of minority and nonminoritv children in classes for the

mentally handicanned. Such a consideration would have

nothing to do with improving Predictions that are made

re(jardino the effectivenss of placement but nonetheless may

impact on the decision n t to place certain pAinority students

in such classes.

Selection versus Jntervention

When we turn attention in assessment to the study of

outcomes, the type decisions made with the data need to he
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i(hqit rt ied. f..:Ift le the \palplity of any to!;t

a,:hement pr(wess rnie,t be judged within the context of the

decision to he made there are certain type decisions that

CO) he identified for study. Two such type decisions are

thohe UI It ction and intervention.

The major difference between these two type decisions is

in their purpose. Selection decisions are those that reouire

th:J! decision maker(s) to choose whether or not the individual

as,;, ;hed should he sel,eted. Common tyi , selections that

emp'fly phyholodical data in the process are for the purpose

of employnont and admissions. Both involVe decisions to

include or not to include and the effectiveness of the

decision and antecedent assessment nrocess are determined by

whcither or riot those who are selected are those who the

decision makers want to select. For example, in the area of

employment testing the effectiveness of a decision to select

someone for a lob needs to be judged against what the desired'

outcomes of that decision are. If an employe'r chooses to

select only those aonl icants who have the hest chance of

succeeding on the job, then effectiveness needs to he judged

by how well the battery of nredictors accomplish that goal.

If another employer wishes to choose those most likely to

succeeH within certain defined racial/ethnic grotios so as co

maie.,JPJ1 proportional representation among these various

groups, tin the effectivenss of the decisions and assessment

process needs to be judged against that desired outcome.

Intervention decisiOnS, on the other hand, have a
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sueeessful forms of eat'ru as O consequence of the

decision. The type information desired for int(,rventions
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hefrer choose an intervention and consequently hotter predict

the desired outcome (i.e., effectiSe intervention). All

intervention decisions are proceeded by selection. Although

sel(ntidu decisions are a Prerequisite to intervention

decisions, it is important to maintain the distinction for

two r( First, the information necessary to validate

the decisions are different. When making decisiol.,; regarding

intervention it is necessary to know if the desired outcome

of the intervention can be predicted from the test. In

selection decisions it is only necessary to use tests that

will predict who will or won't succeed without intervention.

Second, the distinction is crucial sinc? different tests can

be valid for making different decisions. A test that is

valid for Predicting future performance on sore criterion may

he of no value in predictjno success of an intervention

desiond from its use. This point is clarified t)y closely

examining the selection and intervention decisions involved

in mal,,inq an educational placement in a class for the

mentally h9ndicapPed.

Somewhat different from employment selection decisions

which focus on a test or assessment Dattery able to predict

future Performance, the selection Process in special
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t ct Pr( t who wi 11 !-;ucc.-(,qi 111,1 will not

fn)ncceed, and, in Addition, tell why those selected didn't

succeed. Consequently because of the diagnostic

requirements, tests must rh-monstrate good construct validity

as well a:; validity in predicting criteria relevant to the

doision maker.

It is at this point that the influence of considerations

other than those derived from test data impact on the

decisions to bring about additional desired outcomes, such Ds

proportional representation. Once the decision is made to

select, then an intervention needs to be decided on. In our

present example this decision usually invOlves placement in a

class for 'the mentally nandicanped. In addition, by law, the

intervention decision must be more specific than just

nlacement and include the snecification of objectives and

instructional strategies to reach the objectiv6s. The

assessment data employed to make such intervention decisions

must give..the decision-maker the ability to predict the

success of the intervention. This test is usually different

from that use or the selection decision. For example,

intelligence tests provide the decision-maker with the

ability to predict to a moderate degree future academic
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e:< )1 !natic)n for why succe::, 15 O isn't pr 5i t How-v

there is no empirical evidence to indicate that employing

data derived from an intelligence test is of value in either

predicting the success of placement in an FMR class or

designing specific intervention strategies. Thus, from a

broadened conception of validity, under such circumstances,

an intelligence test is both valid and invalid; valid in

selection and invalid for making intervention decisions.

The remainder of this chapterfocuses on that literature

which addresses bias in outcomes for each of the two classes

of decisions, selection and intervention.

Selection n>las

The major contribution to the area of selection bias

comes from those who have studied the various models that can

be used in selection that take into account the social value

considerations that we spoke of above. This literature has

mostly addressed decisions in the employment and admissions

area and has been discussed under the headings of fairness in

selection and bias in selection.

Since the models discussed in this literature eminate

from considerations of the abstract concept of fairness as it

relates to the selection of minority and nonminority

applicants, there is no research available to tell us which

model is better than another. There is no model that is more

fair or less fair than another. With respect to the concept

of validity, the various models can either add validity to
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mcylt,ls are nonhiased if they result in the desired outcomes

with regard to group membershio. The choice of the desired

outcome is a value judgment and an issue of fairness; the

issue of whether or not the model yields the outcome is

within the nurvieW of a broadened concert of validity and is

an issue of bias.

Since all the models-are 1- on various notions of

fairness, their evolution is on various philosophies of

fairness. Three Philosophies of fairness in selection

important to our present discussions have been identified by

Hunter Elnd Schni,7t (1'176): Unoualified individualism,

()u,.!! ificd individualism, and quotas.

Unaualified.Individualism. This philosophy maintains that

any predictor variable or Set of predictor variables,

regardless of the nature of the variable, should be used to

predict a criterion if it improves prediction. 'Predictors

may in lude such data as test scores, demographic information

regarding the individual's race, religion or socioeconomic

status; and biological information including sex and

handicapping conditions. The one stipulation is that the

inform,ti-n used must increase Prediction of the desired

outcomes and desired outcomes are only those that relate to

performance on a criterion. So for example, an employer

adopting such a philosophy would design an employment battery

to collect data on all those variables that are going to help
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on tne Th(_-? Practical utility of including Predictors

that add minimally to the Prediction are left to the

discretion of the employer. Group membership only comes /into

play if such membership helps improve the prediction for that

individual. If nredictors function differently in their

relation to the criterion or criteria across various groups,

then the best regression equation for each group is used.

/,
Ind iv iduals who score -on the predictor(s) at a level that

would allow Prediction at a minimally acceptable level on the

criterion are accepted, while those who don't are not. If

only a few anolicarlts can be selected, then the,anolicants

ar sulctd from the ton down from a list ranking the

applicants in terms of their predicted performance without

regard to group membership.

There are several adv6ntapes to such a philosophy. The

most obvious advantage is that it guarantees the selection of

only those who have the best Predicted chance of succeeding

on the criterion. Group membership does not enter into the

de sion once the applicants are ranked, thus avoiding a

situation where one applicant is chosen over another soley

beci!cc=,e of group membership and not merit (as defined by

Performance on the criterion or criteria). It is. argued by

those whoadvocate.such a Philosophy that this gives members

of all grouPF, an equal chance of success that would not be

predicted if snecial advantage was given to one group over
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t(4 if,rence in

LmJnce across :71:710nq those selected, thereby more

closely approximating eau lity in future chances of promotion

or graduation across grourl, and reducing group differences

in failure or frustration.?

The main objection to those who find such a philosohy

troublesome lies in those instances where single-group or

differential validity is considered. Under such

7ircumstances, equally capable individuals from the group for

which there are no valid rredictors, or less valid than

predictors for 'other groups, will have less chance of being

selected. Under extreme conditions where a hattery has

little or no predictive utility for a group whose mean

performance falls below the acceptable cut-off, no members of

that group will be selected even if they are capable.

Conversely, if the mean performance of a group on a battery

that has no predictive utility for the criterion or criteria

o f concern falls above the cut-off'>all members of the group

will be accepted.

Qualified .Individualism. This philosophy is very

siMilar to unqualified individualism except in one major

respect. Those who hold a Philosophy of nualified

individualism advocate the use of the best predictor or set

o f predictors except those that 'specifically identify an

individual's group membership. When there is no systematic

error (i.e., bias) in the predictors, then there would be no
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nc pr. ct. ion tests or

hiiAsed and thorehy predict differently across groups, the

addition of group membershio as a predictor may increase the

test's utility, but would be objectionable to those who hold

this philosophy. The major reason for the objection lies in

the fact that such predictors are viewed as only being

correlates to psychologically meaningful variables. Thus,

tney are considered a "stand-in" for the substantive

psychological differences that exist among people. It is

argued by those who hold a philosophy of qualified

individualism, that a variable such as race is only related

to thc,, criterion or set of criteria in an obscure way... Its

value as an explanation is remote at best and its use

provides an easy vehicle for being lax in the quest for

psycho ogically meaningful predictors.

Since group membership can not enter into the selection

procedure in any way, then no adjustments to a biased test

can be made. Additional predictors can be employed, but if

this is done, it would have to be done for all since grow)

membership can not be identified. This qualification would

also rule out the use of different tests for different groups

because, again, this would regUire treating groups

differently soley as a consequence of a factor (i.e., race)

that has no instrinsic psychological relevance.

The advantages and disadvantles of this approach are

similar to. the philosophy Of unqualified individualism with
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the additional di disadvantage that since cannot use

"stand-in" predictors, there is more of a chance that

assessment batteries will show differential validity across

groups. On the Positive side, the assessment practices

evolving from a philosophy of qualified individualism can

never he criticized for overtly making group membership a

feature of the process.

Quotas. A quota Philosophy is one in which' maximizing

predictive validity is seen as less important than adjusting

cut-off scores to favor one or more groups. Such adjustments
--

would allow a lower predicted criterion score for some groups

and not for others. These adjustments to cut-off scores can

be made for a variety of reasons. The various selection

models designed to reflect this philosophy embrace a variety

of values regarding fairness. All, however, disagree that

selection based solely on predicting the same criteria

cut-off score for all groups is the fairest of procedures.

Two types of selection models have been proposed under
N

the quota philosophy. The first type'argues that since the

ultimate goal of decision making is to choose those who will

succeec, the best way to set the cut-off score on the

criterion is to base it on the potential success rate of

different groups and not on what a validity study predicts

performance will be the criterion measure. Thus, this

type adjusts for what is perceived to be' unfairness when

imperfect tests are employed. The second type quota-
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modc1 thr- le-o of rredited criterion

imnortan, of ha,ing more of one group selected. It is

regarded by its proponents as being fairer in that it

regulates circumstances in a wa7 that is believed to bring

about "social good." In either of the two cases some

applicants are selected that one would predict lower

criterion performance than some applicants who are

registered.

Selection.Models

Several selection models have been proposed that reflect

the various philosophies described above. Those that reflect

the Philosonhies of unqualified indil.;idualism and quotas can

be employed with either biased or unbiased tests. In the_

former, the different Predictive uilities are corrected in

the prediction equations for the various groups for which it

has differential validity. Once accomplished, the same

criterion performance level is used to determine the

differing cut-off points on the predictor test(s) to use for

each group. In the quota models, no adjustments are needed

when biased tests are employed since a defined number of

indiOduals from each group will be selected. Concern is

geared toward tte best ranking within grouns. In the auota

system differing cut-off points ar:: choSen to both accomodate

the bias in the test as well as provide the advantages to

those groups as is deemed fair by the decision-makers. In

most cases, it would be inappropriate to employ biased tests
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WH (4 On(' hhif-: nhiirisonhv of r-Talifie(3 since
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wc)uld it It. 1 OrOt';

The only time it would he anntopr_kate is if

tests that were biased for one group were included with other

tests that were biased for other groups in such a way that

the biases balanced out. Thus, everyone would take all tests

and no one would he identified by group' membership.

In the remainder of this section, those selection models

that have been most widely debated in the literature will he

briefly described. It is not our purpose to provide detailed

infOrmation about each model. For the reader wishing to

employ one of the various models, we refer him/her to the

references cited in this section. Thus, it is our ouroose to

provide an overview of the models and to classify them such

that the reader may 1) become famPAar with the various

models that have been proposed and the philosophies governing

their use, and 2) preview the more prominent modelss.o the

reader may decide on which one(s) he/she may wish to

investigate further.

Enual_Risk.Regression_Model. This model, named by

Jensen "(19RO) , is the simplest models. It employs the

same rearession line in oredictinq criterion Performance for

all groups and the same criterial cut-off score is used for

all groups to determine who gets selected and who doesn't.

Since the same regression line is used, this model is only

employed with unbiased tests. This model of selection is

acceptable to those who hold unqualified and qualified
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(1971), this model first sets the minimum acceptable criteria

performance and then chooses those individuals, based on the

maximum degree of risk of sel,fction error decision makers are

willing to tolerate. This ri-;k factor is the same regardleSs

of group membership. For each individual the best predictor

or set of Predictors is employed. Any test or set of tests

may bein-Sed and different tests for different groups are.

acceptable. Empl,oying- the best oredictor(s) for an

individual, criterion performance is predicted and with the

aid of a normal curve, the applicant's risk of failure is

computed. individuals, regardless of grouo membership, are

selected if their risk is Jess than set as maximally

acceptable. 'his model can used for tests that are biased

in slope, intercept or standard error of estimate, and is

acceptable only to those who hold a philosophy of unqualified

individualism. Since ident:Ties group membership in its

selection of predictors, it is not an acceptable model to the

qualified individualist. Those-who hold a quota philosophy

of fairness likewise find the model unacceptable in that the-

same criterion performance and consequent minimum acceptable

risk are set the same for all individuals regardless of grouP

membership.

Regression .ffodel. This model, proposed by Cleary

(1968), requires that for a test to be used, it must have the

same slope and intercept for all groups: Once employed, the
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nreirted from th,:, tost is tft, q-qp

alnd Fnul Pi sk Regression "odel is that there is no

requirement that the test have equal SE across groups.

As a consequence, the risk of failure can vary across groups

if the SF is different for different groups. This is the

case even though the prediction of criterion performance is

the same across groups as the consequences of the equal

slopes and intercepts. requirement. Since identification of

group membership is not necessary in selection, the model is

appronriate for those who hold a philosophy of either

unqualified or qualified individualism. The use of the same

criteron cut-off, regardless of group membership, denies its

acceptability for those who hold a quota philosophy.

Multiple Reg,:ession_ Model. Proposed by McNemar (1975,

1976), this model is most closely aligned with a philosophy

of unqualified individualism. From the view point of

unqualified individualism, it is the most statistically

sophisticated and appealing of all models proposed to date

(Jensen,-198(1). The purpose of the model is to make us, of

AP

the best possible set of predictors in the selection process.

Group membership is used to statistically adjust for bias in

predicting the criterion when systematic error is evidenced'

in the prediction. Consequently, it does not fulfill the

requirdments of qualified individualism.

Once the best predictions are made, the user of this

model maximizes the average leVel of performance of the
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selectees by ranking them in order of nredict.ed nerformance

Ifl v 1

selected, This is done without consideration of groun

member.shit and is consequently not an acceptable model for

those who hold a quota philosophy

Proportional :Representation,Model. Simply stated, this

model holds as a requirement that the proportion of selectees

defined by a criterion, such as race, be set equal to some

preestablished proportion such as that represented in the

United States Population. Individuals are ranked within each

group and the number of individuals chosen from each group is

accomplished by selecting from the top down. This model,

therefore, employs different test cutoff scores for different

groups wish consenuent differences in predicted criterion

performance across groups. As such, it can he classed as a

quota model and is unacceptable to those who hold

philosophies of unqualified or qualified individualism.

Culture- Modified .Criterion -Model. This model, 'Proposed

bl. Darlington (1971) , explicitly identifies the decrease in

minimally predicted criterion performance that

decision-makers are willing to accept when selecting minority

individuals. This is, in practice, accomplished by reducing

the prediction of the criterion score of the nonminority

group members to equate them with the predicted score of the

minority group members. Such a practice, then, builds a

desired "bias" into the test by changing the intercent by a
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Predetermined constant. deorcr- of is built into the

,

performance wpv_- ,)redict a greater probability of failure

than others are rejected. Ely using this model, the

decision maker is forced to make. explicit in the selection

formula all considerations regardless of whether or riot the

considerations were to redress past injustices or to

comnsate for nerceived biases in assessment practices yet

to be identified. When employing biased tests, differences

in cut-off scores would not only account for differences when

i-ins for bias but also adjust for "other"

considerations. The results of employing this model

satisfies a quota philosophy since it accepts different

levels of or(2dicted Performance across groups. For the same

reason, it is unacceptable to those holding unqualified or

qualified individualism in philosophies.

Constant-Ratio_Model. Proposed by Thorndike (1971),

thiS model argues that when the mean difference between group

scores on the predictor test(s) are greater than the mean

difference betweer) group scores on the criterion test

unfairness occurs. Since the correlation between the test

and the criterion is imperfect, there is the possibility that

the above will occur. When it does, the cut-off point used

for the predictor test may exclude from selection some of the

low scoring group who would be expected to_ pass if previous

group performance on the criterion were used to predict
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future performance. As a consequence, Thorndike suggests that

-I' ' r)r,r1 ,ir)Or y

,!/(

thit succo,.?d on the criteri-n if giv n a chance. For

examelc, if 30 nercent of the minority group membrs and no

percent of the majority group members succeed on the

criterion, then the cut-off score on the predictor test

should be set so 30 percent of the minority group members and

40 percent of the nonminority qroun members are selected.

Since this model varies the acceptable criterion level across

grouns, it is a quota model. Yet, it differs from those

quota models mentioned above in that the adjustments are made

as a consequence of notential unfairness due to imperfect

predictors, not based on ethical or moral values concerning

the Ultimate "good" of the selection process.

Conditional Probability_Model. Similar to Thorndke's

model, this model, described by Cole (1973) is a quota model

based on a belief in fairness stemming from problems evolving

out of the use of imperfect tests. Cole (1973) argues that

there should be the same probability of selecting minority

and nonminority group members as defined by each group's

probability of achieving satisfactorily on the criterion. As

the namt: implies, it differs from Thorndike's model in its

use of conditional probabilities rather than constant ratios.

However, its intent is the same.

Equal_Probability.Model. This model, proposed by Linn

(1973) and named by Petersen and Novick (197) is a quota
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dsigned to ecivate chances of success across grouns.

I

This r-c!oires that the A-edictor test cut-off snores be set

so that the same pronortion of minority group members will be

selected who are predicted to succeed as nonminority group

members. Under circumstances where there is a large

discrenency between the means of the minority and nonminority

groups on the nredictor test with the minority mean below the

nonminority mean and a high-cut off on the criterion, it

would be necessary under this model to deny selection of some

of the best nonminority applicants so that the proper

proportions can be maintained.

Probability_Weighted_Model. This model was first'

described by Rerieter (1975) and gives everyone some chance

of being selected. However, the probability of their test

being selected is defined by their Probability of success as

indicated on the predictor test. Under all of the other

models discussed, there is a Proportion of indiv-iduals whose

performance would not allow them to be considered for

selection. Rerieter argues that because of the imperfect

nature of tests e-en low scoring individuals have some chance

of succeeding. Consequently, those individuals also. should

be considered, regardless of how small the chances are for

selection. Making use of the cut-off score r\ the nredicted

score, and the SE , one can calculate the Percent chance an

individual has of succeeding. If,one individual has one
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!,ere eot ehane of snc.ceeding rind another Pete en , t hen t

latter individual should be giv,en 5(1 times greater chance

of being selected than the former individual . The

P t ( ) ! h i 1 i ty 'ee io ht d ,Tuot:1 ne i nr-r j t seieef

from each uroun a pronortion th71t equaln the Proportion that

would exceed the criterion cut-o'f" (Jensen, 192P, n.4(17).

In tnat sense it is similar to the Constant Patio Yodel.

However, while the Constant Patio Yodel selects persons

it in grouns to maximize the criterion Performance of thee;e

selected, the random selection procedure of the Probability

We ohted vode, does not result in such maximization. Instead

it allows for some who he': a.lower chance of succe'ding on

the criterion to he selected.

Expected Utilitios.Yodel. The apolications of this

model, first Proposed for decision making in economics by von

Houmann and Yornenstern (1944) and again by Wald (19';9), has

recently been explicated for use as a selection model by

Gross and flu (1975), Petersen (1975), and Petersen and Novick

(1976). This model is highly recommended by its proponents

since it can be adopted by all decision makers, regardless of

their fairness philosophy. The model forces the decision

makers to decide exPlicitly what considerations, if any, they

wish to include in the process. Then, weights are given to

the desirability or utility of the various possible outcomes

in such a- way as to maximize the utility of the selections

made. When we consider the fact that we are Predicting

per on a criterion with less tham perfect tests
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t nrr( -t dltd w(, ,1:1

view the outcomes of decisions mad with these tests as one

of four tyoes. Those include situations where an individual

in(? 1).r 1T1!-; nr dict <1 (true positive);

(2) ected and does not Perform Predicted (false

poitive); () not ,elected. and would have Performed as

oricted (true negative) ; and (4) not selected and would not

nay, performed As predicted (false negative) . If each of

ti ,11 s is diver) a weight, then the outcomes that are

desir,.d for each group testd he decided beforehand and a

formal -1 constructel to me. c En Weights can be

Assigned to the deli rah v i _Iv of each of these

outcome; and a srilectio- fol ,.;tt-L-ted that would

manipulate the nrobahili-i, ti-i each type. For

example, if one wishes to .:e a quota t: maintain

proportional representation G' 1 nr Ity and nonminority

individuals, one can do so varying the weights assigned to

the outcomes across groups. if proportional representation

is Th-,f;- -hen one may wish to give added weight to the

outcome .,electing minority individuals for whom one may

not predict success but may succeed given the chInce. Ry

manipulating this number, proportional represAtation can be

assured.

As mentioned above, all philosophies of fairness can he

satisfied through using this model. Tn addition, all models

discussed in this section can be viewed as a derivative of

this model since all require, either implicitly or
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As so s!;rn en t- PIa

Tn nual itiod ,c)d

unqualified individualism the utilities across groups are the

same. Each of the quota models varies'utility across grouns

to effert- fairness . For example, the Constant Patio Model,

when conceived from the above perspective, requires that the

sum of the true nositiee and false positive expected

utilities divided by the sum of the true positive and false

positive expected utilities be the same across groups. The

ox0octe(1 utilities are the assigned weights or utilities for

each outcome multipled by the conditional probabilites of

each. outcome summed over all annlicants. Likewise, the

Conditional Probability Model, when stated in terms. of the

Expected Utilities model, requires that the expected

utilities of the true positive divided by the sum of the true

positive and false negative exnected utilities be the same

across groups.

Fairness.or.rlias. When writing about the various models

and their use in the selection process, some authors have

rferred to it as an issue of bias while others have referred

to it as an issue of fairness. For our present purpose, we

employ the use of both terms in differentiating between the

two. In our review we have notPd that bias can be equated

with the concept of Validity when validity is conceived in

its broadest sense. We also implied that there are two

classes of validity, construct validity and outcome validity,

and consequently two forms of; bias, construct bias and

outcome bias. Outcome validity is that type validity which
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provi; infolmation on the utility of a test in nredictin,1

desired outcomes. Outcome bias, then, relates to tests that

predict desired outcomes differently across groups. The

choir of selection models briefly described above is not an

issue of validity. The model chosen for use in any selection

process is based on one's philosOphy of fairness. There is

no one nhilosonhy that is more valid' than another. However,

whether or not the model when implemented results in the

deire outcome (e.o., prvortional representation) is an

issue of outcome validity. If, when implemented, a

systematic error results, then the use of the model is

biased. From this perspective a fair model may he biased in

the sense, and only in the sense, that its implementation

does not yield the outcomes as predicted from the model.

Empirical _Studies.in Selection Bias. A few studies have

been conducted that qualify under our present

conceptualization of bias in selection since they focus on

the validity of the test with respect to selection outcomes

as ()noosed to t11,.? validity of the test in demonstrating it to

be an effective measure of a construct. As mentioned

previously, external criteria used in many Predictive

validity studies are chosen to demonstrate that the test, or

a measure of a construct, is acting as the construct it is

supposed to measure. While these studies provide the

decision maker some information relevant to the situation in

which they intend to use the test, the possibility exists

that in certain situations the validity of the criteria falls
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deeiion making. excention to this

general rule lies in the employment testing literature. In.

this literature criterion-related validity researchers often

choose criteria whose face validity is quite high for

decision making. However, even in this literature concern

has been raised that the general use of cognitive abilities

tests to oredict job performance may he requiring inferences

that invalidate their carte blanche use across employment

sett ings. Specifically, concern has been voiced that the

predictive validity information on certain type cognitive

abilities tests in Predicting certain types of job

performance does not warrant the generalized use of all

cognitive abilities for tests for all job functioning. It

may be that the validity of a test is situationally specific.

Chiselli (196(3), after observing considerable variability in

validity coefficients across studies, noted this concern.

Schmidt, Hunter, and Urry ('1976) examined this possibility

and noted that tests that 'show validity as offered in one

situation anneared to be invalid in up to 50 percent of the

studies employing its use in predicting job performance in

other situations. rJwever, a recent series of studies have

found this invalidity to he a statistical artifact mainly

resulting from sampling error, differences across studies in

test and criterion reliability, and differences in range

restrictions (Callender & Osburn, 1989; Lilienthal &

Pearlman, in press; Pearlman et al., 1980: Schmidt,

Gast- Posenherg & Hunter, 198c1; Schmidt & Hunter, 1977;
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";(.11.111dt, Hunter h Coplan, 1981). In another study conducted

by Schmidt, Hunter and Pearlman (1981) , the use of tests that

measure various cognitive abilities were found valid in

predicting job performance across a family of five different

elelical oositions. Similar findings are reported by Hunter

(1980) who showed that _across 500 cri ter ion - related validity

studios employing a variety of criterion measures puported to

he valid across a variety of jobs, the validities of a

composite of verbal and ouantitative ability nteasures in

preioting class of jobs grouped according to their

complexity of infortlation - processing requirements, ranged

from .23 to .56. Hunter (1980) concludes that there aoocrir-

to be validity in using these t:;: cognitive tests in

predicting job pprformanc- ,ven for the lowest jobs.

As a result of th, stuc:ies renor",_iug on the

generalizahilitv of 3 variety of cognitive ability measures

for a variety of job families, Schmidt and Hunter (1981)

conclude that, with respect to employment testi.,g "our

evidence shows that the validity of the ccgnitive tests

studied is neither -,pecific to situations nor speci.Ac to

jobs" 11V, Another conclusion that can be 6:awn from

these studies Is tnat sine they are unbias_' in predicting

job nerirr-rlance across groups in tao,7: s4-u1 ies, there should

be no re. -son to questi.n their unbiased nature when the tests

are employed in a general way across situations and jobs.

In the application of tests for making educational

decisions regarding special education diagncsis and
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nt , tih ..al id i t y t, not h it d i f f 4,1 t,rit

f()1 makin,1 stieh deciions art valid,:t,qi to

dr'Tenstrate th.?ir utility in measuring a construct. External

criteria used to validate to tests, for example, are chosen

1.t1 it i th' MI of th,-1 asure of

intelligence. Similarly, when the same external criteria are

used to determine if bias exists, the question addressed

relates to whether or not the test is differently valid in

the measurement of the construct across groups.

Fxtrnal criteria employed to validate TO tests

(usuilly 1
stand,,irdized measure of academic achievement) are

related to a desired outcome of the selection phase of the

decision making nrocess (i.e., choosing those who will not

perform without intervention). From this it is inferred that

the predictive validity studies so offered provide validity

for the use of the test in decision making. Similarly, with

respect to bias, the assumption is made that if they are

unbiased in measuring the construct, they are unbiased when

they are used in decision making. However, whether or not an

IQ test predicts if a chiid will or will not be able to

perform with or without intervention equally well across

situations for culturally different children is a question

yet to he answered. Indeed there are those that would argue

that not only has the question not, been answered, but neither

has the more basic Question: "How well does an intelligence

test predict that culturally different children will not

perform differently if they are not selected for placement?"
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1t (It ()lit tiy tta,at the (11/,'!;t: iaan Won] d heave to he

Hy II!,111'1 1 1 t 11 1,1 11101-1' 'V.111t 10 t h(". dt,C i !; i011

!T1,1k111,1 proc!--;!-; than scot i.e; on standardized tests of academic

achievement. Only a handful of studies are reported in the

1 tt,t,Itair t 11.11 111n, tIai r . )t1 h ,-;t 11,1 y

c'oticittd.t( 1)y Goldman and Partin (1976), was given an

inordinate :mount of weight in Judge Peckham's decision in

the Larry P. case (see Chapter 8) for the very reason that

the criteria to which it Predicted was judged more closely

related to that reduired for making HP placement decisions

than standardized tests of intelligence. This study produced

quite different results than those reported in Chapter

under "Fxternl Construct Bias". Most evidence that examined

IO tests for differential validity in predicting academic

achievement across races found no such evidence. In the

Goldman and Hartig (1976) study, the authors employed a

criterion measure of achievement grade point average (CPA)

that included, among other school subjects, grades in music,

health, art, and Physical education. Correlations between

the WISC Full-Scale and IO and GPA were .25(p<.01) for white

children, .12 (r)<.e) for Mexican-American children, and .14

(p<.q1) for black children.

The correlation for whites is substantially lower than

those reported in other studies, and the substantially lower

correlations for minority children suggests that 10 tests may

be invalid for use with other than nonminority populations in

Pre achievement (as differentiated from
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ac adem to Jett evellent) . The coldman and Hart ( 1976) study,

liewevel , has several set i hodol c )1 flaws. Vi ,

(IPA for blacks and Mexican - Americans showed considerable

restriction of range. Second, grottos were combined across

e7sgmed to reflect a common standard used in

driging. Consequently one must he concerned with the

he of the data collected on the criterion.

In another study of the relationship of the WISC-R

factor scores to a 10-item teacher rating' of academic

performance, Peschly and Peschly (1979) obtained results more

comparable to external construct has studies employing

standardized achievement tests than those found in the

Coldmn and Hartio (19 76) stud.y. In the Peschly and Peschly

stu-iy, the correlation between the Verbal Comprehension

factor of the NTSC-P and teacher ratings were .30, .46, and

. 32 for whites, blacks, and Mexican-American students,

respectively. The correlations between the Perceptual

Organization factor of the WISC-P and teacher ratings were

. 22, .26, .27 for whites, blacks, and Mexican-Americans,

respectively. The magnitude of the relationships were not as

high as those relating T0 to standardized tests of academic

ip-hievmnt but they are similar in that they do not differ

across groups. These relationships did not hold for Native

American Papago students.

Using similar GPA criteria to that employed by Goldman

and Hartiq (1976) and teacher ratings of competence,

sociability and social conformity, Mercer (reported in
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, 1g7e) reports consistently higher correlations

bet 'eon 11) scores ood GrA for whites than for blacKs and

Yoxicon-Amoricom; And from .26 to .28 for blacks. However,

correlations between the GPA and teacher ratings and the

Vorhal Scale of the W1 S(' were higher than the criterion

measures and the Performance Scale of the WISC.

The results of the mercer study as well as those of

Goldman and Hartig.are suggestive at best. No comparisons

between the validity coefficients were reported 0 either

study so it is impossible to determine if the reported

difforc000!-; are statistically significant. Mditionally, the

correlations between the WIC and GP/ are of different

magnitude (the !.lercer correlations anpearing somewhat higher)

suggesting possible differences in the criterion measures

used. When comparing the teacher rating studies of ercer

and Peschly and Peschly, the findings appear to he similar

with no consistent differences appearing between grouns.

Surely, the paucity of research in this area leaves us

wanting.

The question has been raised in the literature regarding

the legitimacy of using school achievement as a criterion

measure as opnosed to a me ure of academic. achievement

(Reynolds, 19P2). Hopefully, the conceptualization of the

various issues Presented here, provides an alternative way of

viewing this problem. When one is using an IQ test to

measure intelligence, then certainly a measure of academic

achievementr is best employed since one would predict that the
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;100 int (.11 igent chi 1,1 5; , t he more t h.; ; child will itch i eve

.1 ea v rem t h .1)..(t ivy, 1 he u5.;;. of

m; 5,1s tire of oc I ;lc h i ov omen t th t inc 1 lidos achievement in

music uld physical education, contaminates the purity of the

t 1 i(`1 '11, gre. intell ti,-;1 o ,ire not

for diagnosis alone. They are also used for making placement

decision-; and sometimes for helping to design specific

interventions. With respect to the former, the purist may

argue that the nlacment is automatic once the classification

1, made. In practice that may not always be the case.

Indeed, our personal observations suggest that often just the

onposite is true, esnecially in cases where the diagnosis is

unclear. That is to say, decision makers may first decide if

the placement will benefit the child and then decide,

according to their. Placement decision, whether or not to

diagnose the child f,egal requirements in some states

mandating proportional representation also influencesthe

diagnosis-placement decisions. Whether or not a district has

mt:t their quota of one group of children in PIR classes may

also influence diagnosis.

"any other examples can be cited where the Proverbial

tail wags the dog. This dilemma is fed by th? continuing

requirement that diagnosis be a prerequisite to Placement, a

requireMent with which schools sometimes find difficult to

adopt especially aiven its unimportance in meeting their .

major puroose, helping the child learn better. The point is,

that the r_lcision to olaCe a child is more complicated than
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t d het . do4 i mo ,

t ) 111,1P,- I (1).(' i0)11 ,I!; t n(,r or not .1 i Id 10 0(.1,1 ()f

help, wnat intorm,,1 iun '.nould they have mn !limuld it

he ()rm It i on on nrc-ci (71: i Int T7c. nor fo rma 11( 011

::tandirized achievement test , CPA, teacher ratings or some

(Anet criteri0:' :A)01d w- '11(.11

decisimns ind only ere-lc-ern ourselves w t Ii ma i nq pronor

diagnosis? These questions can only he answered by those

having to make the docisicH after a critical analysis of the

whole ;)urpose of assissment 1.ctivitices.

I (II ( C.);1

T11 mijor ournose for employing tests in selection is to

answer a question regarding an individual's future

performance as nredicted from the test. The use of tests for

making intervention decisions, on the other hand, toches on

pre(licting an effective intervention from the tes-

data gathered for selection decisions can tell us ther or

not a child needs help, it is data gathered for intervention

decisions that aid in identifying how to provide help. With

resnect to bias, a similar distinction can he made.

Selection bias is bias that occurs when employing tests that

result in systematic error in the identification of children

across groups who need help while intervention bias involves

systematic error in nredicting successful interventions

across groups. ::;o, for example, placement intervention

(e.g., special education Placement) that is effective for one

group and not for another would -he considered intervention
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. i t f r 1>111 WI I ill n t II,' (011(..'1,1.1I I I Y.1 I ion o I

val plity In entc()!II,. inter t on Wo t11,1 th,lt wh

(went 111 If h,1 !:t I f' V.11 Id

IH pr dicting sncoessful intervent.on ler one group and less;

Val id or i nv a 1 id in pr ed ic t i n(1 this dysi red outcome for.

sl I I

A;; t on..,d earlier in this chant , data employed

decision-mak 1 tig can come f rem a variety of sources; . Data can

be generated from test-and nontest - ha sod -1-;nessment

strategies. The assessment procedures that generate both

te!;t- nn.1 nni,.!,t-hased data have in ((.)mmon the fact that

they ,Irk plann,d `yo- can di st indui sh the data generated from

these pl onned procedures from data that are empl oyed in

decision making but not -.planned. Data derived from clinical

impref;si ons , the nature of the referral Problem, and

natural I y ecru r r i nil oh .teri stics such as race, sex and

socio- economic status ampl es of wh it we are present] y

identifying unplanned. While data drawn from clinical

impressions can he Planned in the sense ' at they are

consc iousl y der ived from ei ther test-or nontest procedures ,

th,2y aro unplanned in that they are inferred from assessment

strateq i es des igned for other purposes. The common feature

of al l anned data that they are impressionistic.

I nter vc_.nt ion ,t3ias Wi th .P lanned .Data One of the most

intrusive interventions that commonly occur in schools is

placement in self- contained special education classes.

Subsequent to such an intervention a chile] is assessed by
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oV 1',0 liftr( 1 . ' '11 Info010'; ft,

t i I f if .fc, if tit I It fol I ,

I t. f 1 )11 I ) ,14 1) 0 1 f

intelvention, thn t. i 1 ' ; 'IA .'11! 0i 0 y!.II 1 0 (IV 0

plament Mould he able to !)redict that the child would

,nt t h Ili f t ,),1` .

,III 11iI't I (,11 ..;11,1,"; t h 1I t h t 14'114't it 5;(It1)1.

In the (.,1(' of special education placement, this

assumption h-en questioned. A r( view of the empirical

litet 11'1' on homgneous (trouping for instructional nurnoses

.1, t ' ), I I !; ;'iii loin (!; 1 (1 7 ) 10,1 t ho

(11).s:A i 111 the value of ,.;)ecial edw-at i on as pi-(.'S$.11t1 y

conc-ive(l form of intervention hAs been an ongoing topic

of disc.ussion (see Hobbs, 1975). When intelligence test data

am employol, for example, to surmort placement in a class

for the mentally handicapped, inferenc,.,s are being drawn from

that dAta for which there is no outcome validity evidence.

Since' intelligence tests do correlate with academic

aehiwicment there is some outcome validity evidence to infer

that the child needs help, but to take it one step further

and that from the use of the test one can predict the

child will he better off if he/she is placed, has no support

in th. eripirical litc,rature.

Given sunh a circumstance the issue of outcome bias with

respect to placement becomes a moot point. In order to show

that tests are biased with respect to makino placement

decisions, one needs to show that there is differential
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ineffectual for all groups.

In liddition to Placement decisions, other forms of

intervention for children experiencing learning and

adjustm(-nt problems in school are typically recommended based.

on both test-and nontest-based data. As discussed in Chapter

2, the assessa it strategies employed in such circumstances,

as well as the subsequent intervention recommended, are

largely influenced by tne assessors beliefs regarding the

nature of the problem. Ouay (1973) identifies three

conceptu711 models that influence an assessor's views of the

eluchtionallly handicapped child. The first involves a

blief that the exceptional child suffers from a dysfunction

in either their cognitive, perceptual, or motor processing

canabilities. This Process dysfunction view further holes

that the dysfunctional processes are unremediable. Such a

view results in intervention recommendations that attempt to

bypass or compensate for the "damaged" Process or processes.

The second viewpoint, the experiential .defect. view,

involves a belief that the problems in processing ,denced

in the child are the r nsequence of defects in the child's

experiences that have left him/her with the present

dysfunction. remedial recommendations drawn from such a

viewpoint center around efforts to directly intervene' where

defects exist to remedy the c'fects of deficient,axperience..
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instruction. This third viewpoint, the experience_deficit

view, leads to assessment and consequent interventions that

d irectly address the skill deficit evidenced in the child.

Consistent with these viewpoints have been a variety of

assessment-intervention_models proposed in the literature.

Those who hold the first two viewpoints in which the. Problem

is believed to be a problem in precessing, have proposed a

variety of diagnostic- prescriptive models to help children.

The assessment techniques employed in these models, such as.

the 1TPA, nre designed 'to measure defective or dysfunctional

processes. Those who hold the experience deficit viewpoint

hove- Proposed what Ysseldyke and Salvia (1974) refer to as

the task-ana]yti::: or skills training anoroach. These

approaches usually employ assessment techniques such as

d irect observation or
criterion-referenced tests to measure

specific deficit skills.

Ysseldy. and Mirlcin R2) identify a variety of

d iagnostic-prescriptive models that have been proposed to

deal with a myriad of inferred processing Problems. These

include models designed to addres vision problems (Pernetta,

192; Coleman, 196P; Coleman si flawson, 1959; _bard, Houghton

& Thomas, 1972; Ewalt, ]9E2; Forrest, 1968; Getman, 1962,

1966a, 191i6b, 1972; Cetz, )973; Could, 1962; Greenspan, 1973;

''alliwell & Solan, 1972; Kane, 1972; Kirshner, 1967; Mullins,
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MiHakeff, 1972) , problems in perceptual motor dysfunctiohiru;

(1q-una, 1969; Parsch, 1965, 1067, 1°66; Behrmann,71970;

Dunsinq & Kephart, 1965; Early & Sharpe, 1971 ; Frostia, 1967,

1972; Prostia & Horne, 1964; Forstin, Lefever & Whittlesey,

1961; Johnson & Myklebust, 1967; Kephart, 19641, 1964, 1971,

Magdol, 1071; Marten & Harmon, 1962; Roach & Kenhart, 1966;

Smith, 1969; Sutphin, 1964; Van Wetsen, 1967) , sensory,

integration prob)ems (Ayres, 1972), modality nroblems

(doHirsch, Jansky & Langford, 1966; Lerner, 1971; Johnson &

Myklebust, 1967; Wopman, 1957) , and Problems in rhythm and

body bal.nce (Pico, 1962) .

Program 1,:_intified by Ysseldyke and Mirkin (1992)

designed to represent a task analytic or skills-training

approach include directive teaching (Stephens, 19-K), direct

instruction (Carmine & Silbert, 1979), DTSTAR (Becker &

Fhlelmann, 1979), data-based instruction (Deno, 197 ?; Fox,

Kaner, Paolucci, Perlman & McKenzie, 1973), data-based

program modification (Deno & Merkin, 1977), excentional

tcfa(Thi..a (White, Haring, 1975) , individual instruction

(Petre-, 1972), nrc'cision teaching (Lindsioy, 1964, 1971), and

F-.2sp_,Nsive teaching (Hal) & Copeland, 1971). In addition to

these general interventio: models, the.behavior therapy

literature is robust with additions' skills-training

approaches. While the above models are general models
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(e.g., reinforcement), arc nroblem snecific. While

diagnostic-prescriptive models focus on efforts to remediate

processes, the task-analytic or skills training models focus

on their adherence to "sequential, systematic, intensive,

individualized or small group instruction on skills that are

directly related to the academic and social requirements of

the school program" (Ysseldyke & Mirkin, 1982, .398).

Empirical literature on the outcome validity of the

assessment approaches employed in the diagnostic prescriptive

and ski,is training,models is revealing. In reviewing the

literature on diagnostic-prescriptive
models, Ysseldyke

(1973) *describes three common research methodologies that

have been employed: 01 descriptive, (2) gain-score, and (3)

aptitude-treatment
interaction (ATI) . The first,

descriptive, attempts to establish a relation between the

ability or Process and academic achievement. Such

information lends towards the validity of the construct and

selection validity of these tests. With respect to this

descriptive research, Ysseldyke Ind Mirkin (1982) conclude

that "in spite of numerous textbook claims for the

relationhip between
performance on measures of specific

abilities and on measures-of academic achievement, extensive

reviews of the research indicate little empirical evidence

for such claims" (p. 401).
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fl,fin- -pro rc,oarch that attempts to bow gains in

v I es little or no p,-'it

a variety of pr irams examined. Most heavily researcher' are

psycholinguistic and nerceptual-motor training Programs.

Unfortunately, research in this area is characterized by

serious methedlogical flaws. Failure to consider the

Hawthorne effect, regression effects, linearity across

different levels, and lack. of reliability in the measures

employed in the assessment of both ability and achievement

make interpreting this literature extremely difficult

(Ysseldyke, 1973) . Evidence from the methodologically sound

gain-score st 'ies provides little suonort for the validity

of those interventions.

ATI research employs a sound methdology for examining

the effects of intervention program with efforts to identify

the differential effect of instructional treatments with

children who differ on certain abilities. The goal of the

research in this area is to show that individual differences

(e.g., intelligence ) are important- to consider when

designing instructional programs So, for example, an

interaction between the various levels of an attribute across

individuals and the treatments employed would lend evidence

for prescribing different 'Treatments to those who differ in

the attribute. Research evidence in search of ATTs have met

with little success. In a' review Of 90 /DTI studies, Bracht

(1970) found B5 of them to produce no predicted 'interactions
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It can be c,ncluded from the abundance of evidence

available to date that there is empirical support for

predicting effective interventions prom the Process tests

commonly employed in special education decision making. With

resnect to interventon bias, then, we again find ourselves :n

the position of suggesting that there is no evidence of

intervention bias with diagnostic-prescriPti7 approaches for

the simple reason that there is no sunoort fo\ their validity

with any Troup.

The literature on skills training approaches have been

more successful in demonstrating the effectiveness of

interventions. Conseguently there is a literature that lends

outcome validity evidence for the use of the assessment

strAegies employed in these aoproaches. Consistent with the

experiential deficit view of educational exceptionality,

'these assessment aporoaches are direct in that they focus on

the measurement of behaviors that are directly related to the

presenting problem. This-i3 in contrast to the behaviors

measured in the diganostic-prescriptive approaches that are

nf,rred to he indirectly related to the presenting problem.

So, for example, if the presenting problem is poor reading

achievement, the skills training approaches focus on

behaviors that are functionally related to reading while
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di gnosticsnritItivo anornaches focuses on the measurement

The most ;uccesful c)f. the .skills training aupre

have hec,n those that employ continuous measurement of the

targeted criterion behavior. Given the tentative nature of

our understanding of the assessment- intervention Process it

is rather Presumptuous to assume that a single measure taken

before the establishment of an intervention can provide the

information necessary to plan and implement an effective

intervention (Deco, Mirkin & Shinn, 197R). The continuous

collection of data allows for continuous refinement in the

intervention program and consequently more effective learning

(Van Fl ten & Vin Flten, 1976).

Programs employing direct and continuous measurement of

performance and the use of these data to make corrections in

subsequent programs have considerable empirical simport

(Ysseldyke & Mirkin, 1982). The major intervention component

in these programs in continuous measurement itself. Tn

addition, these interventions commonly employ reinforcement

and feedback., Two such programs, namely, precision teaching

and data-based instruction have been Particularly successful

in addrer;sinn math and reading behaviors (Bohannon, 1975;

Bradfield, Brown, Kaplan, Rickert & Stann&rd, 1973; Deno,

Chiang, Tendal & Blackburn, 1970; Haring & Krug, 197;

Haring, Maddux, & Krug, 1972; Mirkin, 1178; Mirkin, Deno,

Tindol & Kuehale, 1980). Findings from these research
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efforts noint to the imnortance of utilizing the continuously

H-Itor,rnntion. Thi-

estJ11.1ihm_'mt sislm .1 .'1 en th-2, succes of

goal attRinments (Liberty, 1q7S). The use of students to

grade and graph their own progress has also been shown to he

an effective method for utilizing continuously collected data

(Frunuss, 1973).

The skills training models while demonstrating

intervention validity for the assessment procedures employed,

have not addressed the issue of intervention bias. There is

no evidence reported in this literature bearing on the

differential impact of the interventions across groups.

Consequently, the potential intervention bias of the

assesmOnt Procedure has yet to be determined.

Bias. withAlnolanned.Data. The decision-making process

is a complex one that draws information from a variety of

sources in reaching decisions. Some of the data used in the

process have validity for predicting the outcomes of interest

while others do not. Likewise, some of the data employed in

decision-making are biased in that they Predict outcomes

differentially across groups. In the last section of this

chapter we saw how Planned data from only a limited number of

procedures have been demonstrated to have outcome validity

with respect to intervention planning and of these

procedures, more has been empirically studied to determine

intervention bias. In this section we turn attention to the
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notential outcome bias in the development of interventions

mentienec' unplannr dat:1

Jr fr:,71 diroct: or rie?As exreric:we with a ch31(-:

or c ,ldren believed similar to the child under study.

Clinical imoressiodis, the influence of naturally occurring

characteristics, such as race, sex, socio-economic status and

attractiveness, and the impact of the referral problem on

decision making can all be classified as unplanned data.

These data can either directly or indirectly influence

decision making and its inclusion in decision making can only
I-

bt-i justified on the grounds that its use increases the

validity of the decisic s made. With respect to bias, its

use would have to preclude differentially effective

interventions across groups.

The literature on clinical impressions in this area is

negligible. The few studies that exist Provide no support

for the use of clinical impressions in either diagnosis on

treatment (kazdin, 1978). Several studies reporting the

influence of naturally occurring Pupil characteristics have

recently been reported in the literature. It is the

assumption of t. literature that employing factors such as

race, socio-economic status and 'physiccal attractiveness is

'inannropriato and a biasing factor in the decision-making

nroess, However, whether or not the use of these factors

results in intervention bias is an empirical question. There

is a question of fairness, however, that is posed by the use
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of th factors. As discussed in Chapter 4, those who hold

oh11,) oollv , .trIt1,11 eensidr,r their use

OF ouoll finO their use tint i

since, if th, y have any nre,lictivo util ity, its only because

they are correlated with psychologically meaningful

variables. In other words, they have no intrinsic meaning.

Those studies that have specifically examined the

influence of naturally occurring characteristics have

attempted to identify the unconscious impact of these factors

on special education decision making. Typically, these

studies have maninulated race' (Frame, 1979; Matuszek &

Oakland, 1979; Tomlinson, Acker, Canter, & Eindborg, 1977),

SRS (Frame, 1979; Matuszek & Oakland, 1979; Ysseldyke &

Aloozzine, 1979), and physical attractiveness (Ross & Salvia,

1975; Salvia & Rodol , 1975; Ysseldy e & Algozzine).

Research on the influence of race on decision making has

not shown race t ) be a significant variable in influencing

school psychologists' diagnoses (Frame, 1979). With respect

to placement decisions, Frame (1979) found an interaction

between race and SFS but in an unexpected djrection.' In this

study lower-class black children were-less likely to he

recommended for placement than upper-class blacks or lower"

and upper-class whites. In the Matuszek and Oakland (1979)

study, race did not influence school psycholGgists" placement

decision but SEX did. Consistent with Frame's s,udy, lower

SFS children were less likely to be recommended for placement
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an unnyr S7S children. Tn the Matuszek and Oakland study,

not- influrglc.--,,d by thoir plaremc,nt decisicms by

!,tiv(2 TE(,ricTins, -1)1

Orint:ils, Tomlinson et al. (1077) similarly found that

special lucaton placement was more likely for whites than

the minorities in their study. In addition, they found that

minorities were more likely recommended for resource room

placement. Ysseldyke and Algozzine (1979) also found that

the participants in their computer-simulated decision making

study (i.e., school psycholog.ists, special and regular

education teachers, administration counselors, nurses and

social workers) reported that SFS influenced their diaanostic

decision making more when students were from hiah SES

families rather than low SES families. However, SES had no

measure] impact on their actual diagnostic decisions.

Reynolds (1092) suggests that the trend not to place lower

SES black children in FMP special education classes may be

consequence of psychologists' tendency to rate the "true

intellegence" of these,children higher than their performance

indicates.

In a study examining the influence of physical

attractiveness on diagnoses made by classroom teachers, Ross

and Salvia (1975) found that less attractive children were

more likely to be diagnosed mentally retarded than more

attractive children. Similarly, Salvia and.Podol (1975)

found that speech therapists rated identical speech samples
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lower when they believed the sample was from a child with a

remr but vi ;]h1 cic:f nalJite than when they believed it

tour; en naturally s)ccurrin,),

clleteristics .,(iicate that race, SFS and physical

attrac.tiyeness annfar to be important variables for further

study in special education decision-making. The fact that

they are used raises three nuestions. First, are they valid?

Second, are they biased in the sense that their use results

in differentially effective interventions? Third, are they

fair? The last question, of course, is not an empirical one.

The last factor receiving some attention is the empiri-

cal literature that own be identified as unplanned, in the

influence of the type of referral on special education

decision-making. Ysseldyke and Algozzine (197n) report that

the diagnostic (1,7?cisions regarding emotional disturhanr were

influenced by the referral in their study. The fact that a

child was referred because of a behavior problem had an

impact on diagnostic decision-making indenendent of the

planned data that was provided the decision maker. No

evidence is available regarding the validity of using the

reascn for referral as data for decision making on the

potential bias of'their use.
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As noted in provi , many co t t h1;1',./' bi en loVolOd at

t I I 11" .1, ( it 1 ii 10:1'

t r,dd i t i ono 1 t prac t i cc,. hot:alai' rlOrk I ollt and v i(]t'S5F('a(1, ;t1 t

not !yes to theso procedures ela rw-d. In some ca s the alternative f ,ve

n ,

istory in their own riplit and 'cave been examined for theY etility

i si-1 VIP (1t:11r' S On y In other cases c DWI) let y

!,(1-114 11,vo it of eiimpl et tel ii ( t C,'t 1 '11.t

1 o l> Also, there has been a vaoli ,lit Hpts r,

vise or m d y thy ItOro traditional ,iuoccilures to vie et variihs diJinItions

of non iasyd testin.

In this chopte, assssmyrt tochniquys prociidhres that

altornatives lo tralitiocol dleasures are reviewoA. Thi,; chapter

0';(105 a review of co tilro-YOdUCtd , rcoormi , asaptice bohitivior

it s, Linn strotyies, [comity; potential assys-d-&nt, d[anodtic

toochind;, child dyvyloi ant observation, neuropsych logical

oss,e and behavioral escment. Relatively more ntion is

devoted to beha:iorot asessment because thy stir- have rnrylv

pri crIlcd as oltornativys to traditional mLashros within the context

( f t '. or ossossment bins. lncludcd it' t ectich on b, lvioroi

Het is o discussion of the concoptually co:dpatillo area of

criterloh-reforenced testily .

'':ithin tin psychoedhcational assessment pro(. ,lures outlined is sutt-

of this chapter sone unique features of chld bhAvior

- sho,Ild he considered. These inelnde the referral source,
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The tirst issue is that tL., lea-ning and behavior problems o

h"ld ale t dl17 :dentifH sresiatted hy a sociali/.1tion ati

pati'et, teacher, physi :au). Thus, the referral may bear little

or no relationship to the chiin's percdptien of the problem, althatv,11

this may not always be the cast'.

Second, the youirt c't)i;d is tically under much stronger and more

by F I ',cm,. I ui ada I t or ad(deseen

thcl, hy todluiring t iat )sn: ;al env it OM(' 11 t. be adequate 1 y and

t1)( ;toughly .;esseu. ;N.));; d- -:act (rganic etiology can be docu-

mialted (e.g., l ini to naU to'sEfic brain damage), a comprehensive

envie(); -ntal essment Hd;,,t,1 be completed.

A third consideration is LhaL children with serious learning and

behavior pco:Aems are v. :y fr,)qt.ently already involved in ; me attempt

to alt cc' 1.fehavior. t3ti:ati alterations may occur prior to, during, or

after some therapeutic intervention. For example, the psychologist

conducting a behavioral assessment of a child experiencing reading

difficult ''a may lind that the child is receiving special attention

from th tlasio'dim !eacher, Litton it,'' after school, or possibile involve-

ment in one of -any packaged renal :;l programs in the 'ho;';; Such it,sues

should prompt assessment of these programs and their Contributions

(positive or negative) to other interventions.

The fourth characteristic of child assessment is that it is frequently

linked with cognitive or physical assessment. This'position assumes that

some learnini; problems are inexorably linked to physival or cognitive
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1 Ir1 h '110, s in t! t iun to as s, child'

ing pi blris, assessment should usefully locus on vision, healin spcech

and ,'t her relevant *phys i cal problems.

,lovo !pmon t r 0 1)11 :!rt' i1'Iricatr,ly JflVO \..-od in asses s

i rig eh i hl bchtv i vans and Ni 1 son (1971 ) i nd irate that "the younger

the child th,i more must deviation from developmental norm b..' the measure

of abnormality" (p. 605). Thus, tie conventional notion of "spontaneous"

recovcry or improvrment must be taken into account. For example,

Sc1e en t i,,Ir (i U10) ha s observed t lr,I t some problems (e ,
poor concent c a-

L i on) show more pronoun,:od decroose with LWJe than othol po! 7

schoolwork) . hl-en experiencing fears and related problems may !lot

nerd e:tensive intervention for ,_J! 'pssf.til elimination of the problem

(".orris itochwill, 1983). 11,0 ,i-ofossionair must then consider that

the social significance of certain behavior and/nr learning problems

will alter with :I''.

Culture-Red.; Testing

The notion of culture as it relaces to bias in testing has received

much attention duo to ;Ls inherent implications in psychological assess

rout. Since psychological and
educational measures are most often sa!,iples

static behaviors (i.o., b I aviors sampled at one ; t in time) certain

asumpt inn::. rearding - onvironmental or cultural impact en the a.

tiou thou,. hehaviors art' inherent in the design.. of any teat. The ctin-

clusiod that ouy .o tiro of behavior must be under tood as an interaction

between one's genetic predisposition and the culture of the individual

who've behavior' one is attempting to measure has been recog-nized throughout

the history of testing. In an attempt to minimize the impart of cultural
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lot elli,,euee lent, ...rnlii1tzeI nests to t' 1111111N t (hone he Celt_

overly dependent 011 t11011 spee I 1.(.7 tee culture of the school or

I ,) that cultui,. tiJnsmitted more readily in educated homes (Jensen, 1980).

:,pi t t le t universal accept an, dily ul test hchavi.or is

a prndui t ol 1n int_ction between ones inherent potential and the culture

Irmv) which he/she comes, much debate is still underway rer,arding-the degree

of the irip;RA of the environment on behavior, the differences of the impact

c, to v Cul t and the extent to whie the rontenV (If Lest

to ;ltiii it lifIcr, °ner, that ify iesult in Hiatt

A variety of terms have be ii otfered in 'cent years to ( iscuss the

last of these topics. One of the first terms used in the literature to

.note a test tLit y:Is free of cultural influence was "culture fr,,,".

receiving, a flurry of attention in the fifties this concept has

sin(..e been discredited on the grounds that any test of mental ability

must depend on some experiences acquired in some culture. Simply stated,

a test can't be "free" of culture.. In addition, attempts to dEsign

"culture free" tests did not meet with those i sults expected by their

rs; that is, no cultural group mean dif ,'rences in performance.

Thc ,,incept of "culture soon Se W,e to the concepts

culture fair" :ind "culture reduc( !' if,;econceptualizations w, -c

designed to cennot test- or test ms th it "reduc 1" dependency on a

partHnl,:ir cult ire for correct responding and, therefore, are "fair" to

all individuals regardless o: cultural background.

The Cattell Culture Fair. Test of and the Favcin's Progressive

Matrices are two suck 1
As-Ls that have attempted to reduce the degree to

which the culHire in which one lives influences performance. Other tests
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fall iii o t Iasi i( at One ,'1 the basic aims of these type t.e!,1 .

'( rsqi i( VC1-1);11 (:011t t`111 . TO varyinit deuces the amount of verbal_

inst,,u'tMuls liu the items and the amount ot verhal responding requircu

to correctly answer items are minimized. Ill addition, the content ot

the it is usually d'sighed to reflect novel situations requiring the

.19plication of complex i ;nitive -kills as oppo ,,c1 to sittoCions heavily

dcpeudeni on cltulA Such tests have been to'nted by some

111 11' ,:c111 1111;1 r.11 t Ura 1 1(111 ;11111 a more iccept able measure

maR than tra,li tonal 1Q tests such as the WISC-R and ford-

Bihet. Research evie.ence, however, indicates that mean differences across

cultural ,four.; is approximately the same in culture-fair ter.ts as they

-ue in conventional IQ tests (Arvev, 1972). This provides additional

evidence fur those who argue that the differences between groups on mental

abilitl to.. are i al differences in intellectual abiLi ty (Jensen, 198.0.

Tets or ti,f items that are not culturally "reduced" are often

tetmc.,d 'chlturally l,And" 3r "culturally loaded". The degree of cultural

influence on tet. or test items can be view, on a "hypothetical con-

tiic)cm' rapini, from "( t., "c11ture bound" (Jensen, 1980).

k.fHlfl t; is continuum provides for a simple colm:eptnal understanding,

(1L-:t.H:ctiJa:; alon the continuum 1t"e in recent years b(.come impor-

L,,,,t than tic' now more popular distinction belw-en "cultural bia," and

"cultural loauin". Those who use the telm- "cultural bias" and "cultural

biding" when spe* s; of the influence of cultui-, on tcts and/or test

items tend to devalue Um. importance of the hypothetical continuum,
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is a riven that 1 items are cultui Lly

loaded. The degree to which an item nr t( t is cut 191 11 Iv leaded can

not be an indicator of bias, since we have no' eri teria upon which to

judge its place on the continuum (Jensen, 1980). The lent of whether

Ui 011 1 t Li 1 ;, i I 01 i111Y 1)1 tl:,t'd" UI ;; ihip "LIU i luadcd"

an ompirical quet,tion and should be Created as such. Clarixio (19/9),

for example, argues that there ha. been much confusion in Lhe into ligence

testing lit,'rature due to a failur,, to distinguish between cultural bias

and cultural loading.

RenotmiII

An alternative to designing tests with culture-redticd content

in an effort to equate performances across groups is to use conventional

tests such ar e W1SC-R and interpret the results so as to equate

perton:11nce 1C1-0!-; groups after the fact. The content of the test remains

the scurf, for all, and the administration doesn't change. ,What changes_is

wh. orly does with the data of ~-r it's collected. By far .he m ,st

plipular attempt to employ this approach is the System of Multicultural

Pluralistic Assessment (SOMPA; Mercer, 1979).

he SOMA i t .0,qprehensive system for asse!, ieg intellectual

fun( tic'in that is b,on ,(1. on a cultural and :structural pluralistic

of society. Basically, Mercer (1979) argues that traditional Lesti

p:actic s are bas 1 on the Anglo conformity 'iodel of society. 1,sts based

on this model assume:, 'that all children in American society are either

.ng reared in families tI have been both culturally ri 'I structurally

integrated into the Anglo core culture, or are members of falpilies of

ethn-;.c groups that are culturally'integraCed even thou they may still
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AY-,c 1prit

2/'

dhl en (Iglu col', p. 1(1),

ic I \. t 1 (.;11 1:,!,1111110 (,71', t'!; t

pyrholohy thJt totiAiv. li en are not integratvd into

the A,H lo Core culture, then test_.:; based on assumptions of common cultural

spy, i. y, o tct by hiN!;1-d thot,;e who are not. Accepting

tie view Hi,1 live in a pluralistic society, requires, 1.t ording to

MY! , interplytive schemes th:it are capable of comparing performances

only dm,-ng children from similar backgrounds. The SOMPA, in part, is

purported to do t that.

11, ,mploys the uI e of ten measn i within three assessment

mod, I t I 1;1111 1, the social syst,ms model, and the pluralistic

nu I. The EtYdical ,1:o0Y1 1,-). to determine if the child is I,io-

logicalI

ht ,

n, rm.

Height

measures include Physical Dexterity Tusks,

Acuitc, Auditory Acuity, Health History

loyyntorios an, eenc:er %,isaaT Motor Gestalt Test. Two measures ar,

Hoy assess the child from a social systems model perspective:

el the AMC. The purpose for th ir use is to gauge how well

ild i
erforming relative To his/her various soLial roles. Hosed

,h

on a model of socidl deviance, the measures attempt to identify if the

chi] t 1hnormal in the sense Mint he /she deviates from the expectations

of 1.r Ul the up. Within this context WISC-R scores are perceived

as .Vent and labeled School Functioning Level (SFL). The

7nr1 se ol the model is to assess the child's lc .Alifig

potent.i,,l. It employs the WTSC-R for 'his purpose but adjusts scores

according to the soci-1 and cultural group from which the child comes.

In order to make the 'adjustments, the Sociocultural Scales are employed.

These scales ask quest:.oll, in four areas: -Family Si.e.e, Family Structurc,
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hrc ()economic St and Ur hall Ascot t urat i on. Thre equat ow; , (>11('

It V1.1-1);) 1 r l ()rill:11W ,
;;C,I 1 e It ,)!; ;11-7. employed tto

estim,,t- 'he learnin;,, potentials separately for Black, Hispanic, and

Anglo children. A child is fir st classified as Anglo, Black, or Hispanic.

Next, hiqhez ss ,r('5.; on the Sociocultural Scales arc ,omputed and

weighted in accordance with the group heirbe belong:- Finally an

Fstimated Learning Potential (CLI') is derived. Similar to the WISC-R

the Estimated Leal tng Pottial scores have a mean of 100 and a standard

deviation of 15.

The standardization of the SOMPA is based on a sample of 2085

Calilornia children representing eysil nmibeis BlaH lii;,i anics and

Angl It j.'; appropriate for use children tg,:d 5 o. 11,

inclusive. The var; ins measures ire taken in interview with the child's

pa-,-,.nt or gyardian and through dire( testing of the child.

SOMPA Lns 1-,n criticized for a variety of reasons, the

riost noin' I
(riticisrm, involvi, its conception of the ELY. While the

pluralis,.c model on wlich the measure is based is by no menus contro-

versial, the use of this model to derive estimates of learning potential

is. Most would agree all 'Pings being equal, the learning putentiai

of children from variot cAil,, groups woul I he equal. The major

criticism asises from hoi, and th. Cl'T, er . Goodman (1979a),

for example, points out that gathelit s te abc- the SES,

aeLelturatiot: and the fami-) of the child, is inadeunaLe

to gain an accurate picture of a child's le (nng potentic,'. ClArizio

(1979) argne! that the potential imps of using such a system wi'l do

more harm than good. By declassifying children who are now eiigi Je for

2S2
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,..(Itto f :t plaeenu t , molly nee f Vic( .; I I I he lost ()din 11

(1O/M) Also point! eut that the It

hi Id) ell whose ;,eores are not rai

th It l' ut!tpt ion th tf

Fy the Adjustment to WII;C " scores

Arc i 01 jeally impaired. She a 'Hes that this conclusion is not only

(IAugoo-011!, hul I) II, when pure meas(oes of biolmjcal

p()tYilti,A1 .Wre helieved possible.

As thie-,e and oth( r authors have pointed out, cue true.value of the

IhP construi re its validity. In this regard, the ELP has little

to support it us,. elationship of II-. ELP to eademie achievement

lower th 1 IQ to academic ichievement (Oa I 17q). CcAlsequ, ii Iv.

I 11:1. f I,It i place ol the IQ reduces ode!, . Ility pr( Si

aea(Lilic Acho -mew,. In deiense of the ELP, Mercer has agi!,nek as we

have in this report, that oredicting to standardized achieve, At tests

may have its proble. since both y he measuring the sam, thing, achieve

Mete not potential. Consequently, the fa!'' that ELP so ,es do hoc predict

ac- ilic achievement (10es no'_ automatically ih,ialidate it. However,

arguin that IQ is not a measure of potential and per ormaoce on academic

achievement test is not a measure of learning says nothing about

validity ELP. if the ELP has predictive validity then it most be

demonstrated it is related to som( measure of learning. It not

-dized achievement tests, then qm! other measure of learning.

it is used for Hie purpose in whiLh it was intended (i.e.,

of t 1 citti` ) then the probability of the :o ;I aced rect.' :v

e inter\ ntion would hnv to be demonstrated, the predictions

would have to be better tban-those derived from use of IQ tests, and it

would have to be shown that its use woutld result in equally effective-

treatment across g7-oups.
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Adaptive Yior AS. meHt

The ff.! lint of ad.,l ive behavior as n nnigHe tau:Tonkin( in the

ment of ntal I retardat ion is a re lot He] y recent Or, III 1(11CO. As

Reschlv (1982) point: out, early definitions of adaptive behavior as cx

d iii t t"51:ei ion It 7.1,nr:fl h. 1 isiency Manna] (Heber,

1,, niincd heavy emphasis on learning ability as the criteria for

evaln,iting adaptive helinvior in sehool-e -d child, H. Consistent with

this conceptualization, adaptive behavior had traditionally been measured

thronoh the use of standardised nshievem rl tests f .nis age group.

ois.oynaitly, w1 r

perlormcd poorly on a me;1,,nre of intollectuat

I lific I iffr,

1:o

in Cie bora cline OF mentally Lift Idff

sii icat Mill ;stem ('.lec In; cr, , 1974)1 acrd, in add ,

performing poorly in school rs defined by a measure of ncacleHo achi

qualitied ire, ild17 or educably runtally handicapped. Recent

delinitions, how,A.r, provide a view of adaptive behavior Lila' is multi-

faceted and r 'coiro Tarr ti:tn the measurement of .academic achievement to

,idequ it v its va ; components. The 1()77 e,i''cion of the AAMD

manual (Grossman, 1977), for example, suggests that essential coping

skills !inch a
involving the cup cepts of time and money, self-directed

behaviors, in] 1-eponsivinicss: and interactive: skills he included in

tncrrsur- :; (ff ad .:ive behnvior. This change re-hires that u: attention

psi r hr,n Lreviotntly to the measurement of adaptive behavior. Given

i and mar

in the kir,5-,1. ,S51(!ilt_

tes tor is use (see Chapter 8), those

retardation !lc:ye been searching for

2
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Pied ,Idapt iv,. i ut .

D cs pit t er,,1 t 1 spec i I ic,it what c011,1 i tut

t Jct. 1,d1.1. ,..11Ited iii tIt e im1,1 ietly of rliI Ir'rent

to ;t:; and procedures that all purport to measure adaptive behavior.

Reschly (198:') identifies four features among the various definitions

( :'1 rrilloral Context,

(I I velepH-H

:ituational or generalized, and (4) domains. The

velopmenlal feature ret 'rs to the stated or implied understanding in all

definitions that the criteria for assessing adaptive behavior changes with

age. ddis i ,.xemplified in the AAMD criteria (t;rossman, 1977) that

.H i1 i sensory mot or i l ls development 01; cr i ter ia i nt \,;

ano earl (bil,;aood aHd not during childhood, adoles we or adult life.

regard to the second feature, cultural contest, Reschly (1982) reports

th-rt most definitions of adaptive behavior acknowledge the importance of

ifiluranes on the development of adaptive bihavioi Ind lecognize

the ne I to interpret adaptive behavior within the context of the individual'

cultur. I backround. The third feature of adaptive behavior definitions

retro-s to th- dynamic nature of the construct. As mentioned above, current

definitions of adaptive behavior are multifaceted, regardless to which

age or, is referring. The question then arise:- reg,, rho relation-

ship aura the various fa(.. ;

F , F t errs. ;Ind 1-t)

r d, ,ains and the influence of diffet nt

ach. Most definitions, according to Reschly.

impl. that HP' varikql:; dol:lains as situation spec fic in that they are

independent sets of skit.., and that cultural bacl round may

influence differently the acquisiti,n 0 each set of skills. The fourth

f :Aare addresses the of which domains '-red by the various

detivitions. Reschly reports that nearly ali instude the notions of self-
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part ic1pat 11)11 in Ill(' all 1 1 7 1111 '1""i'111 1 t 7 . tI v.rriout, coac (.1) 1, ion vary

1'1 ! I ,II I i, i It! . i 1111 h et tht;c Lil,ewHe, the

1. 1 i yt, iot i n'Ittt'ct (11 t 111 cunck.pt

lo'r chit t h. ii I I11entiate the vat- InW; I '111

1 VtI h.,,avid, are t11(' purpose f or which they are iiit Ht'd 11(.' (01-)11 a t_ ion

1 or ttliorl y art person or perse who !)rovide tho data adminis-

t I d 11. I I 1,;.(,'('11t)I'lkI I It ..1,!((111.1( '1ii it ion Or (Mir. f

i I,1it 1 t . 1 ( 1 , t p t i v 1 1 ( 1 1 a V 1 tt 1 iii I-111 1,11 t 0 11i1:( 11 pl I'ill cd by Oak 1.1nd

and t;o1,twa t !(17()) 1 ron v:11 11 "fah 1 I. t-epr()(he (1 .

Conitt. and Morrow (1q78) distintlish two peneral purpos. ; for which

adiptive heil:tvior measures alt d, ry.ed. The first i FOr diaW10:(11C/

cla It ii pnrpones (e.p., the Adaptive I h-Jior Si An 1 Chilhren)

and lit
platioini,, (e.g., the AA \Jap) ive

Behavior !;ca 1
has pained import mce as a cons, ,,wuce of the

perceived bid:, ref;t11. ;rum the use of IQ and achievement tests alone in

the d ape,e; idtnt al. rot ;,1-clati .

Adrt pt. ive lt, "tv ior mea ures a I SO ,1 1 1 11- 01-1 the 11 ft'11(1('(.1 pops Thc

111(1 VtI 1- 1 t (,tat ia r(); tyli 1 i 11 t 11C 7 -11-0 ri 1 f

tin

are (11,I;-, III tl for rot
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i its truc t ion are I nr,c ' It the low f unct i i

m e n t a l l y t
capped and cover w i l ! e a;'.e e s The5;etlesipned

tion/placem n , arc' usefol in- mild twntd1 retardatioh aril are sv'cific to

certain
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Almost all adaptive behavior measures employ either a parent, guardian,

or teacher as respondents (see Table 7:1). Only one measure, Children's

Adaptive Behavior Scale (Richmo6 and Kicklight.er, 1981), is designed as a

paper and pencil test for'collecting data from children and one, the Vineland

(Doll, 1965), may be used for interviewing the client if the assessor is

extensively trained. As reported in Table. 7.1, mostof the measures of

adaptive behavior range in the time they take to administer from 20 minutes

to one hour.

Given the recency of the restructured concept of adaptive behavior and

measures conceived to reflect this concept, it is easy to understand the

limited availability of vai iity evidence. While some of the measures have adequate

construct validity, there is very little research reporting on the outcome

validity of the measures. There has been some research reporting on the

technical test bias of these instruments and the little research that has

been conducted on outcome validity has focused on'outcome bias. Reviewed

below are two popular measures of adaptive behavior, measures we judge to

7be the most psychometrically sound for use in special education decision

making.

AAMD Adaptive' Behavior Scale School Edition (ABSSE)

The ABSSE (Lambert, 1981) and its predecessor, the Adaptive Behavior

Scale Public School Version (ABSPSV; Lambert, Windmiller and Cole, 1975)-,)

were designed from the original AAMD adaptive behavior scale (i.e. Adaptive

Behavior Scale ClinicaL Version; Nihira, Foster, Shelhaas and Leland, 1969)

developed at Parsons, State Hospital and Training Center inA(ansas with the

support of NIMH.. This original scale and its 1974 revision were designed for

instructional planning for the severqlyretdrded. The ABSPSV was an offshoot

280
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of the ABS-CV and developed to help in both the instructional planning and

classification/placement of children in special education classes. The

ABS-PSV retained most of the items from'the ABS-CV, eliminating those that

could not easily be answered by teachers who are typically used as third

party respondents. The revised ABS-SE was developed in "response to the

need of persons working in the field who have asked that the procedures be

revised and that the reference-group norms be expanded to cover a wider age

range" (Lambert, 1981, p.3). The ABS-SE was designed for use with children

and youths ages 3 through 17. The items on the ABS-SE are the same as those

on the ABS-PSV.
9.

One of the major revisions to the ABS-PSV is in the interpretive scheme.

The ABS-PSV consists of two.seetionse, the first reporting on the adaptive

functioning in nine skill areas or domains, the second, on maladaptive

behavior in 12 domains. The 21 domain raw scores are converted to percentile

ranks and then compared with those in regular and special education classes.

It is suggested in the manual (Lambert et al., 1975) tha) those children

who perform similar or worse than 75% of children classified as EMR, for

example, on many of the domains, can be comfortably identified EMR.

The ABS-SE contains the same items but provides a refined scheme for

interpretation. For diagnostic purposes, a diagnostic profile of the child's

performance on five factors is computed. These five factors labeled Personal

Self-Sufficiency, Community Self-Sufficiency, Personal-Social Responsibility,

Social Adjustment, and Personnal Adjustment were derived from factor analytic

studies (Nihira, 1969a; Nihira,' 1969b; Guarnaccia, 1976; Lambert & Nicoll, 1976).

Factor scaled scores are compared with the norm groups of interest. If the

child is being considered for EMR diagnosis, for example, factor coaled scores
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are compared with EMR and, regular class children. Factor scaled scores that

are aibre than one standard ,deviation below the mean and considered diagnostically

significant.

In addition to the factor scaled scores, a Comparison Score composed of

the weighted scores on three factors_, Personal Self-Sufficiency, Community

Self-Sufficiency and Personal-Social Responsibility, is computed to aid in

classification and placement. It is suggested that a child partorming in the

bottom 5 percent of the Regular group signifies the possibility of mental

retardalion (Lambert, 1981).

The standardization of the ABS-SE is on 6hildren and youth in regular

EMR, and TMR classes. A total'sample of 6,523 children'and'youth'were used

from California and Florida.' Several'studiep are reported in the manual

offering evidence r' the validity ofthe ABS-SE. Studies on the content,

construct, predictive,'and outcome validiti6s of the Domain, Factor and

Comparison ycores.are offered. Several overall conclusions can be reach4'.

regarding the validity of the ABS-SE. First, the internal construct validity

appears adequate. The ABS-SE is, organized around empirically structured,

clusters of 'items that were thoughtfully selected and analyzed. Second,

adequate evidence is offered concerning the external construct validfty"of

the ABS-SE. Evidence indicates that the various scores derived from Section I

of the ABS-SE have, as expected, low to moderate correlations with IQ. Both'

Section I and,II factor scores correlate moderately with standardized tests

of achievement. Third, outcome vrdidity of the test is offered to help in tie

selection of students. Domain scores for both Sections I and II of the ABS-SE

discriminate between those placed in regular, EMR, and TMR classes although

Section I domain scores appear to discriminate better than SecLion II, cores.
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Comparison scores, defived for the most part from items included in Section I

factors, show considerable accuracy in identifying the extent 'to which a child's
.

NRerformance is like'students in regular, EMK, or TMR programs.

internal consistency of the items making up each of the factors is

offered idence of the reliability of the ABS-SE. Overall, these :eiiability

coefficients nre high with- three of the factors (i.e. Community Self-Sufficiency,

PersonalSocial Responsibility and Social Adjustment) .sufficiently high to

use in interpreting individual profiles. Personal Sell-Suffiency and Personal

I

%djustment reliability coefficients are too low to recommend for individual

profi,le interpr?..tations. In addition to information on the internal consistency

of the data, standard error of measurement information is provided in the manual

to help in interpretations.

Evidence offered in the ABS-SE manual indicates that neither ethnic Status

nor sex .is associated with performance on the'doMains in Section.I of the

.

ABS-SE.
x
Also, no man scorealifferences were found ,771 Section I among ethnic

classes and.between sexes at each of the three levels'of claSsification (i.e.

regular, EMR, and TMR) (Cole, 1976). Ethnic status and Sex did significantly

'contribute to Sectipn 'I performance on the,ABS-SE. In the Cole (1976) study

of' mean differences. among ethnic groups within classification showed differences

jmong etlinic groups but the effects of this variable explained only 1 to 2 percent

of,the variance in performance. Consequently, as a function of there being no

' substantive mean differences across groups or sexes, there are good chances

,

that the test is unbiased in that it is measuring the same construct equally well

for all and,will predict equally well for 'all. However, this is only an infer-
/

ence and empirical evidence'should be gathered, in its support.

',4 \'
.r,

Mastenbrook (1977Y.criticizes the 'content of the,ABS-,PTSV

which is the same in tfie ditBS-SE in that it emphaSiz.es

. 292
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seli-mainteudnc'e type behaviors with little regard for behaviors concerning

social roles outside the school. This criticism along with the limitations

in the standardization of the instrumer (i.e.,only two Stites are represented)

need to be taken into account 'hen considering the use of the ABS-SE.

Adaptive Behdvior Inventory for Children' (ABIC)

The ABIC was developed as part of the' comprehensive System of Multi-,

cultural. PluralistiC Assessment(SOMPA;' Mercer, 1979). However, the,ABIC can

be administered and scored separately. Consistent with the purpose of the

SOMPA, che, ABIC was designed for the major purpose of classification/placement.

The measure has norms for children five through 11incluSive'and in this

sense is more limited, than the ABS-SE. It employs parents as third party

respondents, takes approximately one. hour to administer, and can be administered

by paraprofessionals with training (see Table J.7). Its major advantage in

comparison to other measures is its assessment of behaViors.across a; variety

of settings. Other measures dO' not, specifically address the child's function-

ing in different environments as well as the ABIC (see. Table 7.7).

The items for the ABIC were derived from a conceptualization of adaptive

4

behavioi that conceived it as "an adaptive fit in social systems through the

devtlopr:ent of interpersonal t,ies and the acquisition of specific skills

required to fulfill theiask functions associated with particular roles"

(Mercer, 1979, p. 93). The six scales include family, community, petr, non-

academic school, earrftr/consumer, and 'self-maintenance. Performance in school,

while still conceived as.a component of adaptive behavior, is measured by

performance on the WISC-R in Mercer's system. The ABIC consists of a total

242 items, reduced from an initial item pool of 480 items. The choice of

items was heavily based on intensive interviews with mothers,and items chosen

for the scales were identified thlough an analytic sorting procedure.
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Special attention was given to the choice of items that where believed to

be less likely to show differences across race and sex.

The norms for the ABIC are based on a stratified random sample of 2085

California children between the ages of 5 and Al. The sample was stratified

according to ethnic/racial group, sex, age, and size of community. Raw scores

derived from the six scales are converted to scaled-scores with a mean of 50

and a standard.deviation of 15. Standard error of measurem!nt-.information
6

is provided so that probability statements can be made regcvdiitg,the range

within rwhich the child'§ true score lies.

The split-half reliabilitieg of the ,various scales, ages, and, ethnic/

racial groups is provided. They range from .7tto .92.with.a Median reli-"

ability coefficient of .86.

The relationship between. the WISC-R and the ABIC as reper!.ed-are low'

ranging from near zero to ,3 ( Kazimour & Rescly, k1980; Mercer, 1979;

Teb?.leff & Oakland; 1)'77). Similar correlations between the ABIC and

me;isures of academic achievement are reported (Sapp, Horton, McElroy &
.

Ray, 1979; Tebeleff.& Oakland, 1977). In a comparison of scores on the ABIC

'across racial/ethnic groups (i.e., White, Black and Hispanic), Mercer .(19q9)

reports that the significant differences that .-ire found were too small to

lx of any practical significance in interpreting scores for individu-::

children. Grindby and Mastenbrook (1977) report scoreq for lower Income,

JNexican-American children lower than other groups. Sattler (1982) crit.t.i;A

the-ABIC for not providing the opportunity for an assessment of whether or

not such differences' are a function of decreased opportunitlee in the child's

environment rather than a child's lac+ of'abiLity. .Sattlgr (1982) 'pro71jes

three additional criticisms of the ABIC. First, it relies exel,LtSively on the

4
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qw.lstionable respowes of parents or gilardianS. Second, some of the items,

may discriminate against low SES rind minority group rtildren. Third, the

norms for the ABIC may not be adequate for use outside of California.
4

Buckley and Oakland (1977), for example, report lower scores for Texas

children than California childrelL

It'should be noted that Mercer (1979) argues that the validity of the

use of the ABIC 'should not be based on itit relationship to academic achieve-

/
ment or IQ; Rather, the purpose f the ABIC is to assess the extent to which)
the child is meeting expectations within'the social systems he/she is

functioning. Consequently, Mercer argues that the predictive utility of the
ft

ABIC should be judged against such criteria. However, as Oakland (1979)
,,

points out, since these criteria are. not available,, the predictive validity

of 'the ABIC according to Mercer's definition remains unknown.

.
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PiagetiaosInient-DroceduroP

Although there has been a noticeable lack of reliance on

standardized intelligence testg'in.the development of

Piaget's theory (Brainerd: 1978), the clinical methods

derived from.this area are beinguSed as an alternative to

traditional ,procedures. Piaget conceptualized human

development as occurring in a series of invariant stages. In

each stage a discrete set of mental operations is purported
)

to be used in organizing experience and adapting to the

environment. Althoug0 Piaget assumed that -the way in which

experience was organized is genetically determined, the
.

environment is said to influence the rate of developmental

progtess (Flave14, 1963) :

Piaget outlined four main stages of cognitive or

intellectual development. These four main stSgep are

outlined in Table 7.2. The manner in which the child is

assessed and the responses scored is usyally different from

more traditional testing. This perspective is reflected in

the statements by Elkind (1974):

...when Me deaf with (the child's thinking

processes) we must not evaluate them as right or

wrong but rather value them as genuine expressions

oan
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Plaget's stages of cognitive developpint

Approximate Primary features, especially toward the end

Stage age range of each stagi.

I. Sensorimotor Birth to "Thought" occurs primarily through
2 years actions.

Coordination of sensory input improfi-s.
Coordination of physical responses

improves.
Objects and people, including sHf, are
"-differentiated from one. another and

' recognized as permanent.

II. Preoperational 2 to 7' Languaget use and symbolic thought
years increase.

Egocentrism predominates.
Centration (attending to a striking feature

or part) rather than decentration
(analysis of whole and parts) characterizes
perception' and thought.

Produces mental images of static situations
and things, rather than of processes and

transformation's.
Irreversibility in tiought (can think in one
way but not its reverse; e.g., counting,
saying letters of the alphabet).

Perceptibly similar objects are classified as
alike.

Words (names) are associated with some
things and with some classes of things.

Concrete 7 to 11 Logical thinking using concrete objects

Operations years occurs.
Less egocentric and more.socialized speech

Occurs.
Conservation increasingly occurs.
Decentering and reversibility occur.
Understands changes and processes and

more complex static events and relations.

The son* things are grouped correct:y into
two or more different classes.

Relations among actual things and classes

of things are understood; also relations

among words that represent things 'and
classes of things that have been
experienced arc understood.

IV. Formal 11 years Mental operations in symbolic form are

Operations to adult carried out and operations are performed
on ideas as things.

Comparisons, contrasts, deductions, and
inferencecfrom ideational consent rather

than coneiete things and eve s.'

Relations kietween and among symbols
standing for concepts that have not been

experienced directly are understood.

Source: Adapted frorri Ginsburg and Opper, 1969:

Source: Klausmei'er, H:J., ft Goodwin, W. Learning and human.

abilities: Educational psychdelogy. New-York:.Harper § Row, 1971.,

(adapted frOm Ginsburg and Opper0969). BEST COPY AEU
.

1.
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of the child's budding mental abilities. When we

deal with spatial, temporal, causal, or

',quantitative concepts, we need to explore the kinds

of meahings children give to such terms. Such

exploration reveals the level and reference frame

of the child's understanding., More importantly,

such exploratioh avoids the inhibiting suggestion

that the child's incomplete (but partially correct)

understanding of such terms is "wrong ". A teacher

who sees a child',s productions as having value, as

meaning something, avoids putting the child on the

tract of always seeking "right" answers. More

importantly, perhaps, her orientation conveys to

the child a sense of her attempt to understand him

and her respect for Aer" intellectdal droductions

1

(p 125) .
1

. ANimportaht aspect of Piagetian assessment is that the,

course of cognitiye development is said to be invariant in

sequence. In this regard a child can be in one of,the four

'stages (rin a transitional stage) tn which he/she pe'rforms

tasks within a given stage.' The child cannot miss a stage;ip

the, usual sense because variouscognitive structures or

schemes serve as the basis for all normal 'development. Thus,

the sequential ,mental deyelopment is said pooccur.in.ali

children regardless6of-race or social class. ,In this regard,,

the Piagetian tasks may be less culture loaded than

conventional IQ measures (Jensen, 1980).

r
O

298
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Some writers have noted that the Piagetian tasks are less

susceptible to influence by specific instruction than the

usual IQ measures (e.g., Kohlberg,' 1968; Sigel & Olmsted,

1970) . Some contrasts between the Piagetian and more

traditional psychometria approaches to interligence are

presented in Table 7.3. As noted by:Elkind(1974), the two

approaches differ on the followthg, dimenSions: The type of

genetic causality which they presuppose, the conceptions of

the course of mental development, and the relative

contributions of nature and nurture to intel ectual skills.

4 -

There' have been relatively 'few 'Piageti assessment,
.

measures developed for use in applied settings. However,,

Struthers and DeAv'ila (1967) developed the._Cartoan

Conservation Scales which is a test for children that can be

administered on a group basis. The, test seems to be

appropriate as a measure of cognitive development with respect

to certain' aspects of the Piagetran consemiation concept.,

This assessment approach may prove valuable in that there,

appears' to be a similarity in cognitive development of

children from diverse cultural ba.-:kground when assessed on

certain Piagetian tasks (DeAvila & Harassy, 1975).

A number of Piagetian assessment procedures are ,reviewed

by Johnson, (1976). However, many of these tap specific skills

(e.g. conservation of number..., , Swanson, 1976a) and represent

4
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Table 7.3

Comparison of Plagotlan and Psychornotric Approaches to Intelligence

1. Both accept genetic
determinants of intelligence,

2. Both accept maturational
determination of intelligence.

3. Both use nonexperirnental
methodology,

4,/ Both attempt to measure
intellectual functions that
the child is expected to
hove developed by o certain
oge.

5. Both conceive of intelligence
os being essentially rational.

6. Both os..ume that maturation
of intellectual processes is
complete somewhere during
lote adolescence.

7. Both ore capable of preriPlino
intellectual be'novior outside
of the test situation.

Differences

. Pioqe lion

1, Assumes that there are (actors
which give development
definite, nonrandom direc-
tion. Mentol growth is qualita-
tive and presupposes signifi-
cant diffcrencos in the think-
ing of younger versus older
children; concerned with intro-
individual changes occurring
in the course of development.

2. Views mental growth as he
formation of new menial
structures ond the emergence
of new mental abilities.

3. Genetic ond environmental
foctors inter( in o functional
and dynom tanner with
respect to ir cir regulotdry .
control over mental activity,

Psyc home Iric

1. !fisted inlulltyunce is
to be randomly distrihdted in
a given population, with the
distribution following the
normal curve; concerned with
inter-individual differences.

2. Views tho courr,
growth as o cury
measures the arm
intelligence of some criterion
oge that con be predicted
from any-preceding oge.

3. Genetic and er;)ironmentol
contributions to intelligence
con be measured.

Note. Similarity items 5, or; and 7 obtained from Dudek, Lester, Goldberg, and Dyer (1969); the remainder of the table

adapted from Elkind (1914).

Source: Sattler, J.M. Assessment of children's intelligence and special

abilities (2nd. ed.) Boston: Allyn and,Bacon, 1982.

V
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experiemental" or "research" #nstruhkents at this time. Thus,

their usefulness in nOnbiased assessment remains unknown.

Howeyer, within the context of a broadened scope of

assessment, these various devices may be useful in the

assessment of certain spec4.fic skills (Johnson, 1976). One

commercially produced set of Piagetian assessment procedures

is the Concept Assessment K (CAK) (Goldschmidt & BL .tler,

1968a) . The. CAK is foi use r in individual assessment of

childien in such areas as conservation ofinumber, substance,

weight, two-dimensional space, and continuous and

discontinuous qualities. The test has been reviewed in Buros

7:437, the Journa -Of-Educational-Measurement, 1969,.6,

263-269, and briefly by Jensen (1980. Generally, the CAK has

somewhat, limited norms (i.e., 560 children in fhe Los Angeles

area) and a somewhat lim±ted age,,range.
2

One of the 'more extensive reviews of Piagetian assessment

and the'issueg surround'ing these measures in test bias was

presented by 'Jensen (1980) . He noted that Piagetian

proCedures show promise as culture reduced measures; but he

raised two i portant questions regarding these measures: "Do

Piaget:s tes s measure_a different mental ability than the

measured by conventional IQ tests?, and (2) do minority

children and (culturally disadvantaged) children perform

better on the Piagetian tests, relative to majority-children,
V

than on conventional IQ tests?" (p. 673). In response to the

first'question,Jensen (1980) notes that the correlations

between various intelligence and achievement,tests and various

'301
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Piagetian measures of from 5 to 10 scales assessing concrete

operations range from -18 to .84 (X=.50; see Table 7.4).

the case of the Garfinkle (1975), study, Jensen (1980)

conducted a principal components analysis of the intercorre-

lations among.the 14. Piagetian tasks. He found that the

squared multiple correlation of each item with every other

item is comparable ,to that found on the Wechsler subtests.

Jensen_ (1980) also eparts that Piagetian tests show

social classI and ethniC group -differences in the United' States
.

with children,from low SES backgrounds about as far behind in

the Piagetian measure as for pore/traditional-IQ tests (e.g.,

Alrny, 1970;.Almy, Chittenden, & Miller/'1966;-Figurelli &

Keller, 197_41Tdddehham, 1970; Wagiks& Wasik, 1971). Jensen

(1980) notes:

In all such comparisons of group measures, one must

take into account the small number of its of the

Piagetian tests, which tends) greatly, to attenuate

mean differences expressed' in units or standard

score units. When this is properly taken into

account, in terms of item discriminabilities and

inter-.item correlations, it turns out that the

Piagetian tests show larger white -black differenceg

than'. the Stanford-Nnet or other conventional IQ

tests. figtre the white-black mean difference in
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Table 7.4

'Table. 7.4 Correlation (r) between Piagctian tests and various measurements of intel-
ligence and scholastic achievement.

Variable r

Intelligence Tests
Stanfqid--Binet MA .38
WISC MA .69
WISC Full Scale IQ .43
WISC Verbil IQ .47
W1SC .69-.84
Raven's Matrices .60
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test .21
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test .47
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test .28
Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test .31
Lorge-Thorndike MA .62
Lorge-ThOrndike IQ .55
Gesell School Readiness Test .64
IQ-Unspecified Test .24-.34

Mean r . .49

Scholastic Achievement
Reading (SAT) .58
Reading (SAT) .42
Arithmetic (SAT) .50
Arithmetic (SAT) .60
Mathematics (MAT) .18-.41
Arithmetic Grades .52
Composite Achievement (SAT) .64
Composite Achievement

(California Achievement Test) .63
Mean r 45

Study

beard, 1960
Kuhn, 1976
Elkind, 1961
Eklind, 1961
Hathaway, 1972
Tuddenham, 19/0
Tuddenham, 1970
Gaudia, 1972
De Avila & Havassy, 1974
Klippel, 1975
Kaufman, 1970, 1971
Kaufman, 1970, 1971
Kaufmann, 1970, 1971
Dodwell, 1962

, Kaufmann & Kaufmann, 1972
Garfinkle, 1975
Garfinkle, 1975
Kaufman & Kaufman, 1972,
De Vries, 1974.
Goldschrnidt, 1967
Kaufman & Kaufman, 1972

Dudek et al., 1969

Source: Jensen, A.R. Bias in mental testing. New York; The Free
Press, 1980.
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units would be about 20 percent larger than. the

Stanford -Binet IQ difference on Piagetian tests of ,

comparable length to the Stanford - Binet. nut,

while Piagetian tests tend to magnify the

white-black difference, they tend to diminish the

differences between whites and Mexicans and

Indians, and Orientals tend to surpasS whites 'in

Piagetian performance. Interestingly, Artic

Eskimos surpass,white urban Canadian children on

Piagetian tests, and Canadian Indians do almost as

well as Eskimos (p. 676).

Learning -.Potential-,Assessment

enerally, the learning-potential approach views

asse ment.as an examination-of learning and strategies which

facilitate, acquisition of new information or skills (cf:

Kratochwill, 1977). Learning- potential assessment bears.
4

similarity to, Piaget's work Dn. intellectualdevelopMent

(Haywood; & Chatellant, 1974). That is

within the Piagetian Paradigm, intelligence is vie wed as a

process rather than a static entity unmodifiable by

experience.'

Work in, the learning potential area has'been affiliated.

with Haywood and his associates in Nashville, Tennessee;

Budoff in Cambridge, Massachusetts; and Feurstein and his

associates in Jerusalem. These investigators and their
AR,

collegaues have,adapted.test-based models for. assessment and

3
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intervention of the mentally retarded-and/or learning

. disabled.(Haywood et al., 1974 and K.ratochwill, 1977, for

overviews). Haywood,et al.'(1974) noted that verbal

abstraction abilities can be improved in mental retardation-.

associated with culturally, different environments during

actual assessment. For example, some research, 'indicates that

mentally retarded-.clientS are able to perform better on

Wechsler:s Similarities subtest'when examples of ea h concept

are provided (Gordon & Haywood, 1969). These results

apparently replicate with retarded children and adults from

culturally different environments (Haywood & Switzky, 1974):

The learning-potential work of Budoff and his associates

haS used.a tst..-train-retest assessment' paradigm on such

instruments as the Kohs' Block Design Test (Budoff; 1967),

Wechsler Performance Scale (Buddff, 1969), Raven's

Progressive Matrices (Budoff & Hutton, 1972), and a

modification of Feurstein's (1968)-early Learning Potential

Assessment Device (Budoff, 1969). These tasks are

sensitive to 'modification via instruction or coaching and

typically assessment can yield three types of performers.

High-scorers gain little fiom coaching. Thbse who initially

score low and demonstrate performance.gains following

instruction are labeled gainers. Nongainers initially scores-

low but do not show gains following training (see Budoff,

Meskin, & Harrison, 1971) . A major implication of. Budoffrs

work has been that:

A large proportion of IQ-defined retardates, who

305-
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come from low income homes and have no history of

brain injury, show marked ability to solve these '

tasks when. they are presented in the learning
t=2

potential assessment format. The data indicate

that the more able students by this criterion \are

educationally, not .mentally, retarded, and the

ability they demonstrate prior tot or f011owing

tuition is not specific to.the particular learning

potential task (Budoff, 1972, p. 203).

There is some empirical work on the learning potential

strategy. For example, Budoff d HutOn (1972) found that

if they_proided onty.an hour of structured experiences in

problem solving to chilchsen Who scored.low on the

Raven's, 5.0 percent of these low performance children scored

at the 50th percentile (or above) on a posttest administerdd

after training. These gainers represented minority groups.

Similar results have been found with "learning disabled

children' (e.g., Platt, 1976; Swanson, '1976). Sewell and

Severson (1974) also found that the Raven Progressive,

Matrices (see qiudoff & Friedman, 1964) usefully

differentiated low SES black ,children who could 'profit from

learning experiences. Nevertheless, ,unanswered questions in

this area relate to how learning potential assessment yields

prescriptive information for classroom instruction,

especially in v;arious e.ademic content areas (math, reading,

etc,.) and the generalizability of the trainimp(cf.

%1Cratochwill, 1977).
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Another area within the learning potential paradigm As

represented inbthe work of Feurstein and his associates

(Feuerstein, 1968, 197.0; Feuerstein & Rand, 1978). Like the

test-train-test pariaigm of Budo0,anci nis associates,

Feuerstein's strategylis designed to promote the best

possible learning and Totivational conditions of the child.

The Learning Potential Assessment Deviee (I,PAD) is designed

to assess what an individual can learn rather than the

traditional inventory of what one has learned and current

problem-solving ability (Feuerstein & Rand, 1978).

A detailed discussico cf the LPAD can be found in

Feuerstein, Rand, and Hoffman (1979)1 The4* is usually

employed for individual assessment; but a group version has

been developed. In the group test students are assessed on

tasks that become progressively more difficult, The

conceptual framework for the LPAD is as follows:

The assessment of learning potential differs from

that of standardized psych6mtric techniques in .a

number of significant ways. The primary

differencee lies-in the conceptual foundations upon

which the assessment is based. rn place of th

static goals generated by conventionalpsychometric

theory and techniques which determine the nature

and structure of its measuring instruments, the

LPAD and its.btheoretical framework, the cognitive

map, generate dynamiC goals which reflect the

underlying dimensions of the adaptive'processes
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involved 'in intelligent activities. In terms of

the actual techniques employed, the central purpose

is again very differet. Tests that yield IQ
P

measures are constructed to provide a reflection of

an individual's manifest .level of performance

relative to other individuals within a

representatiVer normally distributed population.

The ',PAD is"geared toward producing changes within

the individual during the testing situation in

order to permit an ongoing assessment of that

individual's ability to learn and change relative

to his/her own optimal levels (Feuerstein, Miller,

Rand, & Jensen, 1981, pp.. 202-203).

Feuerstein et al.. (1980) note the learning potential

assessment requires four.specific conceptual shifts from

traditional testing.

1. A shift from product to nrocess orientation. In-

this regard, the LPAD is designed '-to alter the.

individual's performance during 'the actual

assessment..
a

2. The test structwce includes_ the concepeual features

of the cogniti,/e map. Figure 7.1 Ahows the
.

:structural model of the LPAD and Figure.7.2 presents

an example of the test, instrument. The task is
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presented .in a variety of modalities (e.g.;

numerical, ve bal, figural) and could require a

number of d ferent operati -Qns (e.g., analogy,

classifica ion,.and seriation). The student is

given training to solve a particular pioblem and it

is assum d that training provide a temporary

correct on of deficient,prerequisiie functions.

Data 1 ke the following are optained..

a. The capacity of the examinee to grasp the.

principle underlying the initial problem and to

solve it;

b. The amount and nature of investment required to

teach the examinee the .given principle;

c. The extent to which the newl.acquired principle

is successfully applied in solliing problems that

become progressively more different from the

initial task;

d. The differential preferente of the examinee for'

one or another of the various modalities of

presentation Of a given.problem; and

e. -The differential effects of different training

strategies offered to the examinee in the

remediation of his/her functioning; these

effects are measured by using the criteria of

novelty-complexity, langdage of presentation,

and types of operation (Feuerstein etTal.,

1979).
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3. The test situation is changed with one of a

test-teach-test procedures. Factors that produce

change, including actively instructing the student,

feedback' concerning sUccess and failure, engaging

the child in the learning process, promoting

intrinsic. motivatiOn, 'interpreting performance, and

individualizing the test situation, are used during

the actual assessment.

4. The results of the LPAD are interpreted differently.

For example, considerable weight is given to

excellent responses,-and unexpected responses are

pursned.(i.e., a process approach is-taken).

More recently, Arbitman-Smith arvl Haywood (1980)

described an educationaL pxogram that is used to enhance the

learning skills of slow learners and learning disabled

students. The,approach, developed by FeuerstAin and his

colleagues (Feuerstein, 1979; Feuerstein, Rand, Hoffman, &

Miller, 1980) is called Instrumental Enrichment (IE).

Aibitman-Smith and Haywood (1980) describe the IE program:

It not only encourages' itudentS to engage in a

learning process that is different from their past

experiences and thus not asspciated.with.past

failures, but also gives teachers an Organized,

structural framework with which to 'teackva variety

of prOblem-solving processes. The program

emphasizes processes by, which varts problems are

solved rather than perely, getting "Tight' answers..

312,
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Basic cognitive operations such as evaluation,

interpretation,. planning, and comparison are

consistently taught through the program qd the

students are made aware of their' own thou ht )

processes. This consists currently of 15 teaching

instruments, each focused upon (but not limited to)

a'specific 'deficient cognitive function. The

. program constitutes in the aggregate approximately

150 flp 300 hours of classroom 'instruction, 3 to 5

hours-'a week,, 'to be spread over at least two years.

(.p . %3 ).

More detailed information on the content and goals of the IE

program can.be found in Feuerstein et al. (1980) .

The IE program has been evaluated in Israel (Feuerstein,

Rand, Hoffman, & Miller, 1980) and- in the United States and

Canada (Haywood' & Arbitman-Smith, 1980) . Arbitman-Smith, and

Haywood (1980)' provided an overview of some preliminary data

on cognitive education of learning disabled students. The
. 4

authors reported that data have been collected on two

one-year contracts.- They note that there were generally no

first year effects on school achievement, but some changes in

intellectual functioning were found (see Haywood .&

Arbitman-Smith, 1980, for an overview). With their LD

population Arbitman-Smith and Haywood (1980) report that

students "indicated interest and-motivation to learn the IE

program materials and actively participated in tie

discussions, a form of behavior not often exhibited in their
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regular classes" (p. 62). linfortunately, even these effeCts

may not have been due to the program since.no control for

such" effects was included in the study.

Some writers have noted that the work in the learning

potential assessment area appears promising for the

nondiscriminatory or nonbiased.assessment (Alley Foster.,

1978; Laosa, 1977; Mercer & Ysseldyke, 1977). Indeed, Mercer

and Ysseldyke (1977) include the learning potential

assessment paradigm-as part of the pluralistic assessment

"model." Feuerstein et al., (1979) have noted that the'LPAS

provides a more lair assessment of minority students than

attempts to adP convent4onal.psychometric tests. They. note

that such tect. es as culture-free, culture fair,

developmental tests, and the SOMPA procedures "perpetuate a

confuion between manifest performance and potential fp.

203) .

There is some empirical research on the LPAD (see.

Feuerstein et al., 1979,. for a detailed review). Repearq0

has been conducted with, disadvantaged children, of

homogeneous versus heterogeneous grouping, and On assessment

of.culturally different immigrants. In the latter group.

.Feuerstein et al. (1981) report that minimum training'

provided by the group test procedure produced substantial
t

learning potential and higher levels of cognitive

modifiability. More traditional measures apparently

reflected cultural differences and not differences in ability

to learn or profit from instruction.

a
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Although the LPAD and the IE programjappear somewhat

promising, there is still little evidence to suggest that

these measures are any less biased 'thantraditional measures.

Their merit presumably lies in teaching during the actual

testing session, but it is not known if the cognitive

strategies that are trained have any relation to the child's

performance in the classroom setting.

Diagnostic/Clinical-Teaching
ti

bL

An area that bears similarity to the learning potential

strategies is called "diagnostic clinical teachipg"

(Kratochwill, 1977; Lerner, 1976). These strategies differ

from "diagnoticprescriptive teaching" (Ysseldyke, 1973;

Ysseldyke & Salvia, 1974; SalviaQ& Xsseldyke, 1978) which

have been affiliated with! test -based aptitute-treatment

interaction (ATI) paradigms (e.g. Cionbach & Snow, 1976;

illof different strategies which are, at present, not guided by

any particular theoretical area. Typically, diagnostic
_

teaching involVes the actual teaching of curriculum7related

material<jinder conditions that maximize _learning (e.g.,

stimulus materials mediational strategies, reinforcement,

Levin, 1977). ,Diagnostic-teaching actually embraces a number

feedback). ThUs, their relevance in the nondiscriminatory

asse ent area is that they focus on tasks nearly all

children experience in the school currioulum and_they focus

on diiect intervention for successful curriculum mastery.

For example, Myers and Hammill e1969, 1973) recommended
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teaching words to children under conditions that maximize

learning and suggested that learning disabled children should

be evaluated on learning tasks frDm which notms are

egtablished.

Likewise, Hutson and Niles (1974) proposed trial

teaching as a supplement .to traditignal testing. Severson

(1971, 1973) suggested a prOcess learning assessment strategy

I5ased on teaching academ4c content undu different

conditions., In research tasks employing from.four to eight

words to be learned., pred-ictdve validi'ly relations have

ranged from .30 to .73 with achievement test criteria (see
. ,

Kratochwill & Severson, 1977; Sewell & Severson, 1974) .
' Q

More recently Sewell (1979) .examined the predictisfe

effectiveness of intelligence tests and learning tasks for

first grade black and white children. The study focused on

the relative merits of learnir,tasks in contrast to

traditional IQ tests in predicting acadethic achievement. The

learning tasks involved diagnostic teaching, paired associate

learning,and a learning potential assessment using the

Raven's Coloured Progressive Matrices in a pretest-coaching

posttesting format. The diagnosOc teaching.condition

involved teaching the children 15 words under three different

conditions that proceeded from feedback to social praise to

tangible reinfOrcement. The Stanford-Binet served as the

measure of intelligence and the California Achievement Test

as the criterion. The results indicated that the 2 IQ measure

correlated moderately with achievement with both groups, the
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IQ was a more reliable predictor for the white children than

for the blacks, and for the black children, certain learning

tasks were better.pre)ictors than IQ. The study does show

that although the IQ was a significant predictor for both

groups, both this measure and the learning tasks were a

better predictor of achievement for the middle-class

children.

While these procedures represent a promising area within

nondiscriminatory assessment, a.pancity of research and a

limited range of content remain limitations (cf. Kratochwill,

1977) The diagnostic teaching procedures are also said to

.represent information useful for prescriptions (e.g., Sewell,

1979, 1981). Unfortunately, it is not at all-clear how

..---specific educational programs are to be developed froM the

diagnostic teaching procedure. Presumably, information on

how the child learns academic material unddr vatious

conditions of reinforcement can,be obtained. However to date,

the research on diagnostic teaching has involved 0 rather

limited set of dimensions that are known to influence the

learning process. It is doubtful that assessment under the

usual conditions of diagnostic teaching will generalize to

child'd learning in other.settinga such as the classrobm..

Child-Development-ObserVation

Within a tradition similar to the learning potential

assessment and diagnostic teaching is the "Child Devaaopment

Observation" (CDO) designed by Ozer and his associates (Ozer,
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1

1966, 1968, 1978; Ozer & Dworkin, 1974; Ozer & Richardson,

1972, 1974) . A major objective of CDO is to simulate the

procebs of learning on protocols that savle conditions under

4

hich a,;given child's learning problems may. be solved.

Different teaching strategies'are also enacted.to see how the

child best learns.

The CDO procedure may be useful in nbilbtised assessment

in that it does not conform to traditial/testing paradigmt;

no score is derived in relation to a norm group; .decisions.do

not proMote diagnostic labeling; and relating assessment data

to classroom functioning is intrinsic to evaluation (Ozer.&

Richardson, 1972). However, there are no data on the

reliability and validity of the procedurel verbal -skills are

heavily emphasized in certain areas of assessment, and the

CDO does not systematically sample from classroom tasks (cf.

Kratoch will, 1977). Like the other process oriented measurers

of learning potential and diagnostic teaching, the CDO may

not reflect the conditions under Aich learning usually

occurs in the child's usual educ.ational environmetit.

Clinical-Neuropsycbological-Assetsment

The field of neuropsychology is concerned with

delineating brain-behavior relatiOns. Neuropsychology

includes a number of different,.sometimes only remotely

related, disciplines .of which clinical neuropsychology is but

one, Clinical neuropsychology foc6ses on developing

318
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knowledge aboujhumab brain-behavior relations, or

delineating the psychological correlates of brain lesidns

(Davison, 1914; Reitan, 1966). Intellectual, sensory-motor,

and personality deficits are measured and related to brain

lesions or to brain damage in the broader sense of

physiological impairment. The work in this area is rooted in

academic psychology, behavioral` neurology, and particularly

in the psychometric field in psychology.4

Within clinical neuropsychology there is a dependence

upon, standardized behavioral observations emphasizing

normative psychological assessment devices. Within this

context, behavior is defined operationally and, usually,

quantified along continuous distributions (Davison,'1974).

The clinical neuropsycholog4t is typically not merely

concerned with distinguishin9 brain damage from other

conditions. Rather, the interest lies in refining

descriptions cf clinrcal conditions including inferences

relative to location and extent `of brain damage, as well as

probable medical and psychological conditions accounting for

---the -ab-normdl tyetavizi:

A considerable amount of information has been obtained

during the pa'st decade, about the behavioral Charadteristics

of brain-damaged persons as a result of neuropsychological

study in the areas. of mental retardation, learning

disabilities, behavioral disabilities, and &:invulsive

disorders. (cf. Reitan & Davison, 1974) . It addition, studies

have been conducted on individuals with conffrmed xerebral.

319
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lesions independently of whether these individuals manifest

learning or behavioral problems (Reitan, 1974). Finally,

neuropsychological studies of normal children have been

undertaken (e.g., Kimura, 1967).

Further re.y*arch in neuropsychological assessment

techniques could lead to some interesting applications

relative to identffication, classifiCation, and intervention

strategies. The concept of brain dysfunction as a primary

factor in learning disabilities (LD), for example, has,

received increasing attention over the past 20 years. By

characIterizing all children havIng learning disabilities as

having minimal brain dysfunction, many professionals seem to

have attributed LD to neurogenic factors. "However, much of
o

the research relevant to this hypothesized relationship is

cloudedby the problem that LD children do not constitute a

homogeneous group (See, for example, Manahan & Kauffman,

1978),.

Typically, the term "learning disabilities" has been

used to refer to'children who showia discrepancy between.

current levels of school performance Mid measures of academic

poten 1 ch is not due to mental 'retardation, cultural,

senso *, educational inadequacies, or .serious behavioral

disturbances (cf: Bateman & Schieflbusch, 1969). This type

of general definition lacks sufficient.objective criteria, so

that children who have specific disabilities in reading,

spelling, .arithmetic or multiple clficits are all categrozied

as LD children. Moreover, each type has often been referred

.1k
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to using the term "minimal brain dysfunction." The lack of

precision with which professionals have used the terms

minimal brain dysfunction and learning dis b'lity may

partially account for the inconsistencies found in

identification and placemett practices.

Recent studies in neuropsychological assessment

techniques, such as one conducted by Ahn (1977), offer the

promising possibility for development of a multiple

iscriminate function utiliiing relevant, information for more

precise classification of large groups of learning, disabled

' children. Ahn (1977) kpund significant patterns of

difference between three different groups of presumably

learning disabled children (i.e., verbal underachievers,

arithmetic underachievers, and mixed upderachievers) and

normal children in quantitative electrophysiological measures

electroencephalographic :evoked-potentials)

Results such as these lend plausibility to the

contention, that neuropsychological assessment techniques may

prove useful for more accurate identificatipn and

classificatiori of children possessing different specific

learning disabilities. At the very least, further research

...a

in this area-should increase educators' and psychologists;

knowledge of the many different types of problems referred to

under the general label of "learning disabilities."

Davison (1974) has discussed the potential utility of

clinical neuropsychological assessment techniques relative to

intervention. Of particular import here is the faCt that the

1
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same behavioral deficits may be due to differing causal

factors and, therefore, require very different interventions,

A readIng problem for example, may be due to an abnormal

learning history or to a structural abnormality of the brain.

Thus, for remedial purposes, the etiology of a particular

deficit may take on importance. One problem with traditional

methods-Of psychodiaghostic assessment is -that they are not

typically able to differbntiate among the many possible

.etiological factors involved in a particular disabilIty.

One cannot accurately predict the outcon4s of further

investigation into this area as yet. Increasing our

undcrstanding of brainbehavior relationshipswill require

°extensive study of the behavior of humans with braln damage

of varying location, extent, etiology, etc: It may be that

the product will be merely some interesting descriptive

statistics. Undoubtedly howev'er, increased knowledge of_

bruin behavior correlates holds potential implications for

nondiscriminatory assessmegt techniques as well as decisions

based on assessment data. Much additional work needs to be

conducted with children/ making these procedures more

applicable to the area of nonbiased assessment.

Betlavioral_Asse,ssment-Strateqies
6

We have already provided a relatively thorough

discussion of the differences between behavior assessment and

traditional assessment (see-Chapter 3):' Nevertheless the
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reader referred to some excellent overviews of this issue

(e.g., Ciminero, 1977; Goldfried, 1976; Goldfried & Kent,

1972; Goldfried & Linehan, 1977; Goldfried & Sprafkin, 1974;

Mash & Terdall, 1981; Kanfer & Saslow, 1969; Mischel, 1968).

Behavioral approaches emphasiie a careful examination of

environmental antecedents and consequents, as related to a

specific response repertoire. .Essentially, such an analysis'

is based on the operant tradition (Bijou & Grimm, 1975; Bijou

&'Peterson, 1971; Browning & Stover, 1971; Gelfand &

Hartmann, 1975). H6wever, as Evans and Nelson (1977) 'have

observed, the strict operant approach can be unduly

restrictive.' A more global approach, given the current

practices in psychology and educati6n, is to outline how a

functional analysis approach can utilize more traditional

psychometric practices, a rapprochement between traditional

psychometrics and social learning theory called "social

behavioral psychometrics" by Staats (1975). Moreover, a
I

cognitive functional approach as outlined by-Meichenbaum

(1977) -seems especially useful in some areas of psychological

assessment. In comparihg this approach to a more conventional

functional analysis, Mei-6henbaum (197,7) suggests:

A cognitive-functional approach to psychological

deficits is in the same tradition but includes and

emphasizes the role of the client's cognitions

(i.e., self stutements and images) in the

behavioral repertoire. In short, a functional

analysis of the client's thinking processes and a

323
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careful inventory of his cognitive strategies a

conducted in order to determine which cognitions

(or the failure to produce which key cognitions),

under what circumstances, are contributing to or

nterferin with adequate performance (p. 236) .

In a later section of this chapter the cognitive functional

analysis strategy will be described in more detail. This

strategy as well as others should be conceptualized as

expanding the assessment base of pS'ychoeducational behavior

assessment.

Conceptual_Eramework_for-Bebairioral_Assessment

With increasing diversity in behavioral assessment, a

conceptual framework for. classifying behavioral measures is

helpful to organize methods and What they are designed to

assess. Cone (1977,..1978)-..and_Cone_and_Hawkins(1977)
......

developed a conceptual framework and a taxonomy called the

Behavioral Assessment Grid (BAG). It is based on the

simultaneous consideration of three aspects of the behavioral

assessment process: (a) the contents assessed, (b) the

methods used to assess them, and (c) the types of

generalizabili\ty (i.e., reliability and validity) established

for the measure being employed. The" relations among these

three aspects of assessment are presented.in Figure 7.3.



Indirect'

Direct

Interview

Universes of
Generalization

Scorer

.Self -report

Rating by other

Self-observation

Analog: Role Play

. Analog, Free Behavior

Naturalistic, Role Play

Naturalistic: Free behavior

Behavioral Contents

Cognitive physiological Motor

BEHAVIORAL ASSESSMENT GRID

Figure 7.3 - The Behavioral Assessment,Grid (BAG), a taxonomy of behavioral
assessment integrating contents, methods, _and_universes- of .

generalization (Source: Cone, J.D., The Behavioral ,Assessment
Grid (BAG): A conceptual framework and ,a taxonomy. Behavior
Therapy, 1978, 9, 882-888. Copyright 1978 by Associalion-57
Advancement of Uehavior Therapy.. Reproduced by permission).
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Contents. Behavioral-assessment is commonly conceptual-

ized in three content, areas (Cone, 1977; .Cone & Hawicins,

1977) , systems (Lang, 1968, 1979, 1977) or channels (Paul &

BernStein, 1973). The contents are most commonly referred to as

motor, physiological, and cognitiye (see Morris & Kratdchwill,

1983). Although there are some basic disagreements as to what is

specifically included within these categories, we will present the

scheme developed by Cone (1978) because it serves a heuristic

function.

Motor...content is one, of the most frequently used content

areas and includes activities of the striate musculature typically

observable without special instrumentation. Included in this

content area would be such activities as walking, running,

jumping, talking and other motor components.

Physiological-contents, `according to Lang (1971) , include

actiyities of muscles and glands autonomically innervated and

tonic muscle activity. Some examples of physiological content are

muscle tension, heart rate, respiration, -and galvanic skin

respOnse. Such measures are usually assessed through special

instrumentation.

Cognitlye_contents are defined in the-context of the

particular referents used. Thus, while verbal behaVior

(self-report) can be categorized as motoric when one is referr;ng

to the speech act (see above), the referents may beymotor,

cognitive, or physiological. When verbal behaviorefers to
4

private events (e.g.; feelings, thoughts) the referents are

PA
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cognitive, but when it refers to a pubJically verifiable behavior,

the referent is either physiological or motor. When conducting

behavioral assessment, the assessor should be concerned about the

relations among the three c'titent areas. This means that in a

particular situation an individual may respond cognitively;

motorically, and/or physiologically. Some evidence suggests that
Olt

the three content areas are not necessarily highly intercorrelated

(see Belladk & HerSen, 1977a, 1977b; Come, 1976a; Hersen &'

Bellack, 1978), but reasons for this remain so4ewhat.unclear

(Hugdahl, 1981; Kozack & Miller, 1982): Part orthe difficult}, in

research investigating the relations among the three systems may

be related to methodological problems. For example, Cone'and

Hawkins (1977) argued that comparisons of the three systems have

confounded method of assessment with behavioral content. This

problem occurs when self-report measures of cognitive activities

are compared to direct observation measures of behavior. A child

may be trembling but may report that he/shp is not,fright'ened.

This could be assessed through self-report measures and direct

observation, but a low correlation between content areas may be

due to content differences or method differences, or both.

A second problem in this area is related to definitions of

the three response systems (Hugdahl, 1981; Kozack & Miller, 1982) .

Such inAiViduals as Lang and Paul and Bernstein have based their

definiti2ns on hypothetical constructs. For example, when Lang

(1968, 1971) discusses the three response in the context

'of measuring fear, the response is presumedito underly avariety.

of.behaviors such as escape and avoidance. In contrast to this

32.E
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view, Cone and 1.1LS'' associates (Cone, 1975, 1976b, 078; Cone &

Hawkins, 1977) prefer the conceptualization in which each content

area is examined within the context of stimulus and consequent

variables present in any given situation. This latter strategy

seems most useful in advancing work in this area, although this

'still remains debatable,

Methods. Different methods are used to.gather data across

each of the three content areas. Cone (1977, 1978) ordered these

assessment methods along a continuum of directness representing .

the extent to which they ( ) measure the target behavior of

clinical relevance and (b) measure the target behavior at the time

and -pidace of,its natural occurrence.

The methods are categorized into direct and indirect

dimensiohs. Interviews and self-reports are.at the indirect end

of the continuum because the behavior is considered a verbal

.representation of more clinically relevant activities taking place

at some other time and plate. Moreover, ratings by others are

included in the indirect category because they typilally involve

retrospective desCiiptions of behavior. In contrast to direct

observation, a-rating of a behavior occurs subsequent to the

actual occurrence of the behavior.

Included within the direct assessment methods are self

monitoring, analog:role play, analog:free behavior,

naturalistic:role play,-and naturalistic:free behavior. These

dimensions are organized according to who does the observing, the

instructions given, the observer, and where the observations

occur. In self-monitoring the ,observer and the observee are the
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Self-monitoring differs from self-report in that

an observation of the behavior occurs at the time of its natural

occurrence. Analogue assessment refers to settings or situations

that are analogous to, but not the same as the natural

environment. In this type of assessment, the client may be

instructed to role play a particular behavior or,act normally, as

if he/she were in the. natural environment. Technically, analogue

assessmen'can vary along a number of dimensiOns (Kazdin, 1980).

Finally, assessment may be scheduled in the natural environment

under either role play or completely naturaliStic conditions.'

Each of the eight assessment methods are discussed in more detail

in this chapter.

Universes_of-generalization. The various measures are.also

indexed in terms of the different ways in which scores can be

.generalized across six major universes: (1) scorer, (2) item, (3)

time, (4) setting, (5) method, and (6) dimension (see Figure 7.3).

The basis for this framework is generalizability theory as

discussed by several authcirs (Cone; 1977, 19784 Cronbach, -Gleser,

Nanda, & Rajoratnam, 1972,;- Jones, Reid, & Patterson, 1975;

Wiggins, 1973) . Scorer generality refers t 'the extent -to which

data obtained by assessor (or scorer) are comparable to the mean

of the observations of all scorers that tight have been observing

the'behavior. 'Essentially, this concern is one of the agreement

between assessors on observations:_of:_behavior. _When. two

individuals agree, scores are said to generaliZe across the

scorers.

Item generalization refers to the extent to which a given
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response is representative of those of a.larger universe of

similar responses. In behavioral assessment item generalization

could be used in self-report instruments awhen.scores on

odd-numbered items parallel those cf even-numbered ones.

Moreover, in behavioral observation od,dTeven scores might be

compared during various phases of baseline and treatment

assessment.

Generalization across time refers to the extent to which data .

collected at one point in time are representative of data that

might have been collected at other times. Generally, behavioral

J"-assessors are concerned with the consistency of behavior across

time, particularly within the context of stability in an

intervention program.

Setting generality refers to the extent to which data

obtained in one situation are-representative of those obtainable

in others. A behavioral assessor would be concerned with the

degree of generality of a behavior across settings; such as from

Classroom A to Classroom B.

The method generality of assessment refers to the extent to

whiCh data from different methods of measuring 'a target behavior

produce consistency. Cone (1977) notes, "the method universe of

generallation deals with the issue of the comparability of data

produced from two or more ways of measuring the same behavioral.

content" (p. 420). Here behavioral assessors might be concerned

with the general correspondence between measures of self-report

and direct .observation of behavior.

Dimensions generalization refers to the comparability of data

331
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on two or more different behaviors. When scores on a particular

measure of one behavioral dimensiOn 'relate to scores on other

variables for the same clients, the scores are said to belong

common universe.

BehavioralJAsseSsment_Vethods

Our discussion will now focus on'the most common methoas

behavioral assessment, including (a) behavioral interviews, (b)

self-report, (c) problem checklists and rating stales, Id)

analogue measures, and (e) direct observation procedurs.

addition to this list, psychOphysiological procedures,

criterion-referenced testing, and more traditional

psychoeducational testing are discussed within the context of

their use in behavioral assessment'.

.

While any one of these procedures might be used to assess a

child's learning problems, this would be.a rare instance. More

, likely, it is some cotilbination of procedures and devices that

provide an adequate data basefor intervention. Moreover, it is

the novel application of psychoeducationalassessment procedures .

rather than their routine application that will provide useful,

information for educational programming. In this regard, it is

Jle routine and stereotyped battery of assessmentprobedures that

will likely lead to erroneous cLclusions about intervention.

Lnterview-ASsessment. The interview method of gathering da.ta

is perhaps one of most common methods used in behavioral

assessment. The interview assessment method has also been used
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widely in traditional psychotherapy and education (e.g., Benjamin,

1974; Bingham, Morre, & Gustad, 1959; Fear, 1973; Grant & Bray,

1969; Kahn & Cahnell, 1957; Matarasso & Wiens, 1972; McCormick &

Tiffin, 1974; Sullivan, 1954; Ulrich & Trumbo, 1965), Behavior

assessors have also regarded the interview as an important

clinical assessment technique (e.g., Ciminer6, 1977; Ciminero &

Drabman, 1977; Mash &.Terda11, 1981; Meyer, Liddel, & Lyons, 1977;

Linehan, 1977; Marholin & Bijou, 1978; Morganstern, 1976).

However, even with interest in this area,. concerns have been

raised over the reliability and validity of the technique:

Ciminero and Drabman (1978) noted "...the data available at this

time suggest that we must be very cautious, if not skeptical, of

interview data for children and parents" (p. 56).

This conclusion appears warranted, especially in ,light of the

paucity of research on behavioral interviewing and the informal

srrategies-by-which,behavioral_inrerviews-are-commonly_conducred

(Kra ochwill, 1982). The lack:of research on interviewing is

.gene ally well known,(cf, Bergan, 1977; Ciminero & Drabman,,1978;

Linehan, 1977). Also, while some systems present a conceptual

framework for the-behavioral interview (e.g.,'Kanfer & Grimm,

1977; Holland, 1970; Kanfer & Saslow, 1969) , few formal 'script

guidelines are provided-and the assessor uscally does not have a

format for what specific questions should be asked at what point.

The compilation of data during the interview should yield a

good basis for decisions about the areas in which intervention is

needed, the particular' targets for furrher assessment,, some

tentative targets or intervention, methods, and goals.
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The interview can provide one of .the first. contact points for

providing descriptions of learning and behavior problems,

identification of specific behaviors needing modification, as well

as variables (ante edentand consequences) controlling learning

and social behaviors. A major contribution of what should be

covered in a behavioral i rvi w was presebted by Kanfer and

Saslow (1969). The authors noted that their guidelines can

provide not only the initial information collected froM the

client, but also data relevant 'co formation of a treatment plan
.

,(see also Meyer, et al., 1977, for a similar,Proposal), [An

outline of the approach presented by .Kanfer, and Saslow (199 pp.

.430,437) includes the general componentS that are useful for

assessment of learning and behavior problem's.)
Si

More recently., Kanfer and Grimm (1977) proposed a

differentiation of controlling variables and behavioral

deficiencies into categories that can be matched with various

intervention strategies. Their five categories include: (1)

behavior deficiences, (2) behaVioral excesses, (3) inappropriate

.environmental control, (4)' inappropriate self-generated stimulus

control, and (5) problematic reinforcement contingencies. The

authors further indicate for each category:. (a briefly which kind

of statements serve to-define a particular behavioral problem as a

member of each category, (b) examples of commonly encountered

'target behaviors in a class; and (c) briefly' what therapeutic

variables are available for change. Like many conceptual systems

for interviewing,

found in the applied

ecific strategies for intervention can be

literature (e.g., Bandura, 1969; Goldfried &
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Davidson, 1976; Kanfer & Phillips, 1970; Kanfer. & Gold fried, 1975;

Mahoney, 1974; Sulzer-Azaroff, & Mayer, 1977; Thoresen & Mahoney,

1974; Rimm & Masters, 1974).

Only one behavioral system has been developed" for

comprehensive interviewing of clients and consultees (care,

providers), namely, the Behavioral Consultation Model 'developed by

Bergan and his associates (cf. Bergan, 1977). The Behavioral

Consultation Model (cf. Bergan, 1978; Bergan & Tombari, 1975;

1976; Kratochwill & Bergan, 1978a, 1978b) provides a format to

formalize the.verbal interactions occurring during behzvioral

interviewing. The problem-solving model developed by Bergen'

associates is designed to assist teachers and parents.to define

various problems (e.g., academic and emotional), to forniulate and

implement plans to solve problems (i.e., behavior intervention

programs) , and to evaluate various treatment goals (target of the

interventi.pns) and the effectiveness of educational programs.

The consultation interview format is- actually a conceptual

system for solving a variety of problems through an interview

methodology. In this regard, the approach is particularly useful

in psychoedutational assessment of learning and behavior problems.

Consultive problem solving may focus on the achievement of

long-range developmental goal, or it may center on specific

concerns of immed-ia-te---,importance_to-the-chilcl-ie-nt___andior

consUltee. Developmental-consultation focuses on behavior change

that typically requires a relatively long period of time to

attain. This form of consultation may require repeated interviews

and the focus on subgoals which are subordinate to long-term
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objectives.' Thus, repeated applications of the

problem-solving process woulj be necessary until. all the

objectives of developmental consultation ai e achieved. This

form of consultation is possibly more necessary in treating

severe learning and behavior problems. For example, a child

experiencing severe failure in reading (three or four years

behind grade Level) could possibly involve months of

extensive intervention within this model.

On the other hand', many educational and psychological

problems presented to the professi-Oilal call for intervention

on a limited number of specific behaviorsof immediate

concern to the teacher or parents. Bergan (1977) de:51ribed

consultation problems of this kind'as problem...centered

consultation. For. example, .consider a relatively"apecific

_problem of a child experiencing a high frequency of'erkors of

orientation and sequence in handwriting. The majority of the

child's words were written as mirror-images.of.the correct

word. .During the plan implementation phase of the interview
. .

sequence, the teacher was requested to say "right" and praise

after eadh correct response (i.e., writing a word correctly)

and "wrong" and give corrective-feed-back-after-each-incorrect

response. After several peated applications of this

treatment, the child's wri ing reversed to normal patterns.

Thut,. the

change i

consultant's task was completed with the successful

handwriting:
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There are four stages in the consultation

problem-solving model: Namely, problem identification,

problem analysis, plan impletentation and problem

evaluation'. These stages (listed In Figure 7.4 ) describe

the steps necessary to move from an initial designation of

the problem through the plan development and implementation

to achieve problem solution, to the evaluation of goal

attainment and plan effectiveness.

Rroblem-identificat,ion. In probleM identification the

probl9m or problems to be solved are specified. A pro' 15-e ; is

defined in the context of a discrepancy between observed

behavior and desired) behavior (Kaufman, 1971). For 'example,

a child may know only three of the 26 letters of the

alphabet. The problem is to devise.a teaching strategy so

that the remaining letters will be acquired.

1. Problem identification is achieved primarily by means of

a pr.pblem-ident'dfication intervidw.(PII). In the knterview,

the consultant assists the consultee 'to describe the problem

of concern to him /her. In the case of a child who has not

learned his/her letters, the consultant might say "tell me

what Jack. does when you present him with a letter to be

learned." The question is deliberately phrased so that:a

socialization agent (e.g., teacher) will provide a rather /

specific description of the problem r.ather than a global-one.

kr
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- States in consultative problem solving (SOurce:
Bergan,J.R., Behavioral Consultation, Columbus,
Ohio: Charles E. Merrill, 1977. Reproduced by
permission).
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The forms of the problem may shift throughout the PII,

so that all relevant concerns dre identified. Thereafter, a

discussion of baseline meaures'which will prOvide a level

from which to evaluate tile treatment is outlined. In our

letter,learning illustration, a discussion of how to measure

learning or its absence would be descidbed (e.g., number of

trials, responses, 'ter presentat4ons).

2. Problem - Analysis. After a'problem.har; been identified,

consultation then focuses on problem analysis. The purposes

of problem analysis are to identify variables that facilitate

a problem solution and development of a plan to solve the

problem specified in the problem-identification phase of

consu :nn. Problem analysis is again primarily

accomplished- through a problem-analysis interview (PAI) . In

the PAI the consultant and consultee'discuss client skills

and environmental factors that might be controlling client,

behaAraidr. For example, in our letter learning situation the

consultant might suggest some behavioral principles to assist

the teacher in teaching the letters. yIt might be determined

that feedback and reinforcement need to be presented in a

consistent fashion, or a discrimination procedure developed

with similar letters. Subsequently,. a specific plan would be

developed to implement the suggested procedures.: Such a Plan

rMight specify the conditions, time, place, and factors that

faOlitate,generalization, and so fOrth.

3. Blan-Lmplementation. The plan implementation phase of

consultation is designed to implement and.Monitor the plan

339
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designed during problem analysis. pata collection typically

continues so that the consultee will, have some indication as

to the effectiveness of the plan. The only interviews that

may occur during, this phase are those used to check briefly

with the consul tee to determine that there-is agreement

between the plan specified and the plan implemented, and to

deal with unforseen implementation problems. For example, it

might be discovered that the parents are also working with

the child in a fashion that serves only to have the two

instructional strategies working in opposition to each other.
,

Th&consultant must then deal With this problem.
.11,-

A. 2roblem-Ei:taluation. Problem evaluation takes
.

place

thropgh a formal problem evaluation interview (PEI) and is

conducted to determine if problem solution has been achieved

by'compaiing data collected during plan implementation with

the level of acceptable performance specified in problem

identification. Moreover, consultation may be terminated if

goals have been met (e.g., if he child acquires his

letters). However, other problems may be introduced, and

consultation may take on the-developmental orientation. For

example, it might be determined that the child has learning

problems in math and other areas.of readimg. Consultation

may. then move back-to problem-ana-lystsndthephase sequence

continues.

There are several features that set aSide'the

consultation interview .!system from other'interviel4 procedures-

described in the behavior therapy literature. First, the
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model conceptualiZes the interview within the context of a

consultant-consultee relationship. Thus, it is implied that

indireZt service will be provided to a client through some

mediator (see also Tharp & Wetzal, 1969). Second, in

contrast to the S-O-R-K-C sequence presented earlier (cf.

Kanfer & Phillips, 1970; Kanfer & Saslow, 1969), the

consultation interview system places less emphasis on the 0,

or biological. condition of the organism. However, it Should

noted that such .factors can be-cOded in the Bergaii(1977)

procedures. Third, the consultation interview system ws

primalAly designed to be employed foi academic atd social

problemSkihereas the other strategies suggested in the

literatureye been primarily aimed at behavioral /social !

I.

problems. Finally, and perhaps the distinctive feature of

tihe behavioral codSultation interview system is that specific
N.

and detailed coding Systems have been developed for verbal

interactionsoccuring daring the actual interview (cf. Bergan
j

& Tombari, 1975). Thus,, the consulti-tion-analysiS technique

enables the professional to assess the types of

verbalizations emitted in co iews Sincensultation interv:. -

---this is an important feature, it is briefly described here.

5. 'Message-Clatificatfon. The classification system-

developed byby Bergan -and his associates (e.g., Bean &
I,

t

Tombari, 1975) is intended to articulate to the-four-stage
,

problem-solving model described above. The analysis system

classifies verbal interchange in terms of four categories:

source, content, process, and control. Table 7.5/ shows
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these four categories and the subcategories associated with

them. The message source category indicates the person

peaking. Content,refers to what is being talked about.

P \

Proccess indicates the kind of verbal action conveyed in a

message, and control.refers to the potential influence of a

verbalization by one participant in the interview on what

will be said or done by another participant re Bergan,

1977, pp. 30-46).

To code events of observation, in accordance with the

message classification categories, the behavior consultant

employs a consultation-analysis record form (see Figune 7.6).

The consultation-analysis record .calls for coding An all' our

message-classification categories for each event of

observation. The system. is quite complex and requires

4

extensive training (Brown, Kratochwill, & Bergan, 1981). It

is a useful procedure for psychoeducational assessment and

the most sophisticated interview procedure available to date.

Although the model clearly represents'a comprehensive
0

assessment system within behavioral psychology, it also links

assessment to treatment. 'Since consultation is largely a

matter of verbal interchange' between a consultant. and
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Table 7.5

TABLE 7.5 Message classification categories and subcategories

Categories
Message
Source

ScihcatcTories COnsultam

Consultee

Message Message Message.
Content Process Control

Background 'Teo hcation Elicitor
F

I.rhas tor Evaluat,-m Emitter
Setting
Behavior Inference

Individu I S.rrnmarzation
Characteristics
,Thservation Validation

Plan

Other
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CONSUL1EL

3

4

5

6

8

9

10

11'

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

Table 7.6
Consultation Analysis Record Form
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(From I. R. Bergan. & M. I.! Tombari,
The analysis of verbal- interactions occurring during Consultation. Journal of
School Psychology, 1975, 13, 212. Reprinted by permission of' Human SCiences
PresS, 72 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York 10011: Copyrigth ° 1975)
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'consultee and/or client, emphasis has been placed on the

analysis of verbal behavior. Bergan (1977) suggests that

consultant control of verbal behavior during consultation

necessitates not only recognition of the types of verbal

utterances' that have occurred during interviews, but also the

ability to produce different kinds of verbalizations to meet

specific interviewing situations and problems. If,a

consultant is trying to elicit information about conditions

controlling client behavior,-he or she must be able to

produce the type of verbal utterance most appropriate for the

particular goal.

The future will likely see increased sophistication and

use. of the interview assessment stragety for purposes of

nonbiased assessment (Reschry, 1981). Despite the

recognized limitations of the interview procedure, 'several

positive agents of interview'assessment approaches have been

'identified (Linehan, 1977, pp. 33-34). First, interview

assessment is a flexible means of obtaining data in that it

can be 'used to gather both general information coverning many

areas of the child's functioning and detailed information in

specific problem-areas. Second, variations, in the

careprovider's nonverbal ,and verbal behavtar-icn.be examined

in relation to the assessor's questions thereby allowing an'

,analysis of responding and lines of further inquiry. Third,

the interview typically promotes the development of a

personal relationship (4n contrast to such methods as di

observation where there may be no interaction between
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assessor and careprovider) . Fou:th, the interview may allow

for potentially greater confidentiality relative to some

'other assessment procedures (e.g., rating methods, direct

observation). Fifth, interview assessment may be an

important soUrce of gathering information from individuals

who are unable to provide information through other means

(e.g., those persons with limited communication skills, .

mental retardation). Sixth, the interview allows the

assessor to-modify his/her questions and responses to fit the

person's conceptual/language system and affords a4p

opportunity foi modification of the interviewep's.verbal

description. This advantage must be balanced against the

potential disadvantage of a nonstandardized script which may

promote, subjective interpretations.

There are, however, a number of issues that must be

taken into account in the use of interview assessment

-,strategies. ,Behavior assessors have long been skeptical of

verbal reports, and with good reason. %, Howeveri as Evans and

Nelson (1977) have observed, by knowing some of the possible

sources of error and bias in verbal repOrts it is possible to

reduce distortion.S in material often,unattainable by other

means. They provided several guidelines when dealing with

parental or adult informants (pp. 615-616).

Adult-reports:Sohle-cautions.

1. In written and verbal information, factual events

in the child's developmental histoty are much more

likely to be accurately reported than such
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components as attitudes, feeling states, and child

rearing practices.

2. Accurady does not appear to be increased by

repeated questioning, but can be improved by such

devices as diagrams and by precise statements of

the information required (e.g., McGraw &, Malloy,

1941)..
.

3. Poor recall is characteristic of information

related tot

(a) neonatal injuries or complications..

(b) childhood illnesses (e.g., Mednick & Shaffer,

1963.

(c) early attitudes regarding arrival of the .baby

(Brekstad, 196.6), and

(d) clinic referred beha7ior rrlems.

4. Length of time from the event to the interview does

not influence the accuracy- ,Is-much as the-qmotidnal

significance of the event and the current level 'of

anxiety (arousal) shown by th' informant,

5. Distortions are likely to be in the direction of

social desir,atility (e.g., placing .the informal* in

a positie light, reporting socially accepted

chi16-rearing practices).

6. Mothers may be more reliable informant4 than

fathers, but.ldhen independent rcYortri from mothers

and fathers agree, the information is likely- to be

more Valid.
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7. General characteristics of accurate informants have

not been identified'.

8. There appears to be no information to suggest that

social crass or intellectual differences affect

reliability of retrospective reports.

If the behavior assessor uses parental reports as

evidence of thenefficacy of a treatment program or other

scientific' conclusion, objective corroboration is required

(cf. Allen & Goodman, 1966; Ev'ans & Nelson, 1977):

Cbild-Reports. 01a-tain-i-ng_v_al_Wand' reliable information

from children also presents a challenge to the behavior

assessor. Generally, we should. not expect that children's'

descriptions of their Own'behavior to be any more reliable

than their adult counterparts. In addition to the direct

"interviewing of major soc,ialitation agents of the child with

learning and behavior problems,.the child should be

considered as an important_source of information_dring

interview strategies.

Although there are some technical guides for

interviewing children .(cf. Garrow, 1960), few behavior

assessors have provided guidelines for this activity. Evans

and Nelson (1977) suggest that there are three major types of

information to obtain from an interview with a child:

1." information that only a child can provide regarding

his/her perception of the problem;

2. likewisp, information that only a child can provide

regarding his/her perception, of himself/herself; and
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J
3. indications of how well the child can handle

himself/herself in a social Situation with an, adult.

An issue that typically arises from the behavior

assessor is whether the child should be interviewed with

his/her parents and/or teacher(s). On the one hand, separate

interviews could lead to the child perceiving that adults are

plotting:some conspiracy, which may in turn make it harder to

obtain accurate information during subsequent encounters.

On the other hand, interviewing the parents and/or teacher

and child together can provide valuable information.,, For

example, the child provides the stimulus for ,certain

questions and issues, as well as an opportunity to respond to

certain points raised. Nevertheless, there will probably be

occasion when a joint interview is aversive for parents,

teachers, and child, because of the other's presence.

Unfortunitely, we have no empiricaldata to provide specific

guidelines for such encounters. From the behavior assessor'

perspective, it would be ideal to have an opportunity for'all

conditions (e.g., sepa4'te and joint interviews). Such

opportunities would provide independent self-reported

perception of the problem, establish some congruance among

parties' involved, conversely, establilsh-stome areas, of

noncongruance, and finally provide an opportuunity for each

informant to have their "turn" at providing data releVant to

the problem. However, from a time perspective, such options

-may not be possible, putting the burden on the assessor or

the "best guess" as to which direction to go.
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Interviewing-the-Childis_Ueers. It should also be

mentioned that the child's peers, in addition to the child

himself/herself, could be interviewed to gW(her relevant

data. Peers can be especially reinforcing (or

non - reinforcing) , and may prove helpful in functional

analysis of the learning or behavior problem. Roff (1970).

noted, that an excellent piedictor.Of adult maladjustment is a

\
putation as a child for bing disliked by one'speers.

Thus, children could be asked which- children are having

learning.problemsand what the possible causes are. There is

_also evidence to suggest that peer selection of children to

fill a negative role in a hypothetical class play is a useful

discrimination task (cf. Cowen'; Pederson Babigian, Rzzo, &

Trost;: 1973) Cowen .et al. (1973) compared thOse adultsI

appearing on a psychiatric register with matched controls on

a large battery of tests and measures when these individuals

we.re\in the third 'grade. While the measures incl.ilded

standardi ze& intelligence and achievement tests as. well. as

%personality measure nd teacher atings the only meas re

that discriminated the psyc ,atric group from the con cols

was the negative.rolevariable.

Self,Report_and_Behavior-Checkl-and_Ratinq

Scales. S21f-report is an indirect assessme tcprocedure

because it _represents a verbal description of more clinically

relevant behavior occurring at another time and place.
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Self-report assessment has sometimes been based as unreliable

verbalizations in response to unstructured, open-ended

questions. However, a,Nariety of self-report inventories

have been used to structure assessment (Bellack & Hersen,

1977). Behavior checklists and rating' scales-are A

conceptually similar indirect behavioral assessment

strategies. In these strategies the child is asked to rate

another person based upon past observations of that other's

behavior. Due to the diversity of items that are included,

the behavior of actual clinical interest (e'.g., academic

performance, social withdrawal) may or may not be involved.

For example, a teacher may be asked to rate a series of

behaviors in addition to'the social withdrawal problem (e.g.,

fear, aggression, academic work). Presumably, other relevant

educational problems may emerge -from this-assessment. -Yet,

the major feature of checklist and rating scale assessment

strategies is that the. rating occurs subsequent' to the actual

behavior of interest (Cone, 1977; Wiggins, 1973)..

Self=Repoz. Due to the perceived problemS inherent in

subjective and unsystematic forMs of 'self-report assessment,

various inventories and schedules were developed (Taste,

1977). Although self-report measures have generally been

avoided by behavioral assessors, recent emphasis on cognitive

processes (e.g., 'Kanfer & Goldstein, 1975; Thoresen &

Mahoney, 1974) has focused attention on this form of

measurement. Also, as Taste (1977) has noted, in practice

' the-operational-criteria-for-tbe-existence-of-problems-are

351
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self,roported-verbalizatiogs" (p. 154). For example,'a child

may report'that he/she has an academic. problem or has no

friends. This report (a self-perception)is an important and

relevant concern in assessment.

Self-report invejitories are useful for at least two

functions (Bellack & Hersen, 1977) . To begin with,

self-report measurescan be useful in gathering data on

motoric responses, physiological activity, and cognitions

(see Figure 7.4). In anyRa-rtricular survey, the items may

tap any of the three content' areas or systems described

above. Moreover, each of these questions, with the exception

of cognitions (question 3) can be independently verified

through the actual observation of behavior.

Another function of self-report measures is to gather

data about a child's subjective experience. For example, one

might ask a child "Do you like math?", "Do you dislike your'

peers?". It can be observed that this second /Set of

questions include subjective components which- are not

objectively verifiable in the same way the first set is.

Numerous variables may influence the type of data one

obtains'from self-report and their correspondence .to the

actual' criterion measure (usually the actual occurrence of

behavioi). Such factors as the source of the data will be

important (e.g.,. Written'On verbal report by'the client), the

form of the questions asked, the content of the questions,

situational factOrs, and-operational specification of terms

(Bellack & Tleisen, 1977; Tasto, 1977; Haynes,-1978).

352

ti
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Bebavior_CheckVlists-and_Rating_Scales. Many formal

checklists and rating scales have been used in the

educational and behavioral assessment of school age children.

Walls, Werner, Bacon, and Zane (1977) provide a rather

extensive catalogue of available scales, as have other

authors (e.g., Severson, 1971). In many cases, behavioral

assessors use scales originating from many different sources.

As noted above, tbeir-use-in-bebavioral-assessment-is

premised-on-tbe-nature-oftne_data-gatnered-and-how-such-data

are-used_in_tbe-development-of-an-intervention-program.

Behavioral assessors using th'ese procedures must, however,

consider their indirect nature, avoid the hypothetical

constructs sometimes associated with their use, and conduct a

functional analysis in the natural environment once certain

classes of behaviors are identified.

Several positive features of checklists and rating

scales can be identified (Ciminero & Drabman, 1978;

Kratochwill, 1982). First, checklists are typically

economical in cost, effort, and assessor time. This is

particularly the case in contrasting these procedures with

direct observation of behavior in the natural environment.

Second, many checklists are structured so that --a-- relatively

comprehensive picture of the problem Can be obtained.

However, such measures usually provide a very global picture

of behavior. Third, due to the diverse range of questions

.asked in typical checklists and rating scales, the behavior

assessor may be ableto identify problems that were missed

35-3

(
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through other assessment methods such as in direct

observation and interviewing. Fourth, data obtained from

checklists and rating scales are usually (relatively) "easy"

to quantify (as though factor analysis, multi- dimensional

scaling, latent trait procedures). In this regard, they have

bepn useful for classification of various behavior disorders

(cf. Quay,' 1979). Fifth, checklists and "rating scales

frequently may providd a useful measure for pre-and poSt-test

evaluation of an intervention program. Sixth, such measures'

?

are frequently a convenient means of obtaining social

validity data on therapeutic outcomes (cf. Kazdin, 1977;

Wolf, 1978) .

A number of considerations must be taken into account in

the use of rating scales and checklists. Conceptual and

methodological 4ssues have been raised over their use in both

research and practice (e.g., Anastasi, 1976; Ciminero &

Drabman, 1978; Evans & NeUon_ 1977; Kratochwill, 1982;
7

Severson, 1971; Spivack & Swift, 1973; Walls et al., 1977) .

A major problem with these proaedur s is that they represent

an indirect-dimemsion_of-assessment. Since data are gathered

retrospectively, their relation to actual occurrences of the

,target behavior in the natural environment may be less than

perfect. Second, while it appears that rating scale

constructions have some cri-teria,for_Lgenerating items

included in the scale, the rational may not be evident or

remains unspecified. In this regard it is not always clear

how items may relate to each other. Third, it is frequently
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unclear under what conditionr, scale should be

administered (e.g., at what time after observing the

behavior). F9urth, there is often.no clear rationale for the

manner in which rating scale constructors rate the presence

or absence of a partiCular kind of behavior and the kinds of

categorHs employed to code various behavior scales and

checklists are also characterized by considerable variation

within a particular scale with regard to the kinds of

judgments required. Sixth, a large number of rating scales

are constructed to detect the presence of negative behaviors

or problems (i.e., behavioral excesses and deficits) and less

frequently focus on positive behaviors (assets). Finally,

many published scales fail to meet standards for reliability,

validity, and norming (cf. Walls et al., 1977) .

Ratingscales and checklists. will likely continue to be

used extensively in behavioral assessment in schools and

other applied settings. A continuing reason for their

popularity typically relates to the general ease with which

such devices are administered (but not necessarily

interpreted). Nevertheless, the rating scale and checklist

user should consider the aforementioned conceptual and

methodological limitations if he/she wishes to reduce bias in

the assessment process.

Se1f,d4onitoring. Self-monitoring refers to the act of a

child in which some occurrence(s) of hi's/hei behavior are

23

discriminated an then record. This procedure is regarded

as a direct' assessment procedure in that behavio is fiCbT60--
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at the time of .its actual occurrence. Several major sources

have provided a review of the applications of self - monitoring

(e.g., Ciminero, Nelson, & Lipinski, 1977; Haynes,

1978-Chapter 9; Kanfer & Phillips, 1970; Kazdin, 1974;

Mahoney, 1977; McFall, 1977; Nelson, 1977; Watson & Tharp,

1974; Workman & Hector, 1978). Self-monitoring (SM) can be

used for both assessment and treatment of various problem

behaviors. Its use in assessment and treatment involve

somewhat different considerations.

Sel.E.Monitorinq_Assessment. When SM assessment is

employed, data on the child's, behavior are useful for at

least two reasons. First, the client may be requested to SM

during the initial stages of educational assessment when the

professiodal is attempting to identify specific problems. In

this regard, baseline response levels help verify the

cxistence of a problem. SM may also be used to gather

information on how successful the intervention program is.

The range of application of SM to various target behaviors

has beensguite extensive and the interested reader is

referred to the references listed above for examples.

Many different recording devices and methods have been

used for SM assessment. Some oE the, more common include

record booklets, checklists, forms, counters, timers, meters,

measures, scales, residual records (e.g. empty pop betties),

archival records (e.g., telephone'bills), diaries, and many

others.

usedWhen-SM is for assessment, a number of variables
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influence the reliability and validity of the data. Both the

accuracy and reactivity of SM have been identified as factors

influencing the data (see Table 7.7). The accuracy of SM

depends on the following 10 factors (McFall, 1977, pp.

200 -201) :

1. Training. children-should be trained in the use of

SM.- Training will generally. result in better
3

accuracy and increase the credibility of

assessment.

2. Systematic_methods, Systematic SM methods will

usually result in more reliable and accurate,

measurers than those that are more informal and

nonsystematic.

3. '''-Characteristics_of_the_SMLdevice.. A SM device

which allows'simple data'c011ection, and which does

not depend heavily on the child's memory will

usually provide more accurate data in assessment..

4. Timing. ,In gener'al, L,e.closer in time: the actual

SM act is to the occurrence of the target behavior,

the More likely the data accurate,

5. Response_Cpmpetition. When a child is required to
O

monitor concurrent responses, his/her attention is

divided. This may cause interference and thereby

reduce the accuracy of the SM data.
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Table 7.7

Factors Influencing Self-Monit9ing Assessment

Dimensions

Factor
Accuracy . Reactivity

1.

2.

Training

Systematic methods
41

1. Motivation

2. Valence

3. Characteristics of moni= 3: Target behaviors

4.

toring device

Timing

4. Goals, reinforcement,

and feedback

5. Response competition 5. Timing

6. Response effort 6. Self-monitoring de:vices

7. Reinforcement 7, Number of target gehaViors-
..,.

8. Awareness of accuracy 8. Schedule ofself7

assessment' monitoring

9. Selection of target,

1.0. Characteristics of clients

358
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6. Response_effort. The more effort (i.e., time and

energy) the child must spend on the SM activity,

the less accurate the data may be.

7. Reinforcement. Contingent positive reinforcement

for accurate recording will usually increase

accuracy. Some external criterion can also be

established for accuracy improvement.

8. Awareness-of-accuracy_assessment. The professional

should monitor the child's data and Inake him/her.

aware that accuracy is being monitored. Such

awareness will usually increase accuracy.

9. Selection-of-target_behaviors. Since some-
1 i

behavibrs. are more salient, more easily

discriminated,. or more memarab,le, variations in

accuracy will occur as a function of-these

dimensions. Generally, higher levels of accuracy

have been establithed on 'motor behaviors (e.g.,

head touches) than verbal behaviors (e.g., number

of times "the person says.flou know ") and positively

valued behavior's' are more accurately recorded than

those- that are negatively valued.

,1 ."ChaxacteriStics-of_child: /Some children are more

accurate recorders than.othe.rs, One would

generally expect young children to be less .accurate

. than older childrerr,. adolescents and adults.

However,.inOvidual.va.riations will occur within .

ages.
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Reactivity may also be problematic !when SM is
-
undertaken

because unintended or unwanted influences caused by the act

of recording yield data that are not representative had SM .

not been used. McFall (1977, pp. 202-204) presented eight

variables that should be considered:

1. MotiVation. Children'who are motivated to change

'their behaivor prior to engaging in.SM are more

likely to demonstrate reactive effects

2. Valence. Depending on how.c.hildren value a

particular SM behavior, it may or may not change.

Generally, positively valued behaviors are likely

to increase, negatively valued behaviors are likely

to decrease; and neutral behaviors may not change.

3. Target-behaviors. The nature of the target

behavior for SM may influence reactivity. Also,

the number of target behaviors monitored at one

time may produce different reactive effects.

Some behav-iots being monitored maybe

more reactive than one.

4.. Goalsi_reinforceMenti.:a.nd'-feedback. Specific

performance goals, feedback and reinforcement

scheduled .''part of SM will increase. reactivity.

5. Timing. .Reactivity may vary as. a .function of the

timing of SM. As the:time between the natural
-

occurrence of a behaVior and the recording pf the

behavior increases, reactvitity may decreate.

6. Splf,monitoring_devices. Generally, the more
'
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obtrusive the recording device, the more reactive

it tends to be (e.g., a hand h'eld, timer is more

reactive than one that is out of Sight and

"awarene3s").

7. Number-of...target-behaviors. As the number of

target behaviors being monitored increases,

reactivity may decrease.

8. Schedule-of_self,monitoring. Continuous SM may be

more reactive themintermittent SM.

The 10 accuracy fables 'and the eight reactivity

variables may be problematic in assessment. When SM is used

as an intervention somewhat different concerns must be

considered.

'Self,Monitoring_as_an-Lntervention. Self-monitoring is

frequently used as, a therapeutic technique and it often has

been used as one Component of a more complete system of

behavioral self - control, (Thoresen & Mahoney, 1974). A total

program might include the following components: (a)

self - assessment where the child examines his/her own behavior

and determines whether or not he/she 'has performed certain

behaviorsp (b) self-monitorimg, (c) self-determination of

reinforcement wherein the child determines the nature and

amount of reinforcement he/she should receive contingent upon

the performance of a given.class.afbehaviors', and (d)

\Jsel administration ofreinforcementiWherein the child

dispenses his/her own reinforcement (self-determined or not)

contingent upon,performance.of a given claSs of behaViors



(Glynn, Thomas, & Shee, 1973).

When SM is used as an intervention, accuracy and

reactivity take on quite different roles., Accuracy plays a

minor role in fostering therapeutic change "since regardless

of whether or not children monitor accurately, SM may produce
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positive behavior change. While reactivity is something to

. /

minimize in assessment, it is usually fostered to maximize

therapeutic change. Not allreactivity may be'therapeutic-

ally desirable and the professional must arrange condition:;

'so as to facilitate positive reactive change.

Rositive-Charateristics-of-SM. Despite some 'potential

methodological: liMitations, SM may be advantageous for

behavioral assessment for several reasons. First, it isa

relatively cost-efficient means of assessment relative t

such techniques as observational assessment. However, the

professional must take into considerations such factors as

the training time and monitoring in such a cost analysis.

Second, SM may be the only assessment option, as.in

measurement of private behaviors (thoughts)i Third, SM can

minimize the sometimes obtrusive effeCts of assessment that

occur with other assessment Procedures le.g., interView,

direct observation). Fourth,SM can help verify the

existence of a problem in combination with other assessment

methods.

Analogue-Assessment: AnOther direct assessment procedure
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requires clients to respond to stimuli that simulate or

apprdximate those found In the natural environment. In such

assessment analogues the child is usually requested to role

play or perform( as if he/she were in the natural environment.

Analogue assessment .procedures have been Used for many years

within behavior therapy, bUt it is only recently that

- systematic features have been outlined and advantages and

disadvantages considered (cf. Haynes, .1978; McFall, 19-77;

Nay, 1977). Relative to direct naturalistic assessment,

analogue methods offer several positive contributions.

First, particularly in resech, they permit increased

opportunities for experimental control. This positive

feature may also emerge'.when analogue assessment is being

Used for clinical purposes. Many variables, operating in.the

natural environment 'contaminate assessment efforts and.a more

analogue assessment may redUce these. In this regard the ,,tk

professional may be able to gain a good perspective on the

problem free from Some.of the contaminating factors usually

present in the natural setting.(e.g.,,clasSroom). SeCond,

analogues may reduce the amount of distortion that sometimes

,occurs when an observer is present'in naturalistic settings.

Third, atialogUe assessment may ,allow assessment of behaviorS
-;---

whichvare. impossible to monitor in naturalistic settings.

Fourth, ,relative to direct obseivational assessment

procedures, analogue- strategies may be less costly on several

dimenSions.. J'ifth, analogue assessment may,belp-simplify and

reduce Complex. problems. Through apalogue .assessment we may
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be .able to control extraneous influences, isolate and

manipulate specific variables, and reliably Measure their

effects. Sixth, analogue assessment procedures may .help

professionals avoid certain ethical problems that emerge in

naturalistic observation.- Thus, under analogue assessment

'conditions the professional may be able to test a procedure

to learn about its characteristics prior to implementing it

in the natural environment.

Five categories of analogue methods have been identified

by Nay (1977); paper and pencil, audiotape, videotape,

enactment, and role play analogues. Paper and pencil

analogues require the child to note how he/she would respond

to a stimulus situation prr,sented in written form. For

example, teachers may be asked to respond to a series of

multiple choice questions which depict different options to

follow in implementing behavior management procedures. In

paper and pencil analogues the stimulus situations are

presented in a written mode with responses options written,

verbal, and/or physical. The child is usually presented the

stimulus and a cue for a response is made. The response made

may. be verbal in that the child is asked to describe what

he/she woul.d 13o and/Qr physically respond as he/she typically

would. While.a maijr advantage of these procedures is that

. they can be given to large numbers of children at, the Same

time and that they are easily quantified, the predictive

utility of these procedures usually remains unknown.

Moreover, th.is type of measure is limited because the

364
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professional does not observe overt behavior in response to

the actual stimulus.

Audiotape analogues present stimulus items in some type
Aft

of auditory format. Some characterkstics of thege

procedures include a set of instructions to the child and a

series of audio situations presented by the professional.

The child is typically required to make a verbal or other

physical response. For example, the professional may present

audio transcripts of a teacher presenting information to a"

class of school age children. The child may be requested to

xespond-through role play or free behavior. Although the

audio analogue shares many of the advantages of the paper and

pencil analogue, it may not approach realistic stimulus-

. conditions. c

The videotape analogue uses video technology to present

a relatively realistic scene for the child. In this regard

it can closely approximate the naturalistic setting.. Most

often. both audio and visual components are used. Video

analogues can also be used,fp.r traiming-intervention, as, in

the teaching of social or academic skills. Cost and

a.vairability of the video equipment represent major

limi7tations of this procedure.

Enactment analogues require the-child to interact with

relevant stimulus perSons (or objects) typically present in

the natural environment within the contrived situation.

Sometimes.the professional may bring relevant stimulus

persons (e.g.,'peers, teachers). into' the, assessment setting
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to observe child responses, as has been done in assessment-

and treatment of selective mutism (Kratochwill, Brody, &

Piersel, 1979) .
A maj'or advantage of this approach is that

stimuli can be arranged to be nearly identical to the natural

environment. Yet, a. limitation of this procedure is that the

situation may still not duplicate the natural environment.
-

The role-play analogue can be used within `the context of

any of the aforementioned assessment' procedures. Sometimes a

script is presented and the child is asked to covertly

rehearse or overtly enact certain behaviors under various

stimulus situations. A professional may ask a student to

role-play asking a teacher's assistance to assess various

preacademic skills. The-child may play himself/herself or

someone else'. Specific instructions may be present or

absent. Flexibility in format is a major advantage of this

procedure as is the option for direct measurement of the

,beWavioral responses. As is characteristic of other analogue

assessment procedures, a major disadvantage.is the potential

lack of a close match between the analogue And the natural

environment.

The analogue assessment procedure presents many behavior

assessment options in educational settings. Nevertheless,

both relia6ility and validity issues need.to be addressed

.
when these procedures are Used (Nay, 1977) . Therapists

employing these prpcedur'es should assess reliability 'd'ata on

target responses. A check on the validity of the analogue is

made by comparing the contrived assessment with the.target

36.G
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behaviors occurring in the natural environment. As is true

of other assessment procedures, analogue assessment may best

be used as one of several techniques to assess behavior.

Direct_Observational_Assessment. Direct observational

assessment is a most commonly used procedure in behaVioral

research and ,practice. Jones, Reid, and Patterson '(1975)

summarized three major characteristics of a "naturalistic

observational systeM"; including. recording of behaVioral

events in their natural settings. at the time they occur, not

retroSpeCtively; the use of- trained impartial observer-

coders, and description's of behaviors which,require little if

any inference by observers to code, the events"' (p. 4$).

Observational assessment strategies are commonly

affiliated with behavioral approaches (e.g., Johnson &

Bolstand, 1973; JQnes, et 'al.,'1974; Kent & Foster,' 1977;

Lipinski & Nelson, 1974) but are not limited to this

orientation. They are used in rather diverse areas of

psychology and educatioh (e,g., Boehm & Weinberg, 1977)

Cartwright & Cartwright, 1474; Flanders, 1966, 1970; Hunter,

1977; Lynch, 1977; Medly & MitZel, 1963; Rosenshine & Furst,

1973; Sackett, 1978a, 1978b; Sitko, Fink, & Gillespie, 1977;

Weick, 1968; Weinberg & Wood, 1975; Wright, 1960).

The rather extjnsive literature in this area does not

allow a thorough presentgtion (see Bayne's, 1978 for more

detailed coverage in behavior therapy) . When used in

educational and psychological assessment, many issues emerge
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over the utility of these procedures . One major issue in

its use in clinical assessment is the distinction between

observational proOedures,and actual observation instruments

(cf. Kratochwill, et al;,1980). Most professionals have used

some type of observat.ional procedures in their assessment

work. This may take the form of their direct observation of

a child in a classroom or having a parent or teacher record

the occurrence of some behavior. Figure 7.5 presents an

example of a record form used by a special edUcation teacher

who had an aide observe a child over a one week period.

While observational measurement procedures may vary

considerably under a number of dimension's (e.g., the .person

observing, the target response, the sophistication of the

form), they are most commonly.used as part of a more generl

assessment battery.

In contrast to these observational procedures, there are

relatively few specific obser3fational-instzuments in se in.

behavioral assessment. The paucity of instruments for direct

observational assessment is likely due 'to the lack of

attention to the development of these' -scales and the need to
4

design assessment' forms for specific situations and problems

(Mash '& Terdal, 1981).-

Among the instruments that have been developed, most

-focuA\on a rather specific range of behaviors (e.g.,

368 1.
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et Client---(name) Date.

(place)

Observation Period (Seconds)

ttes: 1

nds:

jot

tvior

10 20 30 40 50 60 10

T TO To TO To TO T 0
1

tive
viors

?ntion 0

;et Behavior. (definition)

itive Behaviors: (definitiOn)

Attention. (definitiOn)

N

Figure 7.5 - An example of a multiple behavior recording format
used for direct observational assessment. Numbers
across the top of this sample block indicate 10-second
observe, 10-second record intervals. Target behaviors
for the child, and peer are listed down theleft mirgin
Problem behavior (target)-for the child are coded as
Talking (T), throwing objects (TO) and out of seat (0).
Problem and desirable child behaviors'are mutually
exclusive in any one-10-second interval.
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Aleviros, DeRissi, Liberman, Eckman, & CalNlahan, 1978;

O'Leary, Romanczyk, Kass, Dietz, & San Tagrossi, 1971;

Patterson, Ray, Shaw, & Cobb,. 1969; 14}, et, House, &

Stambough, 1976), Each of these cod in systems is used in

different settings, including institutional program

evaluation (Aleviros et al., 1978)
8

, home (Patterson et al.,

-1969) 9, school (O'Leary et al., 1971)
0
and home and school

11
(Wahler et al., 1976) . Each bfthese systems represents a

promising observational instrument for assessment 7'4.r, research

and practice (see Ciminero &-Drabman, 1977 .for a brief

Overview) .

C;! r-

Direct Observational-measurement is usually the

L

preferred method of assessment in therapy and research. Yet,

the number of methodological issues that have been raised in

recent years has made this assessmentprocedure comple )2

(Cf. Ciminero & Drabman, 1977; Gelfand & Hartmann, 1975;

Haynes, 1978; Johnson & Bolstad, 1973; Kazdin, 1977;"Kent &

'Foster, 1977; Wildman & Erickson, 1978). From the available

literaturehas come some recommendations that can make this

.form of assessment'more credible dn practice (some specific
S

factors that bias this form of assessment were reviewed in

Chapter 5). Firsts" individuals functioning as observers

should be well-trained. Training should include samples of

behavioral sequences and environmental settings which closely

resemble the behaviors and settings in which actual data

collection will occur.

Second,two or more observers should be involved in
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assessment efforts to establish interobserver agreement on

the response measures. Observers should be trained together

and the scores compared with a single formal,criterion, and

training shou7A be long enough to ensure t at there is

agreement to a specified criterion on each ode.

Third, the conditions for assessing observer agreement

should be maintained to insure consistent levels of

agreement. Continuous overt monitoring and covert monitoring

may help generate stable ;.evels of agreement'(cf. Wildman

Erickson, 1978).

Fourth, observer bias 'can be reduced by not

communicating the specific intervention plan to the

observer(s;. Possibly, explicit instructions to the observer

indicating that the specific outcomes are unknown may be

preferable to completely avoiding the topic.

Fifth, in the absence of instruments or coding sheets

for a target problem, specific observational codes should be

constructed so that behaviors can be easily rated. The

professional should typically be conservative in the number

of codes that are to be rated ,at any onetime.

Sixth,, operational definitions should be constructed for

each specific behavior to be observed. Definitions should

also be tested to ensure that two independent observers can

obtain and maintain high levels of interobserver agreement .

Seventh,,observattions should be cOnducte0 in an

unobtrusive fashion. To assist in the examination of

obtrusiveness, data should be monitored for evidence of

3.71.
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reactivity or bias.

Eighth, measurement of the generality of observational

data across different settings should be conducted. While

direct observations, should take place in the settings in

which the target oehavior has been identified, multiple

assessment across behaviors and settings will further

elucidate the extent of the problem and help monitor

intervention effects.

Finally, normative data are quite desirable in many

cases and should be considered in observational assessment.

Normative data can help objectively identify behavioral

excesses and deficits in a given Client (Hartmann et al.,

1979; Nelson & Bowles, 1975).

While direct observational measures will likely remain

an important procedure within behavioral assessment, much

work remains to be done to make this f,rm of assessment less

expensive, less time consuming, and ire versatile. Because

this strateg involves less inference about a particular

behavior rela to many traditional assessment practiceS,

and because it phasi.zes a repeated assessment of the child

across various pha s of intervention, it should be used as

often as possible.
I-

Psychophysiological_Assessment. Behavior assessors have

increasingly focused on psychophysiological measures of

behavior in part due to the growing emphasiS'on the three

response systems. Psychophysiologi cal measurement is defined
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as the quantification of biologiCal events as they relate to

psychological variables" (Kallmn & Feuerstein, 1977, p.

329). The rise in interest in psychophysiological measures
yr

n child- assessnfent is also due-to increased sophistication

in instrumentation, increased use of biofeedback and other

behavioral' procedures to treat phychophysiological disorders,

and the' finding that independent measures of physiological

responding do not ,correlate perfeCtly-with verbal reports and

overt behavior, thus making it increasingly desirable that

they be used (Ciminero & Drabman, 1978). It is generally

recognized that psychophysiological assessment is in its very

early stages of development relative to other assessment

procedures. However, their use in schools has, been

particularly limited.. Psychophysiological assessment in

schools and other settings necessitates the consideration of

several issues (Kailmari & Feuerstein,. 1977). First, due to

.
their complexity and expense, physiological recordings should'

,

provide data that cannotHDe obtained as reliably and

efficiently as by other 'procedures. Second, within

educational settings, psyChophysiological assessment should

prpviCe.the professional with information about the selection

and evaluation of an intervention strategy. Third,

psychophysiological assessment procedures should,posseis

adequate reliability and validity for their use.

Several classes 'of problems hav,,e been identified when .

, .

(Hersen & Barlow, 1976) .physiOlogical measures are _use

These factorS may reduce. Ehe usefulness of this form of
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assessment. First, equipment used to monitor physiological

responses is sometimes characterized by mechanical failure.

Second, the professional using physiological measurements

.

must allow time for adaptation during various phases of

assessment. Sometimes, physiological measurement is

initially reactive.and this effect must be eliminated so that

the effects of the intervention can be separated from the

effects of reactivity alone. When- physiological responses-

are repeatedly measured, habituation and adaptation may be

problematic. In this regard, the effect of the intervention

must be'distinguished from mere habituation or adaptation to

recording. Third, various assessor and contextual variables

may interact with the physiological measures. Fourth, when

various physiological response systems (e.g.,. GSR, t,eart

rate, blood pressure, etc.) are used as indices of emotional

e,rousal, the specific emotion experienced by the child cannot

be. assumed to occur in, the absence of a self-report

confirmation from the child. Finally,'there appears to be

some evidence for individual differences in autonomic

reactivity. For example, differnt peripheral autonomic

sy3ems may 'how low or inconsistent correlations across

clients (Zuckerm'an, 1970).

As with other behavioral procedures, psychophysiological

assessment can provide important information for the design

ofintervention progrE s. Yet, the increased use in school

Settings. will likely be slow bas6d on cost and efficiency

considerations.

374
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Criterion- -JtefeY. ',Assessment

Criterion-referen*ced assessment has been closely aligned

with but not limited to the behavioral paradigm (Bijou, 1.976;

Cancelli & Kratochwill, 1981). Since criterion-referered

tests were first introduced (Glaser &,Klaus, 1962) ,continued

clarification of the term as well as issues that must be

addressed in its use have proliferated (cf. Hambleton,

Swaminathan, Algina, & Coulson, 1978) . In the early

literature criterion-referenced tests were considered precise

measures of highly specifiC discrete behavior capabilities.

.Such behaviors were purported to be hierarchically sequenced,.

Us derived through task analysis procedures (cf. Gagne, 1961,

1968; Resnick, Wane & Kaplan, 1973) . Glaser (1971) provided

an early definition of a criterion-referenced test:

A criterion-referenced test is one that is

-deliberatly constructed to yield measurements that-

are directly interpretable in terms of specified,

performance standards. Performance standards are

generally specified by defining a class or amain

of tasks that should be performed'by

individual. Measurements are taken as

representative samples of tasks drawn from the

domain and such measurements are referenced

directly to this domain, for .each individual (pe

41) .

Within this conceptUalization-lit-he term

domain-referenced'test has eVolved. Th,usl, whether one
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prefers the term criterion-referenced (Hamblet n et al.,

1978) or domain-referenced (Subkoviak & Baker', 1977) , it is

generally assumed that the concept. of "domain" is implied.

Nevertheless, these notions about criterion - referenced, tests

have evolved outside a behavioral orientation. It appears

most useful to consider that performance/On a criterion-.

referenced test is a function of the immediate test situation

and the previous interactions that comprise the history-of

the child (Bijou, 1976). Specific responses to items.On a

critdrion-referened test may be due to (a) the nature of the

test items,. and (b) the setting factors in taking the test.

Behavi -oral asse3sors'Y,,ve noted that criterion-/domain-

referenced tests re cr.:11-1.y improVed with an empirical

validation of hom7c-s item domains (e.g., Bergan, 1978;

Can, 1978; Dayton & Macready, 1976; Macready & Merwin,

1973). Hio ,T.
,:vE,,Until'recently, procedwc.es for establishing

1-icKc(?tous iter domains have not'been available (e.g., ,

latent structure analys18). With the development ,of

procedures for empiridally validating the scope and sequence

of domain,:; of homogeneous items, a flew form of

criterion - /,,)main- referenced assessment, 'labeled

path-referenced assessment (Bergan, 1978, 19P0) haE ,been

developeAI: This assessment procedure provides. intormion

about the client/learner'whichallows specific identification

of. skill. and/or domain deficiencies as well as the. sequence

(
lead most

.efficaciously 'to.fv.astry of the task identified .
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Criterion-/domain-referented tests have generally been

used for threc, purposes within educational settings (Bijou,

to monitor1976): (a) to.diagnose problem behavior,,(b) t

learning, and (t) to assess readiness for placement im a

prdscribed educational program. A central theme in their use

is that they measure a child's competence in a particular

rea and assist in the design of a specific instructional -

program. Yet, several criticisms of criterion-/domain-

referenced assessment have .emerged .,:elated to the lack of

normative comparisons in the assessment activity (e.g., Ebe,

197(3;-ii.pfmei:ster, 1975). Based upon the common use of

criterion-/domain-referenced assessment, such measures do not

ptovide normative data - a characteristic deemed desirable by

some professiora13.

A'responr,c to this issue of normative data must, take

',into consideratton'that norm-referenced 'and criterioh-

4/domain=referenced tests are really designed for different.
c,

YUrpOses. Items on a criterion-referenced tests are

typically selected randomly from each domain during test

construction while psychOmetic theory governing the selectiim

of items for normt.referenced devices suggests: that in order

to discriminate between good and poor learner's, items which

are rissed by half a sample of the population are. best

(rubkoviak.E. Baker, 1977). Individuals desiring normative

information from criterion-/domain-referenced assessment

should consider the use of social validation' as an

alternative to psychometrically, established norms (cf.

377
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Kazdin, 1977; Wolf, 1978). This extension involves social

validity (Kazdin, 1977), a procedure which refers to

assessing the social acceptability of some intervention...,

Wolf and his associates suggested that interventions be

socially vtalidated (e.g., Maloney, Harper, Braukmann, Fixsen,

Phillips, & Wolf, 1976; Minkin, Braukman, Minkin, Timbers,

nxsen, Phillips, & Wolf, 1976; Phillips, Phillips, Wolf, &

'FixSebe 1973; Wolf, 1976) . Kazdin (1977) reviewed several.

' facets of social acceptability:

Initially, the acceptability of:the Locus of the

intervention can be assessed. This aspect of

social acceptability refers to whether the

behaviors selected are important to individuals in

the natural environment. Second, the acceptability

ofcthe procedures can be assessed. Presumably,

many procedures might alter behavior (e.g., a

reinforcement of a, particular response, time out,

shock),. Acceptability of, or consumer satisfaction

with, the procedure can be determined and used as a

.basis for selecting among effective techniques.

Finnily, the importance of .the behvior-change

achieved with treatment can be validated by

examining the change in light of the performance of

the nondeviant peers in the environment or through

evaluations by individUals in everyday contact with

the client (p.' 430) .

An important component of social validation involves
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determini'ng whether behavior change is clinically relevant

for the child. One way that this might be accomplished is in

assessing the child's functioning in the environment after

the academic performance has been achieved. In this case,

validatiol, of intervention effects can be accomplished in two

ways: Namely, social_Comparison,and subjective evaluation.

Both of these, involVe somewhat different considerations and

methods.

Social comparison requires that the profession:,.1

identify individuals similar to the child in subject and

demographic variables, but who differ in performance on the

target. behavior (e.g., knows the multiplication tables 1

through 123). Kazdin (1977) suggested two ways for this

assessment to be conducted: FirSt,' assessment of a target

behavior is determined to be deficient and therefore warrants

an intervention; Second, the level 'of performance of peers

who do not warrant an intervention could serve as the

criterion for the Intervention on the deviant child. Thus,

if the intervention is effective, the child's academic

behavior should fall within the normative level of peers.

2 ResearCh reviewed by Kazol3n (1977) suggesCs that many .applied

intervention programs whose target behaviors involve social

behovior patterns have successfully used socia; comparison

st.;:dies. For example, O'Connor '2) developed social

interaction in nursery school children with Modeling or

modefing combined with shaping. "Prior t'
,1!;

children were below-the level, of their nor.

isolate

2 peers in
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such behaviors as proximity to others and visual and verbal

contact with peers. After treatment, social interaction in

the classroom of the trained children surpassed the- level of

their non-isolate peers, an effect that was maintained up to

six weeks of follow-up. These results suggest that the

magnitude 'of change was clinically important in that setting.

There appears to be fewer studies to provide good examples of

social validation of academic skills.

Subjective evaluation of intervention effects consists
.a

.

of judgments about the qualitative aspects of performance.

Presumably the academic performance that has been altered can

be observed by individuals wha are in the natural environment

with the child (teacher) or who are in'a special position

through training and professional skills (e.g., special

education teacher, psychologist) to judge the behavior. This

form of evaluation is quite common in applied behavioral

research. For example, subjective evaluations have been used

with reinforcement techniques designed'to alter, compositional

responses of elementary school children (e.g., amount of

writing, use of words not previously used, varied sentence.

beginnings) . Subjective evaluations by adults including '

teachers or college students have revealed that compositions

completed after training are rated qualitatively better than

those completed during baseline (e.g., Brigham,' Graubard, &

Stand, 1972; Maloney & Hopkins, 1'973; Van Houten, Morrison,

Jarvis, & McDonald, 1974) . Both social comprisnn and

subjective' evaluatians can be. employed to evaluate treatmet
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effects.

Social validation represents an important alternhtive

for thOse individuals wishing to evaluate the effects

interventilens in applied settin2. .Moreover, such

evaluations provide an alternative to conventional

norm-referenced tests. However, these procedures, are not

without their problems. Normative standards may be.an

inappropriate criterion against which to evaluate change.

Kazdin (1477) has noted, a goal might even be to change the

normative level. For example, one- of the authors

(Kratochwill) has worked with teachers who argue that reading

and many readiness skills should not be taught in

kindergarten. In this situation the goal would be to achieve

a :!-:?w level that would be desirable for both the children and

for teachers in later grades.

As Kazdin (1977) has noted:

...clvssroom applicAtions might bring the academic

performance of a up to the level of his or
A

her peers. While this would be'a successfhl

intervention in some sense, whether normative
4

levels should ever serve as a standard might be

questioned. Normative levels of academic

perfOrmance in most classrooms can be readily

accelerated with reprogramming teacher behavior and

curricula (p. 439) .

The same issue can, .3f. course, be raised with any

normative standard. The ,t normative levels of
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performance as a criterion for evaluating change implies a

satir:faction with these levels. Nevertheless, the issue is

that many people orking with the client in the natural

environment would ccept average behavior, especially if, it
has previously been deviant.

Identifying the normative group may so be difficult

for some individuals. While it might be expeCted that a

child of normal'measured intelligence would be able to count

from 1-100, this goal may be unrealistic for a mentally

retarded child. It could also be somewhat arbitrary to

specify those, individuals who constitute the normative group.

Should a Mexican-American child have'the same normative group

as his/her anglo peer? As Kazdin (1%77) has noted, simply

defining ones' "peers" or the normative group hinders many

variables that. might be relevant for judging intervention

effects. The professional might want to take into account

such factors as age, SES, IQ, and family environment.

Use_of_Traditiona1-Assessmert-Dnuices_in-aehavioral

Assessment. 'Much has been written on the limitations of

traditional assessment practices, both within personality

(e.g., lir:rsen & Barlow, 1976; Mischel, 1968) *and.: ability

tcsting approaches (e.q:, Bersoff, 1973; Bijou & Grimm, 1975;

. t,-4osa, Kratochwill, .1977; Mann, 1971 Salvia &

YsSeldyke, 1978; Ysseldyke, 1973). Behavior assessors have

typically rejected various` standardized tests of ability and

have instead tended to argue for use of criterion-

382
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referenced tests (cf. Livin,ston, 1977) and task analysis

procedures (Mercer f, Ysseldlr*^, 1978).

As was mentioned earlier, one of the aims of traditional

tests is to predict which children might' be in need of

special education services. A major limitation of IQ tests

(and other' instruments used to diagnose 1?arning problems),

for the professional interested in developin, intervention

programs is that the constructors of the:. lc:J were really

concerned with large-group prediction. li the main

purposes of psychoeducationa1l behavioral asr,c-,,ment should be

with confounding these predictions by al4,-,1ng the child's

problems. Binet developed the mental <t as a screening

device so ..that "feeble-minded" children could receive special

education in the Parisian schools. However, what was

significant is that'no one seems to know how successful they

were (i.e., did those children end up better off than just

setting it out at the bottom of the regular classes?). Also

noteworthy is that the research comparing the academic

achievement of children in special education classes versus

regular class has rielded equivocal results (e.g., Blatt,

1'95£3; 'Cassidy & Standon, 1959; Goldstein, Moss, & Jordov,

1965) . Moreover, it is the conceptual shift from precliction

to potential that has obscured the disadvantaged, race,

intelligence, compensatory education debate (Cronback,

19751)). Nevertheless, the notion of using the IQ score as a

measure of "intellectual" potential is strong despite the

fact that the predictive validity of the IQ. score for most
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spelpial populations is largely unknown.

What use can the behavior assessor have for the IQ test?

Evans and Nelson. (1977) suggest four qualities that might be

considered: Namely, the standardization feautre, goal

setting for remediation by behavioral methods, assessment of

items not learn .1 dt school, and context of assesemept.

Others have noted some positive features of traditional IQ

tests as well (e.g., Ciminero & Drabman, 1.978).

Standardized-Qualities. Evans and Nelson (1977) suggest,

that the standardizatiOn feature of tests allows definition

of one's target population, relative to others. This may be

relevant in evaluating the outcome of intervention programs.

A second point is that standardized test data also allow

evaluation of the substantive significance of a behavioral

program (cf. Nelson, 1974). This appears to oe.an

improvement on some behavioral interventions that have tended

to report outcome data in the form of. changes on some

arbitrary scale, the meaningfulness of which is unknown.

Staats (.1971; 1973) suggested that standardized test scores.

provide an additional source of data against which to

evaluate statistically the success of a behavioral program.

While the standardization.sample could be conceptualized as a

large control group, Evans and Nelson (1977) note that the

statistical problems inherent in this strategy are

considerable and would require knowledge of the reliability

of the test for the population from which the treated

children were drawn. Moreover, the test - retest ieliabilities
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typically are low for the kinds of special children treated

by,behavioral'procedures.

Goal_Setting. A second advantage of standardized tests

that has been raised is that,,given well-constructed age

norms, they can reveal an area of deficit and thereby help

.set academie goals for remediation by behavioral methods

(Bijou, 1971). Evans and Nelson (1977) suggest two problems

with this approach. First, one problem is to ascertain by

how much a score on a particular sub test has to deviate

before the child can be thought to have a serious deficiency

in the area. The answer tb this is again related_te a

statistical issue regarding error of .measurement of the-

individual sujotests and the scatter of the scores obtained.

A second problem relates to the test item. A child who does

poorly on visual sequential memory from the ITPA will likely

be referred for training in "visual memory", but as we have

noted above, the implication for reading instruction will

likely be tenuous. Moreover, item content for prediction may

not relate to instructional goals. . Unfortunately, despite.

the fact that test constructors insist that IQ tests should

not be used as tests of cognitive abilities (cf. Wechsler,.
\,)

1975), they continue to be used for these purposes-

Item_Content. Many standardized to is of ability (e.g:,

IQ) fnclude/assess knowledge of items not learned exclusiVely

at .school. Thus, another use ef traditional-ability tests

would be that .they allow one to compare what the child has

learned generally (as measured in'an IQ score) with what
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he/she has learned at school (e.g., some score on a school '

. achievement test) (Evans & Nelson,. 1977) . Evans and Nelson

(1977) note that a statistically significant difference

between the two measures and with the achievement measure

lower, would suggest remediation of rather general classroom

learning and studying skills. Unfortunately, there are some

problems with this reasonable suggestion., First, there is

smile overlap .between the two measures, so for a test of

ability/achievement differences ore would have toisort out

specific items for further analysis. Second, a statistically

significaht difference may notpe a meaningful difference.

Finally, a point recognized by Evans and Nelson (1977) is

that typical Achievement measures are sometimes so general

that remedial efforts could be quite misdirected even if they

did correspond to a curriculum in the classroom, which they

typically would not.
h.

The argument that one could compare scores on one IQ

test with those obtained from a More "culture reduced" test

to estimate the degree of deficiency in skills specific to

the dominant culture seems quite reasonable (cf. Evans &

Nelson, 1977). For example, a test administered in both

standard and nonstandard English could yield a discrepancy

that would allow the professional to determine if the

minority group child had a "cognitive deficiency" or a

knowledge of'standa d EngliM, (Quay, 1971).

Nevertheless, to hypothesize a cognitive deficiency may not
0

be as useful as determining what. skills (e-.g., on some test
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4

of ac emic skills) are deficient under different language

conditions. However, thee notion that standardized .assessment

under different stijmulus and response conditions is an
/

alternative assessment Strategy has been raised and could
i

provide the. behavioral assessor useful information in,,

planning an intervention program (cf. Kratochwill, 1977) . As

Evan */)(5 Nelson (1977) observe, ".,.showing ecot a child 4

fron/a different ctlture fails a test presented in one way

(the typical Western European fashion) ,,,_but passes a similar

test presented in another .way (using more familiar stimuli) ,

is an assessment of the importance of those stimulus]

variables for a given task.", (p. 640) (see alSo COle, Gay,

Glick,s, Sharp, 19714pr'icer-WilliaMs, 1966; Piersel Brody,

.KratoChwill, 1977) .

Testing_Comtext. Children develop a set of complex

skills.which are employed in varyingjdegrees curing the

administration of a standardized test), Evans and Nelson

(1977) note that what can' be a major problem for the

comparison of test scores across.cultures, subculture,

ethnic groups, or social classes can beiuSefuloto the

professional becausel the testing situation represents an'

opportunity to observe the hild's style of ehavior on

cognitive tasks. Neverthel ss, they sugge.; that one major

limitation.of this procedure that such observational

categories are subjective and frequently no reliability

measures are taken. While some scales are specificailly

develOped for this purpose ['e.g.., Sattler's- (4976) Behavior

387
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and Attitude Checkli,st for IQ Testing) , the psychOlogist

would need to construct. specific scales for different tests.

A second problem is that Many of the tasks are not well

designed to tap the child's problem-solving strategy. For

example, it would be difficult to com'p'letely analyze the

problemolving activity of a child completing the WISC-R

block 'des'ign without inclusion of covert verbal statements

that accompany performance actions.

Thus,'it must.be'stressed that within a behavioral

ana,lysis of IQ test performance.(and.any test generally)

is a fjinction of the test situation and a child's

interactional history (Bijou, 1976).) Within the test
4

situation, performance will be a function of the test items

and setting factors in test taking.

2

1 388
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Summiry-and-Couclusioza

In'this,chapter we reviewed some alternatives that have been

oposed to traditional assessment practices, TradPienal assessment

:actives have usually involved a relatively standardized battery of

;sessmen't such as standardized I.Q. and personality measures.; A

ember of alternatives have been proposed, including culture-'reduced

?sting, renorming, adaptiVe behavior, Piagetian assessment procedures,

?arning potential assessment, diagnostic clinical teaching, child

?velopnent observation, and cliniCal neuropsychological, assessment. In

Lch of these areas we- found a rather limited amount of empirical

?search addressing the issue 'of how these strategies can actually

?duce bias in assessment. In some cases there are conceptual and

?thodologigal problems.in the research. In other areas there. is no

trpng evidence to suggest that any of these things result in better

2rvices to children as a function of their inclasion in the assessment

rocess. In order to address this concern, more empirical research

aking,into account these, different alternatives needs to be conducted.

A, rather extensive discussion of behavioral assessment strategies

3S included in the chapter because then -techniques have been

alatively ignored in the test' bias literature. Indeed, there has been

paucity of information relating behavioral assessment techniques to

n expanded fr'am'ework for assessment to educe bias. After reviewi4 a

onceptual framework for-behavioral assessment <techniques, we provided

review of specific techniques ihcluding, interview, self-report and

no.
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)ehavioral checkl:.sts and rating scales, self-monitoring, analogue

I
assessment, direct observational assessment,'psychophysiological

Issessment, criterion- referenced assessment,
and the use of more

traditional assessment procedures within behavioral assessment.

I Behav'ioral assessment methods, on the surface, lo?kylike

procedures that are relatively useful in expanding, of .r.ramewor,k for

_

assessment in educational settings with minority and non-minority
0

'children. One of the major advantages that some of these' procedures

.

.

hive (e.g., direct observational measures) is that they can be .uscd

.

over different phaSes of the assessment process to determine .how

I

effective services are. This feature of behavioral assessment is

perhaps one of the stronger characteristics that needs to be emphasized

Iin future assessment work. In addition, criterion-refere.nced

assessment holds great promise for work in this area; hower::..:.,
-
as noted

., . .

lin this section of the chapter, there are numerous conceptual/method-. N.

t
lological fecitures of this form of assessment that hake not directly

addressed the issue of bias in assessment.

Again, we must conclude that even ih. the behaviprai assessment

area' where there is strong promise of reducing bias in the assessment

4 ,

!process, little empirical research has been conducted on this specific

topic. Indeed, the field of behavioral assessment jacks any conceptual'

1 framework fo,r dealing with test bias in a systematic way, One of- our

strong recommendations is that. the task of providing P. conceptUal
,

framework for research must be undertaken in the future.:
. /

Finally, although a number of alter-natives to traditional

have been proposed, at this time it. is tikely that these
4
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procedures should he considered as adjuncts to more traditional,
of

1
assessment until data indicate that any procedure, ot a combination of

procedures, can make a strong contribution to reducing bias in the

(assessment process.

391
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Ch'apter28

v Ethical rind Legal Considerations

S.

Assessment and tr atment of children's learning and emotional problems

necvssitaies a discussion 'of ethical and legal considerations esTcially,as

they relate to the assessmeht of culturally and linguistically diverse.

populations. .Specifying that a child has a learning or ikhavior problem ,

raises Issues of labeling and the possibiliTy of professional intervention

(e.g., consultation, special education services). Once a julgment has been

made that a problem exists, sane professional may bfaometinvolved in

attempts to assess and treat the problem. Sometimes, depending on,the type

of case, a research investigation may also be considered. Any of these"

procedyres involve something intrusive for the. child and may expose him/her

to a range of risks and.possible inconveniences., A child's participation

in assessment, treatment, and/or research may involve the fialloWing

potential intrusive influences: (a) priiracy' of the child (and parent) may

be involved; (b) personal resources (e.g., time, money) may be used; (c.;)

personal autonomy may be sacrificed; (d) the client (and family) may be

exposed to physical and/or psychological pain and diScomfort; (3) permanent

physical and/or psycholOgical damage may occur (Stuart, 1981). Due to

these potent4d1 negative influences, various guidelines, laws, and moral

codes have been develope./ In tlzis chapter we review the.ethical and legal

issues relevant to non-biased assessment of children experiencing.learning

and behavior problems. These considerations are presented within the

context of assessment, treatment, and research with schoolage populations.
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Ethical and Legal Issues.: The Context

The asseSsment procedures reviewed it earlier chapters offer, same

promise for achieving various therapeutic goals in work with children

experiencing learning and behavior problems., Yet, the very fact that these

procedures 'can be used to change feelings, cognition's, and behavior of the

child and his/her family raises numerous concerns oVer.the relationship

'between professional and.client(s).,, Concern.for the natUre of'a

therapist-client relationship is not new. Perhaps since ,the days of

Hippocrates individuals have been sensitive to the special nature of.the

relationship that exists. When'one person goes to a desigriated

professional for help, he/she is vulnerable to'potential abuse: Over the

years, sc?olars, professional groups,'and the courts have raised issues

over the nature of assessment and its'potential impact on the consumer.

Three sources of guidelines (influence) have seen established for

profegsionals involved in therapeOtic assessment and interyention, (Stuart,

1981):,: (a) law, (b) ethics, and (c) morality. These influences' provide a

conceptual guide for the professional involved in assessment, intervention

'and research with minority and nonminority children.

Laws 4bP

The future of many assessment and therapeutic programs for children
a

experiencing acadenic and social disturbances is increasingly being

influenced by legal precedents established in the judicial system. Laws

provide one of the strongest influences on professional behavior.

;enerally, laws, Whether by statute or case, represent formal principles

11

that govern conduct, action, or procedure.. In this sense.they can be

viewed as gUidelines for activities amonr ---ofessiorlals. In fact, laws

establish, in some cases, who can be a ,7Totessional by judging or who can

call themselves a physician, lawyer, psychologist, counselor, and so forth.
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Unfortuantely, a5 Stuart (1981) Aptly notes, laws have typically been

prescriptive rather than prescriptive. They have typically specified

sanctions and penalties for misconduct rather than established 'guidelines,

for positive and accentable activities. Another characteristic of laws is

that they have typically been reactive rather than proactive. In most

cases laws have come into effect subsequent to some misconduct or misdeed

rather than being enacted to prevent various problans, although they may

pekent future behavior of the same kind. (e.g., discriminatory assessment

practices). For these reasons, laws can be regardeltas somewhat incomplete

,guidelines for professionals. Although their formal.estarilishment may

represent a pdtent source b influence, this may be too specialized to

provide the kind of information the professional needs in his/her ever*day

assessment and theraneutic activities.
r

Ethics and Rights
k

,Ethics are something that nearly every professiOnal agrees we shear],

have, but agreement over the definition and scope,of ethics remains a

17
Continual Source of controversy. Morality is often implied in definitions

_f _,.L___ as this dictionarS, definition implies (cited in Krasner, 1976, P.

ir-\631):

."The study of the general nature bf
:
morals and of the sneeffic

moral choices to be made by the individual in his relationship .

with others .. The rules or standard governing the'conduct of the
r .

1
,

members of the profespion ... Any set of moral principles or

values ... The moral quality of a course Of action fiimessI

propriety (American Heritage Dictionary, p. 450).",

OWithin this context, the assessor/clinician Must make decisions on the .

r
1*

-.
basis of what is;goOd and bad for the specificindiyidualvas implied in

-394 .
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definitions o, liwrality (Krasner, 1976). In these decisions, the treatment

insuos-of control and prediction of behavior merge. Braun (1975), for

example, raised the following concerns with behavior. modification: "ilio

.shall have the rwr to control behavior?"; "Towards what end shall the

controlling power be used?" "lbw shall the power to control behavior be

regulated?" Such issues are,Aof course, not specific to behavior.therapy,

and can be seen to merge in any of the assesment and intervention

approaches used for, the proviston of children's special educational

services.

Sometimes a distinction iS made between ethics and human rights

(Morris & Brown, 1922) Fen example, if the means used to assess or treat a

child with a severe behavior disorder rots intolerable to this child (e.g.,

flooding, punishment, role playing, ants(he) elected not to be involved in

the program, a rights auestion would emerge. In contrast, the professional

may become involved in an ethical decision when deCiding which assessment/

intervention procedure would work with the speCific,type of problem

experienced by the'child. Additional concern may arise when assessing

minority grow children. For example, certain minority group children may

.feel less comfortable in testing situations (see Chapter 5) .and mA, have

their rights violated more easily than nonminoriy group children.

It'is obvious that rights and .ethics overlap in practice. Thus,

failure to consider a human rights issue would be regarded as unethical.

Yet, the manner in which ethical'and human rights codes provide guidelines

fdr professiOnal behavior vary and are not often uniform across disciplines

(e.g., psychology, special education).t

Moral Principle
r-4

Moral principles) represent an influence on professional behavior

3.9
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ina!vnrli ,v; they provide guides for conduct that transcend sl.)eci fie lam;

and ethical coc.hq;. Moral principles refer to "...some absolute assumptions

about the r iqhts and respons ibi 1 i t ies of individual s (Stuart, 19111, p.

717) " An noted above, morality 01 ays a central role in ethical guidelines.

No assesqnont strategy or therapeutic model is free from scrutiny on

ethical and moral grounds, 'but the techniques derived from any particular

approach do not imply a particular ethical or mord approach. Randura

(1969, p. 112) raises this issue:

In discussions of the ethical implications of different modes of

achieving personality changes, commentators often mistakenly

ascribe a negative morality to.behavioral approaches, as though

this were inherent in the procedures. Social-learning theory is

not a systeMlbf ethics; it is a system of scientific principles

that can be successfully applied to the attainment of any moral

outcome. In actuality, because of their relative efficacy,

behavioral approaches hold much greater promise than traditional

methods for the advancement of self - determination and the

fulfillment of huMan capabilities. If applied toward the proper

ends, social-learning methods can ouite effectively support a

humanistic morality.

Morality is, of coup se, the issue that emerges in determining what are

proper ends of any assessnent or therapeutic procedure.

It should be emphasized that various ethical.codes.of the professions

will not provide guidelines for all issues that emerge in treatment

assessment, and research. Even with the best e'ical4codes, individuals

will need to embrace basic moral principles for human conduct. But,Tasic

moral principles vary within and across cultures, and may even be*more ,

,39a.
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subjective (and less easily identifiable) sources of guidance and

regulation. Presumably, moral thinking is the basis forflevelopment of

codes of professional conduct, but this has not always been specified.

Issues in Assessment

Virtually all speciat,edUCation/programs established for children

//

.experiencing learning and behavior djsorders involve some type of formal or
/

informal 'testing and assessment. Although.same individualShave made a
; 4 ' :

-Mahoney
Y

distinction between testing and as sessment (e.g.,(e.g.Ma/4honey & Ward, 1976;

Salvia & Ysseldykei 1981), we will be using the terms interchangeably (see

discussion in Chapter 1 However, as we will see, an important issue

that emerges in psychological and educational assessment when legal and

ethical issues are embraced relates to the psychometric credibilitykof the

procedures as well as the use for which it is put in making decisions about

child intervention. For example, in 1972 it was estimated thatmore_than

250 milliOn tests in the area of academic skills, perceptual and motor .

functioning, social-emotional functioning, and vocationally oriented skills .

were administered in education'(Hohman & Docter, 1972). In -1975 when

Congress-passed Pdblic Law 94-142 120 U.S.C.,1401-1461), The Education for,

all Handicapped Children Act, large numberSOf normal and handicapped

children experien4ed assessment from a 'variety of school based

professionals (e.g., school psychologists, speech therapists, counselors, .

special educators).

The rapid. oroliferAion of assessment has raised consciousness over

the implications this activity has for individuals participating in it..

Increasingly, individuals outside the professional community have became

,

quite critical of testing practices and procedures. Three books were quite

instrumental in-alerting the public to sources of controversy and problems

A.Q1
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in testing: The.tyranny_a_testing.by Banesh Hoffman (1962; The_brain

watchers by Martin Gross (19 2); and They.shall..not Hass. by Hillel Black

(1963). Concerns over testing have also grown in the fields of psychology

and education especially as they relate to assessment and treatment of

minority group children (see Chapter 1). Organizationsjiave established

fOrmal guidelines for assessment and even 'statements of policy on proper

use of tests (see Chapter 9). A more recent involvement has came from the

courtswho have been asked, to deci-ie on the Utility of testing practices in

making decisions about services for children and youths., In this section

K of the chaPteK, we deal with how these issues influence assessment

activities for both minority and nonminority group.children.

criticisms of.Assessment

Assessment typically involves some type of relationship between the

assessor and the assessee. This relationship may not always be known to

the assessee, especially with regard to the potential consequences the.

information gathered during assessment may have. Numerous criticisms have

been advanced against assessment practices and instruments. Among the more

common include the allegation that assessment represents' an invasion of

privacy, assessment may create an unfavorable atmosphere, assessment

results in labels, and assessment May be discrimiAtory against certain

groups,'

Invasion of. Privacy. The right of privacy is embedded in the U. S.

,Constitution, but remains remarkably ambigious in some areas of practice.

There appears to be two somewhqt overlapping aspects that emerge in the

privacy concept (Bersoff, a978). First is the right; not to suffer

government prohibition as a result of engaging in private activity. The

second is the right to be free from)government gathering, storage, and

398
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dissemination of private information (see Dorsen, Bender, & Nedborne,

1976). Extending this concept beyond'the governmental context, ReUbhausen

and Brim (1965) Offer the following definition:

"The essence of privacy is.." the freedom of the _individual to

pick and choose for himself the time and circumstances under

which, and most importantly, the extent to which, hisattitudeS,

beliefs,) behavior and opinions are to be shared with. or withheld

from others. The right of privacy is, therefore, a positive claim

to a status of personal dignity a claim for freedom ...- of a very

special, kind (pp. 1189-119O).

The essence of the issue in any type of assessment is the right of the

person to determine what type of information of a personal nature will be

shared with others. Consider the f011owing situation. that might be .:

involved in assessing a minority child who is extremely socially withdrawn.'

A psychologist, believing that data'are needed on the peer perspectives on

the child might administer a sociametric scale to the chil&S classmates

during regular class sessions. Although cooperation of the school has been

obtained, voluntary consent of'the students and parents have not .been

sought.

,This'situation involves consideration of several issues that are

problematic. First of all, informed consent was.not obtained of the

student (see later discussion of the informed consent. principle). Second,

the information obtained on the test scale was likely of a highly personal

nature and many students may have considered it an invasion of privacy to

provide it. Third, it was not specified how the information was to

used. that is, were the data to be disseminated to any personal with

r-1\identifying1information and-.if so, to whom? Consider further that the
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psychologist might be asked by the school officials to intervene with other

students who are reported to be withdrawn. or friendless. The issue of the

pswhologist offering his/her services to an extremely withdrawn child may

emerge. Therefore, the individuals personal privacy may be involved.

Invasion of privacy is then a broad concept that involves several

issues, including :informed consent, confidentiality, and even psychological:

stress. Invasion of privacy is more complex when children are involved

than when adults are involved. Ptivacy rights guaranteed by the

constitution are granted' to adults and generally, not to children. Although

the courts have granted sane privacy rights, to children (e.g., Tinker,-v..

Des Moines school District, 1969), there may be considerable' compromise

where the child's interest is at stake (Bersoff,. 1978).

Privacy issues are also raised in the use of unobtrusive measures in

assessment of learning and behavior problems. Usually; unobtrusive,

measures are taken without the client's awareness so as to avoid

sensitizing them (see discussion in ,Chapter 7 et, obtaining such .

measures may violate the requirements of informed consent and may be

perceived as. an invasion of privacy. Assessors might consider several

alternatives in this area. , First of,all, for some unobtrusiVe assessment,

the issue of consent may not emerge. 'Many archival records would be

publically available and could be used without any personal-identification.

For example, the grades a child receives as part of his/her regular

evaluation or the number of times the child is sent to the principal's

office represent some examples that represent a minimal invasion of

privacy. As a second possibility, the child's parents could provide

consent for several different types of assessment
opportunities, only sane

of which Would be used (Kazdin, 1979). 4 third option sometimes advanced
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is to go ahead and conduct the unobtrusive assessments and inform the

child/pai:ent subsequently that he/she has the option to hEwe such

information remain confidential. Yet,( this option May not be acceptable

given the possibility that assessment was initially objectable (Kazdin,

1979). Moreover, once the information'is obtained, it could-conceivably

cause a treat to Privacy, especially in 'cases where it has an important.
. \t,

bearing on the decision making process or where'legal issues are involved

(e:g., discrimination, access to special services).

The decision to require students to take tests or examinations

(especially those involving personality and/or attitudes) could be done

within the context of a-panel that considers some of the impligations'

involved. Specifically, the folicAling might be considered:

1. The ability of the test to measure precisely those objectives

the school or district intends to,measure.

2. The possibility of embarrass'ing or. emotionally damaging

children who take the test.

3. The extent,to which. comm mores and values ,are likely to

be affected by the test.

. The potential benefits of testing.
c

5. The possibility of using ,'volunteers instead of captive

audiences..

6., The steps that will be taken to ensure confidentiality of

results, and
1
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7. The possibility of obtaining data without testing (using.

census reports or public documents,. for example) (Sax 1974,

pp. 26-27).

addition to the above, we would add the need to determine the'

pOtential biased natur of the test when used with children from diverse

cultural and lapguage oackgrounds.

It.is recognized thai- the invasion of privacy issue extends well

beyond testing (American Psychological Association, 1981). Many°routine

activities in our society are aimed at gathering information that is

cOmmonly regarded as, personal (e.g.-, opinion polls, or credit card

appliCations). Material provided by 'students in school as part of regular

class activities might also be regarded as Such. Yet, it is the

responsibility of the professiOna1 to follow the legar,directives and.

ethical guidelines advanced that have a bearing. on soCh, isdhes (see later

sections in this chapter).,

TestsCreate_an Unfavorable Atmosphere. Another criticism of tests

has been that they may create an unfavorable atmosphere-for the client or

student ipvolved in taking them. indeed, the.requirOpentAW children and

youth participate in formal test-taking has created a.whole literature on

. treatment -ethods to reduce test awiety. Test anxiety has been a source ,,

of sane discussion in the professional literature (e.g., Johnson, 1979;

Morris & Kratochvill, 1983; Phillips, 1978; Sarason, 1980; Tryon, 1980) and

refers to "... an unpleasant feeling Or emotional state that has

physiological and behavioral -concomitantl.and that is experienced in formal

testing or other evaluative situations" (Dusek, 1980, p. 88). It is

possible that test anxiety is associated with cognitive and' attentional

40 24
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processes that interfere with task performanCe, although this does not

always occur. .7,

-
Administration of certain individual standardized tests (e.g., IQ) has

also been criticized for inducing an unfavorable atmosphere that may resuLt

in discriminatory practices to certain ethnic sx racial groups (see

Kratochwill, Alper & Cancelli, 1980). It is sometimes assumedthat'if a

Oild does not perfokm well on individual tests, the results could be an

inaccurate reflection of classroom performance (Reschly, 1979). Factors

0

accounting for poor performance on tests may be related tb motivational

factors-or situational anxiety generated by the test lig test environmnet

(e.g., an unfamiliar situation, examiner). Fbr example, Piersel et

al. (1977) found that a pretest vicarious situation in which minority group

children viewed a seven-minute' videotape of a white examiner_testing-a

minority child under positive conditions (e.g., praise) resulted in only

.14.3% of the W1SC-Revised (WISC-R) scores being LSD belowthe mean,

whereas 42.8% and 52.4% of the scores were 1 SD below tbe mean under a

standard administration and feedback conditions, respectively. Although

the findings were discussed within the context of motivational factors,

specific anxiety components could also be invoked to explain the

perforMance differences. Children viewing a pretest vicarious interaction.

may experience reduced levels of anxiety that then have a positive

influence on performanCe.

Of course, delibprate attempts to create anxiety or fearathong

children during' testingsituations may prove unethical. Yet, the

,administration of tests to children is a coMmonplage'event in the school,.

and community. A major issue here is that efforts should be made to redu-Ce

the severe negative influences that accompany,testing: A rather large body

4 0.3
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of literature suggests some useful intervention procedures for this p.:11311(;m

(see, for cxamble, Tyron, 1980) . In the area of assessing children's fears

and phobias, the psychologist must consider that administering

particular assessment device could have a negative imv,act on the client.'

TPO considerations.emerge from this. type of assessment. First, attempts

should be made to reduce any negative emotional aspects that surround the

assessment procedure. This would be in accord with Sound ethical prac4tice

where stress should be minimized. Second, the assessor must consider that

any anxiety created by the testing itselfmay lead to inaccurate results

and hence could possibly lead to misguided intervention procedures .

Assessment-Results .in.Labels. A major objection to assessment is that

it frequently results in labeling the 'Child in a cam, that may prove

=destructive. ,COncern over the labeling process has been extensively

discussed in. the professional literature (e.g.,.Gordon, 1975; Guskin, 1974;

Hobbs, 1975a, 1975b, 1975c; MacMillan &10.byers, 1979; MacMillan, Jones, &

Aloiu, 1974; Mash & Terdal, 1981; ',tercet, 1973,.1975; Ross, 1980r RoWitz,

1974). Yet, labeling children may have a number of poSitive features

(Rains, Kitsure, Duster, & Friedsbn, 1975). First of.all, labels may help

summarize and order observations which in turn help-professionals

communicate. For example, professionalS with diverse backgrOunds can talk

S.

about "organic mental disorders" (DSM-III) ami have sane general

understanding of what is involved in the problem. Second, iabels may in

-some cases facilitate treatment strategies for a particular disorder.

Given tt9t..de learning disorder can be reliability di-gnosed, several of the

available treatment approaches described in the professional literature

could be employed. -11nird, labels may serve as an organizer for scientific

research (e.g., epidemiological, etiological, and treatment) on oa
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particular disorder. Fourth, labelsImay serve as a reference ,point for

tolerance or' acceptability of childhood behavior (Algozzine, Mercer, &

Countermine, 1977).

More often, native features of the labeling process have been

raised. Concern gver labeling became especially acute during the late

1960S and early 1970s as legislation, emerged dealing 'with this issue. The

perceived negative by-products-of labeling have been of particular interest

when discussing the disproportional representation of minority group

children in.educaational diagnoStic categories. In addition to general

concerns over diagnostic classification systems, increased attention has

been focused on how children are labeled4ip the schools. Such, growing

attention hag been due in part to (a) the need to classify students for

certain purposes (special services) and to assign names to these.

classifications, (b) the non average characteristics of certain groups

(emotionally'disturbed), and (c) the propensity to associate children with

the name of the group they have been assigned to (MacMillan & Meyers,

1979) .

4whena decision is made to assess a child experiencing a learning or

behavior disorder, several'potential issues emerge in the process. First

of all, a possible concern of clients and their caretakers relates-to the

possible label, diagnosit, or classification that may ensue. In such cases

it is not so much the labeling process itself as it is the 'potentially

negative influences associated with the label (Pruch, Engel, & Mbrge 1975;

Smith, 1981). In our culture the use of some formal label may fequently

be,associated with the assignment of a negative value such as "sick",

"disturbed", "mental", and so, forth. These valbes may further cause

emotional suffering on the part of the child and/or parents. Second,

4.
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beyond the specific concerns with labeling per se there may be long term
4

negative consequences associated with the labeling process such as lack of
1

a regu'ar education, denial of employment, among others. Third, the use of

formal diagnostic classification;syscems (e.g., PL 94-142) may

lead to a violation of human rights ir\ that the labels employed maybe

shared with others without the informed consent of the clientASMith,

1981). Smith (1981) notes that clients are not usually,informeorthat when

they sigq,confidential information release forms they are often giving

blind consent tP release specific diagnostic classification data. Of

course, this cciuld occur for both the, parent and child. Smith has argued-
,

that the APA should amend the ethical guidelines for provision of

psychological services to take into account this apse& of practice.

8 Afrsessment.of child (en experiencing learning and emotional problems in

school settings may lead to special class placement as wall as labeling

(e.g."emotionally disturbed). Questions can'be raised.over the efficacy

of this process and sane empirical work has appeared in the field of

psychology and education on this issue. The primary concern here is

whether or not labels such as "emotionally disturbed" have an adverse

effect on the child iq the sense that labels may biashe professional

toward seeing more pathology or deviance than otherwise would have been

perceived without the label. While some writers have noted the potential

negative effects of labels, (e.g., Catterall, 1972; Reynolds & Barlow,

.

1972), there is no uniform evidence for this negative influence. As Mash

and Terdal (1981) observed, sane research has shown that a particular child

behavior, when believed to be exhibited by a "disturbed child", may produce

different reactions than when.believed to be exhibited by a.'nondisturbed

or normal child" (e.g. Stevens-Long, 1973). Also, other research has shown
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that observers may tend to overestimate negative behaviors in a group of

children labeled behavio ally disturbed whereas.they underestimate negative

behavior in a group labeled nbrmal (Yates, Klein, & Haven, 1978). Several
7

reviews of the litera 'ure have not found support forthe adverse effect of

labeling (e.g., Mac, llan & Meyers, 1979; MacMillan et al., 1974; Cuskin,'

Bartel, & MacMilla , 1975; KratoChwill et al.,' 198(; Reschly, 1979). Some

discrepancies in this area may be an artifact*Of the methodologies employed

ft

- (R schly, 1979). As an example, in studies where college students or

teacher are provided only the label and/or not or only' brief exposure to

the labelbd child, a relatively large expectancy effect is found (YsSeidyke

& Foster, 1978). Yet, in studies employing the sane basic methodology but

a rr\ore lengthy exposure to the labeled child, the expectancy effect is

either diminished ovet'time or is not found ( Reschly 'Et Lamprecht, in press;

Yoshida & Meyers, 1975). Moreover, the fact that many studies haVe not

been carried out in the clinical setting threatens the external validity of

this empirical work (Kratochwill, et 1., 1980).

Concerns have also been raised over a possible "self-fulfilling

prophecy" effect. The-issue here would be whether or not a child labeled

as disordered will be perceived in a negative manner, thereby contributing

further to the problem. Research in this area has not clarified the issue.

For example, Rosenthal and Jacobson's (1968) work has been criticized for

methodological inadequacies (e.g.,, Eldshoff & Snow, 1971; Humphreys &

Stubbs; 1977; MacMillan et al., 1974; Snow, 1969; Thorndyke, 1968) and at

least some research with the emotionally disturbed label (e.g., Foster,,

YsSeldyke, & Reese, 1975) has not supported the self-fulfilling prophecy

notion.

Conceptual problems with the:Rotential negative impact of labeling
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have also been raised. The label itself may not be the sole cause of

negative experiences that are pesumed to be associated with t. Thus

prelabeling behaviors exhib :ed by the child Wat led to labeling, as well

as consequences associated with the label may account for the negative

influences.. As Mash and Terdal (1981) note, the informal labeling process

and interpretations of formal labels by various individuals (parents,

teachers, etc.) may have the greatest impact. Once a child has been

labeled emotionally disturbed (e.g.., emotionally handicapped) it is

conceptually impossible to attribute the negative influences to the formal

'labeling set (MacMillan & Meyer, 1979). Thus, the labeling process

appears to be conceptually complex and any variance attributed to. the

labeling experience must take into account several faCtors noted by

MacMillan et al. (1974):

1. Prelabeling experiences.

2. The effect of.the label versus the pereceptions of the

services received by the individual once labeled.

3. The effects' of formal versus informal labels on' the measure

of interest as well as the agency and individuals who append

the label.

4. Cases where children carry multiple labeld simultaneously,

such as the delinquent-EMR, or disadvantaged -LD.

5. The response-of the child. and the family to the' appended
, . . /

labelvmost noticeably whether they deny or accept its

validity or whether the salient attrilfe is highly valued by

the child'S subcultural group (MacMillan & Meyers, 1979, pp.

179-180).

It appears clear that future research will be important in sorting,out

a'
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the conceptual and methodological issues in this area. Itdoes appear that

assessment will continue to result in diagnosis, classification, and

\
labeling. As Achenbach (1974) has noted, "The basic question 's not

whether to claSsify, but how to classify" (p. 543). Many of the issues in

the literature have been advanced toward traditional assessment and

diagnostic systems Although behavioral assessment sometimes leads to

.11

formal diagnosis and labeling (see Chapter 3), it is, unclear what influence
4 ...I

the emergingtehavioral assessment/classification' schemes will have on

children. Some evidence suggests that behavior therapists may be less

41;

easily biased by labels (e.g., Langer & Abelson; 1974), but much work

remains to be done on this issue. When research.is conduCted, it will be

productive to consider the already developed conceptual and methodological

issues advanced in this area.

Assessment Results .in .Discriminatoty Practices. A central criticism

of assessment is that it leads to practices that are believed to be

discriminatory against certain individuals or groups, usually minority.

racial and ethnic grouos.(AlleY1 Foster, 108; Flaugher,. 1978; Kratochwill

et al., 19801 Oakland &. Matusaek, 1977; Reschly, 1979; Sattler, 1974).

Minority children frequently face the problem of misclassification in
4

school systems with black children being three times as likely as White

children to be placed in classes for the educable mentally retarded (see

SCF 11980]; and the report)Dy theEducation Advocates6alition on Federal

Compliance' Activities to the polucation for All Handicapped Children Act

((Public Law 94-142, April 16, mpl). "The concept of nondiscriminatory or

non-biased assessment .has been a central theme in recent federal

legislative and judicial actions that have provided guidelines for
F.

assessment practices.

4O9

No-
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The concept of nondiscriminatory assessment has invoked two primary

legal, ethical, and moral issues, namely-assessment of minorities and the

use of certain traditional assessment devices and procedures (e.g., IQ

test) in this testing process. As noted in Chapter, 1, traditional

assessment procedures have.been the Primary focal point of criticism with

several alternatives examined. Among. the more common recommendations in

the area of child assessment that we discussed in Chapter 7 has-been the

call for a moratorium on conventional tests, elimination of speical class

placement, language translation in testing, use of minority group

examiners, modification in'test procedures (e.g., providing reinforcement),

and creation of so called "culture fair" tests. Although it. is beyond the

scope of this chapter to ieview of'these proposed alternatives within

4

an ethical-legal context, it shou,. . noted that each provides numerous

.cofiCeptual and methodolOcial problems.

Perhaps the major limitation in work in the field of nondiscriminatory

assessment has been the conceptualization of discrimination within the

context of minorities and traditional testing. As an alternative,

assessment procedures should be evaluated on dimensions of discrimination

within the context of how they influence children, regardless of race or

cultural background (Kratochwill et al., 1980; Reschly, 1979). Within this

'proposal is the thesis that assessment that results tnegially effective

interventions for both minority and-nonminority group children has met/the

spirit of being nondiscriminfitory. When assessment practices result in

differentially ineffective services across groups, the poSsibility of

discriminatory practices must be considered.
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Legislative-and Judicial.Influepces

Psychology and education are becoming increasingly regulated. This is

especially true in the area of assessment activities occurring in these

fields. .At one time, the courts were not involved in examining the

assessment activities of psychologists 'and educators. One reason for this

stance was that the courts"pleaded lack of expert knowledge (Eersoff,

1981). Rut this is definitely changing as reflected in deciSions of the

Supreme Cburt, lower federal and state courts, as well as in Congress and

in federal administrative agencies. For example, the Supreme Court has

been involved in such activities as the influence of compulsory education

laws, the requirements of due process prior to application of disciplinary

and academic sanctions, and the allocation OE financial resources to "poor"

schools. The lower federal and state courts have rendered decisions on

such areas as the right to education for Handicapped pupils,appropriate

ti ication of 'learning disabled children, and the right of schools to

expel disruptive.handicapped Students, and assessment of minority group

children. Congress and federal administrative agencies have been active

inasmuch as in 1964,the Civil Rights Act passed by Congress contained

antidiscrimination. provisions guarding against discrimination based on .

race, color or ,national origin. These were followed by the Passing of the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Family Wucation Rights and Privacy Act,

J-7k,

and thef'ducation for all, handicapped `Children Act of '1975 (Public Law

19-142) .

The reason that the courts have demonstrated a willingness to render

judgments on assessment issues relates to the deree to which the

constitutional rigilts of an individual have allegedly been violated..
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Specifically, in the assessment area the three constitutional principles of

equal protection, due process, and privacy, have been the focus of

intervention by the courts (Persoff, 1981). For example, in the case of

assessment, the right-ofeoual protection' has been interpreted (in'part) as

the right to an equal educational opportunity and has been used

successfully in some cases (e.g., Mills.v.-Board of.Education_of..the

District,ofOollaribia,_1974:PennAssociation4oF_RetardedChildren-v

.Commonwealth,of Penn., 1972) For example, a 'severely disturbed child

would be entitled to a public 5tbeJ1 edudation'despite the hariSicapping

condition. In the case of due process, the fourteenth amendment requires

individual notification in a fair and impartial manner where interests

prOtected by the Constitution are either restricted or rescinded.

Specifically, the due process clause applies where the individual's

interest in life, liberty, or property are being considered. For.example,

a schoOl cannot label a child "epotirally disturbed" 'unless there is a

forma hear-i-n9-conducted. Thus, the potentially negative conseauenced of

such labeling must be cong'idered. In the case of the right,of privacy, :the

judiciary has-not defined the concept, but has indicated activities within

' its scope. Generally, the concept has been broadened to include freedom

from unreasonable intrusion into family .ife by individuals providing

men!al health services (Bersoff, 1981).

As a consequence of legislative and judicial influences in assessment

practiCes, several'procedUral requirements have been established. For

exp7Ipie, the regulations of PL 94-142 repreSent requirements for the'

evaluation of children who might be demonstrating learning and behavioral

disorders and who are being considered for special education services in a

public school setting-.

412
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Some specific isrues that would create a procedural concern for a

psychologist 09 other-mental health professional practicing in a public

,schoOl setting involve notice, consent, and access to records (Persoff,

1981; Martini 1979).

Notice. One of the first procedural safeguards that must be met is

formal notice. Such notice cannot be incomprehensible or intimidating and

cannot come after the fact. Public Law 94-142 (45CFR 121a. 504(a) (1) --

,(2) requires written-.notice "a reasonable time before the publid agency

proposes to initiate or change (or refuses to initate or change) and the

identification, evaluation or placement of the child or the provision of a

free appropriate public education to the child". 'FOr example, in a typical

case of a child being considered for special services due to severe

anxiety, a psychologist must inform the parents at each step of the

process, including assessment. The school would notify the parents that

there may be a-problem and that a professional evaluation will be conducted

on the child. Once the evaluation is accomplished (given that consent was

obtained), the psychologist would need to inform the parents what will be

done next (e.g. , an interventon program), or that,nothing will be done.

Notice would, of course, extend throughout the intervention' phases as well.

Notice is not always satisfied easily. It must be written in a manner

that is comprehensible to the parent or guardian. If the parent cannot

read or only reads a foreign language, other means must be employed to make

notice understandable. The stoecific action proposed for PL 94-142 is:

1. The proposed action must be stated.

2. There must be an explanation why the school proposes the

action.

3. A description must be given of the alternatives which were
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considered before the proposed' action was decided on.

4. The reasons must be explained why the otter alternatives were

rejected.

5. Each evaluation procedure, test, record, or report that the

agency will rely on as a basis for the proposed action must

be described.

6. Ariy other factors relevant to the agency's proposed action

must be described' [45CFR 1212.505(a)(1)-(4)).

Consent. Notice does not imply consent. Technically, Notification

refers to surplying.information about impending actions.whereas consent

requires affirmative permission before actions can be taken (Bersoff,

1981). Within the context of 'PL 94-142, consent is required for only four

things (Martin, 1979, p. 102):

1. The initial evaluation of the child.

-2: The initial placement of the child.

3. Evaluation before a "subsequent significant change in

placement".
a

4. Before release of records to persons not already authOrized

to see then.

Like notice, informed consent is sometimes difficult to define in any

technical sense. For example, the question of who can give consent remains

controversial. Although in the case of children one might expect that the

parent would-be the typical individual to render consent, open opposition

from the child may cloud the issue (Martin, 1979). In BartlyA./...Kemens and.

J. h. v..Parham two federal courts required an opportunity for hearing when ,

parents consented to place youths, over their protests, in institutionp.

Generally, it is recognized that informed consent. contains three basic
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characteristics that must be upheld to meet the spirit of the concept:

Knowlego, voluntariness, and capacity. Each of these issues is discussed

in more detail later in the chapter. Essentially, the three concepts. are

applicable to .informed consent in assessment, treatment, and research.'

Access to Assessment Records. Psychologists and other professionals

engaged in assessment .activities with children experiencing _learning and

behavior problems typically (and hopefully) generate a considerable amount

of data. A question that occurs in this activity is whether or not the

data are accessible under existing law. In the past, psychological

assessment data, ttst protocols, and client responses have been guarded to

prevent public disclosure. However, much assessment data are now available

bathe public, due to the Family_Education_Rights_and_Privacy_Act-(1975)..

This act sometimes called the"Buokley Amendment", has been incorporated, in

part, in PL 94-142. Any educational institution receiving federal funds by

the U. S. Office of Bducation. must allOW parents access to the records

maintained on their child and the right to. challenge any information

believed to be inaccurate or damaging to the child. In School settings an

educational record refersto records that are directly related to a student

and are maintained by the educational agency or by a 'party acting for the

j
agency ,>.(45 CFR 99.3) .

A question that immediately arises here is whether assessment

information and test protocols are accessible under existing laws. At this

time, the issue is not cleat because no cases have ruled to clarify this

point (Bersoff, i981). One of the key issues is whether or not the

psychologist,. psychiatrist, social worker or other professional reveald

information to indiViduals in the course of providing input'on a case. For

example, a psychologist might administer a rating scale or checklist to 'a
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child as part of an' assessment to determine if special class placement is

.

necessary. If responses were revealed.in a team meeting to determine class

placemenM such information would he considered part of the

educational/assessment record. Presumably, this.would also be true in

cases where a psychologist from an outside agency (e.g., mental health

clinic) is providing.input in the case. Although the issues are far from

settled, analogous cases in industry (e.g., NationalJ.abor-Relations_Board

3
v. Detroit Edison) suggest that parents will increasingly be granted access

to psychological assessment material. .In Lora.v.,Bdof.EdUcation_of_the

City of New.York (1978), the court noted that a failure to provide Parents

with "clinical records" from which placement decisions are made does not-

e:

follow due process. However, the failure to carefully define-clinical '

records still makes the issue ambiguous (Bersoff, 19811.. '

Bias in .I0 Testing

In additioj to gbidelines promulgated by court, legislative, and

governmental agencies regarding issues related to,,,procedural concerns such

as-consent and access to recordsr rec court rulings have specifically

addressed the issue of bias in the tests used by schools in the
./

classification and placement of minority group children in classes for the

mentally handicapped.'

While not directly addressing assessment techniques, two early cases,

Pennsylvania Association .for Retarded .Children-vCommonwealth-of

Pennsylvania (1971) and Mills v. Board .of .Education .of-the.District.of

Columbia (1972), had a definite impact on assessment in the schools. Both

of these cases were,,primarily concerned with the rights of retarded

9

children to a free public education. The decisions in favor of the

plaintiffs indicated that tests could not be used to exclude children from
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school as uneducable.

The following year in Louisiana, a ruling in Lebanks.v..Spears (1973)

regarding the exclusion of children from public schoof stated"that

districts could not exclude children from pSblic school who it decided were

uneducable, and also set sane general cluiudelines for placement in classes

for the mentally retarded. The ruling stated that such placement can only

take p1aCe with evidence indicating an IQ below 70 obtained,from an

individually administered intelligence test and subnormal adaptive

behavior. In addition, thecoutt ruled that neither measure could be

inapptopriately influenced by the sociocultural backgroA of the/child.

Its another case not directly addressing assessment, Lou-v.-Nichols

(1974), a California school district's was charged with not proViding

adequate language instruction to all Chinese-speaking students. The ruling

of the court, however, directly addressed the districts assessment

practices by ordering a task force be set up in the district tciinsure that.

bilingual and non-English-speaking chilaien were properly assessed.

. The courts first directly addressed the charge that psychological tests

. were biased against black children in HcbsOn:v. Hansen (1967). In this

case theplantiffs.charged that a tracking system in the District of

Columbia public schools was discriminatory in that it led to an

overrepresentation. The court decided in favor of the plaintiffs, claiming

that. the standardized arolp tests employed in decision making foCused on

academic achievement. The court concluded that in order to track, it was

necessary to assess the children's capacity to learn, something not

,

assessed through the standardized aptitude tests used by'the district'. The

Hobson decision ended'the era of group ability testing for classification

purpose and led the way for a series of cases that-directly addressed'the
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issue of bias in psychological testing.

Two' cases ttiat followed Halron in the 1970's brought attention to'ttie

potential bias in individually administered intelligence tests in assessing

children whose primary language in other than English. In Diana-v.

CaliforniaStateiloard.of_Education (f970) the clantiffs charged that a

.disproportunate number of Hispanic children were placed in EMR classes on

the basis of IQ tests that they claimed were unfair to bilingual children.

,Nidence was offereJ That 1:he nine plantiff's IQ scores were found to be .on

the average 15 point. higher when tested by a bilingual examiner. The out

of court settlement resulted in an agreement with the state that all future

testing of non- Anglo..Pmericrin children be conducted (I)' in both English and

the child's primary langbage, (2),with tests that were not dependent on

unfair verbal questions or vocabulary, (3) by certified school

psychologists, and (1) with an assessment battery that was multifaceted,

including educational, devrAcipmental and adaptive behavior~ measures as well

as intelligence tests. It was further agreed that all Mexican-American and

Chinese - American. children who were'in EMR classes at that time would be

reevaluated under the new guidelines and that any district that continued

to have a disproport:onde percentage:of bilingual children in.EMR classes

would have to provide the State. with an explanation for the disparity.

The second case alSo addressed bias in individually administered

intelligence tests when assessing children whose primary language is other

than Engliph. In this case, Cuadalup..Tempe-Elentary.School District,

(1971), the plaintiffs were Arizona Mexican-American and Yaqui-

children. A settlement similar to Diana was arranged out of court.

While Diana and Guadalupe focused on bias in using individually

administered intelligence tests with bilingual children, two additional

418
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cases, Larry P. v. Riles, (19172, 1974, ].979) in California and PASS v

Hannon in Illinois (1900), focused on the alleged bias of individually

admin4tered 31) tests in assessing black children. The plaintiffs in both

cases charg6d that, as a result.of the use of individually administered I0

tests, black children were being disproportionally placed in EMR classes.

Evidence was offered in both cases that re-evaluation of the plaintiffs

with examiners sensitive to the culture from which the child came, produced

IQ scores that disallowed identification and placement in EMR classes. In

the Larry:P. case, for example, the plaintiffs were readministered the

identical 10 test that lend to their EMR classification, but only after

rapport 'was established between the child and examiner, and the setting was

reduced of distractions. In addition, some items were reworded and the

children's responses-were evaluated in.the context of what were considered

'by the examiners to be intelligent approaches to solving the problems posed

in the items. Despite-the similarity of issues and complaints (i.e.,

alleged violation of both constitutional and statutory law) Judge Peckham

in the Larry.P. case, and Judge Grady in the PAST: case reached different

conclusions. Judge Peckham ruled in favor of the plaintiffs and Judge

Grady ruled in favor of thelefendents.

In the Larry.P. case Judge Peckham found that the Carifornia State

Board of Bducation violated both the constitutional rights of the

plaintiffs under. the "equal protection" clause of the Constitution and

statutory laws embodied in the Civil Rights Act of 1964, section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act, and,Public Law 94 -142. With respect to the latter,

1 which requiredthe State to demonstrate the reasonableness of a system that

resulted in discriminatory effects (i.e., disproportionate representation),

Judge Peckham found for the plaintiffs on .the grounds that (1) the tests

41.9
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were culturally biased and (2) there was no demonstrated relationship

between black children's IQ scores and school grades. After listening to

the testimony of expert witnesses, Judge Peckham concluded that there was

not sufficient evidence to support as legitimate the average differences

found between white and black children's perfonmances on IQ tests. He

rejected the agruments that the differences were the result of either

genetic or environmental factors and consequently concluded that the

differences must then be a function of bias in the tests. Judge Peckham

also concluded that there was inadequate validation of the test for use

with black children as called for under PL 94 -142. Evidence offered that

showed correlation between IQ tests-and standardized tests of academic'

achievement were judged inadequate because Judge .Peckham perceived a lack

of difference between the measures. Disrgarding these findings, Judge

Peckham was left with little validity evidence to jud4e reasonable the

State's use of the test in labeling and placing black children in EMR

cllasses.

Judoe Peckham also found that the State had violated ,he right of the

plaintiffs under the "equal protection clause" of the Constitution. TO

find the state in violation of this clause the plainiffs were required to,

show,that it was the intent of the State to discriminate against, the

plaintiffs. Judge Peckham interpreted intent to mean that the State.*

willfully engaged in a process that it knew would result in

disproportionate-representation in F1R classes, classes he labeled a

. .

inferior and stigmatizing. Judge. Peckham found that the impact of the

State Department's action with regard to using IQ tests was' not only

"foreseeable" but "foreseen" thus allowing for the judgment of intent on

the part of the.State.
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The ruling of Judge Deckhan made permanent an injunction ordered in

19111 banning the use of standardized intelligence tests in identifying

14
.black.children for EMR classes . If such tests are to be considered in the

future the State will have to seek the approval of the court. Approval

will be granted on condition that the recommended test is empirically

supported as valid for placing black children, not racially or culturally

discriminatory, and capable of being administered in a nondiscriminatory

manner. In addition, the State was required to re-evaluate all black

children currently in TNR classes who had been placed using standardized IQ

tests and design individual educational plans for all black students

returning to regular classrooms. Finally, the State is required, to date,

to demonstrate the effectiveness of district plans to correct the

proportional imbalance of black children in MR classes.

Within a year after Judge Peckham's decision in Larry.P., Judge Grady'

rendered her decision in PARE. In finding a favor of the defendent, Judge
4.)

Grady agreed with. Judge Peckham that EMR placement was inferior to regular,

class placement, but he conclisded that there was insufficient evidence that

IQ tests were biased.. Judge Grady was unempresed by expert testimony and

decided in an extraordinary move to judge for himself. the validity of the

WISC, WISC-R, and Stanford-Binet. Judge Grady read all questions and

ansliers from these tests to the court, determined-for himself that a total

of nine items were biased, eight, items from the WISC and WISC-R and one

item from the Stanford-Binet. Judge Grady concluded that these items were

insufficient to appreciably influence classification and plac

decisions, especially %hen considered among the additional mandated

suppofting data for placing children in EMR classes. While he accepted the

argument that any one measure could result in bias decisions, he judged the

I

421
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entire7placement ricers identified in PL 94-142 to be a sufficient

failsafe system to prOtect against di.scriminatiOn. After discounting test

bias as the reason for the disdrepency between the average IQ scores of

black and white children, Judge Grady concluded the difference 1488 caused

by socio-econanic factors, indicating that poverty was the, culprit for the

lower average IQ scores of black children.

Bersoff (in press) identifies several similarities and differences in

his critique of the,Larty P. and PAST: cases. Both courts similarly judge

special education to programs to, be inferior to regular education programs.

Judge Peckham in her decision labeled them "dead-end", "isolating",

"stigmatizing", "inferior", "substandard" and educational anacronisms."

Judge Grady identified inappropriate Placement in an EMR class as an

"educational tragedy' and ''totally harmful". In addition, both Judges

Agreed that a multifaceted assessment is necessary for proper

classification and placement. However/ Judge Grady saw the present

process as effective in addressing concerns of bias while Judge Peckham

concluded that, despite the mandate for a multifacited assessnent,,_in

practice, the IQ score has a disproportionately large impact on EMR

deCision making.
,

Bersoff (in press) identifies the major disagreement in the rulings as

their difference in perceptions uf the biased nature of IQ tests. Judge

'
Peckham concluded that IQ difference across races was an artifact of

testing while Judge Grady eluded that the differences were real. Bersoff

concludes thatdespite which'decision one favors, both must. be considered

inadequate given the basis on which they were made. Indeed, Bersoff (ire

press) in speaking 'of JUdge Grady 's decision, concluded that [T]he method

by which he reached that judgment uas enbarassingly devoid of intellectual
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integrity" (p. BR).

Judge Peckham's decision that there should be no difference between

the average black and white IQ scores is premature to say the roast. As

reviewed in previous chapters, evidence to date does not support this

conclusion. The ramificationof this decision, that is that only IQ tests

that do not show average racial differences can used in the future,

bears the potential of being more harmful to edUcationally needy black

students than the system now in place. Also, this decision may ultimately

lead to tests with less predictive validity than those currently employed.

Judge Grady's attempt to subjectively deterMine the content bias of IQ

test items has already by shown in the literature to be a ineffective

procedure (see Chapter 4). His folksy method of judging cultural bias

seriously calls into question the value of his conclusions.

When we evaluate the reasoning evidenced in the decisions of Judges

Peckham and Grady within the.ConceptS'of bias offered in the present review

we can better understand how such-differences can result. 'From our

analysis, it appears that Judge Peckham adopted an egaliterian definition

of test bias by accepting the assusmption that there should be no IQ

differences among races. This adoption is in deference to more technical
o

definitions as found in our review of internal and external construct bias.

In addition, Judge Peckham appears to have Neighed heavily those aspects of

the case whiCh suggest hiS concern for what we have termed outcome bias.

As mentioned above, Judge Peckham.diScounted those predictive validity

stidies that use nonsituation specific criterion measures

standardized achievement tests) and that bear more heavily on establishing

the valildityof the construct in favor of criterion measures that reflect

critical outcomes (i.e., school grades. ilmOhasis on school grades and

423
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dmonstration that' IQ tests employed in the future show empirical evidence

or being able to predict whether or not a child can be successful in a

regular class setting withreemdi6/1 help points to this conclusion. This

is a less strigent criteria, however, than we offer to give evidenCe of

outcome validity. From our perspective, the outcome validity of a test

employed in, decision making for intervention, purposes should require
ti

evidence of the potential effectiveness of the intervention, with outcome

bias existing when the assessment yielded interventions with differential

effectiveness across groups. -Judge Peckham has only required that one be

able to give evidenceof the potential_failure of an in-class intervention.

13y his definition, a child could -still wind up by default in specia3

education. Such a definition also fails to acknowledge the vital ]ink

between assessment procedures and the intervention that follows.

Judge Grady, on the other hand, did not appear to be influenced by

issues of outcome bias.' Rather, his focus appeared to be on internal

construct bias. Consistent with the thinking of those who initially

addressed the issue of cultural bias in tests (see Chapter 4), Judge Grady

turned to an examination of the content of the tests and his subjective

appraisal of bias.

\
The items he ultimately identified as biased items in

this manner have not been empirically demonstrated as biased.

The final resolution of these issues will be settled in higher courts.

Riles has'appealed his case to the Appleate Court and chances are that the

Supreme Court will ultimately rule on the case. Professionals in the area

of assessment will hopefully have sufficiently clearedir own

.understanding of the issues to provide adequate direction to the Cburt.

42d
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,Issues in Intervention

As we have noted in the previous section, various ethical and legal

issues have been raised in the assessment of children. However, the

assessment of children frequently (1(1 hopefully) leads to an intervention

and this raises further ethical and legal concerns of similar fiagnitude.

Intervention with children frequently leads to outcomes that extend beyond

the clinical behaviors for which treatment was fOcused. A child's life may

be changed dramatically as a function of participation in psychological or

educational treatment.

The ethical and legal issues discussed in .this section apply to all

the therapeutic procedures that would-UsUally be Used for children

experiencing' learning or behaVior problems in education settingS. Howeyer,

even though writers from diverse orientations have provided discussion of

ethical and legal issues (e.g., Koocher, 1976; Szasz, 1965), various

writers have suggested that sane approaches deserve special consideration..

For example, special concerns have been raised over psychoanalytic therapy

for failing to be of demonstrated efficacy in treatment of neurosis (Wilpe,

1981). WOlpe (1981) has been particularly critical of psyclAanglysis to

demonstrate improvement, even after many years of treatment.

RD keep patients interminably in therapy is an immoral practice 0

and a social blot on the psychological profession-.. t are all

tainted by it. Perhaps in years gone by, one could have argued

that there was nothing better to offer and that the

still-suffering patient at least had the benefit of support. Rut

it is a moral requirement of any health professional to know art

in his or her field and be able'to offer patients alternatixies

when the methods used have failed (Volpe, 1981, p. 163).

In addition, special concerns have also been raised over behavior
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therapy. Sane of these issues have been prompted by "false images" in the

lay field [e.g., books such as Mitford's (1973) Kind-and_usual_punishmeott

The-prison_business, newspapers, and films such as Clockwork-Orange] as

well as in the professional community (i.e., inaccurate.descriptions of

behavior therapy) (Wolpe, 1981). Yet, the issues extend beyond this

feature. For example, Ross (1980) noted that ethical issues are

particularly critical-for behavior therapists because (1) behavior therapy

it a very effective method for bringing about behavior change, and (2) the

rudiments of behavior therapy are relatively easy to acquire so that

individuals other than well-trained behavior therapists can use and hence,

-misuse then (p. 62). Others, such as Friedman (1975) have also noted that

behavior therapy poses special issues and problems not raised by-other

therapies and therefore this approach. requires special regUlation. Issues

that have been raised include the view that'the basit value premises of

behavior therapy may be antithetical to freedom and personal growth

Winett & Winkler, 1972), the view that behavior therapies include

therapeutic assumptions that will led to poor therapeutic results (eg.,

Arieti, 1974), and the view that behavior therapy provides a special- form

of control over others (e.g., Pines, 1973; Szasz, 1975). Concerni have
r

also been raised in the media about the application of behavior therapy in

---schools, prisons, .an in society at large.

Despite concerns raised over behavior therapy, the American

Psychological Association Commission on Behavior Mbdification (Stoltz and

Associates, 1978) adopted the following position:

The commission takes the position that it would be unwise for

the American Psychological Association to enunciate guidelines

for the practice of behavior modification. The procedures of
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behavior modification appear to be no more or less subject to

abuse and no more or less in need of ethical regulation than

intervention procedures derived from any other set of principles

and called by other teens (p. 104).

The commission went on to stress that regulation of behavior

modification to the exclusion of other therapeutic procedures would

possibly lead to the devise of the practice of behavior modification in

those settings to which guidelines apply. As Coldiamond (1975, 1976) has

argued, with special guidelines for behavior modification individuals may
A

be prone to, use administratively simpler procedures (i.e., those with

little or no annoyance, delay or cost) that may be less effective than

behavioral techniques. Moreover, it was noted that specific prescriptive

end proscriptive guidelines could curtail developments within the field

(see Agras, 1973). Thus, all- psychological interventions were said tel

embrace the same ethical issues that behavior therapy embraces. In this

regard, a primary recommendation of this commission was that individuals

engaged in psychological interventions subscribe to the ethics and

guidelines of their professions. We certainly concur with this perspective

and would note' that, individuals engaged in psychological interventions for

children follow the guidelines of their respective professions. .

Typically, mental health and educational- professionals belong to

more than cie professional organization that provides guidelines. For

example, a psychologist might belong to APA but also subscribe to the

guidelines of an organization in his/hei area of expertise (e.g.,

education, mental retardation, behavior therapy). In this regard, the

professional organization may offer a rather detailed list of guidelines

for theraputic intervention. Such is the case with the, Association for

a.
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Advancement of Behavior Therapy who (AABT). offered the ethical issues for

human services. These guidelines are to be considered prior to implement-

ing a behavior therapy program. Technically, however, the guidelines are

not related specifically to behavior therapy because each issue could be

considered by a therapist implementing any type of intervention.

In the following section of the chapter we review some ethical and

legal issues that must be considered in implementation of interventions for

children experiencing learning and behavior problems. These issues include

control of behavior, agents of control, informed.consent, selection of

intervention, monitoring intervention, and therapist qualifications.

Control_of_Behavior

The intervention procedures used in educational settings raise ethical

and sometimes legal issues over the control of behavioi. Behavior here

refers to-thoughts, feelings, images, as well as overt behavior. COntrol

of behavior refers to exerting same kind of power over people by

manipulating the environment to increase or decrease behaviors (Ulrich,

1967). A major concern here is that behavior will be manipulated toward

some undesirable ends (Kazdin, 1980; London, 969). Individuals disagree

as to whiCh type of goals or ends-are desirable and so there is usually

controversy over this issue. As is evident from a review of interventions

in contemporary journals in psychology and: education, these extend well

beyond psYchological procedures. Fbr example, technological and

biochemical interventions have been and are being, used to treat children

who have learning and behavior problems.

Issues of behavior control are especially a major concern in

intervention with children: denerally,, children can be "controlled" more

easily than adults. -Moreover, from an early ale the child is totally

I
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dependent on others (Hobbs, 1975). The point at which the child is able to

e

control his/her own behavi

n
has been the source of much controversy and is

----'

certainly far from setti i. MeltJn, 1981). The central issues relating to

ethics and behavior control with children experiencing learning and

behavior problems center around two major issues:
15

(1) the issue of

controlling children who have difficulty gaining counter control over their

own environment (e.g., the child is unable to learn in the'regular'class),

(2) the belief among mental health professionals that their interventions

are,being implemented in "the best interests" of a child to 'assist him/her

to develop satisfactory adjustment. The ethical issue here refers to the

use of some intervention procedures used in treatment, whether

psychological or psychopharmicological which may be essentially ethically

neutral; they have the potential for use or misuse. Thus, within the

context of any intervention program, it may not be so much the

intervention, but rather the manner in which the intervention technology is

used by the professional that raises the ethical issues.

the other hand, there may be some treatments that could be regarded

as ethically troublesome. For example, serious ethical and humanitarian

issues have been raised in 61e use of implosion/flooding treatments with

children (Graziano, 1975; Graziano', DeGiovannii & Garcia, 1979). Such a

procedure is usually quite aversive to the client, and yet child may

not feel free to withdraw fram treatment. 1breover, as noted by some

writers (e.g., Graziano et'al., 1979t Ullman & Krasner, 1975)

implementation of implosion requires considerable skill so that the

aversive treatment procedure is associated with. the feared stimulus rather

than the therapist.

o
The intervention procedures used in educational setting do not always
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specify how various treatment goals might be attained. A behavior

therapist might recommend a modeling treatment strategy for a hyperactive

child. These procedures provide a therapeutic technique to reach some goal

- reduction of activity level.' Yet, the goal of activity reduction is a

value judgment on the part of the therapist and perhaps for society at

large. Also, indiViduals may not agree on societal ioals. Nevertheless;

as Kazdin 11980) notes, "A scientist might well be able to predict where a

preselected goal will lead, make recommendations to avert undesirable

consequences, or investigate the actual effects of pursuing certain goals.'

Yet, the initial selection of the goal is out of the scientist's hands."

ON 311). Thts-is frequently the case for psychologists° and other mental

health professionals who work in institutional settings. Fbr example, the

school psychologist would be expected to work toward the'goal of getting

the emotionally distur:ed child back into the regular classroom.' This

control issue may conflict with both the child and the parents goal.

The fact that many goals are out of the scientist/profesSconal s.hands

does not deny the possibility that they can reshape or change the goal.

Some goals such as the one indicating'that all children. should attend

school might be modified in the individual case. Generally, however, the

goals of the client are compatible with social goals..; This is usually true

in casesof learning and behavioral problems where unpleasant and even

aversive consequences are associated with the probami.

Although the many techniques used to treat children are ethically!

neutral, there will be no neutral:or ualue-free position in actual

implementation of the technology (Kazdin, 1980). Thus, any practice and

stu1y of human behavior r ange &es not remain value free (Trasner 1966;

Rogers',6, Skinner, 1956). Thus, endorsing the goal of the individual,
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socialization agents, the institution, or society reflects a definite value

position (Kazdin 1980)`. Many of the intervention procedures describedin

the professional literature provide useful techniques for children

experiencing learning and behavior problems. The issue of who may control

these techniques and establish the, goals for behavior control wi.l continue

to be controversial.

Sometimes aversive techniques are considered for children

experiencing learning and behavior problems. For example, such procedures

as punishnent, implosion, or fldoding, might be used. Increasingly,

techniq6es involving aversive procedures have came under judicial review.

Typically, the courts have,become involved when individuals might be

exposed to cruel and unusual" punishment.` In sone cases isolation

procedures have been ruled illegal (New-York-State-Aisociation-for-Retarded

Children-v....Rockefeller). When aversive procedures, 'such as time out, are

employed, clients must have access to food, lighting, and personal hygiene
0'

facilities (Hancock-v.-Avery). Moreover,,the courts haVe also ruled that

isolation may only be used for behaviors leading to physical harm and/or`

destruction of property (Morales-v.-Turmarg...Wyatt-v.-Stic . Even then,

these procedures must be monitored by professional staff. -Mo e severe

punishment procedures such as electric shock can only be used in those

unusual circumstances where the client is engaging in severe

self-destiuctive behavior (Wyatt:v.-Stickney).

Generally,- there have not been court rulings on many of the specific

aversive procedures that might be used in the treatment of children. An

important consideration in treatment of learning and behavior problems is

that aversive procedures may inmost cases, be inappropriaie. 'thus, the .

practitioner should consider the range of possible ndnaversive procedures
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that could be used in therapy.

Bersooal_Itights

A major issu related to the control of behavior is personal or human

rights in therapy (Schwitogebel & Schwitzgebel, 1980). Most interventions

involve a definite control of behavior and so issues of personal rights and .

freedom are raised. This is especially an important issue with children,

because therapists typically intervene for the good of the child. But, as

Boss (1980) has questioned, can the professional always be trusted to '

protect the child's rights and best interests? The issue of the child's

rights is somewhat different than that of an adult (Boss, 1980). First-of
.c.

all, the child is Usually brought to treatment or referred to treatment by

an adult.' ypically.th4 child does not volunteer for therapy. Second, the

s

child usuelly, does not decide what the goals of treatment should be, or

what treatment should be, or'when treatment should terminate. Issues like

these have prompted some individuals to recommend a "Bill of Rights"Nfor

the child/client (Boss, 1974, 1980; Koocher, 1976). The rights,include

four basic principles:

The_ltight-to_be..Told-the-Truth. The basic premise of this principle

is that the child should not be deceived. The Child should be, told

truth regarding the purpose for treatment and what it will involve.

Tbe-Right-to_be_Takea-Seriously. The child's perspective in his/her

problem and his/her option on various issues should be seriously considered

and not dismissed because a child is'speaking.

The.aight-to-Participate-impecision-Makirg. The child should be

included in decisionS that are made regarding his/her treatment program.

Adopting such a strategy does not imply that. the child's perspective will?,

determine the final decision. Yet, the child's perspective shduld be
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considered in with others involved in the therapeutic program (e.g.,

parent,* teachers) .

One method to protect the rights of the child would be to develop/

contractual arrangement for services (e.g., Kazdin, 1980; Schwitzgebel(z

1975; Schwitzgebel & Schmitzgebel, 1980; Stuart, 1977). Stine advantages of

a contractual arrangement include the following:

1. The contract spells out mutual goals and cannittments.

2. CbntraCts can be used in a variety of settings.

3. CiantractSencourage negotiation of priviledges and

responsibilities..

4. Contracts reduce disagreements over what is to take place in

therapy.

Selection_of-Lntervention

In intervention with)children's learning and behavior problems, the

professional must consider the relative efficacy and the efficiency with

whiCh the problem can be solved (Wilson & O'Leary, 1980). Prior to

implementation of any intervention program the professional should consider

several issues (Morris & Brown, 1982).

Is the treatment'program consistent with the available treatment

literature? (If it contains any novel intervention approaches

and/or if a new treatment method is being proposed where

there are no da6 to support its efficacy, the. therapist may

want to propose the treatment as anzexperitental procedure)..

Is the program consistent with. the overall treatment objectives

for the child and is it in .the child's best interests?

Does the program involve the least restrictive alternative

4 33
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program for the child?

Can the program be carried out easily given the number of staff

available and j1; level of staff training and competence?

Will the child's' progress be monitored using a specific procedure

and will the child be observed closely for possibly adverse

side effects of the program?

Have the staff been trained to a. criterion level to ensure the

provision of quality treatment?

Has informed consent been obtained from the client and/or the

parents/guardians?

Each of these issues pose special problems for the professional

involved in treating children. Each will be discussed as it relatesto

ethical and legal issues in the field.i

Available-Treatment_Literature. in our analysis of the ethical

factors governing the selection of treatment procedures for children the

choice of one treatment over another should be based on a careful review of

the literatuke '(McNamara, 1978). To heiO the therapist decide on what type

of treatment to employ, the following series of questions can be helpful:

1. How effective is a given technique for the presenting

problem?
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2. How costly is the procedure relative to other Wohniques

known to be of equal be ? °

3. Are there any negative side effects assoriated with

procedure?

4. How durable are the effects of 'Ae treatment?

5. Does the treatment have a high probability of being

implemented by the therapist, client, and/or provider?

Some of these questions are ob%iit.dusry research questions and relate to

Methodological and conceptual work. It is clear that the professional

should examine the research literiture to answer many of the questions that

will arise in this area of ethical concern.
. vc

Intervention Objectives. A primary intervention objective is to

change theoehavior (eliminate the problem) so that professional

involvement can be to Generally, intervention goals should be

individual and specific to the problen of concern. Several questions can

help guide the professional toward more effective intervention objectives

(Martin, 1975, pp. 69-70):

1. Does your program have a concrete, objectively stated goal ?.

2. Is it directly related to the reason the individual was

brought to your attention?

3. 4'en it is achieved, can your involvement with .the client be

. terminated?

4. Will the change benefit the individual more than the

institution?

5. Can the goal be achieved?

6. Is the goal a positive behavior change rather than a negative

behavior suppression?
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7. Does the goal involve changing a behavior that is actually

constitutionally permissible?

A question that can be raised in intervention programs with children

is to what extent can the child participate in objective) and goals. This

question essentially raises the issue of the competence of the child to,

make important decisions bearing on interventions. Sane information

related to the child's ability to consent to interventions has come from

Grisso and Vierling (1978). These authors reviewed the developmental

research literature and reached the following conclusions:

1. There may be no circumstances that would justify sanctioning

independent consent by minors under 11 years of age, given

the developmental psycholoigcal evidence for their diminished

psychological capacities.

2. There appear to be no psychological grounds for maintaining

the general assumption that minors at age 15 and above cannot

provide competency consent.

3. Ages 11-14 appear to be a transition period imthe

development of important cognitive abilities and perceptions

of social expectations, but there may be some circumstances

that would justify the sanction of independent consent by

these minors for limited purposes, especially when competence

can be demonstrated in individual cases (p. 424).

Unfortunately, theSe conclusions were not based on research directly

bearing on intervention decisions in real life situations (Melton, 1981).

With the lack of such a data base, it is likely that the courts would

accept the samtwhat arbitraryage of majority, Qf 16 years for informed

consent. Melton (1981) noted that youngsters are usually competent to give
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consent at least after age 15. Yet, this would depend on individual,

differences, cognitive abilities, and the unique circumstances of the

problem.' In any case, the professional should determine the actual

capacity to give consent and plan therapeutic goels.

Least_Ptestrictive-Alternativbs. The least restrictive alternative

applies to both consideration of alternatives to ccmmittment'and

alternatives for interventions available (Schwitzgebel & Schwitzgebel,

1980). For example, in the Wyatt case it was noted that individualized

treatment plans are necessary for an effective program "and each plan must

contain a statement of the least restrictive treatment conditions noicessary

to achieve the purposes of commitment." A major goal in providing services

for children experiencing learning and behavior problems should be to

select an intervention that is relatively nonintrusive or. restrictive.

Providing the child with the least restrictive alternative intervention

will promote the opportunity to change under minimally intrusive and

restrictive conditions. The terms "restrictiveness" and "intrusiveness"

refer to "methods that involve a high degree of obvious external control,

especially those based on aversive control" (p. 289). Friedman (1975) has

defined "restrictiveness" in terms of "a lost of liberty', and

"intrusiveness " in terms of placing a person at risk, using force to

modify the behavior of a person, invading sapeone's body, or the loss of

personal autonomy.

In addition to definitions of intrusiveness or restrictive

intervention methods, two sets of criteria have been proposed; one of_these

is for the instrusive nature of a particular intervention (Shapiro, 1974),

and, the other has been developed to evaluate the intrusiveness of.

behavioral and otter procedures with prisoners and psychiatric patientd
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(Speece, 1972). Shapiro (1974) proposes the following six criteria:.

1. Is the effect of the therapy procedure reversible?

2. Does the effect of therapy result in behaviors which are

judged to be maladaptive and/or inconsistent with "normal"

functioning?

3. Bow quickly does the behavioral change occur following the

initiation of the therapeutic procedure?

4. TO what extent can a person avoid behaving in the planned-

manner ?,,

5. What is the duration of the resulting behavior change?

The criteria proposed by Speece (1972) also include components that

can be applied to interventions in educational settings:0

1. The nature and intensity of the collateral behaViors and

other side effects which develop as a result of the

procedure, as well as the duration of the effect on the

targeted behavior.

2. The extent to which an uncooperative client can avoid the

,procedure, i.e., exert countercontrol vis.aftvis the

therapeutic procedure;

3. The extent to which the procedure introlves the introduction

of physical contact with the body of the client.

It seemsclear that procedures advocated in the literature on treatment of

children are sometimes intrusive and restrictive.

Generally, the principles associated with the concept of least

intrusive or restrictive intervention necessitates that more intrusive

methods be applied onlY'after less intrusive methods have been demonstrated

to be ineffective. Morris and Brown (1982) have proposed a system based on

3
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the provision of services to the mentally retarded, but which is useful in

the treatment of children experiencing other learning and behavior.

problems. This system, described in Table 8.1, varies along both the

dimensions of restrictiveness/intrusiveness and'aversiveness (as defined in

terms of the. frequency, intensity, duration, and topography of the aversive

intervention introduced to decrease the child's target behavior). In this

system,,professionals should demonstrate that Level I interventions have

been ineffective in controlling a behavior before' proceeding to implement

Level II treatments. In a similar manner; prior to implementation of Level

III procedures the professional would have to demonstrate that Level II

procedures were ineffe8tive. These considerations roust also be employed

within the context of other ethical imperatives (e.g., human rights,

informed consent).

Available-Rrofessionals-and,Training. An important issue in treating

children involves thetconsideration of who will carry out the program and

whether those individuals are 67-ained.(qualified) to do so. Even though a

specific procedure might be available for use in treatment, individual(s)

qualified in its delivery must be available for either the direct service

or supervision of the individuals who will carry out the program. Many of

the procedures used with children might appear deceptively simple, Ilk in

reality are quite complex when correctly implemented. For example, Agras
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Table 8.1

Proposed Levels of Restrictiveness/Intrusiveness and
Aversiveness of Behavior Mbdification Procedures

with Mentally Retarded Persons

Level-L-BrOcedures

Reinforcement
Shaping
Modeling
Token Econamy System
Ecological/Behavioral Engineering
Self-Control
Reinforcement of Inccmpatible Behaviors
Extinction

Leizel-II._Procedures

Contingent Observation
Exclusion Time-Out
Response cost
Contact Cesensitization.

Level-III_Procedures

Overcorrection
Seclusion Time-Out
Negative Practice
Satiation
Physical Punishment

1.10.01INI

Source: Morris, R. J., & EWown, D. K. Legal and ethical issues in behavior
modification with mentally retarded persons. In'J. Matson and P. Andrasik
(Eds.) Treatment _issues_and_innovatioos _in-mental -retardation. New York:

Plenum Publishing Co., 1982. Reproduced by permission.

4An
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(1973) in discussing the qualifications of a well-trained behavior

therapist noted that this individual:

...must have knowledge of the principles underlying behavior

modification, experience in the application of such knowledge to

human behavior problems, and experience in the experimental

analysis of deviant behavior, both for research purposes and as an

approach to the on-going evaluation of clinical care. (S)he must

also, however, deMonstrate certain less well-defined

characteristics, usually referred to as general clinical skills

(p. 169).

As noted by Wilson and O'Leary (198(8) such "clinical skills" are

typically acquired through formal graduate training. Professional

organizations have, in sane cases, developed guidelines for the delivery of

services (,(see Chapter 9, e.g" psychologists would follow the Speciality

Guidelines_for_the_Delivery_of_Services (APA, 1981) in the areas of

psychological speciality). For the APA these include the guidelines in the

area of clinical, counseling, industrial/organizational and school). In

and of itself, graduate training will certainly not guarantee competence.

Individuals may also be certified or licensed by state boards. Moreover,

individuals may also belong to professional organizations that provide

certain status or recognition for competence in a certain area (e.g.,

diplcmate status in APA).

But, there are issues of quality intervention that extend beyond the

professional's skills. Even if the professional is well-qualified to
J\

deliver services, many programs for children's problems are implemented by

paraprofessionals and/or the child's providers (e.g., parents). In such
0

cases, the professional will be involved in supervision of those
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individuals providing the intervention services. At lrist two issues are

important here, namely, training and monitoring of the individuals (cf.

Martin, 1975). ,
in some cases, such as in institutional programs,

individuals might be selected for intervention implementation. In other

cases, the professional will need to ensure that these individuals are

trained. For example, in some institutions this training might take the

form of orientation, pre-service training, implemented in- service training,

and planned in-service training (see Martin, 1975, pp. 110-11,2).

Certainly, these procedures appear necessary and desirable'in most

institutional settings. Yet, implementation of these strategies in same

schools and especially in have settings may prove especially difficult.

Nevertheless, some formalized attempt must.be made to provide the

individuals impelementing the program sane sort of training to carry out

the task.

In addition to a training component supervision of the ongoing

services'will be necessary. Such supervision is aimed at ensurinTthat the

program is being implemented as intended and to revise it given that it is

not working. In such cases, data must be gathered on the client (see

below) .

ProgramBonitoring. In order to ensure that the intervention is being

inpiemented correctly and that it is haVing desirable effects it must be

monitored by the professional, or his/her designers. Same wr,iters believe

that ongoing evaluation of clinical services is essential (Bai low 1980,
S.

1981). Methods through which this can be accomplished will vary from case

to case, but would include self-report inventories and checklists,

self-monitoring, direct observatiod by parents, or teachers (e.g., Nelson,
,

1981). Fbr many practitioners this data gathering operation will prove
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especially difficult and costly. Yet, sane attempts must be made to gather

data on client outcome.

Aside from monitoring data to determine if the intervention is having

an impact, it is desirable to gather data to monitor any side effects, both

positive and negative. In the case of positive side effects, an especially

effective intervention will usually result in positive behaviors for the

child. The child may-return to the regular classropm, improve academic

performance, develop new friends, abquire new social skills, and so forth.

Monitoring undesirable side effects is also important with certain

intervention procedures. 'Fbr example, implementation of certain aversive

procedures such as implosive therapy may result in development of

undesirable behavior, suet) as avoidance. In addition to monitoring certain

undesirable behaviors of the child, the profeisional should consider the

potential negative influences of a program on the parents and/or siblings.

Moreover, a desirable change in .the child's behavior coup result in

negative change in a parent's or other sibling's bPnceior.

a

Gathering data to monitor the intervention peogram and its side

effects should not necessarily be regarded es research, for these two

activities are different on both methodological and conceptual grounds (cf.

Kratochwill & Piersel, in press). Yet, by gathering some data on the

client, the professional becomes accountable to the consumer (Wilson &

O'Leary, 1980). Thus, rather than reported "success" through s'abjective

means, the professional may be able to provide same type of credible data

to document change.

Lnformed_Consent. Some of the issues involved in informed consent

have already been elucidated,in the context of Assessment. Similec

concerns must be addreseea in implementation of an intervention program.
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'three major issues can be raised regarding informed consent in therapeutic

work with children, namely competency to give consent, freedom from

constraint, and clarity in the information given (Stuart, 1981).

Corize.......,.consent. As noted above, the issue of when and if

children are crmpetent is characterized by considerable controversy.

Usually, parents or guardians must play a primary role here, since the

child might be judged as incanpetent to give consent. Yet, in other cases,

especially where guardianship has not been established, a group or

carnittee extemal to the institution or circumstances should assign an

advocate to the .child to assist him/her in determining whether the

intervention program is acceptable (Morris & Brown, 1982; Ross, 1980).

Even in the case of adults, the issue of when an individual is

ccmpetent to give consent is quite subjective. Some authors have

characterized competency as the appearance that the individuals know what

he/she is doing Hardisty ,1973) or if he/she seems to know what they

are doing in a layman's sense (e.g., Roth, Meisel, & Lidz, 1977). In sane

cases the courts have upheld that persons are cons dered legally competent

unless it can be proven otherwise (Lotman_v -Securi -Mutual-Li Insurance

Co., 197?).

Five different methods have been proposed for ng competence

(Roth, Meisel, & [Adz, 1977, reviewed by Stuart, 1981, pp. 719-720):

1. A person may be judged competent if he/she shows a clear

desire to participate in the activity.

2. Cbmpetence can be inferred from the judgment that the person

has made a "reasonable" choice (Friedman, 1975).'
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3. Competence can also be inferred from the belief that

participation, in a program is based on a rational process

(Stone, 1975).

4. Campetence,is inferred when the person displays the ability

to understand the nature of the intervention.

5. The competence of the individual is evaluated by assessing

the actual level df understanding of the procedure.

Procedures for selecting one Of these tests of competence have been

proposed '(Roth, Meisel, & Gidz, 1977). The test ranges from the least

stringent (consent through participation) to the most stringent

Oemonstratingsunderstanding). It would appear that such "tests" could be

applied with children. Nevertheless,'these criteria would need to

withstand the scrutiny by the,courts; currently they appear quite

subjective (see Stuart, 1981 for further discussion of these issues).

Exeedom_fromXonstraiat. Cbercion occurs ..."when false or incamplebe

A

information is given about, proposed procedures, when nonparticipation is

punished in a way other than by simple loss of the potential benefits of

participation, or when compliance is obtained through physical coercion"

(Stuart, 1981, p.721). When these factors enter into the intervention

'process truly informed consent is not possible. Cbnstraint is especially

worrisome in the case of children'.

Unfortunately, even the alternative of assigning an advocate .to the

child does not allow him/her to refuse intervention. The issue of

intervention refusal .is an important one especially with children and

specifically in the case of a severe behavior problem. It would appe6r

that children should have the right to refuse intervention, but the right

to provide intervention also exists. When a compromise cannot be

445.
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developed, formal legal rulings may be the only alternative (Morris S

Brown, 1982).

Same of the more salient legal problems with refusal of intervention

include the following (see Stone, 1975):

1, The client's competency to decide whether or not to refuse

treatment.

2. Proicedures for obtaining inforitd consent of a severely

disturbed but legally competent individual.

3. Handling objections on religious grounds.

4. The civil libaility of a practitioner if a client who has

refused treatment injures him/herself or others.

5. Increased cost to taxpayers of individuals who refuse less

expensive treatment and insist on more expensive ones

(Schwitzgebel & Schwitzgebel, 100 p. 53).

'Generally, the individual involved in treating children's learning and

behavior problems must determine the level of coercion in each case and

minimize it within the professional relationship.

Clarit _of_tbe,Information_Given. The clarity of the information

given can influence the degree to which consent is truly informed.

Generally, information should be complete and communicated in a clear,

fashion. Fbr therapeutic purposes, a multiple-pact consent form, can be

emplOyed (Martin, 1975; Miller & Wilmer, 1974).

Issues in Research

Experimentation with children experiencing learning and behavior

problems also raises a number of ethical and legal considerations. Many of

the issues that are raised in research are similar to those that have been

presented within the context of assessment and intervention. Yet, some
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special issues emerge in research simply because research is the primary

activity. Several considerations have been advanced (Kazdin, 1980).

First, since experimental research usually requires manipulations of

variables, subjects could be exposed to certain conditions that are harmful

or stressful to them. For example, a child experienCing a severe emotional

problem might be exposed to an intervention that causes a great dealjof

stress and anxiety. Whether or not a child should be exposed to

interventions that cause stress raises both ethical and legal issues.

Another consideration is that in research information may be withheld

from the child. Providing information may reduce the efficacy of the

intervention or conflict with the goals of experimentation. Yet',

withholding information from the child and or the parents may not meet

informed consent guidelines.

Third, the actual data collection that occurs in the typical research

process may involve the privacy of the child and his/her parents. For

example, as part of data monitoring in a home setting, certain, private and

personal information might be revealed.

Fourth, some of the methodological requirements of research may

conflict with intervention objectives of the child. For example, in

between-group research-some subjects might be assigned to a condition that

provides no intervention or to a condition.in which the child receives an

intervention known in advance to be less effective than another available

method.

Fifth, the differentiAl status between the investigator and the child

raises ethical concerns in that the child becomes vulnerable to possible

abuses. Children might not object to same intervention that an adult would

readily object to. Because children are frequently in a "non-power"
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position, they are more likely to suffer certain types of abuses.

There has been growing recognition that the protection of.human

subjects in research is necessary. A number of laws regulating research

with human subjects have been proposed. The Nuremberg Code (1946),

Declaration of Helsinki (1964) and the Institutional CUide to DHEW Policy

on Protection of Hunan Stubjects.(1975) all testify to the recognition that

human rights are important in research. Some ofthese are specific to

children. In addition to these, the APA (1981) under Principle

9 of the EthicalJarinciples-of-Bsychologists has provided 10 guidelines for

research with human subjects.

In this chapter we review some major legal and ethical issues that

have been raised in the conduct. of research with human subjects. Our

discussion is not comprehensive, but is designed to elucidate some specific

issues that emerge in assessment and intervention research on children. For

a more detai,led discussion of ethical and legal issues in research, the

reader should consult several sources (e.g., Bersoff, 1978; 1979; Brady,

1979; Kazdin, 1980; Kelman, 1971; McNamara & Wbods, 1977; Schwitzgebel &

Schwitzgebel, 1980).

Informd_Consent

The informed consent doctrine first emerged as a formal rule for the

physician-patient (Bersoff, 1978).- Essentially, the issues raised in

assessment and intervention apply in research. Yet, by virtue of labeling

one's activity as "research", same special concerns emerge. For example,

typically the investigator must make a formal request for conducting the

research and have a research proposal reviewed by an independent committee.

Some special problems that may arise in this area involve the capability of

children to give consent (see above discussion). Also providing advanced
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knowledge about a particular intervention may be difficultif it is a new

technique and/or little is known about its influence from previous

research. Such factors may make a truly knowledgeable decision impossible

(Kazdin, 1980). A number of suggestions have been advanced for

demonstrating that potential research subjects are informed prior to

providing consent to participate in a research program. Fbr example, the

use of a two-Stage (Miller & Winner, 1974) and a three stage (Stuart,

1978, 1981) consent form have been proposed. Grabowski, O'Brien, and Mintz

(1979) proposed a system based on well-constructed information forms and

correlated multiple choice items. The materials include a description of

the consent procedures, a statement of purpose, description of experimmte

procedures and alternatives, and statements stipulating that withdrawal is

an ongoing option. Despite these options, providing such information has

been shown to influence both the subject's willingness to participate

(Stuart, 1978) and the potential results (Grunder, 1978).

When precautions have been taken to inform the subject, questions have

also been raised over the meaningfulness of the activity (Palmer & Wohl,

1972). Subjects may forget that they signed a consent form or indicate

that they did not understand the purpose of the study.

Sanetimes researchers may not inform subjects that they will be

randomly assigned to conditions assuming that they will then refuse to

participate. McLean (1980) studied the effects of informing clinically

depressed subjects that their treatment assignments were made on a randan

basis, in terms of their willingness to consent to intervention. He found

that none of the 104.subjects who were informed of random assignment

refused to participate in, the program. Also, there was only a negligible

effect in subjects' willingness to consent between the informed and
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uninformed conditions. McLean (1960) noted that the issue of random

assignment may be less critical than other issues raised over informed

consent procedures.

Deception

Closely related to the informed consent notion is the use of

deception; Technically, the true informed consent might be held to free of

any deception. Yet, the issue in research is whether or not the deception

is justified in light of the benefits that might ensue from the research

(Kazdin, 1980). Although the scientific contributions of a study may

determine if the deception can be justified (Kelman, 1968), the benefits of

a particular study can be difficult to assess, especially when the

researcher has vested interests in the investigation (Kazdin, 1980). Based

on issues such as these, the justification for deception in research

depends on several considerations:

First, the scientific investigation must merit the type of

deception that is used. Whether or not the deception is merited

is, however, a subjective judgment that requires reliance on

persons other than the possibly biased investigator. Second,

there must be assurances that alternati.fe Tethods of

investigation that would produce the .information proposed in an

experiment that uses deception is entirely an empirical matter.

Researchers may argue in all honesty about the extent to which

deception is essential. Third, the aversiveness of the deception,

itself bears strongly on the justification of the study.

Deceptions vary markedly in degree, althJugh ethical discussions

usually focus on cases where subjects are grossly misled about

their own abilities or personal characteristics. Finally, the
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potential for and magnitude of the harmful effects df the

deception on the subjects also dictate whether the deception

would be justified. Whether an experiment LI' deception'is

justified needs to be weighed carefully. Increasingly, research

that seriously misleads the subject simply is not permitted

(Kazdin, 1980, p. 390).

Debriefing

Once any deception has been employed in research, it is the

responsibility of the professional to describe the nature of the

experiment, that is, to debrief the subject regarding the purposes of the

study and what was done in the study. A major purpose for this debriefing

activity is to minimize any stress or problems that may have been a

function of the actual deceptien(Kazdin, 1980; Kelman, 1968).

Although debriefing appears to be an important activity for the

researcher, many unanswered questions are raised regarding this particular

tactic. Sot' example, it is posSible that the debriefing activity, does not

resolve the problems that were raised for the client. In this regard, it

is pbssible that a youngster who is exposed to an aversive situation in a.

study when debriefed may not, in fact, feel more comfortable. It is quite

possible that the subje,:t may feel hostile or fearful toward the

experimenter no matter how much debriefing takes place.

Questions might also be raised as to when the debriefing should take

place. For example, it might occur immediately after the subject

participates or after all subjects have participated in the experiment. In

the latter case it might be assumed that debriefing all children at the

same time at the end Of the study would minimize communication among

subjects if this is an issue. However, this would need to be weighed
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against the potential negative effects of having the child experience a

period of time under which the deception was employed. Another issue is

that even if attempts are made to debrief the subject regarding the nature

of the study, it cannot always be assumed that the person uunderstands what

was done and why it was done. In some respects, the same problems that

occur in debriefing are those that emerge in the informed consent issue.

Particularly with young children the issue of understanding the debriefing

activity might be raised. As Kazdin (1980) has noted, the investigator

employing any deception must demonstrate that debriefing activities were in

fact successful. It behooves the investigator to make sure that the

debriefing activities are,systematic, well controlled, and monitored.

Summary-and-Conclusions

In this chapter, we have provided an overview of the ethical and legal

considerations in assessment, treatment, and research of minority and

nonminority children. The issues raised with respect to children apply to

research, intervention, and assessment in these areas and also extend

beyond work in this area whenever children are involved. The work with

children in assessment, intervention and research involves considerations

of several factors including law, ethics, and morality. These influences

provide a conceptual guide for the professional involved in' work with

children's learnning and behavior problems. As We noted, laws have

provided one of the strongest influences on professional behavior, but in

many cases laws have yet to be enacted for specific situations and, in many_

cases, they have been postscriptive rather than prescriptive. As a second

source of influence,'ethics have usually been developed as guidelines for

individuals working in the field. In practice, rights and ethics overlap

and it is important for the clinician to consider the various ethical
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guidelines for professional behavior across, various disciplines to which

he/she adheres. Finally, moral principles haveprovided guidelines for

conduct that transcends specific laws and ethical codes. These typically

refer to absolute assumptions about the rights and responsibilities of

individuals.

In assessment work with children experiencing learning and behavior

problems, a number of issues have emerged. Specifically, same criticisms

of assessment including invasion of privacy, crating an unfavorable

atmoshpere, developing labels, engaging in discriminatory practices, haTe

all been advanced. Each of these considerations must be noted in any
.

assessment work. Several influences from the legistlative and judicial
3

areas as well as professional associations haVe been- raised' for guiding

assessment activities. These were reviewed as they appeared relevant for

assessment of children's learning and behavior problems. The Larry-R. and

RASEdecisions were examined closely. The different conclusions.reached by

the judge in each caseowas suggested to be a result of the definition of

bias each judge adopted.

A number` -of issues have been raised in intervention efforts for

children. In this area of fearning and behavioral disturbance, issues have

be caised in the control of behavior, personal rights, and selection of

interqentions.,1*Ien selecting a particular intervention strategy, the

professional must consider the available literatur, ')ecific intervention

objectives, least restrictive alternatives, a-Vailabie professional staff

and training of these individuals, monitdring of the programeestablished,

and informed consent. The informed consent ribtiOn strongly advocated in

any intervention efforts is a complex one and not easy to address. Issues

that w,,,lre reviewed here included the competency to give consent, freedom

453
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from constraint, and clarity of the information given to the child and/or

his/her providers.

Several issues involved in intervention research on children's

learning and behavior problems, were also reviewed. These included

informed consent, invasion of privacy, deception and debriefing. Each of

these issues was reviewed in the context of some issues from the

professional literature reviewed in earlier sections of the report. It is

hoped that future assessment, intervention, and research activities of

individuals working with children experiencing learning and behavior

problems will be guided through considerations raised in this.chapter.

454
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Chapter. 9

The Influence of Professional Organizations

Professional organizations have influenced assessment

activities in general and issues in the area of test bias

specifically. The impact has been'in several areas (Oakland

& Laosa, 1977). First of all,, various professional

organiza Ions have become involved in making public

statements o testing and test bias.. Indeed, as will be

emphasized below, some groups have taken a formal position

.against standardized tests in educational settings. Second,

certain. prolessiOnal groups have published guidelines to

accompany various assessment practices. Such guidelines

often specify the nature of professional conduct in the-

chcice, administration, and use of tests and assessment

practices. Third, some professional grpups have been

involved in certifying land licensing individuals who offer

.
these psychological or educational assessment services.

In this chapter we review some of the'professional

groups that have been active in establishing positions and/or

g.

have prepared documents related-to assessment practices. It

should be emphasized that- although a number of ,professional

groups/organizations have considered .issues relevant to bias

in assessment, only a few have provided any formal guidelines

related to practice. The professional organizations, that

'haVe provided standards for assessment/intervention are

i

listed in-Table 9.1. 'This list 'is by no means exhaustive but

should alert readers to consider the existing standards and
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guideltes from their own profesSional organizations. A

review of other organizations and societies that have

developed ethical policies can be- found in the AAAS

Professional Ethics Project (1980). This document provides a

'review offguidelines developed in .both the physical and the

social sciences.

Gtoups Representing "Marxist": Opposition to Tests

\

Several selfidentified "Marxist" gi-oups have come out

in opposition to various psychblogical tests. Jensen (1980)

reviewed some perspectives in this area sp,we will only

present a orief overview. As Jensen (1980) notes, there, is

nothing intrinsic in original Marxian theory that would be in

opposition to mental tests. Moreover, although IQ tests were

once disdained in the Soviet Union, testing is still

apparently common in this country. Nevertheless, some

opposition to tests, particularly in the study o individual

differences, have been advanced (Teplov & Nabylitsyn, 1969).

Presumably, Soviet psYchologists haVe relied somewhat less on

tests than those psychologists in the United States.

Marxists outside the USSR have expressed objections-to

ability tests (e.g., Lawler, 1978, Simon, 1971). One
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Table 9.1

Professional Organizations Who have Provided

Standards/Guidelines_for Assessment/Practice

American' Educational Research Association (AERA)

American Personnel and Guidance AssoCiation (APGA)

American Psychological Association (APA)

Association of Black Psychologists (ABP)

AsSociationfor Advancement of Behavior Therapy (AABT)

_National Association for the Advancemynt of Colored People

(NAACP)

National Association of School Psychologists (NASD),

National Couricil of Measurement in Education (NCME)

National Education Association (NEA)

Society for the Study of Social Issues* (SSSA)

*The SSSA is Division 9 of the American Psychological

Association.

(Source: Kratochwill, T. R., Alper,;S.,-& Cancelfi, A. A.

_NondiscriminatOry assessment: Perspectives in psychology and

special education. In L. M'ann & D.A. Sabatino (Eds.), The

fourth review of special education. New York: Grune &

Stratton, 1980. Reproduced by permission)
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perspective on this is presented by Simon (1971):

Since, in a class society, on average, the higher

the social status, the greater the likelihood that

test questions of the kind described can be

answered; a test standardized this way is bound to

set standards of "intelligence" which are largely

class differences disguised. It is an inescapable

fact that the middle class child will always tend

to do better than the working class child, as a

necessary result of the way in which the tests are

constructed, validated, and standardized (p. 78).

Groups Representing Minorlities

Several different professional organizations that

`represent minority groups in the United States have made

formal statements regarding the use, of_ standardized tests.

The.Association of Psychologists for La Raza (APLR), an

organization for Chicano psychologists, does not have an

official position on minority assessment. However, the

president of the association responded to the APA report on

'-"Educational Use of Tests with Disadvantaged.Students"

(Cleary et al., 1975).. Although the report stressed fair

assessment practices, Bernal (1975). pointed to various

oversights in, the. 'report:

The key arguments of many critics of extant testing

and test development procedures have not been

discussed or answered, recommendations for
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improving test development with and for minorities

have riot been set` forth. The blame for bad testing.

appears to have been shifted to the practitioner,

and the schools seem to be the only institutional

villains in the story. In short, the classic "Type

III" errors were made by a committee that lacked

Minority membership to articulate minority

perspectives: Not enough of the right research

questions and issues of interest were raised. As a

result, the' document generally has become an

apologia for testing (p. 92).

Professional groups representing black minorities have

been somewhat more active in their opposition to certain

testing practices, For example, the National Association for

the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) held a conference

on minority testing in 1976. The report,(Gallagher, 1976)
4

pointed to uses and misuses of tests, psychometric issues,

public policy, and a code to help ensure the.fair use of.

tests.

Perhaps. the most influential group in the testing arena

has'been theAssociation of Black Psychologists (ABP) .with

their call for an immediate moratorium on the use of

psychological tests with children from disadvantaged

backgrounds. In a subsequent report, Williams (1971, p. 67)

noted that ability tests:

1.' Label black children. as uneducable,

2... Place black children in special classes,

45
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3. Potentiate inferior eIducation,

4. -Assign black children to lower education tracts than

whites,

5. Deny black children higher educational

opportunities, and

6. Destroy positive intellectual growth and development,

of black children.

The ABP has continued to be quite attive in their opposition

to standardized tests used for special education

classification in schools. The organization has spear;-headed

suits against school districts (see discussion in Chapter 8).

Also, in pant, as a respOnse t ,the ABP's proposed moratorium

on the use of psychological tests, with blacks, the American

Psychological Association's Board of Scientific Affairs

formed an ad hoc committee to investigate the validity of

testing in educational settings. The, committee report

covered a broad spectrum of issues, including theory of human

abilities, test misuse and misinterpretations, evaluation of

the "fairness" of tests in use, and alternatives to,commonly

used intellectual tests (Cleary et al., 1975).

Reaction to the report from the ABP was quite negative.
to

Jackson (197.5) noted:

In this writer's judgment: ,he report is blatantly

racist. It continues to promulgate the not ion of

an "intellectual deficit" among black people, seeks

to treat all dis(Avantaged_in a simi ar manner,and

employs a definition oe"fairness which is
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intrinsically unfair. It attempts to describe the

retesting functions in a seemingly educationally

desirable manner when in fact these functions serve

to sustain and maintain the status quo while
'774,

'systematically prohibiting black self-actualization

and self-determination and promulgating exclusion

of blacks from. the American mainstream. The

committee appears to have ignored the wealth of

work of black psychologists in this area. To

discuss and scientifically discOunt is one thing;

to totally ignore is racism at its arrogant worst

(p. 88).

.3

The APA committee chairman (Humphreys,, 1975) wrote a

rebuttal to the AEP's yeaction. lHumphreys (1975) noted:

The authors of the report also believe that test

scores properly interpreted are useful. We do not

and cannot support a moratorium on testing in the

schools. Furthermore, many useful interpretations

of test scores can be made without appreciable logs

of accuracy in the absence of information about

race', ethnic origin, or social class of the

examinee. Whether demographic membership is needed

is an empirical matter and not one decided on-the

basis of ideology (p. 95).

Nevertheless, the ABP has rejected the 'APA report and noted

that a moratorium is no longer enough; what is needed is

government intervention and sanctions:against testing
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practices.

American Personnel and Guidance Association

Guidance counselors and-associated personnel are

sometimes involved in testing practices. This is often

associated with vocational or career assessment and may

involvp minorities. At the 1970 annual convention of the

American Personnel and Guidance Association /APGA), the

Senate adopted a resolution in which concern was expressed

over minority grobp testing. Thereafter, the Association for

Measurement and Evaluation in Guidance (AMER, a division of

APGA) prepared a position statement on the use of tests,. and

with the assistance of AMEG, APGA, and the National Council

of Measurement in Education (NCME)., a paper was adopted as an

official position of those organizations (AMEG, 1972). In

the document it as noted that:

Professional associations, including the

measurement societies, do not have the authority to

control intentional discrimination against

particular groups, though individual members acting

in accordance with their own consciences may bring

to bear such powers as their positions afford them

(AMEG, 1972, p. 386).

In the document it is also stated that issues relating to

test misuse should go through the court system, boards of

education, civic service commissions, and other public

groups.

r,*
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lational Education Association

The National Education Association (NEA) has come out

against standardized tests. In 1972, the NEA's Center for

Human Relations held a three -day national conference in

Washington, D.C. The theme of the conference was "Tests and.

Use of Tests--Violations of Human and Civil Rights (Bosma,

1973). Individuals attending the conference were asked to-

complete a questionnaire, including such items as:

IQ tests are not perfectly accurate nor are they

perfect indication of potential.

The IQ test is a measure of experience and learning

rather. than a measure of inborn ability.

Most standardized tests are tests of developed

abilities rather than measures of potential.

Given the possible negative effects of:standardized

tests, which of the following actions' do-you

believe should be taken?

(a) Eliminate the use of standardized tests

.entirely.

(b) Intensify efforts to develop culture free

tests.

(c) Curtail the use of standardized tests except

for research purposes.

(d) Conduct an intensive educational program to

prevent misuses of tests (Cited in Jensen,

1980, p. 13).

FolloWing the meeting the NEA policy-making
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Representative Asscebly passed three resolutions (Oakland
'

&'

Laosa, 1977, pp. 22-23):

1. To encourage the elimination of group-standardized

intelligence, aptitude, and achievement tests until

completion of a critical appraisal, review, and revision of

current testing programs;

2. To direct the NEA to call immediately a national

moratorium on standardized testing and set up a task force on

standardized testing to research the topic and make its

findings available to the 1975 Representative Assembly for

further action; and

3. To request the NEA task fScrce.on testing to report

its findings and proposals at the 1973 Representative

Assembly.

In 1973 the NEA task force again called for a national

moratorium on standardized testing until 1975. The NEA

Representative Assembly also reviewed the moratorium

resolution on testing, suggesting that tests should not be

used in a manner that denys:-students full access to equal

educational opportunity.

National Association of School Psychologists

School psychologists are nearly, lways involved in

assessmentfchildreninedeitational settings. Many of the

children who are referred for psychological .or special

eduational services represent various minority groups. The,

National Association of School Psychclogists (NASP) is one

professional organization representing practicing and

464
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academic school psychologists in the United States and some

foreign countries. Because school psychologists are

frequently in an extremely sensitive position in school

assessment practices, the NASP delegate assembly (NASP, 1978)

has adopted a number of resolutions that have a Bing on

assessment (e.g.,, Resolutions 3, 6, and 8). For example,

Resolution 3 notes that school psychologists should protect

children, especially those in minority grOups, from abuses

through the malpractice of school psychology.

Resolution is more explicit in expressing, the position

that blacks and other minority groups do not manifest an

inferiority in intellectual functioning based on so-called

genetic characteristics. The NASP has argued that there is

inadequate scientific support for genetic differences in

intelligence among groups and that research into the issue is

needed.

Resolution 8 notes that:

Individuals of different socio-cultural backgrounds

differ in their readineSs to'succeed in school;

that professional members of minority groups have

indicated that it is a disservice to minority

individuals to suggest that they need not do well-

on tests or achi-eve a basic education; and that

objective measures are less biased than subjective

judgments in assigning children to special programs

in set ols.(p. 104);

In addition to these resolutions, some specific
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suggestions for standards relating to professional

"involvement, assessment standards, standards for parent

and/or student involvement, Standards for edu"_.Jtio al

prOgramming and follow-through, and training standards follow

these resolutions (HASP, 1978,-pp. 105-107).

Association for Advancement of Behavior Therapy

The Association for Advancement of Behavior Therapy

(AABT) represents practice and research interests of behavior

therapists. In May 1977, the Board of Direqtors of the AABT

adopted "Ethical Issties for Human Services." The guidelines

do not mention issues related to test bias. In fact, the

statements in the guidelines are concep,ualized within the

domain of treatment (see Table 9.2).

7

Within contemporary behavior therapy, assessment and

treatment are conceptually linked (cf. Kratochwill, 1980

1982) and so it is possible to apply any one of the

guidelines within the contex0 of assessment practices.

Nevertheless, the AABT has shown increasing Interest in

..assessment practices, as reflected in the formation of the

journal Behavioral Assessment. Whether or not the

organizatipn will make any.formal statements on,test bias

remains to be seen.

The.AABT guidelines take on special significance in

4 6 6
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Table 9.2

Ethical Issues for Human Services

The questions related to each issue have deliberately

been cast in a general mnner that applies to all types of

interventions, and not solely or speciEically to the practice

of behavior., therapy. Issues, directed specifically t

behavior therapists might imply erroneously that.behavior

therapy was in some way more in need of ethical concern than

non-behaviorally7orient,A therapies.

In the list of issues, the term "client" is used to

describe the person whcse behavior is to be. changed,

"therapist" is used to describe the professional in charge of

the intervention; "treatment" and °problem," although used in

the singular, refcr to any and all treatments and problems

being formulated with this checklist. The issues are

formulate6 so as to be relevant across as many settings and

populations as possible. Thus, they need to be qualified

when someone other than the person whose behavioi is to be

changed is paying the therapist, or when that person's

competence or voluntary nature of that person's consent is

questioned. For example, if the therapist has found that the

client does not understand the goals or methods being

cOnsidered, the therapist should substitute the client's

guardian Or other responsible person for "client," when

reviewing the issues below..

A. Have the goals 6f treatment been adequately considered?

467
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1. To insure that the goals are explicit, are they

written?

2. Has the client's understanding of the goals been

assured by having the client restate them orally or

in writing

3. Have the therapist and client agreed on the goals of

therapy?

4. Will serving the client',s'interests be contrary to

the interescs of other persons?

5. Will serving the client's immediate interest's be

contrary to the client's long term interest?

B. Has the choice of treatment methods been adequently

considered?

1. Does the published literature show the procedure to

be the best one available for that problem?'

2. If no literature exists regarding the treatment

method consistent with generally accepCed practice?

3. Has the client. been told of alternative procedures

that might be prqferred by the client on the basis

of significant differences in disconfort, treatment_

time, cost, or degree of demonstrated effectiveness?

4. If a treatment procedure is p blicly,'legally, or

professionally controversial, has formal

.

professional Consultation been obtained, has the
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reaction of the affected segment of the public been

&adequately considered, and have the alternative
o

treatment methods been more closely reexamined and

reconsidered?

C. Is the client's participation voluntary?

1. Have possible sources of coercion on the client's

participation been considered?

2. If treatment is lega.11y mandated, has the available

range of treatments and therapists been offered?

3. Can the client withdraw from treatment with a

penalty or financial loss that exceeds actual

clinical costs?
Y -

D. When another person or an agency is empowered to:arrahge

for therapy have the jnteiests of the subordinated

client been sufficiently considered?

1. Has the suborinate.d client been informed of the

treatment objectives and participated in the choice_

of treatment procedures?.

2. Where the subordinated client's competence to decide

zs limited, have the.client as well as the guardian

participated in the treatment discussions to the

extent that the client's abilities permit?

3. If the intexests'of the subordinated-person and the,

superordinate persons or agency conflict, have

attempts been made to reduce the conflict by dealing

with both interests?
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E. Has the adequacy of treatment been evaluated?

have quantitative measures of the problem and itr

progress been obtained?

2. Have the measures of the,problem and its progress

been made available to the, client during the

treatment?

F. Has the confidentialty of the treatment relationship

11

been protected?

1. Has the client been told who has access to the

records?

` 2. Are records available only to authorized persons?

G. Does the theKapist refer .the clients to other

therapists- when necessary?

1. If treatment is qnsuccessful, is the client referred

to other therapists?
1

2. /,as the client been told that if dissatisfie4.with

the tTeatment, referral will be made?

H. Is the therapist qualified to provide treatment?

1. Has the therapist had training or experience in

treating problems 11ke the client's?

2. ;:txist in the therapist's qualifications,

has the client been informed?

If the therapist is not'adequately qualified, is the

client referred to other therapists, or has

supervision by,a_qual _ied therapist been provided?

Is the client informed-of the supervisory relation?

470
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4. If the treatmei administered by mediators, have

the mediators been adequately supervised by a

qualified therapist?

O

Source: tv1,,ociation for Advancement of Behavior

Therapy.

Ethical issues for human services. Behavior Therapy, 1977,
.

v-vi.
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light of bias in' treatment of personal.ity d behavior

disturbance (Reynolds, 1981). In this r.ecjard the guidelines.

could have direct relevance in the assessment trPatment
4

process by providing conceptual guidelines.

1The American Psychological Association, 6

American Educational Research Association17

and the National Council on Measurement

. in Education

The APA has been actively involved in providing

standards for psyschologists in academic and applied

settings. An early effort_ ,o address issues relating to

assessment of minority children occurred within the Society

for the Study of Social Ic,sufrs ,), Division 9 of the APA.

The SSSI published a mondporai'Ai in which :resting of minority

groups was discussed within context of selection, Alse,

interpretat:a and sensitivity to whether or not tests

differenti'i-,e :eliEYA.y. validity, and dr adequatelv

inter?rete:: mincri groups children (Deutsch, Fishman,

Kogan, North, & Whiteman, 1964).'

As noted above, another document prepared at the request

of the APA's Board .r.k" 7cientific Affairs, and entitled

"Educational Uses of Tests with Disadvantaged Students"

(Cleary et al., 1975) addressed several issues inj'testing

practices: (1) it presented a.reView of definitions of

abilities with special reference to general- intelligence, (2)

,it summarized some common, classes of testemisuse and

misinterpretation, (3) it reviewed the various kinds of

4;72
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statistical information needed to use a test effectively, and

(4) discussed existing alternatives to ability tests and

reviewed new types of testsand new information.needed to

make more effective evaluations of students in schools.

The APA also developed various standards which have a

direct bearing on'the assessment of individuals. For

example,..the.Ethical Standards of Psychologists (APA, 1972)

and Standards for Educational And Psychological Tests (APA,

197A) both contain guidelines on how tests are to be used and

developed. The Standards were first developed in 1954 (at

which time they were called Technical Recommendations for

Psychological tests and Diagnostic Techniques) and were

endorsed by.both the American Educational Research

Association (AERA) and the 'National 'Councql on Measurement in

Education (NCME) . Sub-c..)ently, the three organizations

cooperated in the devel-pment of the 1966 Standards for

Educational. and Psychological Tests and Manuals, followed by

1-le 1974 Standards. These standards are presently being

revised again.
.00

More recently, APA has endorsPd several revisions in the

various documents Telating to training and practice that have

a direct bearing on testing/assesment practices. These

documents include the Accreditation h-Indbook (AAA, 1980),

Standards for Providers of Psychological Services (APA,

1981b), and the.Etbical Principles of PsycholgiV-s (APA,

1981a) .

The Accreditation handbook emphasizes two issues.
.11

4 73
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(Pryzwansky, 1982). First, the accreditation procedures and

various criteria are designed to govern accreditation of

doctoral level professional psychology programs , as well as

predoctora: internship programs. Second, the APA

accreditation promotes high quality training along.a variety .

1

of criteria including (1) institutional settings, (2)

cultural and individual differences, '(3) training models and

curricula, (4) faculty, (5) facilities, and (6) practicum and

internship settings. These criteria are important within the

context of training practitioners in scientific findings in

assessment and treatment and are explicit with regard to the

proper training of professional psychologists to be sensitive

to cultural differences.

,The Standards for Providers of Psychological Services

(1977) provides a uniform set of standards for psychological

practice. It specifies the minimally acceptable level oI

quality assurance and performance.for.providers of

psychological services. The Standards (1977) are organized

'around f)ur sections that relate to a general category of

service delivery.

The Standards (1977) take precedence over the Specialty

Guidelines (1981) -12iCh relate to practice in each of the-

four specialties professional psychology clinical,

counseli_g, industrial organizational', and school): Each of

these Specialty Guidelines, is written specifically for

pr,.,:tice in the specialty area although there_is much overlap

on some (e.g., clinical and school). For example/ in the
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Specialty Guidelines for tne Delivery of Services by School

Psychologists, school psychOlolgical services include:

Psychological and psychoeducational evaluation and

assessment of the school functioning of children

and young persons. Procedures include screening,

psychological and educational tests (particularly

individual psychological tests of intellectual

functioning, cognitive development, affective

behavior, and neuropsi,chological evaluations,,with

explicit regard for the context and setting in

which the professional judgments based on

assessment, diagnosis, and evaluatiOn will be used

(p. 672).

Ethical, principle's of psyChologists (1981) provides 10

ethicz.1 principles in the .areas of responsibility,

competence, moral and legal standards, public statements,7

confidentialty, welfare of the consumer, professional

relationships, assessment techniques, research with human

participants, and care and use of animals.

While the Ethical Principles of Psychologists (1981)

2 contains 'material relating to the psychologists' general

practice, the Standards for Educational and Psychological

Tests expandson thes,l by prov'i'ding more detpile,c1 and

specific guidelines for test developers and user. These'

guidelines apply to' any assesSment-proce:,,Ar( device,OT

aid-- 'i.e., to any, systematic hc<sis for drawing inf;?r-rmce

about people (p. 2). Although these Standards do
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specifically deal with the concept of test bias, it can be

assumed that adherence to them will reduce bias in the

assessment process. However, a footnote in the Standards

indicates a formal position against any testing moratorium.

Miscellaneous Professional Associations

A number of profesS'ional groups have developed some

ethical guidelines for practice. It is likely that members

of some of these groups would have contact with students in

some sort of formal or informal assessment role. For

example, the American Psychiatric Association (APA) is one of

the oldest professional societies and each member is bound by

the ethical code of the medical profession as defined by'the

Principles of Medical Ethics of theAmerican Medical

Association.

'Another group that has developed a code of ethics is,the

National Association of Social Workers (NASW). This group,

established in 1955, has over 80,000 members, many of which

work in schools or with school-age children. The.NASW code'

contains a preamble and six major sections. These sections

address standards of personal and prp'fessional conduct and

responsibilities to clients, colleagues, employees, and

society at large.

Both the /PA and 'NASW codes are discussed in more detail

in The AAAS Profos:.ional Ethics Project (Chalk, et al.,

190) .
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Summary and Conclusions

In this chapter we have provided en overview of

professional groups and organ ations that have developed

some statement or code relev nt or asstenf or treatment

practices. It is clear that h various professional groups

differ widely on positions regarding tes:Ang/assSesment

practices as well as the guidelines developed 'therefrom. In

some cases, statements of policy from one group (e.g., APA)

have been directly criticized by another (ABP). Positions on

both sides of the coin are often not based on empirical data

Jensen (1980) has even identified an "anti-test syndrome"

with several features:

1. Most critics of tests .are indiscriminate,in their,

criticisms.

2. To most test crit .s there is a mystique about the word

intelligence and a humanir' conviction that the most
A

important human attribute. .snot be measured or dealt

with quantitatively or even understood in any

scientifically meaningful sense.

3. -Critics give no empirical basis for their criticisms of

tests, test items, or the uses of tests.

4. Critics fail to suggest alternatives to teats-or ways of

improving mental measurement-or to come to grips with

the.Troblems of educational and personnel selection or

the diagnosis of problems in school luarning
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5. Critics hardly ever mention the nonverbal and

nonscholastic types of mental tests. They inculcate the

notion that all intelligence tests simply tap word

knowledge, bookish information, and use of "good

English. "'

6. Finally, criticisms are imbued with a sense of outrage

at purported sor:!tal injustices either caused u,

reinforced by tests.

Whether or not professional organizations will be able to

adopt an empirical perspective on tests in the future remains

to be determined.

A final issue concerns the relationship between various

professional organizations and the Supreme Court. Although

many professional organitations have been active to influence

assessment practices, large and far-reaching change in

psychological and educational assessment practices with

minority children'in educational settings did not occur until

im; was provided by legislative and judicial sectors

(e.g., PL 94-142). On the other hand, some authors have

noted that the Cour,t appears to be moving away from reliance

upoh and deference t.. federal agency guidelines and toward

reliance upon professional standards (e.g., Standards for.

Educational and Psychological Test ", 1974). Learner (1978)

raised this issue at a time when courts were getting involved

in decidi ! relevant to Rinority group assessment.

.Yet, as noted in Chapter 8 , Judge Grady considered expert

testimony but decided, on -an individual basis, whether items

47R
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in the WISC, WPPSI, WISC -H, and Stanford Lint were

culturally' biased against black childr( Thus, at this time

it is not at all clear whether or not (,,,irts in general or

the Supreme Court will rely more on professional associations

in rendering decisions on testing/assessment issues.
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Current Status

P:.vchmlogial and educational assessment practices continue to increase

in Ltularity. 111 public schools alone, it is estimated that about one

(limiter of a million standardized tests are administered annually, many for

special education decision-making (Ysseldyhe l Algozzine, 1982). In making

decisions dbont special education classification and placement, test data

AV, collected without clear purpose and in ways not intended by their

devt loprs (Ys!.eldyke, Atgo!:zine f, Thurinw, 1980). This problem becomes

.more ;Icule wh concerns imi in the process art'. addressed. The litera-

tur( on .bas has burgeoned in the last decade with divergent research

efforts examining various aspects cd the problem. While some deli cite

prore!;!, in our understanding of bias in psychological and educational

.ts,.;;.nt reported in some: areas, progress in other areas has been slow.

As Cl consoquence, there iS much confusion in practice regarding method :;

to reduce or eliminate bias.

was the purpose of this project to review the various'o.spect_s of

the prohl-,: .1 bins in assessnent and rrTort. our findi.ngs within a concep-

1 FraiewcW: that. ,r)vides organization to the literature, In this last:

char)t, (.,,ii1:!1c,o the various parts as they contribute to th,. wholo lnd

mak ve,Aim,-ndaiions for continued research. In addition, we report on

the i!Tlicaticins of whit we now know about bias for special education

ard discuss guidelines that can be employed giyen our

j)rt.sent undelmta;:di.:

1)e-f in i lion of 1)1 ClS

As a result of our revicw, it is apparent that a consensus defiaition

o: aeods IC) be adopted. This definition should be by'ad 110;;J,

"encompass all legitimate perspectives yet restricted in the sense that

4 so
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makes no premature assumptions that can otherwise -be empirically '

investigated. In addition, the definition shotild allow for the deter-
,

mination of bias on imipirical grounds. Given these parameters, our

proposed definition ofl)ias excludes the notion that there should be

an a priori assumption that moan scores; or distributions of scores

should be Similar across groups.. This assumption denies the possibility-

that differences across groups are real.differenees. A denial of this

possibility may result in time and money being invested in the develop-
.

ment of tests and procedures that have less utility than those currently

employed.

The requirement that the defini_tion allows for the determination

of bias on mipirical grouads excludes thos'e conSJderations that require

value judgments on the part of the dec'ision-maker(s). The "socidl good"

or "social evil" that results from the process, while essential to

consider, arc presently conceived ds- issues of fairness and not bias.

Such a distinction alloWs developers of tests and assessment strategies

to employ common cri.terik to examine bias. It is the responsibility of

those who employ tests to determine fairness of 'the strategies in the

situation they intend to use them. It is ,the responsibility of test

developers to make the distinction between bias and fairness clear,. and

offer guidelines that can be used by test' consumers in evaluating whether

or not the instrument is being employed in a manner that is fair from

the consumers point of view.

This lack of a clear distinction in the past has resulted in no
f

one willing to accept responsibility for questionable practices. Test

developers have argued that their responsibility is to develop valid

and reliable tests wh =ile test consumerV have argued that they are Onlyy

)
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employing tests as described by Lest developers. This situation can he

avoided by clearly articulating the distinction between theconcepts of bias

and fairness and identifying who is responsibile for each. National

Associations can help hy'developrng guidelines for its members,in proper

test development and use. Such guidelines would also prove valuable to

the court's in examining issues of bias and fairness.

In keel?ing with the majority opinion a6 we believe it to be, bias

presentlydefined through the use of the concept of validity. It

maintains the notions of Bias expressed in the technical teost bias and

situational bias literatures and expands them to include our conceptual-

ization of outcome .bias. From this perspective, bias is present if:
1

.l) there are.differences across groups as commonly studied within the

context of content, constr.uct, and predictive validity, 2) situations and

circumstances in which the assessment strategy is employed results in

dffferences in the maximal performance across'gtoups, and 3) their use

results in difference across groups in the effectiveness of outcomes

predi.7.ted from their use. N8te thdtthis latter statement expands the

stud,, of bias to all data employed in decision-making and not just test

da La .

Jansen (1980) reports that bias "refers to systematic errors in the

Predictive validity or the "construct validly of test scores, of indipiduals

that are associated w:th the individual's group membership" (p. 375).

To this definition we.add the, notion of outcome bias, eypand it to include

all forms of assessment data, rename the traditional concepts of predictive

and construct validity, external and internal eoustrruct bids, respecpily, an(

in our understanding of internal construct bias the notion.of 'situational

0
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The resulting definitions reads:, Bias refers to systematic:.

errors in the internal and external construct validit or the outcome

validity of tests and assess4nt strategies that are associated with

the individual's group membership:

Research Needs

As reporteddin Chapters 4 thereqhas been substantial progress
I.

made in our study of bias ,from a traoitional .psychometric perypective.

This literature suggests that little to no evidence of bias is found`

in commonly employed measures cognitive"-functioning. Research in the

area of internal tonstruct bias has shown that these tests appe6r to be

measuring Lhe same construct across groups with a high degree of accuracy.

In addition, there does not u,,,,ear to be any particular types of item.

"

that. results in systemtrc error across groups although more research.

in this area utilizing latent 'trait statistics is needed (Cole; 1981).

Yet, even if biasing items are found, their elimination is not likely

to sivificantly contribute to at.decrease in the diffbrences now found

in performance across groups(

.Research inv,estigating'gro4'differences in performancL on items

or clusters of items provides information on whether or not the same

constructs are being measured'for all. It does not tell us to what
ti

degree the Construct is being mepsured across. groups. In Chapter. 5, we

examined some of. the situational factors that have been investigated.

/

ti) detemine if differences across groups are related to differences

in the degree cowhich the construct is measurech- Research in this

area has demonstrated that test scores can be,manipulat6A by vaOying
4

situational factors. Consecipentiy, i does not appear Lhat tests of

tEognitive functioning are measuring maximal performance. The issue of
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Jr
.

thrth'r or not there are differences itt the degree to.which these

Lzituational

yet clear.

factors elan infl4nce performance across groups is not

More research is needed to determine the differential effect:

of situational factors acs-oss groups.

In thc stmry of external construct hi:as, psychological teats

t-,comwonlyemployed in decision-making have been Olown,not to differ in

their prediction of external criteria or pverpredict the performance

1 1

.
i

of minority'group members'wheti a nonminvity or common regression line,
v /

is,empiOyed. While these findings have been replicated across a variety
,

..).

of tests .the external,criteria'ahat has been employed in externally

validating intelligence tests has been criticized: These studies have,

4

commonly employed standardized-measur6s of achievement, measures that

are considered by some to be measuring the same thing as intelligence

.

tests. SiNe learntrit is the major criteria to whicJi intelligIace test's

arc suppose to predict, research is needed that emplOysvArious criteria

of learning to exterballyvalidntu these tests and study bias.

As reported in Chapter 6, the area in 'nest need of research 'is'

outcome bias. Muchof the research effor':s to date have focused bias

in measuring constructs, not in the use of'tests in predicting outcomes.

This apps e-irs to be function of the way in Wi.ch validity has been

defined. -Indeed, not only is there little research with respect to

outcome bias, tne research eVidn'nce regarding: outcome validity, especially

.15 it rl.ates to intervention planning, has been limited. Research efforts

specific to selection decisions have, for the most part, been limited

to selection in employment. Th'e rovresearch efforts that have studiedN.

,

validity in selecting children in need ofspecial helpin schools have been

484
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hampered by methodoloical problems. While it appears that the pediclive

utility of 1Q tests' is reduced when measures of sch al achievement as

opposed Lo academic achievement are employed, the research :is equivocal

with respect to bias in predicting school achievement. This would be a

fruitful area to research.

With respect to the validity of tests for intervention planning and

consequent bias as a result of this planning, much research is still

, .

ul'eded. As described in Chapter 6, those 'assessment strategies that

directly measure the behaNiOts' of concern and are employed continuously.

throughout the interve'ntiun have been the only type to offer empirical

\\\

evidence of outcome validity. No research reporting on intervention bias '

found.

Certainly,, the notion'of outcome validity is the most controversial

aspect of our,definition of bias. There are those who maintain that the

purpose of tests-are to measure con-structs and the validity and coaequept

bias of tests needs to be studied separate from the specific use of the

teSt, The argument.continues that if tests are employed inappropriately.

and, for example, childilen are selected inappropriately or interventions
t.

planned that aije ineffective or biased,.then the fault is not with the test:

Its job is to measure the construct and should'be judged.On its ability
. .* /

.

do so.s While this argument has. ts appeal, we see certain pro
,
lems with it.

Basically, we question the employment of constructs unless there is

evidence that their use will help in decisionwaking% Consequently, We

have argued that evidence for their use should be part of the concepts

of validity and-bias.

485
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13roa(Ieu ed c on on;; and bias connote that the

men ;;Ii r cmen t. of the .constryc t is not an end .in itse f' - --hut only a

Inea'ns to an end. Indeed, the sole reason for inventing conptructs

y.

is to servo some purpbse. A broadened notion of validy,woill.d require

1
that its purpose be empirically established. Consufers now turn to

psychological measures, evaluate whether or not 1--hey Measoro the

constr6cL'of interest, and then infer that its use is of value to them.

The knowledgable consumer appreciates the inferences tilat are made anu

' uses caution. We would prefer that they use empiricM .evidence' instead.

Such evidence, we believe, can best, be generated if We change our

tl

understanding of validity to incorporate oiltcome valdi.ty.

As discussed in the beginning .of this chnOter, a differeqtiation

needs to be made between bias 'and fairness. This is by no means an

,

attempt to dowvlay the importance of fairness. Urti. t, y, all

decisions regardit the employment of psychological aod educational

assessment strategies rests on the decision-maker's beliefs of whether

or not the whole process is consist. D with their values)and/or the

values of those who employ them. At present, the judgMent -egarding

whether a' decision making process' is fair or' not is an L.::::yotematic

exercise, if an exercise at all. Guidelines are needeu that can make

. this exercise systematic by having decision-makers think through whether

or not the prochict of their'efforts is ultimately Lair to all, )

. ,

The models .of selection reviewed in Chapter 6.were designed to

reflect the various phiAlosophieg 'of fairness. What is needed next is

a clear exposition of the models so that, they en he understood-.and
e

7

486
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cilployed by consumers. We recommend that the Expeted Utilities Model_ .

be engineered for consumer dse since it c,o1 Dv employed regardless of

what fairness philosophy is adopted ,hy decision makers. It would pro-

.

V1(11' a vehicle f6r making whatever adjustments to decisions are necessary.

Wit-1V regard to the various proposed alturnatives to present practice ,

sevelal seem piomiing for riirlhor investigation and impleilentation.

Brhayioral Assessment and C.-iteri-on-Referenced Testing; appear to be the

m'ost highly developed procedures, that can have an immediate impact on

planning interventions to help 2hildren develop skills in which they

are deficient. Stitegies snch os Diagnostic/Clinical Teaching and

Child.Dvelopment Observation stiAl.need to be'researched to validate

beir usefulness.

For diagnost:W purposes, Learning Potential Assessment may hold

promise in its ability to measure learning as it ocqurs in assessment

rather than as a static,, after the fact. occurance. While this may

reduce the pptential. impact of biasing historical factor.;, this is an

empirical question that has yet to be addressed. However, the most

active proponents'of thiS method, Fuer''steill and his colleagues, have

moved into using learning potentialassessmenJ: as. a method of identifying

skills for intervention. Muchres'earch in their procedures, identified

as Instrneental Frtrichm(2nt, needs to be completed before the validiey of
4 1

. .

its use for intervenlf.ion planning id established. .

'°Theh e value. of. these strategies that arelurported'.to improve upon

the diagnostic and predictiye ca(pability of IQ tests show little .eidence

a

to support their.continue'd development at thistime.' Renof7ming to

-correct for empiricarlio6tablished bias is a legitimate activity but to
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renonlm Lest on the a priori as?mmption that mean scores acrossgroups

should be simyar appe.qrs questionable from our pers.pocLive. Developing

cu.lture-red4ed test.?; also appears unwarranted. Cultnra'ly loaded items,

if any are found to bias responses across groups, ,can be eliminated from

Present tests. Developing new tests with all itemsculture-reduced does

not appear to be v(rth the Lime or expense. in short, developi)Ig new

instruments for diagnosing and classificating appeats to be misdirecting

our eCforts by overemphasixiqg its importance in helping children.

Guidelinas for ReducingAias in Special Education Decision-Making
a

Our understanding of bias and what to do about it continues to develop

as we investigate it. 'tliat is that can be;donc at present to help .

implement what we know and what cautions can be egercised im areas that

are still under investigation? Tucker (1930) recommends a series of steps

khat can he taken with rtegard to special education decision making that

address this question. "The rist specifies nineteen points in thett
appraisal process pt which assesskmt data is (or should be)lcollected

and used in evaluating a shnlent's program, from a non-biased perspective"
4

(Tucker, 1980, p.3). The steps are based on a series of questions that

A
decision-maktYs ask themselves throughout the process Lhat leads up to

the classification and placement of children in special education, classes.

The nineteen questions are listed below:

(1) Is there a significant probleminvolvingthis student?.

.

(2) 'Is the problem worth taking time to pursue?*

.
(3) Does the initial observational data col,lectc4 on a day

to day basis Auggest that a signiticant.prob1lem'exists?
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44) Does till. 'ilifermntion gained from the parent or
r

guardian suggest the need for alternative classroom

int ery i on?

(5). Do the observalionikl data feom Step 4 Show that the

problem behnv50 persists even when alternative

clas.roodstrati!gi.cs are implemented?

(6).1)oes the screening da,:n suggeLt the need for other

alternative,edncational services?

(7) Does the_problem per!iist even when alternative regular

cducct ion .411, eerna tives' (si.c) are provided?

(8) Have all steps 1 through 7 been taken and is all of

the resulting data On'hand?

(9) Have all the necessary questions been generated ta.

provide an'adequate biasis for planning the student's

educational program?
, 4

(10) After the assessment performed, in Step 9; is there

sufficient evidence that the student is handieapped?

P(11)

Does the ssNsment Data Kibtained in IStep.10 supply
.'.

sufficient evidence that the student's problem is

educ.a0.onal;y related to and4supported by-a lyindi

caPving conditiory

(12) Have all the assessment questions bet answered to

the satisfaction of the Multidiscipjfinary Team?

(13) Is the Assessment Rep jargon free and understandable

in that it communi,:Ces in simple, straigtforward terms

.to 'all Who will be present at the I.E.P.,meetine

(14) Does the stu*ht appear to need 'special education,

489
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(PO I
the student a member of a miliority group 6r other

unique population?

(16) Are oli'gihility decisiOns free of cu1tural,hin0

(17)H/Ive all the necessary precautions been taken to insure

that the student's educational needs can best be Met by

the provision of special education services?

(18) have the parents approved the student's placement and

the program as nlecified.in the I.E.P.?

(19) Can we tell if the student's progress is satisTact9ry?

After each,of the questions, Tucker provides.disclosion concerning how to

proceed depending on ,whether the ankiwer is "yes" or "no".

1

As can be Aen from the questions, Tucker has basically provided

guidelines for conducting a thorough asseAgment consistent with the

requirements embodied in P.1.... 94 -142.. Though issues specifically related

'/
k

to minority group assessment are not addressed in every step, it is implied

tkaL if decision-makers are.thorough in their Method, potential bias can be

.

reduced. For example, question 3.may redice biased impressions by requiring

that n roblem be documented by.observational data.
likewise, questidn 5

a

may reduce bias in labeling and placement by employing alternative classroom

strategies in. an attempt to rdmedi the problem in a les'intrusive
I

way.- A

An'interesting recommendation of Tucker is that the multidisciplinary

team include a member that is sensitive. to the student's racial or cultural
r

group. Such a st2p may ,help in identifying potential biases in the team

1

that occur out of ignorance of what is "expected" of a child from a certain
1

racial or cultural group. Ultimately, the valpityof all such impressions

need to. be empirically documented and the. potential bias examined.

1

490.
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In .preparing for a formal evaluation of minority children, Tucker

recommends that teams have information on language proficiency and differ-

#.1ww: between expressive and receptive langu'ge. These recommendations

I. consistent with 94-142 guidelines and are justifiable based on

the empiical literature. The languages of the child and th0 examiner

do hake a difference in the assessahnt of bilingual children. While Lho

short-range.predietive validity of IQ tests is' as good for bilingual

student:: as it is for Elglish speaking students, thisffinding appears to

result, only because the criterion-meelsure also requires English proficiency.

EvicHtee that'there. i.s a significant difference between verbal ;Inc],. perfor-

mance IQ measures within groups as a function of language pro.kiciency

stron4y silm,,ests that the Also of :tests that emphasixe verbal abilities

arc biased .against bilingual students. Consequent recommendaCions 0:at

,perforhance measures be used to assess intellectual functioning of

7
bilingual students 'are sound.

Consistent with the law, Tucker (1980) also recommends that suh-,

standard performance o me6sure of adaptive behavior be a prerequisite

to further evaluation for mental retardation,.. Thi. s is also in keeping

173 .r

witih current definitions of mental retardation. If the idOntified

purpose for administering an IQ test is to'diagnose retardation and the

,diagnosis can oniy.be accompanied by significantly substandard performance

in adaptive' behavior, then IQ testing only needs to be performed With OloSe

children who remain eligible after the administration of an adaptive

behavior measure.. Of course, the converse of this statement is also

true. That is, if the child's performance on-an IQ test does not qualifY
1,10,

him/he/rfor classificatiokn then there is no need to administer an

. gh
..

adaptive bpluvior measure. It would seem less intrusive to the child

1
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rot her th;in IQ d..it a.
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'the ABIC have n degree of content and contTut validity,

pYcdictiVoWV1 OOICOMo VOlidilio!; Of theft! ill!;trOMOOtfl, hOWOVer, have

.ts\t to ho estahlished.

'I'll' importance ol establ'shing the validity of the use of IQ tests,

adaPtive behavior peasure::, or both in the diagno:,is and placement of

mentOly handicapped children becomes highlighted when decisions concerning

proprtional representation need to be made. If proportional represent n'

is determined to be fair by the decision makers, how does one best choose

\

the pTortions of each group to be classified/placed? As discussed

previosfyllathere are many models from which to chodse in making this

decision. However, in this case, all models old require that we know

which data would provide the best prediction. If, for example, only 20%,

of an EXIt population is allotted to be'Oack and there are more than that

percentage identified and placed through.the use of IQ tests alone, would

it be a more valid strategy to rank the children to be.chosen on fQ alone

or rank and choose the number by adopting a measure of ;daptive behdvior

to combinetlith IQ testing. Indeed, as Fis her (1978) reports; the tise

of the AMC in combination with IQ tests would reduce by 60, 70, and S5Z

the number of Anglo, Mexican-American, and black children, re.spectively,

that are classified E'R by IQ tests alone., Such a strategy may in and 'of.

itself solve a disc ict's problems. The n' saver, of course', has to be

based on what you,are predicting and the valicrities of each procedure in

making theiw predictions. With respect to EMH diagnosis,, the answer has

O 492
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already been provided.- By definition; EMR diapnosis now. requires both

and the courts concur. Rschly (1982) points to one source of validity

for using both IQ and adaptive behavior to predict clessificatiOn. If

both are used, the prevalence of mental retardation in the schools will

/
drop to apprdtt',4.mately 1 to 1.5 %. This figure closely appr ximates ,

the

percentage of adults identifie/d mentally retarded through community

s,arveys (Tarjan, 1970, cited in Reschly, 1982). [Mother or not the

placement that alw4s folloWs such diangosis' has any outcome validity

is not known.

The implementation of Tucker's (1980 rnineteefi steps are designed

)- to address issues related to potential bias in the process.

no guidelines regarding fairness in selecting and placing students.
t*

Sattler (1982) reports on several recommendations that have been '

provides

made for assessing ethnic minority children. Those that are consistent

with our understanding of the literature are reported below.

(1) Assessment should focus on discovering ways to help

children and not on ways to better classify/place. The

increased use of behavioral and criterionreferenced

4

1

/measures designed to intervene on specific skills deficits.

(should be the focus of the assessment.. ,

(2). 'EXaminers should take the time to motivate Children to

perform on tests. Seeking the coopervtion of children

would 'help reduce problems reported in situation bias.

493,
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(3) Awide range, of mental tests should be used

when assessing minority children. `Given the

complex nature of intellectual functioning,

the more adequate the sample of skills assssed,

the more likely one is to gain a more valid and

reliable measure- for, any one child.

(4) Procedures for "testing the limits" (Sattler, 1974,

(5)

1982) may provide a better picture of the maximal

.
performance capabilities of a child than,

standaedized'procedures alone.

Emphasize or use exlusively'aonlanguage performance

measures with bilingyal. children. JJ:ing bilingual

examiners who cnn allow the child the'opportUnity

4
to respond in, the language they prefer is desirable.

(6) Clinicians should become knowledgable of the

cultural and racial differenCes among children in

the community they work.

(7) Teacherts shoujd'become sensitive to the educational

diffiiulties displayed by various minority group

Children. 'Behaviors that connote one type of,

.

problem for_some groups, may reflect a different

problem for others.
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Concluding Remarks

One of the most: fundamental, needs in the area of nonbiased assess-

*

ment that Was arisen from our review is the need for test consumers to

carefully examine the purposes for which they assess and test developers

to broaden their concept of valimiity and consequent study of bias tom

provide consumers with the research information they ned.to select the

best strategies to fulfill these purposes. With respect to test

--consuoption, when one asks the basic questiong regarding the purposes

of special education decision - making, one can't help but wonder why there

is thc: need to diagnose* at all.. If the purpose of special education is to

provide special help to children with learning problems,then we can't

help but ask the same question that has been'reiterated over the'last

few decades, why diagnose? With evidence continuing to mount regarding
°

.

the superfluous nature of the activity, time for change is imminent.

Such change is now being witnessed in sever*Atates aricl it is not'

.
radical to predict that educational classfication as it is now conceived

will eventually disappear.fNoncategorical special education. placement

based on a child's educatiorial needs rather than hi.1.41assificationwill

hopefully provp to be the next major cliqnge in providing'herp to children.

Such a system would Locus attention on collecting data to help.children

rather than diagnosing them.

Once decision-i'lal,:ers 'decide on the purpose of ,heir assessment activit

. they` need better data on the validity and unbiased.natulfe- of %that data

to make the decision they deem important. Such information can bc%t be

accomplished Ly expanding our understanding lkf the concept of validity to
.

outcome validity. This would then allow for an examination,of

selection and intervention.
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As test consumers evaluate the purposeS of their activities, an

examination of their own values, that ultimately impact on the decisions

they make need'to he determined. Such an ekamination of the fairness"
of their activitis would openly addressissues that are often only

'casually address6d or ignoi-ed.

4
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Footnotes

1

There is, however, evidence that use of proj ctive techniques
,

has been declining (Klopfer & Taulbee, 1976; Reynol & Sund,,e)>.g, 1976).

-We express appreciation to Dr. Sandy Alper for her assistance in

writing sections of Chapter 3.

3
In both the'Sandoval (1979) and Oakland and Feigenbaum '0979) studies,

,the digit span and coding subtest were not included. No internal

consStendk statistic can be computed for these subtests.

4
Jensen (1980) cautions that such conclusions must be tentative

since,he slid not., have reliability coefficients for the reanalysis and;

consequently, could not make corrections for attenuation.'

'These. ranges were called dull normal and mentally defective

in the earlier editions .of the Wechsler scales.

6T
his section repreSents a revised and updated version of a chapter

by Kratochwill (1982).

7
The indirect-direct dimensions of behavioral assessment presented .

here are not to be confused whothe indirect-direct distinctions

commonly made between traditional and behavioral assessment (see, for

example, Hersen and Barlow, 1976; pp. 114-120).
. 4

4'8
The BOI is available from Dr: Peter N. Alevizas, Department of

.Psychology, Straub Hall, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, 94703.

9
The BCS is available through Research Press, Box 317741,-

Champaign, Illinois, 61820.

1
()The O'Leary code is available throughDr. K. Daniel O'Leary,

Department of Psychology, State' University of New York at Stony Brook,

Long Island, New York, 11794.

6 0-1
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1 1The Wahler code is available from'Dr. Robert G. Wahler, Child

Behavior Institute, the University of Tennessee at Knoxville, Knoxville,

Tennessee, 37916.

17-Estdblishing the reliability and validity of direct behavioral

assessment methods is more than a methodological issue. Fri the

Standards for Educational and Psyl:holoaical Tests of the American

Psychological Assokiation (1974) it is noted that". . . the psychologist

who.counts examples of a specific'typo of response in a behavior-

modification setting is as much'responsible.for the validity of his

interpretations of change or the basic, reliubiity of hiS. observations.

as is any other test user" (P. 4):

In the National Libor Relations Bo., Detroit Edison case

the ,.ompany adminitere chological apti (I( 2sts and used the

results to determine the eligibility of employees for promotion.

Although the union wanted access to the test protocols and answer sheets,

.

the company agreed only to turn over the material to kqualifieci psychologist

who would offer advice. The federal appeals court ruled that the union

had the right to examine the protocols given that they %.ould not copy

or disclose them and would return them to'the company.

14 Following the original injunction the California State Department

of Education suspended the use of IQ tests in, placing all children in EhR

classes.

15=see Morris and Brown4(1982) for a similar perspective-in the use

of behavior modification with mentally retarded persons..
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16School psychologists are also represented by Division 16.
1

(School Psychology) of the American Psychological Association.

17At this wrging the American Educational Research AssociatiOn

has not developed a professional code of ethics related to practice.

However, in 1981 an ad hoc committee was formed to consider the

development of such a code. Nevertheless, the AERA has sponsored

a symposium entitled "The Testing_ of Black Students" that was

subsequently published (Willer, 1974).
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